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ABSTRACT
This packet includes reprints of journal articles and
other information exploring reflective practice and action research
among rural educators. The four sections of the packet cover concepts
of reflective practice and action research; examples of reflective
practice at both the elementary and secondary levels; issues such as
encouraging reflective practice on a school-wide basis to improve
staff development, evaluation, administrative practice, and
curriculum development; future trends in action research; and
additional resources. Articles include: (1) "Reflective Practice: A
New Agenda for Education" (Karen F. Osterman); (2) "Synthesis of
Research on Teachers' Reflective Thinking" (Georgea Mohlman
Sparks-Langer, Amy Berstein Colton); (3) "Reconstructive Reflective
Teaching: A Review of the Literature" (Joan Tedrow Gilson); (4)
"Teacher Development in Professional Practice Schools" (Ann
Lieberman, Lynne Miller); (5) "Award Heralds Recognition of the Role
of Teachers As Researchers" (Robert Rothman); (6) "What Teachers Say
about Reflection" (Christine Canning); (7) "Secondary Perspectives,
Classroom Action Research: The Teacher As Researcher"; (8) "Halls of
Mirrors: The Introduction of the Reflective Mode" (Margaret Anzul,
Margot Ely); (9) "The Light at the End of the Journal: A Teacher
Learns about Learning" (Margaret M. Voss); (10) "Why Do Pirates Have
Peg Legs? A Study of Reading for Information" (Doreen Gregson); (11)
"Writing Reflectively" (Betsy Sanford); (12) "Using Action Research
To Navigate an Unfamiliar Teaching Assignment" (Mary Dicker); (13)
"Finding the Value in Evaluation: Self-Assessment in a Middle School
Classroom" (Linda Rief); (14) "Middle Level Teachers' Perceptions of
Action Research" (Deborah Sardo Brown); (15) "Effective
Administration Through Reflective Practice" (Ann Weaver Hart); (16)
"The Evolution of a Reflective Coaching Program: School-University
Collaboration for Professional Development" (Keith Hillkirk, James F.
Nolan); (17) "Collaborative Action Research and Staff Development in
the Middle School" (Gerald Pine); (18) "School Renewal as Cultural
Change" (Bruce Joyce and others); (19) "Nurturing the Reflective
Practitioner through Instructional Supervision: A Review of the
Literature" (James F. Nolan, Tonya Huber); (20) "Means for
Facilitating Reflection" (Robert B. Kottkamp); and (21) "Action
Research: Comments on Current Trends and Future Possibilities" (Diane
W. Kyle, Ric A. Hovda). Included in Section 4 is a list of additional
resources. (LP)
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Dear Rural, Small School Leader:

Reflective practice is the use of inquiry as a means of improvement.
It is the practice of stepping back from the everyday to observe the
"how" and "why" of our actions--to question our assumptions and habits.
Reflective practice has emerged as a dominant theme in much of today's
professional literature, both in and outside the field of education.
In all of this literature the emphasis is placed on the role of the
As Ikujiro Nonaka states, "In the knowledge-creating
individual.
(system), inventing new knowledge is not a specialized activity--the
province of the Research and Development department--it is a way of
behaving, indeed a way of being, in which everyone is a knowledge
worker--an entrepreneur." (Harvard Business Review, 1991). Teachers
As Researchers: Improving Practice in Rural and Small Schools, the
Rural, Small Schools Network Information Exchange Packet Number 11,
explores the concept of reflective practice in educational settings.
Improving Practice in Rural and Small
Teachers As Researchers:
Schools is divided into four sections, all of which build on and
complement the others. The first section provides an overview to the
concepts of reflective practice and action research. The second looks
at examples of reflective practice by classroom teachers. Examples
are provided from the primary through secondary levels. Section three
deals with issues around supporting and encouraging reflective practice on a school-wide basis to improve staff development, evaluation,
administrative practice, and curriculum development. The final
section discusses future trends in action research and provides a list
of resources for those interested in further reading on the topic.
We have provided an evaluation card so you can let us know how useful
you have found this information. We also welcome your suggestions for
Please jot any ideas you
future Information Exchange Packet topics.
may have on the card or contact us at the Rural, Small Schools
Network, 83 Boston Post Road, Sudbury, MA 01776, (508) 443-7991.
You may order additional copies at a cost of $15.00 plus $2.50 postage
and handling. Please send orders directly to the Publications
Department of The Regional Laboratory at 300 Brickstone Square, Suite
900, Andover, MA 01810, and cite order number 9086.
Sincerely,

(/
d.D.

John R.
Program Director

Rural, Small Schools Network

Burke, Ed.D.
Carol
Associate Program Director
Rural, Small Schools Network

Rural, Small Schools Network, 83 Boston Post Road, Sudbury, MA 01776
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the concepts of reflective practiceprograms which use experience and

challenge to educators, Schiin (1987) and Argyr is & Schiin (1974) called for
a reexamination of professional education to develop more effective means
of educating professionals to this "artistry" of knowing.
'Ibis challenge has been met. During the last few years, there has been a
growing interest in reflective practice as a means of professional development. In tire field of education, teachers and administrators have seen rapid
growth in the number of plc - service and in-service programs that incorporate

ent in professional practice, which we can only learn about by carefully
studying the performance of extremely competent professionals. Posing a

nearly a decade of inquiry, Scholl (1983) concluded that skilled practitioners
arc reflective practitioners; they utilize their experience as a basis for assessing and revising existing theories of action to develop more effective action
strategies.
Emphasizing the importance of reflection as a key clement in professional
growth, Schorr also addressed the necessity for examining these theories of
action within tire context of professional practice. Ile maintained that there
is a core of artistry, an exercise of intelligence, and a kind of knowing inher-

This assumption prompted another important question: Dow do professionals become skilled, how do they learn new theories of action? After

1974).

things work, their "theories of action," were central to their effectiveness as
leaders; to become more effective in school reform, administrators needed
to learn not simply new skills, but new "theories of action" (Argyris & Schorr,

in initiating school reform, they observed that people's ideas about how

consider how to assist educational administrators to become more effective

Chris Argyris and Donnhl Scion began, in 1971, what was to become a
continuing inquiry into the dynamics of effective leadership. Asked to

Mho a University

KAREN r, OSTERMAN

REFLECHVE PRACTICE
A New Agenda for Education
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Reprinted with permission from Education and Urban
Society, Vol. 22 No. 2, February 1990.
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of knowledge for its own sake. Rather, reflective

pursuit
practice is a challenging,
focused, and critical assessment of one's own behavior as
a means towards
developing one's own craftsmanship. While reflection is certainly essential
to the process, reflective practice is a dialectic
process in which thought is
integrally linked with action. It is, as Schon describes, a "dialogue of
thinking
and doing through which I become more skillful"
(1987, p. 31).
Prompted by a problem, a discrepancy between the real and the
ideal, or
between what occurred and what was expected, the
practitioners step back
and examine their actions and the reasons for their
actions. They reflect on
the effectiveness or legitimacy of these action choices, and
they use this new
perception as a means of developing alternate strategies.
Through this
dialectic process of thought and action, the practitioner
takes an active role
in shaping his or her own professional growth.
Reflective practice is a professional development method
which enables
individual practitioners to become more skillful and more effective. It is
also
a process that has a potentially
positive impact on organizational effectiveness. As the following discussion
explains, reflective practice enhances
professional practice in several ways. It leads to greater self-awareness, to
the development of new knowledge about professional
practice, and to a
broader understanding of the problems which confront
practitioners. Because
it enhances professional
growth, and thereby responds to the needs of
individual practitioners, it also influences the environment of the
workplace
in ways that support organizational change and effectiveness.

speculation on one'svwn successes and failures, and far more than the

Reflection is coacentration and
careful consideration, and reflective practice is the mindful consideration of one's actions,
specifically, one's professional actions. This ;P:flective
practice, however, is far more than leisurely

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE: AN OVERVIEW

reflection to develop professional skills. This emphasis on reflective practice
represents an important change in approach to professional education;
but,
more importantly, the interest in reflective practice signifies some important
and dramatic changes in our ideas about school leadership and
school reform.
This article reviews the
concept of reflective practice within the framework of experiential learning theory, discusses
ways in which reflective
practice advances professional
practice, and explores the implications of
these ideas for professional education and for school reform.

134
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new ideas
Professional growth often depends not merely on developing
those old ideas that
or theories of action, but on eliminating or modifying
is relearning.
have been shaping behavior. As Kolb explains: "All learning
with more or less particular ideas
Everyone enters every learning situation
crude and incorrect
about the topic at hand.... Some of our theories are more
to
implant new ideas
than others.... Thus one's job as an educator is not only
but also to dispose of or modify old ones" (1984, p. 23).
behavior is shaped
Before ideas can change, they must be identified. Our
countless experiences, cues,
by our ideas ideas which have been shaped by
these ideas or theories
culture.
In
some
cases,
and reinforcements from our
have generated more
have outlived their usefulness. Nt w knowledge may
old
ideas are so deeply
appropriate, more effective ideas. Yet, because our
behavior even though, at some
engrained, they may continue to shape our
In the vernacular of
level, we accept the validity of the new information.

Occur.

behavior, learning will not
ideas, or theories of action begin to influence

reflection is a critical step in professional
Donald Schott, the argument that
Kolb's
deve'topment is historically rooted in a tradition of learning theory.
theme --- develof experiential learning traces a common
(1984) exploration
that learning is dependent on the
oped by Dewey, Lewin, and Piagct
with practice. While
integration of experience with reflection, and of theory
that experience is the basis for learning, each
each of these theorists argued
All viewed
also maintained that learning cannot take place without reflection.
expericonsisting
of
four
stages:
concrete
learning as a sequential process,
of
abstract
concepts
or
generalence, observation and reflection, formation
izations, and active experimentation.
or unexpected event
Experience provides the basis for learning: a problem
If
this
event is to create
prompts an inner sense of discomfort and perplexity.
of that event,
change, or to stimulate growth, the person must make meaning
observation and
Out
of
this
process
of
examine it, and appraise the activity.
views
reflection comes new meaning, aternative perspectives, and new
the
rationale
about how things work. These new perspectives then provide
these new
for experimentation. The learning process ends and begins anew as
ideas become integrated into behavior.
reflection is the
While experience may serve as the stimulus for learning,
learn from experience.
essential part of the process that makes it possible to
until new concepts,
Without reflection, theories of action are not revised and,

by
While the term "reflective practice" was coined and popularized

SELF-AWARENESS
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supervisory
process to provide judgment rather than support. In each of these examples,
there is an assumption that
people act out of less-than-noble motives. In some
cases, this as.amtp;ion may be correct; in others, it may not. The
important
point, however, is that the
assumption directly or indirectly influences the

signifies a lack of caring or commitment, and they utilize the

concern, and they
become reluctant to contact parents to provide information
or obtain support.
Administrators assume that teachers' lack of creativity in the
classroom

Theory X is apparent in
assumptions, language, and actions. Teachers assume that the
inner-city
parents' failure to attend PTA meetings represents a lack of

ships between administrators and teachers, between schools and
community,
or between teachers and students, the impact of

"goldbricker" who inherently dislikes work and will
avoW responsibility wherever possible. People who hold this view
tend to
believe that people will do what they have to do
only if they are closely
supervised and controlled by someone
typically a higher echelon author- who knows the "right" path. While there are few
people would claim to
espouse these views, there is evidence that
suggests that Theory X is a
widespread theory-in-use within our schools. Whether one looks
at relation-

Theory X and Theory Y, described
by Douglas McGregor (1960), provide
another illustration of the discrepancies between espoused
theory and theoryin-use. 'Ube Theory X-Y distinction
poses two different and contrasting sets
of assumptions about people. Theory X assumes that the
average person
resembles the Army's

espoused
theory and the theory-in-use. Our actions are not always
consistent with our
intent; what we say we believe (espoused theory) sometimes
differs from
what we actually do (theory-in-use). These contradictions
are
quite
common
in the school context, but in many cases they
are detected only through a
process of careful observation, initiated in response to a perceived problem.
Studies of time on task and equity in the classroom
illustrate the discrepancies between intent and behavior, and show how we often fail
to understand
our own behavior and its impact. There are few teachers
or administrators
who would not wholeheartedly agree that all children
should be treated
equitably within the classroom. Yet the reality is far different. Observational
studies have repeatedly demonsrated that children
are treated differently
depending on such characteristics as gender, race, and ability level.
There are
few school personnel who would dispute the statement
that schools are places
for' learning. Yet, observation shows that over the
period of the day, there is
little time devoted to instruction. Administrators,
too, have learned
that, although their first priority is instructional
improvement, their time is
diverted into coahtless other directions.

reflective practice, this appears as a contradiction between the

1
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as deeply engrained in behavior as ineffective practices. Over the last decade,
efforts to discover more about the craft of teaching have demonstrated that
the master teacher is often unable to explain what combination of strategies

many ways in which their actions are highly effective.
A good educator teacher or administrator is a skilled craftsman, but
that knowledge is not always at a conscious level. Effective practices become

professional growth in another way. As the above examples demonstrate,
professionals are often unaware of the many ways in which their own
behavior is self-defeating. At the same time, they are often unaware of the

By increasing self-awareness, the reflective process creates opportunities
for continued professional growth. Reflective practice also contributes to

KNOWLEDGE OF PROFESSIONAL. PRACTICE

directions.

behavior become clear, habitual responses are identified and insights dawn
regarding the nature of our assumptions and motivations." With this understanding, "People can make some judgments about the effectiveness of
different actions in changing some aspects of their lives, and they can try to
learn from whatever errors they have made" (1987, p. 78). As we become
more aware of our theories-in-use, we become more aware of contradictions
between what we do and what we hope to do; as a result, we can shape new

actions, and a new awareness or understanding of our behavior. In
Brookfield's terms, through reflection, or critical thinking, "patterns of

new ideas stems from conflict with old beliefs that arc inconsistent" (Kolb,
1984, p. 28).
Reflective practice challenges us to discover those habits of belief or
behavior which preserve the inadequacies of the current system and prevent
the introduction of new and better approaches to education. Through the
reflective process, we subject our own actions to critical assessment. By
posing questions about our own behavior What am I doing? Why? With
what effect? we develop new perspectives, new ways of looking at our own

change. In these situations, the desire to change, or to devel.ip more positive
modes of interaction, are blocked by deeply engrained ideas. "Resistance to

that may not have the desired impact, and may defeat our best efforts to

procedures.
These examples illustrate how deeply-engrained assumptions (theoriesin-use) may contradict what we espouse, may shape our behavior in ways

actions and interactions which follow, whether it be in the form of an upraised eyebrow, a particular tone of voice, or a decision about policies and

Osterman / NEW AGENDA FOR EDUCATION
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Reflective practice legitimins discussion of these
"imperfect processes."
At th classroom level,
Sarason (1971), Shor (1980) and Belenky et al.
(1986)

and awareness of
the problems of practice. Much of the workunderstanding
of
professionals,
including that
of teachers and principals (Barth, 1981), is
not visible to the public, or even
to other teachers and principals. Those
aspects of work which are revealed,
or open to public view, arc limited. Belenky,
Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule
(1986), for example, discuss the tendency of teachers
to hide the "imperfect
processes of their thinking,"
allowing their students to glimpse only the
polished products" (p. 215). Typically, problems of
practice are among those
aspects of professional work which are hidden from view.
Because of the
assumption that learning is a lifelong process, that
people and organizations are engaged in a continual
process
of
improvement, reflective practice
brings the discussion of problems into a public
forum. While it is assumed that the practitioner
can be highly effective in
generating solutions to problems, it is also assumed that
problems are a
normal part of the reality of practice and are often
rooted in the system, rather
than in personal
inadequacies. Within the reflective practice
framework,
problems are not a stigma nor a sign of failure, but
and better ways, and to create knowledge. Problemsa challenge to seek new
become, not dirty linen
to be kept from the public's view, but
opportunities for dialogue, learning,
and change.

process plso increases our

clarify the successful strategies that are evident in the
practice of skilled
practitioners. Reflective practice asks not only that
we
develop
a conscious
awareness of the craft of practice, but also that we
develop
an
ability to
articulate that knowledge. In Fricre's
language, as Kolb (1984) explains, we
are required to, "name the world"; and, in
naming, we give meaning to the
world around us. By articulating tacit
knowledge,
professional skills can be
shared and can become part of an enriched body of
knowledge which will
serve as an explicit guide for others who seek to
improve
their performance.
The reflective

recognize and support those habits which enhance professional
accomplishment. If reflective
practice challenges educators to identify which
aspects of
performance need improvement, it also
challenges them to elucidate and

which minimize our effectiveness, anotheridentify and change those habits
equally important aspect is to

is another matter.
If one aspect of professional growth is to

goes without saying that there is
mastery, but being able to share that
knowledge
to help someone rep'icate
the skilled performance

leads to their impressive results, which are readily
apparent to administrators,
other teachers, students, and parents. It

138

teachers who make their own

139

p. 119).
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the group achieves a
vision, and "Through mutual stretching and sharing,
al It 86,
vision richer than any individual could achieve alone" (Belenky et

sharing ideas and - experiences requires

hances professional growth and development by facilitating dialogue among
understanding,
practitioners. This dialogue, in turn, establishes a basis for
caring, and cooperation in the workplace.
The process of describing one's own experience increases opportunities
enables us to
for communication and collaboration. The reflective proccss
with other
share our experiences. When sharing takes place in a public forum,
of communication leads not only to new
like-minded colleagues, the process
understanding
of others as well as understanding
knowledge but to greater
of self. Real communication, a sharing of experiences, and the resulting
the self-awareness
empathy and understanding cannot take place without
understandof
this
communication
comes
which comes from reflection. Out
despite differences
ing and a sense of community, a commonality of purpose
these ideas
the
experiential
logic
behind
of opinion. "If one can discover
and
the
owners
of the
(those of the 'other'', the ideas become less strange
world becomes warmer and more orderly"
ideas cease to be strangers. The
Through
reflection and through communica(Belenky et al., 1986, p. 115).
concerns, the ideas of others become
tion focused on common professional
for new and
less strange, those others cease to be strangers, and the search
and collaborabetter ways of achieving professional goals becomes a public
This process of
isolated
and
individual
effort.
tive process, rather that an
the individual to stretch his or her own

As the articulation of craft-knowledge, reflective practice further en-

CARING AND COLLABORATION

and
knowledge and understanding of the reality of professional practice,
growth
and
for
organizational
enhances the opportunity for professional
reform. The perception of a problem, or the perceived discrepancy between
the reality and the ideal, serves as stimulus for observation, reflection, and,
solutions. Without a clear undnstandultimately, the generation of possible
effective
solutions
are unlikely, and the reflective process
ing of the problem
engenders understanding.

are more likely to have
thinking public, and therefore subject to discussion
and stimulating for students. At a
classes that are challenging, interesting,
more abstract level, this type of problem-oriented discussion enriches our

found that critically reflective teachers

Osterman I NEW AGENDA FOR EDUCATION
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willingness to move beyond received wisdom, to combine ideas from
unconnected sources, to embrace change as an opportunity to test limits"
(p. 27).
If critical thinking is important for organizations in
general, then critical
thinking is particularly important for schools. Teaching and administration
arc tasks that are characterized in
organizational literature as ambiguous and
unpredictable, and although they share common problems of practice, these
problems differ in ways that require
unique, tailored-to-fit, responses. Under
these conditions of variety, ambiguity, and stress,
Lowy, Kelleher, and
Finestone (1986) found that the most effective managers were those who
were open to information, acknowledged the need to learn on the
job, and
were constantly seeking ways in which existing practices might be improved.

ways of
doing things (Brookfield, 1987). Kanter's 1983 study, for example, found
;hat most innovative and adaptive companies were distinguished
by "the

contexts conclude that the most innovative and productive organizations
are
those which encourage their members to scrutinize organizational
behavior,
to challenge existing practices, and to continually look for better

questioning" (Brookfield, 1987, p. 1). These habits of reflection or critical
thinking, and this willingness to question and to scrutinize current
ways of
doing and thinking as a means of finding new and better
ways,
are
closely
linked to organizational
effectiveness. Organizational studies in a variety of

Although it is perhaps an oversimplification, reflective practice is
a
process that requires the application of critical thinking skills to professional
problems. Habits of reflection are habits of critical thought. As
we have seen,
reflective practice enhances professional growth in several
ways. Because it
requires us to examine the ideas and assumptions which shape our behavior,
it leads to a
greater self-awareness. By exploring the dynamics of practice,
reflection expands the repertoire of strategies available to the
practitioner.
Because it is designed
as a problem-solving technique, reflection increases
our understanding of the problems which confront educators on a
and long term basis and encourages practitioners to design andday-to-day
implement
responses to these problems. Because it utilizes personal experience and
encourages dialogue, the reflective process establishes the basis for collaboration. All of these outcomes enable the individual
practitioner to become
more skilled; they also contribute to organizational effectiveness.
Reflective practice allows in fact, demands that we "call into
question
the assumptions underlying our customary, habitual
ways of thinking and
acting and then be ready to think and act differently on the basis of this critical,

ORGANIZATIONAL EFEF:CIIVENESS

140
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ment and reform, has largely ignored

.1 i)

,

ideas, intent, or other subjective aspects

cal shift.
Traditionally, behavioral research, including research on school manage-

them.
essential, if we arc to understand administrative processes and improve
and methodologiSurprisingly, this approach represents a major conceptual

of
By emphasizing the importance of ideas and the subjective aspects
of the scienpersonal experience, reflective practice rejects certain aspects
That
new
ways
of
knowing.
tific tradition and suggests the need to develop
ideas influence action is not a new concept. Barbara Ward (1959) identified
traced
five ideas that changed the world. Ortiz and Marshall (1988) have
discrimination,
antagonism
betheories of classical organization to gender
bureaucratic
and
the
perpetuation
of
tween teachers and administrators,
research has idenstrategies of organization and control. Effective schools'
and organizational culture as important
tified vision, expectations, values,
components of effective leadership, and of effective schools. These findings
and
reflect a growing recognition that qualitative inquiry into the personal but
subjective elements of organizational behavior is not only appropriate

A QUALITATIVE. APPROACH

The common-sense aspects of good ideas often belie their significance.
Reflective practice suggests that critical assessment of professional performaintains
mance is key to becoming a skilled practitioner. This concept also
of
professional
practice
need
to be
that personal and subjective aspects
which
is
experiential,
personal,
and
recognized and examined, that learning
and
that
learning
is
a
process
collaborative maximizes professional growth,
which is intended to achieve not only knowledge but understanding. In many
theories
ways, these ideas arc consistent with the most important learning
Yet,
as
the
following
discussion
that were expounded during the last century.
of professional education often reflects different and
suggests, the practice
contrasting theoretical perspectives.

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE:
ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL. EDI ICA F1ON

Reflective practice, then, is viewed as a professional development technique
that enhances organizational, as well as individual, performance.
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and meaning which lead to
change. Through their experience, practitioners have
knowledge and can therefore play
role in the constructiondeveloped
a key
of
new knowledge, and in the
development of a
knowledge base which can advance
professional practice.

The role of the practitioner becomes
central to the
mother way. The concept of
learning process in
reflective practice assumes that the
process is purposeful, and that it is a search
learning
not merely for knowledge, but
for understanding

process.

Reflective practice redefines both the
concept of learning, and the role
the learner in the
learning process. By emphasizing the
importance of both
personal experience and ideas, reflective
practice establishes the
of theory, but counsels against
importance
the study of theory in isolation from
Recognizing that the search for knowledge
practice.
begins with experience and that
no learning takes place unless the learner
is both involved in and transformed
by the learning process, reflective
practice
also emphasizes that the
tioner is central to the learning
practi-

AN EXPERIENTIAL APPROACH

alternative to traditional
concepts, he conceptualizes
behavior not merely as observable
actions, but as intentional
action in which the
action that is,
person engages in order to achieve a
Within this model, a successful
specific outcome.
performance is one in which a
and negotiates a course of action
person chooses
that achieves the intended
results.
Reflective practice incorporates this
concept of behavior as intentional
action, and it emphasizes the
necessity to examine those
subjective, and often
unique, aspects of behavior
which distinguish one person from
provide a rationale when
another, and
rational answers fail. To understand
understand the
"artistry" of practice, requires the examination behavior, to
of the anique
attitudes, assumptions, and motivations
that shape the behavior, as well as
the actions, in which the
person engages as a chosen means to the goal.

incomplete. As an

Ossorio (1975), for example, maintains that

concept of behavior,"
any description of behavior
which fails to address intentions,
desires, and feelings is deficient and

of behavior. Social science, in its
quest for scientific
itself after the physical sciences and
legitimacy, has modeled
has adopted their criteria of
and objectivism. Education, to establish
empiricism
its own "scientific"
accepted these standards, and has
validity, has also
excluded from its focus
elements of their
"subjective"
human experience.
This strict empiricism is
challenged by reflective practice as an inadequate
representation of behavior that limits
our ability to understand.
"There's
Musing that
something extremely slippery about the
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practice and constructed knowledge both maintain the importance of careful,

a means of pursuing professional development. By emphasizing the importance of experience and self, reflective practice encourages constructed
knowing. Reflective practice, like constructed knowledge, requires not the
exclusion of rationality, but the reintroduction of those aspects of thought
and action which have been excluded from conscious attention. Reflective

others; the learner seeks to achieve understanding, and actively participates
in the construction of new knowledge.
Reflective practice, in a sense, encourages us to seek a different and more
effective way of knowing, and to become "constructed" knowers. It encourages us, not to disavow procedural knowledge or scientific detachment, but
to expand the scope of inquiry, and to expand the sources of information as

most advanced level of knowing, "constructed knowledge," the learner
moves beyond the confines of earlier stages and uses both objective and
subjective ways of knowing, personal experience, and the experience of

Again, these assumptions appear obvious, but, as Kolb explains, "In the
overeager embrace of the rational, scientific and technological, our concept
of the learning process itself was distorted first by rationalism and later by
behaviorism. We lost touch with our own experience as the source of personal
learning and development" (1984, p. 2). The impact of this loss can be readily
detected in professional education. Professional education too often rejects
the lessons of experiential learning and, instead, adopts a didactic model in
which responsibility for defining learning objectives remains external to the
learner; a model in which the learner is viewed as a passive recipient of
information, rather than an active and equal partner in the construction of
knowledge; a model which relies on external expertise to the exclusion of
personal experience; a model which is individualistic, rather than collaborative. Reflective practice encourages us to recognize again the importance of
experience in the learning process.
In their study, Women's Ways of Knowing, Belenky et al. (1986) identify
progressive stages of knowing. At successive stages, the role of the learner
in the learning process changes and the learner begins to usP information
from a wider variety of sources. At the more primitive stages of knowing, the
learner acts as a passive recipient, a vessel into which knowledge is poured,
or relics solely on intuition to the exclusion of the experience or knowledge
of others. At a more advanced level, called "procedural knowledge," the
learner accepts the dictates of the scientific rational model I'. its perceived
need to exclude the personal and the subjective, to detach neself, and to
pursue objective truth in a value-free (and therefore "superior") way. At the
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In contrast with a scientific tradition which minimizes the importance of
ideas, emotions, and experience, reflective practice emphasizes the value of
both experience and reflection. It is a dynamic process that seeks to advance
the quality of professional practice. Emphasizing the integral nature of ideas
and action, reflective practice seeks not only to expand knowledge, but to
achieve meaning and to use that meaning to transform action. Reflective
practice recognizes the importance of dialogue for learning, emphasizes the
importance of collaborative effort toward common goals, and calls for the
learner to be actively involved in the learning process, to become not a
passive recipient of information, but a creator of knowledge.

- can't pronounce, and you are expected to trust him implicitly because he
knows what you are too dumb to comprehend. It's the most overweening,
pompous priesthood mankind has ever endured in all its recorded history, and
its lack of symbol and metaphor and its zeal for abstraction drive mankind to
a barren land of starved imagination. But you, Maria, speak the old language
that strikes upon the heart. You talk (about the Recording Angel and you talk
about his lesser angels), and we both know exactly what you mean. (p. 16)

in his black robe gave us things that seemed to have concrete existence; ... the
new priest in his whitish lab-coat gives you nothing at all except a constantly
changing vocabulary which he - because he usually doesn't know any Greek

Science is the theology of our time, and like the old theology it's a muddle of
conflicting assertions. What gripes my gut is that it has such a miserable
vocabulary and such a pallid pack of images to offer to us . . . Ile old priests

through dialogue and conversation. it begins with the mind but makes
room
for the heart which, as Robertson Davies'(1985) character Simon Darcourt
so elegantly expressed, leads to real understanding.

but for meaninga search which takes place not through monologue, but

begins with the self, but it achieves fruition when reflection leads to communication and collaboration. Reflective practice accepts Kolb's counsel that
"The learning process must be reimbued with the texture and feeling of
human experiences shared and interpreted through dialogue with one another" (1984, p. 2). In so doing, it becomes a search not merely for expression,

on the collaborative and collegial nature of learning. Reflective practice

systematic observation and conscious, deliberate and rational analysis. They
also incorporate those subjective aspects of experience which have typically
been excluded from consideration, and this inclusion enriches rather than
dilutes the search for meaning.
Reflective practice also parallels constructed knowledge in its emphasis
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predominant theories-

20

and
organizations which encourage reflective practice both individually
collabocollectively. Effective organizations will be those which encourage
the nature of
rative problem-solving and innovation. When we examine
throughout
organizational life in the majority of schools and school districts
of
the ideal.
the country against these two standards, the reality falls short

transform these ideas into action. Whether or not change occurs depends on
whether or not people have ideas, and on whether or not they experience a
become actively
sense of agency or personal causality that enables them to
introduce
new
strategies
within the
involved in the change process and to
classroom, the school, the district, or the community.
those
Within this theoretical framework, effective organizations will be

sionals develop ideas about how to

Reflective practice assumes that two elements are necessary if individuals
Through reflection, profesare to bring about change: reflection and agency.
do things more effectively, and they

that
in-use. As Bolman and Deal (1984, p. 237) point out, the proposition
particinfluenced
by
the
theories
of
their
"organizations can be significantly
signifipants" diverges from traditional social science models in which "the
the
phenomena
to
the
theory,"
and
questions
icant causal arrow is from the
of
reality
that
exists
independent
assumption that "there is an objective
waits
for
us
to
understand
it."
human theories about it and simply

seems to reflect common sense, yet digresses from the

Sarason
that traditional approaches to reform are largely ineffective. As
same"
change,
the
more
they
stay
the
reiterated in 1971, "The more things
(p. 172).
Reflective practice offers an alternative approach to change, one which
emphasizes people and ideas. Reflective practice proposes that people can
practice,
shape organizations. This notion, like other aspects of reflective

desperately needed, but our experience over the last few decades has shown

Reflective practice has important implications for the preparation and
development of professional educators, but its implications are equally
important for schools and for educational reform. There are few who would
Confronted
deny that there is a need for major structural reform in schools.
alienation on
demographic
conditions,
increasing
with changing social 'mid
the part of staff and students, and escalating costs with no comincnsulaie
increase in results (particularly for the most vulnerable segments of society),
Reform is
schools must find more effective ways to achieve their goals.

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE:
ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOLS
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Yet,

practice, or critical thinking in
Brookfielcrs terms, is important for
individual
and organizational
schools have been
growth,
negligent in their efforts to nurture and
support critical
thinking. Citing Peters and Waterman
concluded that "Workplaces in which (1982) among others, Brookfield
innovation, creativity, and flexibility are evident are workplaces in
which critical thinkers
p. 139). In schools,
are prized" (1987,
however, the reverse is often the
case. Critical thinkers
are often not prized,
and innovation, creativity, and flexibility
Schools typically do not reward
are not evident.
or encourage critical thinking, nor do
establish conditions that enhance
they
critical thinking, reflective practice, or
professional growth. Those who rise
to the top tend to be those who
blot the copy"; critical thinkers
"don't
are
categorized,
not as desirables, but
troublemakers.
as
If schools have been
negligent in providing work environments
nurture and develop
that
these important skills, then professional
also been
education
has
negligent. There has been
a growing emphasis on the need to
develop the thinking skills of
elementary and secondary students.

Yet, despite the recognition that reflective

critical thinkers
under which we, and others, thinkwe develop an awareness of the assumptions
and act. We learn
context in which
to pay attention to the
our actions and ideas
are generated. We
quick fix solutions, of single
become skeptical of
answers to problems, and of claims of
truth. We also become
universal
open to alternative ways of looking
thz-world. When we are critical thinkers
and behaving in,
within
our
intimate
"learn to see our own
actions through the eyes of others. At ourrelationships we
seek .. . to take initiative
in
workplaces, we
charting new directions and in designing
and content of our activities.
the form
Without
ships become atrophied, our workplacescritical thinking our personal relationremain organized as they were
years ago, and our
twenty
political involvements
ticipation. (Brookfield, 1987, pp. x, I) dwindle to the point of total nonpar-

When we become

Reflective practice maintains that
the habit of reflection is an
component of effective
important
organizational leadership, and is
tional reform.
essential for educa-

RI /I El

administrators, and the environment of the
typically not structured
work place is
to support reflective practice on a school
district-wide basis.
-wide or

There is little time
or support for reflective practice
on the part of individual
teachers and
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discover the flaws; to look, not rot a better way of doing things, but for
something wrong "a loophole, a factual error, a logical contradiction, the

scientific rationality and the perceived need to pursue truth in an impersonal
and value-free way. In this "doubting game," the objective is to criticize; to

than to encourage, a game which the authors trace to the emphasis on

learning process has become a game in which words are used to batter rather

ment of reflective skills. Their study shows that in many instances the

problems as individual deficiencies.
These patterns of organizational behavior are not exclusive to schools.
Belenky et al.'s examination of women's experience in higher education
suggests that the university classroom does not always support the develop-

confronted by schools are shaped by social reidity, we continue to view

problems, and only a few instances of collaborative problem-solving efforts.
Rather than being workplaces which encourage the risk-free discussion of
problems, schools are too often environments in which problems are denied
and hidden. Rather than rewarding those willing to identify and grapple with
problems, the system seems to look more favorably on those who "don't rock
the boat." Instead of recognizing that so many of the important problems

to engage in a conspiracy of silence. There is little open discussion of

Reflective practice assumes that problems are opportunities that support
professional growth and enhance organizational effectiveness. In contrast,
perhaps in response to continued external review and criticism, schools tend

scores.

teachers with discipline problems or principals in schools with low test

development, yet staff development services and budgets are frequently
low priorities. We reward those who are apparently successful and we reject
those who admit to problems and ask for help, whether these people are

experimentation, but our actions contradict our words. We espouse the
importance of staff development while cherishing the notion that "good
teachers are born not made". We give lip service to the need for staff

Skilled practitioner through an ongoing process of experience, reflection, and

should be no need for continued learning, that the acceptance of employment
assumes a skilled performance. We espouse the view that one becomes a

continued learning reflects incompetence. Our actions imply that there

ironically, and perhaps in response to practitioners' demands for "relevant"
education, the importance of critical thinking skills for teachers and school
administrators has not received as much attention.
Reflective practice assumes that learning is a Melting process and that
artistry is a standard of performance far beyond basic (in ipetence. In theory,
we espouse these assumptions; yet, in practice, we au as if the need for
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informed and more successful than that of the legendary Quixote. Nonetheless, these visionaries, these agents of change, tend to be the exception rather

tilting at the windmills of bureaucratic decay and inefficiency is more

Reflective practice emphasizes not only ideas, but the transformation of
these ideas into action. If vision and ideas distinguish effective leaders, so
does their ability to translate these ideas into action. Schon's concept of
reflective practice incorporates a view of human motivation which assumes
that individuals want to become more effective, and that they naturally strive
to improve their performance (Argyris & Sefton, 1974). Through this search
to master themselves and their environment, individuals ultimately determine whether organizations will be effective. Effective leaders are agents of
change. They disregard the sy 'em, they break the rules, and their behavior
is shaped by a unique vision. Like Don Quixote, they dare to dream, but their

AGENCY IN SCHOOLS

throughout the organization.
As a basis for change, schools must become organizations which support
reflection, and which enable people to examine ideas and actions openly,
critically, and collaboratively. If schools are to change, theories-of-action
must change.

which restricts both the quality and quantity of information distributed

organizational model which is characterized by highly centralized decisionmaking processes and a predominantly vertical pattern of communication

signs. Yet, a great deal remains to be done to modify the predominant

characteristics associated with critical thinking and innovation are decentralization and horizontal communication (Brookfield, 1987). Current efforts to
reform decision-processes by involving more members of the school community teachers, administrators, and community members are positive

communication, participation, and the ability to openly discuss problems
without fear of embarrassment or retribution. They must focus their efforts
on finding ways to make things work, rather than on trying to find a list of
reasons why thins would not work. Whether or not this type of environment
develops depends to a certain extent on structural characteristics. 'hvo

If organizations, schools, and universities want to foster reflective practice
in the workplace or the classroom, they must create an atmosphere that values

omission of contrary evidence" (Belenky et al., 1986, p. 104). In this environment, revealing problems or imperfections is as risky as it is within the
school workplace.
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the possibility of change.

(1961) metaphor of the spectator

2,1

depends on

that change
SchOn's concept of reflective practice assumes
responsibility.
An organizational
agency, personal causality, leadership, and

impulse to be himself. lie can
(p. 142)

and which he watches
Social history is a drama which unrolls itself before him,the stage. In his public
and understands. But he also has a part to play upon
play his role properly;
capacity a role is assigned to him, and it is his task to
and acting in
and he can only do this by suppressing his own self-expression
to be played. Ile must
of
the
drama
intended
the
part
the way that the author
and supptesses his
identify himself with his role - his station and its duties be himself only as a spectatot, not as an actor.

depersonalization:

attitudinal impact of this
appropriate for describing the behavioral and

tachment. John MacMurray's

encourage
What can schools do to reverse this trend? Flow can they
At
a
very
basic
reflection and agency among teachers and administrators?
people's
needs
first.
level, they must become organizations which place costliness, and deteArgyris & Schott commented that the "ineffectiveness, be based on the fact
riorating quality of products and services were found tohuman nature, to igdesigned originally to ignore
that organizations were
exploit them"
feelings
and most of their abilities, and to
nore individuals'
the system and the fail(1974, p. xi). The subordination of the individual to
alienation, powerlessness, and deure to recognize personal needs fosters
is particularly

no change will occur.

engender a sense of efficacy,
reverse these attitudes and create conditions that

the "system" undermines

teachers, administrators,
what is possible and permissible as
as much on preconceived notions about
individuals
are powerless to change
on the reality. This pervasive belief that
Unless schools can

depression persist among
of innovation and creativity, alienation, and
and students. Whether or not change occurs depends

out how to cut through
than the rule, in a system which can't seem to figure
its own red tape to make things work.
their members to he active
If change is to occur, organizations must enable
Unfortunately, there is evidence
participants in the organizational process.
comment in 1972 that
that this basic pre-condition is absent. Erickson's
pervasive
realities of organadministrative powerlessness is one of the most
of some teachers
izational life is still valid. Although the aggressive stance
of
powerlessness
arid
be viewed as a rejection
in seeking empowerment may
low
morale,
lack
powerlessness
a desire to exercise causality, symptoms of
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and development, schools will becorK iv n t c effective.

Aganizations will be mote likely to

environment which
encourages and rewards
zation which
reflective practice is an
supports
orient- playing ' :e "believing game" (Belenky et al., 1986, p. 113), and asks us to
oak to act rather than agency, and is an organization which
to react.
enables individto understand, to share ideas, and to u se this collective knowledge and
Reflective
practice fosters
.
self-actualization and
experience to discover new ways to make lot )Is work better.
empowerment. Assuming that
the system can engenders a sense of
practitioner's efforts at personal
change and that the"
organizational effectiveness, the improvement will ultimately determine
reflective
self-control and
engages the person in systemprocess enhances the sense of
CONCLUSIONS
discussed how the
change. Belenky et al. (1986)
opportunity to develop one's
heard enables
one to play
own voice and to be
Aeflective practice symbolizes dramatic changes in our ways of thinking,
to become an actor rather a different role, to begin to construct
and
poses challenges to those whose actions influence the quality of educathan a
reality, and
associations among critical
spectator. Brookfield, too, comments
on the tion academicians, practitioners, administrators, teachers, parents and legthinking, empowerment, and
in the
change process: "When
islators.
active
involvement
we think
choices and decision for
critically, we come to our
Reflective practice challenges professional education to broaden its perjudgments,
ourselves, instead of letting
behalf. We refuse to
others
do
this
spective
and to revise its goals and methods. Emphasizing the importance of
on our
relinquish the
determine our individual
responsibility for making the choices
theory
and
ideas, experience and reflection, and the purposeful pursuit of
that
and collective
know, what is in our
futures to those who
s
l
knowledge,
reflective practice challenges
own best interests.
presume to
We become
creating our personal and social
artiect aand
distinctioemotionsns, academicians
ferentials between theory and practice, intell
worlds" (1987, p. x). actively engaged in
Effective
and
practitioner.
Reflective
practice
also
recognizes
and addresses the need
leadership requires an environment
tice and critical
that values reflective
for
communication
and
collaboration.
thought; it requires an environment
pracpeople to transform ideas into
that makes it
of the person as a key component in organEmphasizing the
possible for
actions. If change is to
importance,
workplaces must be
izational
change,
reflective
practice
challenges educators to become personoccur, schools, as
redesigned. They must become
hance
personal and
ally
and
actively
involved
in
the
creation
of better schools. It challenges them
organizations that enprofessional growth. They
that foster
must become
to
examine
the
ideas
which
shape
schools
and to acti?elv f-ngage in reconcommunication, habits of
reflection and critical organizations
continuing commitment to
structing
that
reality.
Without
restructuring
the underlying rnindscapes, rebasis. They must become improvement on an individual thought, and a
structuring of schools will not occur.
and collective
new ideas into action. organizations that enable individuals
Ilowever, if members of the educational community are to participate in
to transform
They must become
member is
the change process, and participate in the task of redesigning schools their
organizations in which
expected to be a leader.
every
An
efforts must
organization which
and supported. Accordingly, reflective practice
encourages reflective
atmosphere of
du
challenges educational
institutions to establish a learning environment in
practice, establishes an
open
communication,
and rewards efforts to address
is also
an organization which
utilize those skills, those habits of reflection
which educators can develop
problems,
recognizes
the
empathy, and collaboration. In
importance of
die
and agency, which are so critl to continuing professional growth and
understanding,
an atmosphere of caring
individuals are less likely
and
"to
organizational change.
suppress themselves," and are collaboration,
dedicate their efforts to
rgyris and Schiin proposed that or
more
likely
to
improving their own performance
mance of the
begin to "decrease the movement toward entropy and increase the forces
and the
organization as a whole.
perforReflective
toward learning and health" when they adopt "a theory of action whit Ii
practice challenges
academicians or practitioners,
professional educators, whether
, illiances human activity, responsibility, self-actualization, learning and efthey are
to develop their own skills in
tice and to create an
fectiveness" (1974, p. xi). If schools are to change, they must first and
reflective pracenvironment in which concerned
administrators, and citizens
foremost become workplaces that respond to human needs, and woikplaces
constituents leachers,
can work
schools. Reflective
together to address the problems
that support professional growth and enable educators to act as reflective
of
practice asks us to give
up the "doubting
game" and he P
pract.tioners. In becoming organizations which fiNer plorosioltal glowtit
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Synthesis of Research on
Teachers' Reflective Thinking
The value of teachers' own interpretations of their
work now supplements technical views of teaching,
and researchers are exploring three elements of
reflectioncognition, critical thinking, and narrative
inquiry undertaken by teachers themselves.

Reflective thinking is not a new
ideaDewey (1933) referred to
it in his early worksbut only a
handful of researchers and practition-

ers were using :,.e term until Schon
(1983, 1987) began to write about reflective practice in education and
other professions. Now. those who
have always

believed in the impor-

tance of the critical and analytical

who use the term would probably

(3) curriculum: (4) characteristics of

agree that the opposite of reflective
action is the mindless following of

learners; (5) teaching contexts; and (6)
educational purposes. ends. and aims.

unexamined practices or principles.
But within that agreement, there is

Shulman's idea of "pedagogical content knowledge." which encompasses

quite a range of opinion regarding
what reflection is and what it looks

the first three categories, refers to how
teachers portray important ideas specific to their content. These representations (or metaphors) enable the

like in action.
This article presents three elements
that are important in teachers' reflective thinking. The first is the cognitive

teacher to convey complex ideas in

This shift toward an interest in re-

process information and make deci-

ways that bring meaning to students.
Most cognitive researchers have not
delved deeply into how teachers think

flective thinking has come about partly

sions. The second. the critical element.
focuses on the substance that drives the

about the last two categories of the
knowledge base: teaching contexts

thinkingexperiences, goals, values,
and social implications. The final ele-

and educational purposes, ends. and
aims. They usually stick wih what Van
Manen (1977) calls the technical level

chinking of teachers
around the idea.

are

rallying

as a reaction to the overly technical
and simplistic view of teaching that
dominated the 1980s. Gradually, however, experts in supervision, staff development, and teacher education
have begun to recognize that teaching

a complex. situation-specific. and
dilemma-ridden endeavor. Recently
they have begun to study teachers'
values and philosophies in the face of
their everyday dilemmas. Today, prois

fessional knowledge is seen as coming
both from sources outside the teacher

and from the teachers' own interpretations of their everyday experiences.
It is difficult to pin down the exact
meaning of the term reflection. Most
t.1,14, 1001

element, which describes how teachers

ment of reflection, teachers' narratives.
refers to teachers' own interpretations

of the events that occur within their

of reflection, where the ethical and
moral purposes of education remain

particular contexts.

unexamined.
Another focus of cognitive research

The Cognitive Element
of Reflection

is how the knowledge base is organized. One current model depicts in-

The cognitive part of teacher reflec-

tion focuses on how teaches use
knowledge in their planning and decision making. Shulman (1987) has described six categories of knowledge:
(1) contenusubiect-matter knowledge:
(21 pedagogical methods and theory:

27

formation as organized into a network
of related facts, concepts. generalizations, and experiences. These organized structures. called schemata. con-

stitute the individual's comprehension
of the world and allow a large body of
information to he stored and accessed
37

very rapidly (Anderson
Berliner
19861. Comparisons pi novice and expert teachers' interpretations of classroom events indicate that expers have
deeper. richly connected schemata to

draw upon when making a decision.
In contrast, novices tend to have
leaner, less developed schemata, presumably because of lack of experience
(Leinhardt and Greeno 1986).

able to improvise quite naturally from

case-by-case response to the particulars

sketchy plans, probably because (1) of a problem. If this is accurate. then
many of the routines and the content greater opportunities need to be prowere available in memory as auto- vided for future teachers to "anchor"
matic scripts and (2) their rich sche- their knowledge and experience in rich
mata allowed the experts to quickly educational contexts.
consider cues in the environment and
A third topic investigated by cogniaccess appropriate strategies.
tive researchers is teachers' metacognitionself-regulated, purpose-driven
behavior. The reflective teacher mon-

For example. Carter and her colleagues (1988) studied how experts,

itors the effect of an action taken as
well as the cognitive processes em-

novices, and aspiring teachers perceive
visual information about classrooms.
She observed that experts were "better
able to weigh the import of one piece of
visual information against another. to
form connections among pieces of in-

ployed to make decisions. These cognitive processes involve making inferences, or tentative hypotheses. Dewey
(1933) observed wisely that it is not
our belief in inferences that misleads

formation. and to represent management and instructional situations into
meaningful problem units" (p. 25). This
ability was attributed to the more elaborate, complex, and interconnected
scherhata of the experts. These schemata first help determine which events
merit attention and. second. trigger
other relevant information from mem-

ory so the teacher can determine an
appropriate response.

Schemata do not
automatically appear
in a teacher's mind;
they are constructed
through experience.

ences. Upon encountering a novel situation. a teacher attends to it. makes

inferences, and then mentally tests
them by looking for similarities and

constructed through experience. Constructivist theory (Greeno et al. 1979)
indicates that individuals are constantly creating their own meaning out

differences apparent in this situation
and comparing them with events and
ideas (schemata) stored in memory.
Expert/novice studies by Leinhardt
and Greeno (1986) indicate that experts engage in such self-regulated.
purpose-driven behavior more than
do novices.

Schemata do not automatically ap-

pear in a teacher's mind: they are

A key factor in the thinking of ex-

of what is perceived. This is a dual

perts appears to be "automaticity." Certain routines (sequences of responses)
are automatically stimulated by a situation and put into action with little con-

process of assimilation (fitting the new

scious attention by the teacher. This
enables the teacher to perform some
behaviors unconsciously while attending to those events that are more novel
or important (Carter et al. 19881. These
automatic scripts for action are probably stored as schemata.
Borko and Livingston (1989) compared the planning, teaching, and
post-lesson reflections of novice and
expert teachers in their program at the
University of Maryland. During the act
of teaching, the novices encountered
problems when attempts to be respon-

us, but our belief in untested infer-

in with the old) and accommodation

Research on Promoting

(changing the old mental organization
to incorporate the new) (Piaget 1978).

Cognitive Reflection
The studies summarized above con-

Therefore, the experiences, values,
information is perceived and inter-

trasted novices with experts. More reem studies purport simply to identify
teacher education activities that promote reflective thought. One example

preted. Such "culturally based filters"

is CITE (Collaboration for the Improve-

have been investigated by Holling-

ment of Teacher Education), part of a

sworth (1990) and others (Ross 1990),
with the result that teacher educators
Lig more attention to how
are now
preconceptions about the aims of education can influence what college stu-

four-year undergraduate program at

and beliefs stored in memory certainly
have influence on how a new piece of

Eastern Michigan University (EMU)
(Sparks-Langer et al. 1990). Structured

field experiences, micro-teaching, one
week of classroom teaching, journals.

dents do (and do not!) learn from

and writing assignments help pre-

teacher education programs.
Lampert and Clark (1990) believe

student-teachers analyze, question, and

sive to students led them away from
scripted lesson plans. They appeared
unable to hook back into their schema
for the lesson and had to re-create a

schema theory may give too little impor-

courses. Professors model reflective
questioning and discourse through
textbook selections', teaching meth-

meaningful plan on the spotan unnerving process when more than 20
students are waiting expectantly for
the teacher to "get his act together." In

action between the mind and the context surrounding the problem. Thus,
rather than apply a generalized schema
(learned rules, principles, or concepts)

contrast to the novice:,. experts were

to a problem. teachers may make a
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tance to context factors. They refer to
"situated cognition," which suggests that
knowledge is constructed through inter-

reflect on the issues presented

in

ods. and class assignments.
The evaluations of CITE have pro-

duced a framework for assessing the
reflective thinking displayed during a
short interview about a recent teaching event (Simmons et al. 1989). The
EDLICATIO \ AL LEADERSHIP
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framework has seven :evels.

no

:he CITE framework to evaluate teach-

description: ( 2. simple. !ay person description: 3) labeling of events with
pedagogical concepts. t 4) explanation
using only tradition or personal pref-

ers wrio were studying the ideas of
Madeline Hunter. Interviews were

erence; (5) explanation using peda-

both training and coaching. There was
no difference between the pre-training

1')

gogical principles: (6) explanation using pedagogical principles and
context: and () explanation with eth-

conducted before training, after train-

ing but before coaching, and after
and post-training reflective thinking
scores: after coaching, however, these

ical, moral considerations. The pro- scores rose significantly, with a mean
gression of levels shows a growing score of 5.1 (explanation using pedasophistication in teachers' schemata. gogical principles). Thus. coaching
from technical concepts and rules to may help to promote reflection.
contextual and ethical thinking.

In the studies reported below. the
research :earn coded transcripts of all
interviews and achieved satisfactory

reliability. Of the 16 civerage and

Morine-Dershimer (1989)

plex and uncertain teaching is. but it
"cannot describe the sorts of decisions
teachers should be taught to make in
any particular situation' (Lampert and
Clark 1990. p. 29).

exam-

the beginning and the end of the

sors) CITE students studied at the end
of the program. 10 were functioning at

course, students were asked to con-

tight below average students. only

fessional self-regulated judgement. Research can inform us about how com-

ined the development of knowledge
about teaching associated with a secondary-level methods course that included extensive micro-teaching. At

above averct.ge crating made by profeslevel 6. contextual thinking. Of the

cognition" (expert teachers probably
draw on their own contextually developed knowledge and prior case-experience to develop their own wisdom
of practice.) It would also. perhaps.
short-circuit the development of pro-

struct concept maps representing their
views of teacher planning. There was a
strong increase in the number of main

In critical reflection,
the moral and
ethical aspects of
social compassion
and justice are
considered along
with the means and
the ends.

one was able to function at this level.
In another study of CITE. Grinberg
(1989) contrasted a class of CITE students with a similar group not enrolled
in CITE. While both groups were initially equal on the reflective thinking
scores and other factors the CITE students subsequently achieved significantly higher ratings on their reflective
thinking. The courses with guided field
experiences
apparetly
promoted
greater reflection :han did the courses
without :he field experiences.
In a study of :he reflective chinking

categories used in the maps and a

She hoped that the program would

produced by an inservice program,

tion emphasizes how teachers make

help teachers shift attention away from
technical ..:oncerns with student activi-

decisions. the critical approach stresses

Pasch and his ..:olleagues (1990) used

slight increase in the number of levels

of subordinate concepts used in the
main categories. Thus. the course activities seemed effective in developing
richer conceptual networks (schemata), more like those of experts.
Finally, Hollingsworth (1990) conducted a longitudinal study to investi-

gate changes in the knowledge and
beliefs of 10 teachers about reading
instruction before. during, and after a
fifth-year teacher education program.

ties and toward a greater interest in
student learning. She found little
change until the second or third year
of teaching, which, she believes. is

Dewey observed
wisely that it is not

our belief in
inferences that
misleads us, but our
belief in untested
inferences.
L

The Critical Element
of Reflection
While the cognitive element of reflec-

the substance that drives the thinking
the experiences. beliefs, sociopolitical
values, and goals of teachers. Critical
reflection is often contrasted with what
Van Manen (1977) refers to as technical

when the scripts for the everyday man-

reflection, where the teacher considers

agement and activities became automatic, allowing the teachers to focus
on student outcomes.

the best means to reach an unexamined end. For example. a teacher may

Summary of Research on
Cognitive Reflection
One conclusion drawn frorti the cognitive research is that we should teach
noigin the schemata of experts. But
actiffg on this conclusion could sub-

choose a particular room arrangement
to maintain control. without consideration of the other possible effects. In
critical reflection, the moral and ethical
aspects of social compassion and justice

are considered along with the means
and the ends. For instance. the teacher

vert the lessons learned from con-

may choose a seaung arrangement that
facilitates cooperative learning in the

structivism each of us must construct
our own meaning) and from "situated

accepting society.

hope of fostering a more equitable.
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To understand critical reflection. it is ing; rather. he refers to an "appreciaimportant to look a: two orientations to tion system." This system contains the
reflective thinking, Schon s concept teacher's repertoire o: theories, pracof reflective action '1983.198) and crit- tices, knowledge. and values. which
ical theory (McLaren 1989. Tom 1985'). influence how situations are defined.
Both have highlighted the importance what is noticed. and the kinds of quesof teachers' thinking about the dilem- tions and decisions teachers will form
mas of teaching and the social outcomes about particular actions.
of education.
Many who use the term teacher reflecSchon (1983) first analyzed the work tion (for example. Smyth 1989) think of
of architects and other professionals to it in terms of critical theory. McLaren
see how they reflected on their actions. (1989) observed that "critical pedagogy
Surprisingly. he found little emphasis attempts to provide teachers and reon traditional problem solving. Instead searchers with a better means of underof using a rational process of selecting standing the role that schools actually
the best solution for an agreed-upon play within a race-, class-. and gendergoal. these professionals engaged in an divided society" (p. 163). When teacher

open debate about the nature of the
Schon referred to this reflective dialog

educators help teachers examine the
issues of ethics, morals, and justice in
education. they are opening up discourse about the role of schools in a

as problem setting. Among teachers (and

democratic society. Teachers then begin

others) he also found artistic comfort

to question common practices such as
tracking, ability grouping, competitive
grading, and behavioral control. They
begin to clarify their own beliefs about
the purposes of education and to critically examine teaching methods and
materials to look for the hidden lessons
about e:.:uity and power that might lie
therein. We see in critical pedagogy, as
in Schon's work, a reaction against an
antiseptic, value-free, purely rational
view of teaching and learning.
Critical theorists see knowledge as
socially constructed, that is, con-

decisions, the value of the goals, and the

ultimate implications of the actions.

!

with
'

no-one-right-answer
thinking, and recognition of the nonlinear. uncertain complexity of professional practice.
ambiguity,

Schon does not refer
to a cognitive
knowledge base for
teaching: rather, he
refers to an
"appreciation
system."

structed symbolically by the mind
through social interaction with others.
This knowledge is determined by the
surrounding culture, context, customs,
and historical era (McLaren 1989). In
contrast to cognitive constructivism.
this approach places more importance
on life values and morals, for example,

concepts of justice, ideas about the
purpose of the individual in a democracy, ethics related to the treatment of
Schon (1987) believes that while students. and so on. All of these are
teachers acquire some professional heavily dependent on the social milieu
knowledge from "packaged" educa- in which the teacher develops.
tional principles and skills, the bulk of
what are the thinking processes of a
their learning comes through continu- critical reflective practitioner? To
ous action and reflection on everyday (overlsimplify, as teachers describe,
problem;. Further, he contends that analyze, and make inferences about
the information gained from this expe- classroom events, they are creating
rience is often tacit and difficult to their own pedagogical principles.
analyze. Schon does not refer to a These "short-range theories" (Smyth
cognitive knowledge base for teach- 1989) help make sense of what is going
10
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When teachers
examine the issues
of ethics, morals,
and justice in
education, they are
opening up
discourse about the
role of schools in a
democratic society.

on and guide further action. Ross
(1990) has extended the ideas of
Schon, Van Manen. and others into five
components of reflective thinking: (1)

recognizing an educational dilemma.
(2) responding to a dilemma by recognizing both the similarities to other
situations and the special qualities of
the particular situation, (3) framing
and reframing the dilemma, (4) experimenting with the dilemma to discover
the consequences and implications of
various solutions, (5) examining the
intended and unintended consequences of an implemented solution
and evaluating the solution by determining whether the consequences are
desirable or not (p. 22).
The first three of these items echo
Schon's process of problem framing.
The fourth and fifth bring us to a key
thinking process in critical pedagogy

(McLaren 1989)the examination of
the relationship between power and
knowledge. Knowledge should be examined "for the way it misrepresents
or marginalizes particular views of the
world" (p. 183). That is, many accepted
explanations are biased in favor of the
group in power at the time when the

ideas were formed. Teachers, then.
need to convey the concept of teaching

and learning as a process of inquiry
into the problematic by asking questions such as If we use this process or
content. what is the long-term ejr ct on
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

students' values. and thus on society?

Through such questions emerges a
-language of hope for bringing about
greater social equity.

Research on Promoting Critical

hend both the immediate and the

contexts for pupil learning. They have
had limited success in promoting crit-

moral) thinking, probably because at
that point. the program did not have a
coherent, critical-theorist orientation
in the social foundations courses. (As
the critical perspective has been integrated more thoroughly, we are begin-

These techniques include structured

Reflection
ciples and contextual clues to make
Teacher education programs at uni- sense of their experiences. Yet, few
versities are addressing the goal of students displayed level-7 (ethical/
critical reflection (only a few will be
summarized here). Most program designers have found that it is relatively
easy to promote technical and practi-

cal reflection and more difficult to
achieve critical reflection. Ross (1989)

evaluated the effects of a course in
Research on Elementary Education as
part of a five-year teacher preparation
program (PROTEACH). The professor

0 also used research-based teaching

techniques and critical discussions of
students' learning from those methods.
To assess students' thinking, Ross
assigned each of 134 theory-to-practice papers a level of reflection, from 1
(low: description with little analysis of
context or multiple perspectives) to 3
(high: multiple perspectives with recognition of pervasive impact of teachers' actions). Most papers were rated 1
or?. Ross interpreted these findings in
a developmental light: "perhaps, even
though students demonstrated a low

In critical pedagogy,
we see a reaction
against an antiseptic,
value-free, purely
rational view of
teaching and
learning.
At Catholic University, Ciriello. Valli,

TEACH program. Ross and her col-

tion research, and journal writing.

leagues (in press) believe that "change

Students' responses to questionnaires
indicated that action research helped

is

the basis of the

development of reflective practice. Future teachers are led to construct their
own perspectives by drawing on their
past and present personal and professional experiences in schools; theoret-

them to value both the context of
teaching and systematic thinking about
complex phonomena. Further, stu-

dents expanded their vision of teach-

ing to include moral responsibility
ical knowledge base: self-image and and the need to challenge taken-forefficacy; and their interactions with granted practices.
peers. mentors. supervisors, and children in school. Such multidimen- Summary of Research on Critical
sional perspectives are probably built Reflection
gradually through extensive reflective The programs studied have been quite

dialogs that help teachers compre\ Lott H 1901

reflection. However, they have

contributed much by proposing
frameworks that describe types of reflective thinking (for example, Ross
1990, Sparks-Langer et al. 1990) and
through providing several techniques
for developing reflective thought.
journal writing, critical dialog, examination of multiple perspectives, field

experiences, and action research. In
motes or assesses teacher reflection

and Taylor (in press) have designed a
teacher preparation program around
or moderate level of reflection, the the concept of critical reflection. The
development of this knowledge is es- program includes professors' modelsential for future reflection" (p. 29).
ing their own thinking processes, stuAfter several studies of the PRO- dents' self-critiques of assignments, ac-

in perspective"

ical

ning to see more evidence of such spice of this progress, we are not comthinking in our students.)
pletely clear on how one best pro-

fostered reflection by helping students examine their own socially
constructed beliefs about schools and
teaching. For example. she required
action research projects and .theoryto-practice papers from students. She

promote technical reflection about
methods, principles, outcomes. and

long-term ethical and moral aspects of
their work.
In the CITE evaluation studies referred to earlier (Sparks-Langer et al.
1990), most students were using prin-

successful in identifying methods that

3.1

about political, ethical, and moral values, beliefs, and attitudes.
Another difficulty in studying the development of critical reflection arises
from the mismatch of research paradigms. Concrete cognitive models have
often been used to assess what is essentially a dilemma-ridden, uncertain,

changeable thingteachers' thinking.
We at EMU have concluded that our
level-7 (ethical/moral) thinking is not
necessarily an endpoint on a continuum
but rather a separate phenomenon Chat
must be studied with in-depth qualitative and interpretive methods. The next
approach to reflectionteachers' narrativesillustrates this view.

Teachers' Narratives: The
Third Element of Reflection
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1990), writing about teacher research, con-

tended, "what is missing from the
knowledge base of teaching, therefore, are the voices of the teachers
themselves, the questions teachers
ask, the ways teachers use writing and
intentional talk in their work lives, and
the interpretive frames teachers use to

understand and improve their own
classroom practices" (p. 2). This is the
essence of the narrative part of reflection. While a teacher's narrative may

include cognitive or critical aspects,
the emphasis is on the teacher's own
interpretations of the context in which
professional decisions are made. Such
narratives can be a powerful force in

heightening teachers awareness of
their own professional reasoning.
41

Many terms and concepts are ioined
together in this view of reflection: case
studies of the tacit wisdom that guides
practice (Shulman 1980. the inclusion

of craft knowledge in teacher assessment practices (Leinhardc 1990). the
legitimacy of viewing teaching as art
kEisner 1982, Kagan 1988), defining
teaching as improvisational perfor-

mance (Yinger 1987), teacher action
research (Cochran-Smith and Lytle
1990), and the appearance of qualita-

tive studies using narrative inquiry
(Connelly and Clandinin 1990). The
common thread through all these is
the emphasis on the validity of teachers' judgments drawn from their own
experiences. This view is sympathetic
with Schon's notion of "giving reason"
because it is the teachers themselves
whose voices comprise the story.
Here we describe in greater detail
only two of the many ideas listed above:

narrative stories and the artistic/aesthetic view of teaching. Connelly and
Clandinin (1990) suggest that humans
are essentially storytelling organisms.

Thus. stories written by and about
teachers form the basis of narrative
inquiry. The participants in such inquiry construct and reconstruct narrative plots to gain a deeper understand-

ing of their experience. In this view.
therefore. the process of reflective
thinking is seen as narratives or stories,
with settings, plots, and characters.

pline" (p. 59). Lampert presented her

research "in terms of a story about

In narrative inquiry,
the participants
construct and
reconstruct narrative
plots to gain a
deeper
understanding of
their cxperience.
context comes from the Latin contexere,

to weave together. Thus, as a

teacher works through the hierarchical planning net, a weaving together of
meaning is created. This view of teach-

ing as artistry echos Yinger's (1987)
notion of teaching as improvisational
performance. A teacher may begin
with broad guidelines for a lesson, but
the actual teaching moves are artfully

improvised in response to the stu-

Kagan (1988), writing from the artis-

tic/aesthetic tradition. concludes that
the cognitive-schemata model of
teachers' thinking is so patterned. sensitive to environment. and flexible that
teaching could be easily viewed as an
act of artistic composition. She cites
Eisner's (1982) reminder that the term

33). Her study of her own teaching
and her students' learning prompted
her to conclude that, though her students met her goals, there was still
much to learn.
Mother example of action research
is

provided by Colton and others

(1989). As part of the CITE project. a
small group of teachers and professors

met for six half-days to explore the
notion of teacher reflection and to
conduct inquiry into their own practice. One teacher's journal (MorrisCurtin 1990) and final reflections provide a vivid story of the benefits:
I think the most notable change for me was

the ability to start backing away from the

need to get an immediate solution to a

problem. Instead. by using the problem solving/reflective framing format. I really feel

like I'm giving the wealth of knowledge I
possess about my profession a chance to
come more tull into play.
. There is
something magical and very personal in all
.

.

of this. Like finally finding lust the right word

for a poem you've worked on for ages.

dents and the context.

Teaching, like any other art form,. comes

Research on Promoting
Narrative Reflection

Using collaborative action research
methods (Oja 1989), Canning (1990).
engaged student teachers in describing and analyzing their own efforts to
become reflective. In addition to writ-

from a special place within us (p. 5).

A common theme in the narrative element of reflection is the ;:mphaiis on
naturalistic studies. In contrast to ex-

perimental and quantitative studies
that manipulate factors in order to
produce generalizations, naturalistic
studies explore the meanings and in-

Stories written by
and about teachers
form the basis of
narrative inquiry.

learning and knowing mathematics in
the social setting of the classroom" fp.

terpretations teachers give to their everyday lives. As educational researchers recognize the complexity of

ing about the experiences occurring
around them, student teachers also
considered themselves as objects of
reflection. By providing questions,
supportive feedback, and affirmations,

Canning helped students find their

teaching and of learning to teach,

"own voices" as they engaged in openminded, responsible, and whole-

more and more studies are turning to
such qualitative methods.

hearted reflection on their student
teaching experiences.

Action research (Elliott 1985) can be

a powerful vehicle for encouraging Summary of Researcb on
teachers to 'tell their own stories. In Narrative Reflection
such research, a teacher identifies Three major benefits are realized from
questions, plans actions, and collects
information about the phenomenon
under study. An example of this approach is Lampert's (1990) three-year
study of her own teaching of 5th grade
math. Her goal was to "make knowing
mathematics in the classroom more
like knowing mathematics in the disci-

-4 2

teachers' narratives. First. these studies
give us insights into what motivates a

teacher's actions and an appreciation
for the complexity of teachers' everyday lives. Second, teachers' narratives

provide us many detailed cases of
teaching dilemmas and events (for in-

stance. Shulman and Cobert 1987
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
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Berliner, D.C. (1986). "In Pursuit of :ne
Expert

Highlights of Research on Teachers' Reflective Thinking
Several implications can be derived from this review of research on teachers'
reflective thinking:

* Teacher educators can foster growth in cognitive reflection through microteaching with post-teaching reflection journals, teaching with self-analysis of video/
audiotapes. action research observation and analysis of selected teaching episodes,
coaching, and assessment and discussion of student learning.
* Critical reflection may be promoted through close examination of cases that
illustrate particular aspects of context, pedagogy, :..ontent, ethical/moral dilemmas,
and other elements of teaching and learning that will help teachers develop a rich,
flexible repertoire of ideas, attitudes, and skills.
* Teachers need opportunities to construct their own narrative context-based
meaning from information provided by research, theoretical frameworks, or outside
experts.

*A person's preconceptions of teaching, learning, and the purposes of schooling
will influence greatly how he or she interprets courses, workshops, and personal
teaching experiences. These beliefs must be examined critically from various
perspectives to allow for a flexible and thoughtful approach to teaching.
* Future research needs to explore how teachers interpret, give meaning to, and
make decisions about their experiences in schools. Teachers themselves will need to
he included as co-investigators in such research.

Ceorgea Mohlman Sparks-Langer and Amy Berstein Colton

ing in teachers. The third. and most

teachers' reflective thinking, we find
that we are moved to "reframe- our
images of teacher education and su-

valuable benefit is the insight gained by
teachers themselves as a result of this

pervision. No longer is direct teaching
or "training" necessarily the best

self- inqu i rY.

mode for professional staff development. University course work and unstructured student teaching experiences are inadequate. Certainly. firstyear teachers are woefully without the

Richert ( in press) has used such cases
successfully to develop reflective think-

In one sense. the emphasis on critical and narrative teacher reflection is

a bridge into a new way of thinking
about research on teaching. Since
many researchers who study the process of learning to teach were trained
in the experimental and quantitative
research tradition. this can be a tough
leap. Yet. as we have seen here. researchers have forged collaborations

with teachers and are truly listening
and learning from their stories (for
example. Huberman 1990).

support that would allow them to
move out of novice-like practice. We
hope the ideas presented here provide guideposts that can help us design
developmentally appropriate
growth experiences for teachers at all
levels and that we continue this lourney with teachers as co-inquirers into
the mysterious process of reflective
professional thinking.

Much to Learn

In this review, we have described
three aspects of reflection important
to teachers' professional thinking.
Most researchers in teacher educa-

tion now recognize the important
role of context. case-knowledge. deliberation of educational aims, ends.
prior beliefs. wisdom-through-action.
and cognitive complexity in teachers'
reflective thinking.
As we fit together the cognitive.
critft-al. and
Ni.\1(111

1,))1

narrative elements of

Pedagogue."
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Reconstructive Reflective Teaching:

A Review of the Literature
"We do not need new information.
We need time to think
about the information we have." Ann E. Berthoff

In the past decade the paradigms of Reflective
professional practice have begun to change the way educators
view the process of education.

Rooted in the normative

philosophies of Friere and Dewey (Smyth,

1989), and first

articulated by Schon (1983), Reconstructive Reflective
teaching, especially, seems to hold the most promise for
reform and renewal in the American educational
establishment.

Focused on change and commitment,

Reconstructive Reflective teaching could substantially
improve our educational institutions in the area of staff
development.

Proponents of the movement argue that Reconstructive
Reflective teaching will empower teachers and further

professionalize the teaching profession, allowing teachers
to challenge school bureaucracies and reclaim ownership of
educational practices and goals (Schon, 1983, 1987; Goswami
& Stillman, 1987; Bulloch, 1989; Smyth, 1989).

The

definition, assumptions, preconditions, process, impediments

to, and results of Reflective Teaching are discussed in this
paper.

Reflective 2
Reflective Teaching Defined

The definition of Reconstructive Reflective Teaching

has expanded, beginning with the work of Dewey and
culminating in Schon's discussion, which includes purposeful
goals for social change.

John Dewey's early definition of

reflection is:
Active, persistent, and careful consideration of
any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the
light of the grounds that support it.

[Reflection] also involved a state of doubt,
perplexity.

.

.

in which thinking originates and

an act of searching.

.

.

inquiring, to find

material that will resolve the doubt, settle and
dispose of the perplexity (Bullock, 1989).9-12).

Although Donald Schon did not refer directly to Dewey's

definition when he published his seminal work in the field
of reflection in 1983, The Reflective Practitioner, this
later researcher defines the process similarly.

Schon

describes reflection as a way of attending to the problems
of practice, allowing oneself to become confused and open to
new possibilities during the process of attending, then
giving shape to those problems in order to discover new ways
of both acknowledging one's own responses, seeing, and
implementing solutions (pp. 49, 61).

Reflective 3

ThP definition of Reflective Teaching Practice evolved

further in the 1987 adaptation of his work for the field of
education when Schon added the element of artistry.

He

discusses the necessity for educators, especially, to have a
sense of artistry, a kind of intuitive knowledge drawn from
both experience and research.

Artistry enables the educator

to effectively frame the problems encountered in practice
and to become willing to risk improvising at all levels of
the reflective process, from defining the problem to
implementing the solution (p. 4).
The definition had already reached its present,

normative form in 1983, however, when Schon included the
broad purpose of achieving social justice, a fccus
reiterated throughout his later work (1987).
echoed by Grimmett (1989) and Bulloch (1989).

This view is
Grimmett

describes Reconstructive Reflective practice as a process
that allows teachers to confront the "social, political, and
cultural conditions" prohibiting self knowledge, for the
goal of achieving human freedom (p. 28).

Bulloch invokes

Dewey's commitment to a democratic society in order to
support his own assertion that reflective practice must have
social goals and must be grounded in an explicit view of
society, society as a democratic community (p. 16).
Besides revising society, Reconstructive Reflective

Reflective 4

teaching and the writing that often occurs with this
educational practice allow the teacher to revise or re-see
her view of herself and her basic beliefs about practice.
She learns to achieve, through the process, a new
understanding of herself as an educator within the context
of her culture (Grimmett, 1989, p. 22).

Writings, including

personal experience, autobiography, journals, narratives,

and more are central to the personal level of Reconstructive
Reflection (p. 23).
When teachers reconstruct their previous beliefs about
teaching and about themselves, they also gain new
understandings of the ways in which political and cultural
conditions limit educational practice and marginalize
certain groups of students (Grimmett, 1989, p. 23).

Assumptions About Reflective Teaching
Major assumptions informing Reconstructive Reflective
teaching concern language, ethics, and values.

Reflective

teachers share the belief that knowledge is socially
constructed (Ross, 1989), and that language is the primary
agent in creatf.ng and shaping that knowledge (Henderson,

1989, p. 10).

Since knowledge about practice is the chief

reality fcr the teacher, this reality must be addressed,
"named and framed" as Schon says (1983, p. 40) within the

3"/
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specific social and institutional context of tt,! classroom
setting.

Talk, negotiation, and writing about these

realities, the knowledge of classroom events, create

a

fabric of meaning for teachers (Berger & Luckman, 1966, pp.
14, 22).
The second assumption is that while reflective teachers
address the realities of the classroom situation, talking,

writing and thinking about these elements, they must also
attend to the ethical considerations implicit in the
processes of reflection.

The acts of defining,

hypothesizing, and improvising about problems of practice
involve choices that must be made rationally and responsibly
(Bulloch, 1989, p. 20).

Teachers are obligated to note the

possible effects of discovered solutions for stu..ients,
colleagues, the institution, and the public.

The third assumption of reflective practice is that
improvisations and choices made and implemented in practice
will be congruent with basic values of the educator:
learning, respect for students, and the fostering of
community (Bulloch, 1989, p. 17).
Conditions for Reflective Teaching
In addition to specific, shared assumptions, certain

preconditions, especially a supportive environment and the

7
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process of dialogue, are also necessary for Reconstructive
Reflective teaching to be practiced.

The supportive

environment encourages purposeful, discovery-oriented
dialogue among teachers, teaches'and administrators, and
teachers and students (Schon, 1987; Nolan, 1989; Henderson,
1989).

To be effective, the dialogue must deal with the

affective dimensions of practice.

Dialogue that

acknowledges the emotional dimensions of specific classroom
and institutional problems consists of nondefensive language
that recognizes and names feelings of confusion,
frustration, and/or loss of control of the situation (Schon,

1987, pp. 163-166).
The dialogues themselves, the shared language, either
verbal or written, will develop as a significant means by
which both faculty and administrators can learn to see that
the confusions and problems of practice are legitimate
objects of reflection and that the language that shapes
these problems and their solutions is .negotiable.

The

elements of negotiability and choice inherent in language

and problem-solving empowers faculty members to act
collaboratively with colleagues, administrators, and
students in processes of shared discovery (Smyth, 1989, p.
5) .

8
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PrscTdures for Reflective Teaching

Specific procedures for the practice of Reconstructive
Reflective Teaching are amply described in the literature on
the topic.

Whether focused either on the immediate problems

of the classroom or on the broader concerns of institutional
and social goals, the process of reflection is similar in
both cases.
The reflective teacher attends to tnese problems in a
sequence of recognitions, experiment, and change.

The

teacher begins by recognizing a problematic or puzzling
situation in the classroom, a student or a group of students
who are confused, purposeless, or otherwise not engaged in
learning (Henderson, 1989).

The teacher then acknowledges

her own feelings of surprise and confusion as she recognizes
the similarities and differences between this particular
situation and other classroom situations.

The teacher then

frames the situation by describing it and asking herself:
"What is this?" and, the next important question, "How have

I been thinking about it?

What values and practices led to

it?"

Smyth (1989) describes other questions that may further
guide the process of self confrontation:
What do my teaching practices say about my values
and beliefs about teaching?

9
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Where did my beliefs originate?
What social practices result from these beliefs?
Why do I continue to hold these beliefs?
Are they exclusive or democratic?

What views of power do they imply?
What particular group's interest is advanced by my
practices?
What limits my beliefs about what is possible in
teaching? (7).

This process of questioning one's assumptions helps the
teacher to think about her own thinking that resulted in the
situation, and then to revise her previous assumptions, that
is, to reconstruct her thinking, eventually asking herself
"How can I do this differently?" (Smyth, 1989, pp. 5, 6, 7).

The teacher then improvises and experiments, trying
different solutions (Schon, 1987, p. 28).

By this means, the reflective teacher skeptically
confronts not only her teaching practice, but the conditions
that shape the practice.

Reflection empowers her to learn

to understand better both the practice and how beliefs and
values cause us to invest the events of the practice with
certain significances (Smyth, 1989, v. 4).

For instance, a teacher who is continually urged by
parents and administrators to raise the standardized test

10
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scores of her students might reflect and write a classroom

journal entry on the very system of accountability that she
is being exhorted to embrace.

She might think in a new way

about her own assumptions about this system as an inevitable
part of the educational system, and, she might eventually
question whether or not that inevitability was, in fact,
really so.

She might then check the research on the topic in the
light of her own skepticism, where she would discover that
the accountability movement developed from the Cult of

Efficiency described by Callahan (1962) in his book of the
sane name.

As adapted by schools, the Cult of Efficiency

resulted in the creation of the school organization and
goals in the metaphor of the factory system.
Besides the accountability movement, other persistent
effects of that metaphor are an emphasis on standardization,
competitive processes, assessment, and the back to basics
movement.

The reflective teacher might question the

applicability of such practices for an institution or
organization whose goals are human learning rather than
profitable production.

The teacher who clearly understands the goals and
values of her profession is well equipped to adapt and
create a practice that evidences these values.

She does not

Reflective 10

have to rely on the inconsistent and frequently inhumane
purposes of political, social, and historical forces alien
to these values.

This teacher would be likely to emphas.le

in her classroom the practices that would result in higher
level thinking skills, critical and abstract thought, and
the increase in reasoning ability for her students rather
than drill in rote, disconnected, test-oriented bits of
information.

The former practices would be more congruent

with her educational values.
And the teacher who is a practiced writer of classroom
journals, articles, and letters, is far better equipped to
advocate the cause of educational values and goals to
administrators, parents, and other teachers (Moffatt, 1981,

p. 93; Nolan, 1989, p. 36).

She has a strong sense of her

professional identity and a good grasp of her topic.
Barriers to Reflective Teaching

Numerous barriers to reflectivity in the classroom
exist, however.

Budget cuts, faculty turn-over, and

traditional faculty autonomy can all prevent schools and
colleges from forming the communities necessary to support
productive reflection.

The chief impediment to reflection,

however, may be the back to basics, accountability and
assessment movements that attempt to falsely persuade both

12
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educators and the public that schools and teachers are the
reason fcr the economic difficulties currently faced by the
United States (Smyth, 1989, p. 3).
Conclusion

Despite these barriers, much about the practices of

Reconstructive Reflective teaching recommend themselves as
staff development for teachers at all levels, kindergarten
through college.

First, Reflective Teaching is inexpensive

staift development (Cruickshank, 1987).

Second, the

experimentation and thought required by reflective teaching
improves teaching and improves faculty attitudes about
teaching.

Teachers who reflect on their practices and the

organizational and cultural contexts of practice gain a new
sense of their identities as experts in their fields
(Goswami & Stillman, 1987, preface).

This stronger sense of

identity enables teachers to become part of an intellectual

community, itself a source of change and growth (Schon,
1987, pp. 342-343).

The community theme of defining,

experimenting with, and improving practice provides both
unity and coherence to an otherwise fragmented school life.

Finally, this reflective focus results in better curriculum
and better education for all students, a legitimate social
goal in and of itself (Schon, 1987, p. 543).

13
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education may be the one social goal that can enable this
country to survive and meet the challenges presented by
other goals before us, especially the goal of social justice
for an increasingly diverse population within the context of
a democracy.

Reflective 13
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!laving made the case for teacher tlevelopment as continuous nylon y into
practice, we are well aware of the complexity of this notion, the diddle ulty of
Itansfin ming it into reality, and the necessity of having, or cleating, a
cattle in the school that supports teat hers as they become active inquiter s
into the pro«.ss of teaching and liar ring. Fortunately, in the last l%V yeah S,
rrSratl li and prat tire have provided some impot tam insights about how silt Ir
a colon« arc bc constituted. Five elements have emerged as essential ( I
not ms of colleagueship, openness, and trust; (2) ()ppm trinities and trine lot
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Wt choose here to use the term tembe, development when we write and talk
about professional growth activities in it prolesstonal practice school. Icy
tea( her development, we int.an continuous inquiry into practice. In this «in
so-n(1nm of prohssional development, we see the teacher as a "icily( e
Ina( fitioner," someone who has a tacit knowledge base and who then builds
on that kumvledge base through ongoing inquiry and analysis, continually
rethinking and reevaluating values and plactices.7 Teat her development is
not only the renewal of teaching, but it is also the renewal of se Imo's inn If
feet, culotte building. In the following pages, we litst provid a framewolk
for developing a cultrur of inquiry ill a school, then «inside' professional
growth activities that are appropriate to that colon e, and finally discuss
sonic of the problems and dilemmas that lutist 1w recognized and worked
through to maintain and support (cachet development in professional in,!

ntadate.

tvalit.t. tlivt.lopillent Was mole broadly c ()moiled than in sum ViCr (1;611111g,

it oftentimes, though not always, assumed that the tole of development %vas
to assist tea( hers in adopting an externally designed prow ani, making adap
(Alms to some technoloi.,,i( al innovation, or implementing a federal or state

centrated ellOrt on thinking about teacher development for in service

the 1950s and the growth of teachers' colleges, (hly was a Incurs on cet tilt( ation and licensure of teachets. Perhaps because of this, drew was little con-

synonymous with training and implies a deficit timdel tit education. Before

To our way of thinking, the tenn insetrue edmalloo has come to be

development.

teachers. Authoritarian management practices and talking about teaching
practices, rather than talking with teachers about their practices, were seen
as legitimate in-service education. In the first National Society for the Study
of Education (NSSE) Yearbook that focused primal ily on in-service, there
was a major shift, in discussion if not in practice, to democratic practices,
cooperative resew(Ii, and collaborative work among teachers, principals,
and test etchers.' The teacher came to ire seen not as an object but rather
as an engaged subject, capable of continuous development. These two
models, a deficit approach assuming that teachers need information from
people in authority and a «illaborative approach based on notions of teat hers
as colleagues engaged in inquiry about practice, became deeply ingrained in
the profession.
After the launching of Sputnik, coincidentally in the same year that the
NSSE yearbook was published, in- service took hold once again as subject
matter specialists from the arts and science faculties in universities were
enlisted to write teacher-ptoof curricula. Teacher institutes, financed by the
National Defense and Education Act (NDEA), proliferated. These institutes
were designed either to train teachers to use new, externally developed instructional materials or to update teachers in current academic thinking in
the content areas. The failures of this approach to professional development
are legion and have been carefully docmented.' One might suppose that the
notion of in-service education as training died a quiet death some tine ago.
Sadly, this is not the case. In many distil( is and schools, professional development still implies a deficit training model. Assemblies filled with an entire
sc hoof staff still dot the landscape of allocated "staff development days." Outside experts still transmit "the word" whether Assertive I )iscipline, Master y

holstronal rohlue St hot,/

and wining about stall development, txeniplified by tine findings of the 12and
( :flange Agent Study, John Gooellad's analysis of the League of( :ooptratirrg
Schools, and Gent. Hall and Susan hawk's work on tea( her root .rns.' Flus
shift was most notable for its emphasis on the s( hoof as an organization and
the connection that it made betwe.en the development of (ea, hers as intik ',In
als and the de.velopment of the school as a whole. In
we defined stall
development as "working with at least in portion of .1 stall rivet a period 01
time with the necessary supportive conditions "6
dins appioa(11 I()
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reinforces 'schooling as usual.' "' We think it is important, then, to (Hine
what we mean by teat her development and to distinguish our construction
of the concept from the competing notions ol in-set vice education and staff
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be less than adequate. In the learning-emit bed schools, the opposite was
true. Teachers who shared their successes and lilmes were mote willing to
identify and exploie common problems and seek common solutions. The
myth of expertise was replaced by the reality of c.)11e( live stsuggie and
discovety As does Little, Rosenholiz provides evidence that norms of rol-

dividual classrooms, kept quiet about their successes and failtu es, and
assumed a public static!. of being expert teachers for fear of being found to

s( !tools had no dear or shared values, were places where teachers rattly
talked to each other, where work was perceived as routine, and where s. Ifreliance and isolation flourished. In the learning-impoverished schools,
teachers, with no vehicle for discussion and reflection, retreated to their in-

support of teachers to the point of removing bat niers, and support for collaboration rather than competition. On the other hand, learsting-impovei ished

categorized schools as being either learning enriched" or "learning impoverishd."" Learning-enriched schools had collaborative goals at the
building level, minimum uncertainty, positive teacher attitudes, principal

Susan Rosenholtz, in her study of the school as a workplace, added to our
understanding of the effects of the norms that Little dem:lilies." Rosenholtz

were doing, and worked to find solutions for commonly defined problems,
the life of the teachers in the school was transfOrmed. Traditions of privacy,
practicality, and isolation were replaced by shared owner-ship of issues, a
willingness to consider alternative explanations for practices and behaviors,
and a desire to work together as colleagues. In effect, in developing successful staff development in support of a new program, the staff was building
a new culture for the school and defining new ways-of-being fOr themselves
as teachers: "The successful 'program rested on long-term habits of shared
work and shared problem solving among teachers. Such patterns of mutual
assistance, together with mechanisms by which teachers can emerge as
leaders on matters of curriculum and instruction are also typical." These notions of shared work, shamed problem-solving, mutual assistance, and
teacher leadership in curriculum and instruction areto our minds the
cornerstones of building a school culture that supports continuous inquiry
into practice.

behaviors of colleagueship, there was increased suppot t for self examination,
risk-taking, and collective reflection on practice. When teachers arid pi incipals observed each other in classrooms, had time to talk about what they

Judith Warren Little, in what has become a benchmark study of staff development, followed six unbar) schools as they became involved in district
sponsored staff development I ler findings indicated that norms of collegiality and experimentation weir most responsible for the successful implementation of new programs. In schools wher the principal was actively
engaged with teachers and announced expectations lor and modeled
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I\l it y Itas been lot tt between phonics and %choir lanimage appilia, In 5, bin
has been war y uI al «piing one to the ex( Insion of the nthct slic took lie
ptoblein with her into het ( lass 11111 11.1Y 01111 11'111'11 she gcliciated .t list of

in omit new woods they ensnititei in then leading? lake bet «IlIcartill

has had no len oral tt inning in ieseatch; what she does have is a vet v spec Oh
problem that has bec-ii troubling her and her olleagns- flow du c luldt, a ap

schoolwide lotions. The question the faculty has been grappling %vitli occc
the yea' is "I low do we understand mole about bow cluldten leant'" byres

year , she and her colleagues have been meeting in grade level teams and tti

and where reflective action replaces routinized pia( ti«., the need fur pm
viding opportunities and time fur disciplined
y into tea, fling and !al it
ing becomes clue lid. Unlike traditional school settings, professional phi( tic
schools are places where teachers, sometimes working with university sc hol
ats and sometimes working alone, (I() rscaich on, by, and for themselves
It is necessary that professional practice- schools provide the conditions lot
teachers to develop the skills, perspective, and confidence to do) then own
systematic investigation.
The notion of teacher-as-tesearcher is not new N't Mug over twenty yens
ago, Itobett Schaefer, then dean of Tea( het s College, (:oltiiiiliia Univel N111
ttiged that schools should organize as "centers 01 inquiry ."" More 0-«1111
Miles Myers, president (tithe California federation of Teachers, argued Mai
" school site teacher research projects are a basi( requitement of the cut tem
second wave of school rennin.' The case, then, has been made for tea( het
research, but the question remains: flow do s( bouts organize themselves and
( wine the necessary conditions so that teacher tescati h is encouraged, sup
ported, and used? The answe, we sum
is not to have externally di ivn
workshops on reseal( 11 methods and t1..11 ask sc hold stalls to apply then
learning t() practice. Rather, the research sensibility most be infused into the
dailitiess of the school. Such an infusion takes time and commitment It
begins with an acknowledgement of the intim' taller of norms of collegialit
and experimentation; it builds on shined problem identification and a
inuttial seal ell for solutions; it depends on taking a lisk in the c lass' oom, 11
lequires thi support of colleagues. Let us present a case in point.
Mary George is a lit st -grade teat het in a st !tool dial is flying to (a gamic
around Schaefer's notion oil the school as the t enter of inquiry." I'm met a
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practices, and to expect that professional training and gi()%tli arc pats of the
wen klife in schools.

to tecooceptualiz their work, to engage in at five investigation idiom Ilse
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league-ship and collaboration me among the necessai y conditions lot tea( het s
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One might argue that all of this talk about teacher development its continuous inquily into practice is long on process and short On content, that
it places too much value on reflection and sliming and not enough value on
just what is being reflected on and shared. As Myrna Cooper teminds
"In professional settings, when teat hers are moved to shine, it is usually
because they are proud of something they have done with children. ""
We are fortunate at at the present moment in education we can point
to sevetal prat tic, developing separately and simultaneonsly, that challenge c onventional assumptions about institution. These apptoat hes tin

TEACHER LEARNING OF CONTENT IN CONTEXT

sources of data, and the usefulness of the results should guide our in attic e.
What is Unpin tant is that authentic teacher researdt develops in an envit opment where culture building and professional colleagueship are also being
nurtured and sustained.

practice. Rather, the importance of the question, the legitimacy of the

Teacher research, of course, can be more complex and more sophisticated
than George's spontaneous inquiry, but we should not let sophistication and
complexity become the criteria by which we judge disciplined inquiry into

tion to her next class. Together, the iirst-grade teachers began putting togethe the pieces of the puzzle of wm d recognition in a way that made sense
to them and had value for their classroom practice.

as were the rest of the first -grade teachers, each of whom took George's ques-

to try her experiment. Needless to say, she was delighted with the results,

the support she knew she would get from her colleagues gave her the courage

also acknowledged that the ethos of inquiry that dominated the school and

teacher research. George acknowledged later, in discussing what she did with
her grade-level colleagues, that she considered het initial question an enormous risk she had never approached her teaching as research before. She

words that students missed in an initial trading of a book, she began a spontaneous inquiry into how children train new words. She asked the childiett,
"f low many of you could figure out the %void let! ?" One little boy raised his
hand and explained how he sounded out the word, beginning with the initial
consonant and moving on to the vowel and the filial consonant soma's. A
little girl raised her hand and began to explain tom site knew the story was
about hands and she knows that people have a felt and a right hand and she
knew that the wool in question begat% with I., so tiguted out that the word
must be left. A third ( hilt told the class that she knew the wool because she
saw it in another book. She proudly found the other book in the (lassroont
library and showed it to the class.
This simple classroom experiment was, to our minds, the beginnings of
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mix of cognitive and social skills in defining and solving pioblms.
hide(
this framewot k hit teaming, the hash unit of insum (ion is the
task, not the
lesson or the testbook.'9
The impli, ations of iesean It on cognation and of the de% clopmentat
ap
prom h ate malting stunt of 'evolutional y. They (lite( t us n
eptuallie

alit ignizes the complexity of school learning, the net .ssity of ( oust'
uc ting ill
defined ptohlems, the importance of nuisteting menu ognitive
strategies aN
well as knowledge quisition, the connection of cognition
to spec di( «multi
knowledge domains, the centrality of pilot. knowledge, and
the need lot a

.

to match the curriculum to the student. hum the
psyhomenic perspective, on the other hand, intelligence is fixed
and tiled
surable; the task of the school is to match like students
to each other and to
watch students to the curriculum. The developmentalist
sees learning as a
creative, active, and constructive process that
engages the learner, con
timmusly and reciprocally, with the content
area; content and skills an. (on
netted and intenlependnt. The psychomtric hut sees Leal tting
as a series of
acquired behavi,rs that are mastered through the application
of genet:it
pr inciples such as intermittent reinlitrcemnt; skills and content
are
itolepn
dent and, once mastered, skills are transfrrable to whet knowledge domains
The aim of education for the developmentalist is to
(irate people who, in the
wolds of Piaget, "are capable of doing new things
. who are uteative, ut
ventive, and discoverers. The second goal or education is
to hunt mind,
which can be t 'ideal, can verify and not accept everything that is
(Meted ""
In «ifitiast, the psychometric aim of education is less
gene( at and mole
technical: to maximize skills acquisition in a way that is
quantifiable and
meets demands ltu a«ountability.
Recent developments in rrtieilil h (In cognition hu tiler simpoi
t
the
developmentalist, or ontent-in-context, position.'" This hue
of ieseao h

In a recent article, David Elkind distinguished this
apptoat it, whit 11 he
views its developmental in mientation, from
tome conventional st hoot plat
(ices, which be identifies as having a psychometii«uientation."
From the
developmntalist point of view, all learners have developing
abilities;
the
task ()I' the schools is

st 110014 thought is the notion that students c Orn In
>t 111011 gull p' for knowl
edge told ongoing access to valuable expet itt0
e, both of whit It c an be tapped
to motivate and ground school learning.

mom for flexibility and dot

sky, and at the saute
tints manage to maintain the legitimacy
01 ti, morn( areas and ilw
teacher's responsibility to teach <hilcbett mato-dont;
of t aloe t
to dos

e S1/uwi,

body a common belief that the learom is at the
crater of the runt ational
emu( prise. Fot lack of a better term, we t all these approm hes
"content -utcontext learoing." Unlike the call for cultural litetat v anti cote teal nings,
contol-in-context ;Imo oaches acknowledge Ilse
( omplexii y of teat lung and
learning. provide

l'tqesitonal I ',Or

112

reception of processed inlOrmation.
A constant feature of the process is its emphasis on peer teat hing,
small group work, and teamwork.

4.

'uttitulurn and instruction that are implied in t ontempot at y iesrait II Im
cognition. We also believe that this style of education is most likely to

VVe think that these ten principles incorpot ate many of the point titles Of

10

9.

8.

7.

6.

The role of the teacher is that of ollabotator and team leader and
guide, rather than boss or the repository of all knowledge.
There must be an audience beyond the teacher lOr student work
The academic integrity of the work must be absolutely clear.
The work must include honest, ongoing evaluation for skills, centtent, and change in student attitude.
As the year progresses, new activities should grow out of the old.
As the students become more thoughtful participants in then own
education, our goal must be to help them become tin reasingly able
and willing to guide their own learning, tearlessly, for the rest of
their lives."

The work is characterized by student action lather than passive

3.

5.

Connections of the work to the surrounding community and the real
world outside the classroom are clear.

desire.

All work teachers and students do together must now from student

2.

I.

sent content -in- content approaches to learning. The Foxfire project, which
has gained so much nationaLattention, is another example of what we mean.
Foxiire is what Wigginton calls a "style of education and is best understood
through its ten principles:

tives, hands-on science classes, and the process approach to writing all repre-

&emphasized as dialogue, discussion, and production take their place.
Whole-language approaches, learning math through the use of tnanipula-

teaching repertoire. Lectures, seat work, worksheets, and unit tests must be

Teachers using content-in-context approaches need to add to their

solvers; they are researchers; and they are intellectuals engaged in unraveling the learning process both fin' themselves and lot the young people in their
(barge. Learning is not consumption; it is knowledge production. Tea( king
is ma performance; it is facilitative leadership. Cm tie ulum is not given; it
is constructed empirically, based 011 the emergent needs and interests Id
learners. Assessment is not judgment; it documents progress over time. Instruction is not technocratic; it is inventive, t tahlike, and above all an imperfect human enterprise.

and learning are interdependent, not separate, functions. In this view,
teachers are primarily learners. They are problem - posers and ptobleni-

teaching, to see it as being woven of the same cloth as learning. Teaching
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t ant ioned at the be

.

Dettinglon lamight home the difficulty beillding

.

to

practice 111 (*(1114.41/1 01 "It.adership density
the extent to whit It leader,hip
toles are slimed and the extent to whit It leadership is broadly ext.it ised ""
When «instinct' in these ways, 'cadetship bet tunes something that both ad
minis!! atm s and teat hers have and use, and 'cadetship bet tunes an essential
ingredient in it anslorming st hoots into cetitets ol Unpin y.
For pi in( 'pals, lilt. in sin 11 a Selling 11*(11111(S a tadu al shill in attitudes mid
1 ichavien s hi a «tnipellitig study lit two high st 11m4+1 pt its (pal,,
I A ow

but of a diffetent sort than is usually practiced. Then 'towel is vit.%%ed at,
"prover' to at oniplish" rather than "power 0V4'1' 114'0111e 411141
" .110 \

Set giovatini, leaders lead by put post. and empowet went. They have posses,

What Srgiovanni is proposing is that principals learn to think and at I as,
leaders in ways that are dillertnt from custom and tradition. According to

human ends. Cultural leadership by alt (piing the realities of the
human spirit, by emphasizing the importance of meaning and
significance, and by acknowledging the concept of prt,lessional It «limn
linked to values and norms that make up a Ilona' older t:tunes t lost !
to the point of leadership.""

In human (loci prises slit h as the pi ofssion of teat piing and st hulling,
(et him al and managerial conceptions should always he subordinate to
human needs and actions and should always be practiced in set rue of

'cadet ship:

In traditional school settings, leadership is delisted by one's position til the
organization. Principals have leadership; teachers do not. In professional
ptatice schools, the whole concept of leadership is in the p'oe'tess ttl being
let onstrtiett.d. Thomas Sergiovanni makes what we think is a useful distill,
lion between technical and managerial conceptions of leadership and t (dim al

RECONSTRUCTION OF LEADERSIIIP ROLES

ing, not about panaceas, but about the development of habits of mind that
make it legitimate to continually ask questions of plat tit e.

dent tin its iportance, depth, and enii.ineed owlet standing We air talk

and teat IRT I./16111;1(1011 must also be ontinuotedy ..imined Students' plod
in Is must wow in complexity and thought. Piot lNN does Mg Mill/Man( 4111
MI/VC 10 bt.ner products. It too must he st tutinized by both teat het mid
shi

ginning of this article, howt.vet , these pi (tress apploat Les to student leat lung

substance III'010141 whit Ii Unpin y may lie tot used As

develop in an envitomnent where openness and ( ollaboration ate valued and
Miele disciplined inquiry is encoto aged. II pi
nd practice st hoots air,
in fat t, c renters of inquiry where continuous tea( her development is not
'native, 111(1 the 4'0110111-ill'context style of C41114 .111011 1110VitleS 1110S1 01 1114

I ',tiles s lariat !'rat er4 e

1

I4

(:tutipetitive

Views teachers as

Adversarial

Views teachers as
objectives for
imptovement

Builds coalitions

Rewinds awl punishes
Solves problems

Works through
collaboration and
power equalization

Views teachers as
partners fOr
iii ptovement

(:ollegial
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(let isions about instruction in their classrooms amt where principals ate suppot live of the decisions that teachers make, the possibility for continuous
teat ning takes root.

principals and teachers together make the tiansnion, their exists the teal
possibility for eolleagueship, and the development of a new professional
ng responsible and grounded
tautly In st hoots where teachers ate

is to make the transition from bureaucratic and hierarchical modes of leadership to alternative forms. That this is difficult and fraught with tension must
be acknowledged. What also must he acknowledged is that in st hoots whew

depended on the ability of the principal to make the bansition from traditional to tansformative or cultural leadeiship.
It is clear, then, that one of the tasks a professional practice school fat .s

against the grain. Most importantly, the success of teacher !cadetship

For teachers, it is equally difficult to assume new roles. l'ati icia Wasley
uncovered many of the tensions and dilemmas that teacher leaders faced as
they assumed new roles in schools." She noted that all the teat her leaders
she studied felt constrained by time time to both teach and lead effectively
and time to work collaboratively with their colleagues. Teacher leaders wile
often confined about the primary purpose of their positions: Were they to
support teachers or were they to support administrators? In addition, they
had a tough time dealing with their colleagues in the new leadership roles.
An egalitarian ethic dominates teaching and many teachers had dilliculty in
recognizing one of their own as a leader. To paraphrase Orwell, the notion
that all teachers are equal but some teachers are more equal than others went

Works through
small groups

Works through directive

improvement

vehicles fOr

}lett;

Brant li manager
I lent make!

l'at Ale1 leadet ship

The lon ,auger

The boss

--_

lianslotniatton

-_

7.1ansiton

liadthon

Table 1. Transition in Leadership Style

making the transition from tot linical and managerial leadership to cultural
leadership. She identified three steps in the transition, shown in Table I."
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howl,

Is

J

niship ale both mebets of the National Netwotk

The Puget Sound I.:dm:N(4nm! t'ainsoitium and the Souther 11 Nlaine
lot Edin animal
of sc !tool university 'Lome:ships. In both 1Vashington
Renewal, a c
and Maine, the pat tnei ships set ve tome to c owlet t people at toss st hook awl
(listings than to tonne( t sc hoots to the university In hot settings, wimps

hildren.
Networks, «)IIaborations, and coalitions take many fowls. They may he
info, mal collections of people or they may 1w mote fotmalized partnerships
among institutattis. In any case, sin It groupings share some common t halal
They are held together by a ((annum 'animist., provide for the ex
tel
change of iforation and psyt hologit al sow!, ate voluntary, 111111 sue
based 011 the equal paint ipation of all membets." For examples of limy mg
works lum lion, we thaw On out own expetienc and on the expellent e ttl
tithe's involved in school implovement elfin Is.

mediate environment is la( king. The folmation of networks, collaborations,
and coalitions is helpful in combating this syndton, in providing the slip
port and encouragement for teachers to continue to expel intent, to qusnon,
and to work to change common prat tit es in an eflott to implove edit( ainal

their own distit. They may find that the support they nerd bunt the nu

threatening. lea bets involved in professional practice schools may find tli
have a difficult time explaining just what they ate about to colleagues within

(runner." They stand out in their district as different and, ottentinit

also important to develop support outside of the st hoot. 'Tot) often st hoots
in the process of radical transfol minion suffer hunt the "funny flout syn

While it is important to concentrate env' gies on the specific school site, it

N rIAVOR KS, COLLA BOR ATR INS, AND COAL! 11( INS

penis to look at the frustration of testing and unlocked a vainly of undel
standings about assessment, which in turn led to other subjects lur nitwit y
Again, dust.' iption and practice begin to show us how to think about and
engage teachers as lifelong learners.

C11)111 fat dimwit the growth of a culttile of Myth y. In this case the in int ipal,
in partnership with teachers and a university ieseatt her, provicld the till

discussion using the information teachers totter tell and other data, the pain

helped with data-collection techniques. litimgh monthly meetings and

a pi oject in which she, in collabolation with another principal and a 'novel
shy lac ulty ittembet , engaged teat lints in a discussion of the misuses of man
(I:infixed tests." Teachers generated questions sot It ,is: I low do we him,
students ate learning? I low do we townie the data that air available in out
classiooms? What are some new ways Ill displa ring student achievement.:
"Teachers kept join mils, while the ullivetsity tese.tit Lt t obsel vet! classes and

()ii e example shows what this could look like. Sl11:11111e Soo MO ,lest

l'reqestumal l'uutue

t)

1 16

t hangs. ideas, leant about effective prat tires, and develop lea:ring mate ials.
1 he point we want to make is that s hinds, like teat hers, can be isolated
and sttanged limn the mainstteam. School faculties must leatn to Iva( h out

dist uss a pi eassigned wading. In other cities and towns, teachers have
formed small resoun e centers where they can meet to discuss issues, es

Networks, wIlabotations, and coalitions need not he so lot mai as those
discussed here. The Philadelphia Teat hers' 1.eat lung Coupe' alive" is a line
example of teat bets coming together on an 'lamina! basis once a month to

m): k

members agree. MIL is linked by a computer network whereby all member
school faculties can confer with each other and have access to an education
data base to assist in their individual elitists Like the coalition, M ll. helps
legitimize local reform and renewal efforts. In addition, it provides the opportunity for teachers to communicate with their peers from other pat ts of
the country, to form professional alliances, and to support each other itt thru-

the coalition, there is no one model for the transformation of schools.
Rather, there is a process of analysis, action, and reflection to which

more" has become the credo of the group. Though the coalition does not
provide much opportunity for face-to-face interaction among teat bets at
member schools, it does serve as a source of support for schools, many of
which are isolated in their districts and look to a national movement to help
legitimate local efforts.
So, too, the Mastery in Learning Ptojet (MIL) oldie National Education
Association seeks to link schools together in a national network where common purposes arc shared and a common vision is upheld. School faculties
join M II. after they complete a comprehensive profile of their schools and
commit themselves to a plan for rethinking and redoing education. Unlike

Sizer and is comprised of over fin ty high schools that ascribe to a set of pi inciples that involves different roles for teachers as generalists and lit students
as workers and a different conception of the high school curriculum; "less is

clearly defined mission. The coalition grew out of the work of Theodore

commitment.
The Coalition of Essential Schools is an example of collaboration at the national level, where schools are drawn together by a common purpose and a

support they nerd to return to their schools with renewed energy and

they are self-directed, define their own agendas, and provide the opportunity
for teachers of like minds and like dispositions to ext hang experiem es and
ideas in an aimosphre of support and common understanding. People who
have been involved claim that participation in the groups provides the extia

concern. In the past two years, teacher groups have dealt with issues ol
equity, teacher leadership, test miming st !tools, grouping practi«.s, eat ly
childhood education, and at-tisk students. The power of the groups is that

of teachers come together iegulatly to discuss and act on matters til c (minion
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members before the meeting, to strut Lute discussion by preparing a question
or problem to answer, to facilitate discussion, to ensure that minutes of the
meeting ale taken and distributed, and finally to guide the group in making
a decision about the direction the next meeting should take. In genet al,
teacher study groups take place outside of the school in an infotinal setting
around a pot-kick meal of a similar occasion.
L'uttnulum writing involves groups of teat bets winking together owl inne
with the intention of developing a piodut t fin use in the classroom as pail
°Edit nein uctional prow ant. The pi lido( 1 vat it's as the task vaunts and ma%
take the lot in of mu guide lot teat long, an itiventiny of t lasstoont pt at Ines,
a statement of espy( lotions ol kat nets and teat ht.'s, at !novo ain es aluation
a set tub let mumendations 101 ptogiam design anything that meets nu
needs, intetests,
of the teat bets involved Cowl ttleun
wt iting groups air teat het initiated and teat het led "I hey last as lung .1.,
takes 10 t 0111111rIC a task, allowing teachets the opportunity to iiimr 11161
OM of gioups as time and mules( penults
rencitet teiranit innircit may In. individually Of wimp itiimitt..1 I he

leader is to select a common reading and to make it available to all wimp

seem to combine these elements and hold partic oho promise lin ptofessional
practice schools include the following.
Teat lir, study poups meet regillatly to discuss an agreed-on topic of theme
Teachers rotate leadership of the !poop. The tole of the designated teat he:

of content itt context; they provide opportunities for new leadet ship toles,
and they become engaged in networking activities and coalition building
beyond the boundaries of the school. eacher-development activities that

The live elements that combine to create a culotte of support lot teat het itt
quiry do not take root quit kly. It takes time lot e hatig to happen, even in
a school that defines itself as different. Teacher development activities must
occur alongside the development of the new school culture. In fact, teal het
development and culture building are part of the same process in a [notes
sional development school. This means that teat her-development at tivines
are designed around notions of volleagueship, openness, and trust; they pot
vide time and space for disciplined nitwit y; they focus on teat het leatitiog

TEA(111:1( DEl'1:1,01'11ENT IN l'It()II..SSI()NAI.
PltACTICE SCII(A)1.ti

st hool itt the process oft hangs must also set thentsel es as pat t of .1 litotes
slim in the process oft hatigt.. In that way, the not
and values of the :a [tool
become pall of a lager social system, one that sustain. implovemnt and rn
courages it.

beyond then traditional binders and clears sources tit support, t hallenge,
and legitinun y for dictum.' s. Teat !leis who see themselves .ts pats ul .t

oles 'tonal Prat /Ice St haul

118

"Trying out" new pradzen with systematic support flow ( (ilk-agues is one way

6"

Moue. Using the techniques of teacher tesart It, an evaluation team ( ()netts
data on a program or approach that the faculty as a whole has decided is
wend) evaluating. The evaluation team analyzes the data and presents its
findings to the lac Idly fin consideration and at lion. The role of the evaltta-

stt uction implemented, and alternative modes of assessment designed,
teat hers can collect information that will l usehtl in de( ision making in die

( 'Irwin practices as part of an ongoing investigation of what wanks and what
does not work for children. As new programs are put in pia( e, new textbooks
adopted, new practices of grouping students initiated, new approac hes to in-

Program evaluation and dinumentaiion assumes that teat-bets want to evaluate-

Sometimes, the visiting teacher will concentrate on the behaviors and practices of the teacher. At other times, the visiting te:her will focus on the actions of the students or of one or two students in particular. In any event,
the object of the observation is mutually determined before the visit takes
place The visiting teacher and the teacher being observed then take time to
discuss the observation. It is the role of the visiting teacher to provide
descriptive feedback to the observed teacher, and it is the role of the teacher
observed to make sense of the feedback. The contract is renegotiated after
each visit and may he altered or terminated at any mutually agreed-on point.
Case conferences engage teachers in a method of problem solving usually
reserved for the coedit al and social work professions. In the case conference,
a group of teachers meets to discuss individual students. The prison presenting the case is responsible for developing a history of the child in school and
a description of problematic behaviors, attitudes, or academic concerns. The
task of the other group me:flings is to pose questions that clarify the issues
at hand and to offer suggestions fin- solving the problem. Eat la meeting
focuses exclusively on one c ase. Participants rotate in presenting cases to the
group.
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Call leas f! out and a (1111el I With kindled spirits 111 othel se. hoots Palm 'pooh

11',1( lit is

cat 1)WitiN11111,11

Ve101/1111111. Aill'11411111.e at ietoonal c onletvin es is anodic' w..1

others about Ihril new pia( tice hen nnes a powerMl

wally pa at tie ing new ef fall Is and lime altrady expellent ed tint cuss, 11111111ti:

connections beyond the boundai ies of the schools in which they wank. Po,
vidittg for teat hets to visit other st hoots engaged in relot m and testi tic (mutt;
allot s is a valuable. way to help people hwaden then !wisp« lives, bee line
infused with new energy, and considet new ideas. When (rat het s ate at

Pattitpation 71 outside evenh and inganizatons is a way lot teat hers 14, make

plc to intetat t with their colleagues doling the st !tool day.

however, has ()diet norms and expectations and provides ()diet ways fur pen

nals, view educational videos, peruse books and catalogues, or siniph
engage in inlitrial, but professional, conversation. Even in a ptofessional
practice school there will still be the need for a traditional teat hags' lounge
as a pla« last telaxation and social intet lion. The teacher resource fount.

is it place fin- teachers to come together in the st hoed to lead ptolessional Imo

Teacher resource centers can easily be incorporated into a st !tool. A stall
',min off the library or media center, a converted stockroom, a renovated
space hidden somewhere in the building any such spa( e will sulli«. We
have seen teat her resource rooms in the basements of holdings and in old
tstrooms. The physical location does not matter; what matts is that (Inge

and make decisions about whether to incorporate them into their existing
repertoire, to modify them to suit their own nerds, or to reject them as not
helpful in the improvement of their own teac ling.

[tact to observe ea( II other and to provide feedback on die new pi actit (..; they
agree to suspend all judgment and evaluation of themselves and others; they
work together to become comfortable with what they are doing anti to sup
port each other in doing it better; they give themselves ample time to thy and
fail and try and succeed. In the end, they become confident of new prat tic es

tracts to visit other classrooms and to observe each other teaching.

have to worry about doing

closer change gets to the individual classroom, the riskier it gets. When a
cadre of tea( hers decides to try out something together, it is easier to expel i
tent and take isks. This is the way sue II a cadre works: Teat hers commit
themselves to implement a new approat 11; they agree to meet regularly to
discuss what is happening to them personally in then ( lassroonts; they ton

peritnent with process-wining, begin a FoxIii pi ;tie«. (al in«npotate ex
periential kat ning activities into then teat hung. kVe laasc 'mind that the

a hasty retinal to routine and safe ways of doing things. As teat hers hec only
interested in content-in-context learning applom hes, they may want to ex

statistit al analysis of viewing the
generalizability of findings, since the problem under consideration is idiosyncratic to the people involved or to the specific school. Often, teacher research is published Minimally to share the information with other faculty.
Peer observation involves teachers, usually in pairs, making informal con-

research is the collection and analysis of tiara Data collection need nut In.
cumbersome or overly tee-finical. Data t an be c Dike led thiough observation,
informal interviewing, jout teal elm ins, and In u-I sett veys. Reseatchers do not

to make it easier lor !cachets to try and fail and Iry again, without beating

tant to assume that each individual or wool) engaged in researt h has a
legitimate concern that needs to he addressed. The goal of the research is
both to understand plat lice and to improve it. The major activity or teat her

though one person's problem may seem trivial to someone else, tt is impor-

lion team is not to judge diet. tivnss, but rather lu collet t data for (lei ision
making by the larger faculty.

l'rojesstonal I'lailite

begins with the identification of a problem that matters io people. FA in
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vet sely, it is possible for sevet al teachers to have classrooms characterized by
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are (Apt:tidy made. It is possible for !cachets to participate in school site «millilitres, to be involved in greater decision making, and to feat it how to deal
with rotillict and negotiate contracts for greater teacher participation in the

1)11)11101e

I. Lialliwgt,"titatt Desetialtia itudusiglied,"
Delta Kappanttg. tin 4 (111)11
Nelson It I lent y, rd In Striate hdin alum /of 'Feat het t, .Supererioli and .Idnuoultrator,. '16111

knowledge.

environment or vice versa. ,The two rmnronments are connected only if «mutt (tons

.. !took ( a I I

Veal hook of the National Sot irty lot Study In Editc anon, Pat

t

Notes

Ihtd , pp BO, 81

We are cautious about saying that if t hatiges ate made in the adult

111 )

ganize, and pi attire teacher development by epli, Ifs t owlet lung it to .or
dent (fevelopment.
pia( inc. schools
pio%, ule 1 valiet). oI
learning envitomilents for students as ac live teat nets, and a %Ain kpla« us
'oilmen( for teachers that is tech in continuous U(pin), peel dist ussionind
oppoltunities line adult lc-inning.

We Mr 01)61111Sn( bet 1t4IS(

poll elfin (S to iniptove learning 101 S111(11111S

11

workplace environment there will be positive changes in the student feat 'ling

l'w/e)sitrirtil Pr tie h, r .C411001,

«mpelative !canting teams, student-centeled leatning, and a maim 16( its on
problmsolving activities u./hout addi essing the need Ion sthoolssidr sou,
titis that pitnnote collegiality and
%%huh in min sup

ment, connection, and experiencethrough practicing new ways of teat !ling
and providing for new ways of student learning. These two strands irpresnt
distinct parts of teacher development, eat II requiting tittle, cnci gy, and new

valved in continuous learning about students their motivation, engage-

Teachers, long isolated from one another, need to create and work in collective and collaborative structures. The isolated teacher must give way to
a genuine colleagueship as the insulated school must expand to include the
whole community. This means that the workplace for both students and
adults must change, for they are intimately connected with each other. We
know that teacher development involves teachers in learning about luny to
work togetherhow to make collective decisions and structut continuous
oppottunities for their own growth. At the saute time, teachers 11111S1 hr ill

context all of which tall for new ways of thinking about and organizing
teaching so that students are enabled to participate in their own learning.

Our view of teacher development ends where it began, recognizing that the
engagement of teat hers in the creation of professional practice schools cannot
be isolated from the laBger vision of creating schools that work for all
students. This means that the entire school is involved in discussion of and
action on the issues of teaching and learning, such as new knowledge about
how students learn, an understanding of the diverse and multicultural
populations of students, and a developing sensitivity to changing cultural

TEACHER DEVELOVMENT CHANGING STUDENT AND
ADUI:1' WORKING CONDITIONS

opment is continuous inquiry into prat tics.

a new school culture; eat h acknowledges that the major goal of teacher devel-

in partnerships with universities and businesses, involvement in coalitions
with other agencies, membership in a {tumid netwoi k of teat hers cu schools,
ale yet other avenues for growth and development.
We have pit:seined a paitial list 01 the kinds of teacher-development activities that can take place within a professional practice fit boil We v..ant to
make it clear that none of the approac lies we suggest is an "add on"; none
is initiated outside of the wol klile concerns of teachers; none is designed for
people by someone else. Each, we think, contributes to the development of
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search in the Thaching of English fur her
book, in the Middle: Wi iting, Reading, and

II. Russell Award for Distinguished Re-

prize to a classroom teacher.
Nancie Atwell, a former 8th-grade teacher in Maine, last month won the 1990 David

first time awarded its highest research

teachers in education research, the National Council ofMechem of English has for the

scribed her award BS representing an acknowledgment that the "observations and
reflections of classroom teachers count as
research."
"When the knowledge that informs our

G9

Continued on I'nge

structure and assessment, educators not,',
growing number of teachers are under tak
critical analyses of classroom practices In
many cases, those teachers are also wilt nig
and reporting on their findings.
Such efforts, teachers say, have given (hot,

feasionalism, along with reforms in salmi
the prize conveys a message that teachers
can have a role as researchers.
In her acceptance speech, Me. Atwell de-

al observersand Ms. Atwell herself Ray

said, "when research is seen as an i rictus' ve,

profession comes limn many quarters," she
rather than an exclusive process, everyone
benefits, but children benefit especially "
With the increased interest in teacher pill

book, and was not a
based on the merits of
"politiasr move to honor teachers. But sever-

In a move that some educators say her-

alds a growing recognition of the role of

Learning With Adolescents.
N.C.T.E. officials insist that the award was

By Robert Rothman

Award Heralds Recognition of the Role of Teachers as Researchers

Reprinted with permission from Education Week,
December 12, 1990, Volume X Number 15.

'Mat view waited in recta It decades,

she added, as kitchen; came to be

base for effective teaching," said

Gerald E Sruufe, director of giver ninepinl and professional liaison for
the American Educational Research
Association. "(leachers need it con*ensue of research, an utatletatand
ing of resetuch, and wapiti( making
use of research."
"But having teachers be research-

expectation of tetwitets in the past."
The Interest its teacher research
also reflects chattgen is t cheat t It

think one of the basic things

lug "us gt!thet ing data and coming to
ronclusions," he cold blued 'They do
110,1 well Ira very clear !sachem

thank God."
Wild teacher reseturbers are dm

that's what attylody meatte as re
search, teachers aren't doing it--

ante courses," Mr Endo said If

wean education students are subjected to in gt initiate and untlergrad

courses, paradigms, and frame

wrong with education is the kinds of

Mary Klett Gincolthe's class noel

nerving actual classes, rather thorn
by analyzing statistical 'tusk's.
"If I humid (haves can come into

increasingly gala:sing data by tili

',Unction, she said seseatchers are

strut her who hns abutted wt thing in-

methods, Ms. Atwell observed Cit
ing the work of Donold II Ilia yes, a
university of New liampshio e re-

ately guided by emerging findings
in their lieltis. That has not here an

ment", and reacat elk journals

teacher education programs 'I hey
were designed for a different model "
Sc bout admististralota often lint to

George Mason University to create
the Center for Applied Research Emil

Development Unifiers involved in
the prtrject meet with university re-

tlecisionntaking is going to be lost."

l'eachers as Learners'

decisionmaking

at vtl grant programs to sponsor

union provides funds for !cachets In
conduct their own ptioects
"Not every teacher want:110E4)ml

lovely Billups, the prow ant's ditec
tnr. As a "spin off," sire ridded, the

aimed at disseminating research
knowledge to Unwise's, explained

launched by in federal grant, is

The A r I 's decade old program,

teacher research.

cooinn alive learning or collaborative

(Ile A e r. and the N

ton year a 11):41," said Mr Endo

Ins their class' mans, Rum they did

fur Is, the leaden s involved say they
hove been effective.
"Iluwurnsdniug things duffel (-idly

deuce ,'lout the success of such of

them out in their schools, otrottling to
Mr Endo, who serves as the tenter's
ust.ociate ditectur.
Although them is little
evi

I'maintard tin I idlowtsip fu..

1'1411AI/a the greatest hawka op to
teat her tesertic Ir is lilt hum IA al tele

oiler relic ruining radminotfillI0111"

lent nets 'Iltrit's nut a CO1111110111 hill

"My pi incipal listened," she et:
rolled of her previous sclusti expo
fence "Ile believed in teat kris rt.1

this page

demonstration center. (See Vol),

thus fall slatted a new pri vole se hoot
soletaled to serve as a r escort It tool

new methods, said Ma. Atwell, Wilt/

studying the click of implementing

and then cur r y

allow tearltei a the flexibility to Icy

fleillelle171 to plan pnijecta FIIIII as

Ind by such renewed interest, a
imml ler of et gmvizetionsincluding

but we have a lung way to go to

eight neighboring districts and

the way teachers are educated and
acculturated in the schuol system,
and the expectations we sue talking
about," she said "Them are route ex
amides of places that have ti tell to
educate teaches,' in different wayn,

'Melo are vast disjunctures in

vine of the A V.T.

studies in their classrooms.
One problem is that most teacher
prepai talon progt 01118 provide little
tratinitag tin ueseurdr, noted Ms Le

ors obstacles to trying to conduit

Despite such enthusiasm, howev
er, teachers continue to face tunnel

'It's 'Iwo Jobs'

"Weis nut waiting fur someone oil
high to tell us what leseutch shown."
the anal -It's the pet feet antidote to
teacher burnout."

Ms. Atwell said

ing eta hats "
'Ibuclnera also gain by being tittle
lo cunt, Amite to the kilowledge twee,

ens," MR.11411114 "They never stop his

Ix:stela 01 seeiog teachenS HA lent st.

could do "
At the same time, "kids hove the

fur 10 years I leat tied what they

a lot of the pos-

letttion in class and are motivated to
learn, be said
In addition to the lichee! lased project, the district has teamed up with

over the course of a year to deter.
mine when students are pitying at

followed a small number of studeida

methods of grouping students, according to Mr. Endo. Others have

alive learning and tried ddrerent

conduct experiments in their chtasroouss nod release time to enable
them to analyze their results.
Among other projects, the teachers have experimented with cooper.

ill MX 81:110013 ball the opporturirty to

licit fox County, e sample, the Asstrict has offered interested leachers

sponsored researt 11 by teachers. In

office of eiltacatiortal sem:welt and
jowl uvetnent.
Mr Smith nettd that the a I.: a I.
hosted n conference, held in Wash
ington last week, to examine teach.
eta needs for such a prow
Several local districts have also

ment of practice in the depar fineries

sibility for ctentivity in site-bused

goals, 111111 0101:1iVeT1

wayuse the same assessments,

findings," he said. 'Mitt has become
all expectation for members of an established profession, that they keep
up with literature and be appropri-

continue to monitor schools the mune

and analyze emerging research

Natick Atsell

to tell us what
research shows. it'sthe perfect antidote
to teacher burnout."

"We're not imiting
ibr someone on ltigh

profession, generally, be able to read

that dominate university depart-

than the quantitative analyses

leagues conduct are more useful

dents that their classroom col-

of "ethnographic" studies of ale-

view of the nature of research. For
many teachers, be said, the kinds

County, VS , public schools, said
such opinions reflect too narrow a

profession like medicine or law, noted Arthur E. Wise, president of the

laudable."
%mid Endo, director of research
and policy analysis for the Fairfax

National Council fur Accreditation
of '&acher Education.
"It is impel tent that members of

ment to turn teaching into a

era," he continued, "is not all that

search as part of a growing move-

discover the role of 141141w:a in re-

of the teaching mounts itself."
But educate' s have begun to re

seen as vehicles to deliver curricula.
"Research was conceived of 03 inn
portant," she said, "but was nut pal t

king," he said, "and you

settee of tine impel lance of kitchen'
as reflective practitioners," Ma I.e.
vine said "Research was part of the
teaching act."

many classroom boxed studies may
lack the rigor and objectivity needed
to produce high-quality research.
"There in a need fin a knowledge
decisi

ey and Lucy Sprague Mitchell, a

They caution, however, that

assessment, collect and analyze
data, mid conduct experiments to
teat new forme of school otganiza

volved in resit mitt' ing expel invents
most be able to ciente new forms of

to Nelson Smith, director of the of
fice of programs fur the improve-

is taw considering a pt mgr nut Loftin('
teacl ter-1 eaertr ch projects, Herm dirig

ed to the growth of teacher research,

argued Miles Myers, executive director of filo w.c.r s. 'leachers in-

lira U S. Education Department

Istudents1 Were/ ding to
tire." idle said "I fell tot love with toy
attaleitha, end I had been teaching

kla a whole

hips said.

and do her own research, and not ev-

ery teacher winds /only! to get re
search from other people," Ma lid

to the school site, bus also C01111 ibut

study her methods, she can du that
too," Ms. Atwell said.
The school restructut hag move
anent, which decentralizes authority

lion, he suggested.
"If you decentralize to site based

"There was in the Progressive

at the beg:
g of the century, ac
cording to Mambo Levine, associate
director fur education issues of the
American Ram ation of 'Rtchets.

view of teaching that was pa eminent

"teacher-led infinity," or "action re
seater it:fleets n resurgence of a

'Part of the Teaching Act'
The new interest in leacher re
search - -or, as it is ellen called,

need to do mote of that."

Era, lluough the welt of .101m Dew.

come teachers as collaborators in
their work.

practice, and indicate that they web

by an understanding of elective

like a mentor," said Ms. Atwell.
Universitybuned researchers any
they shine the teachers' goals uteri
Burls% that instruction is inhumed

It was the first time I ever felt

C011ifibuts to SIUCII learning.

dents team and how tenches can

la deeper understanding of how stu

Continued (tom Puge I

Ma Atwell, whose book outlined
her elfin ts to la eate "literacy envi
liniments" to promote 8118 gimlets'
reeding and writing abilities, Lund
teacher resettle!' has benefited stit
dents, teacheis, and the profession

Role of Teachers as Researchers Gains Recognition
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f:.

the wink meat bars 1111se 101111th 1141 el

compelling evidence to rite

to call what teachers do NRIC111111"

has 12:1 variables you could study

on computer tape and stun lv re,"

Mr. Sroufe said, referring to the

tors in insivereity research inertia,
ridded Andrew C Porter, pi oferwor

Y111111.11/0

gtownims," ally continued "I don't
throk its debatable The quality of

based 1111 KW/ students, and it

filters or screens
0
for the wok of

"Slime people prides tear-lees (0 is'

kids taught me "

law They me teaming 1111111 W11111 any

der platen Wedeln to prefi.seis of

thousands of tencheis, ti um

see it as limited I've Ohm Idlest

"My book will! well 111.4 IIMION I
mines," she said "I don't think Wadi
ere, or 'evade intetested m reseal(

Vet& i tinge of Cla.S.411111111.4

reseal ch is valid, and applicable to 11

rang beek suggests that her style of

she 1111R received limn her awin d win

misses an much "
Ms. Atwell said that the respire:a,

ber," Ms. Iliguclai pointed out "It

ticular day, using a single 111.111

is information gatheled on a par

pens in a classroom "
Ily contrast, "ii slander dried test

used with gorillas It's tic It, it's di
verse, and it captures what hap

the same kind of data Irian Kersey

data' amazes me," she said. "It's

'lire criticism that this i3 'sell

more valid than the kind quantita
tive researchers use.

argued that teacher s' data are ollen

"Biases are unavoidable," she
said. "Your perspective gives you
one no matter what."
Ms. Iliguchi of I.os Angeles also

tion.

'Beichert,' are Also ideal collalse ii

duns be genie shred to apply to uth
er itchiest!.
"theta School and Beyond data is

"Baying ARRA journals in the
faculty lounge isn't going to do

Education Association's National

Center for Innovation in Educe

much," he mud "We need a broker
lharliem can do that "

Compared with research on
large ditto base, such studies pro
vide a limited perspective, said Mr
Sroufe AR a result, he maintained,
beldam generated studies can set

he suggested, is to have teachers
serve as "brokers" to commimante
research findings to the rest of the
faculty.

tices And student outcomes.

teacher researchers use a kind el
qualitative analysis that desciaws
its detail student behavior, rather
then methods that depict atatiatical
links between inatructional prac-

Frequently, Mr. lirncey noted,

Chen-y Creek, Colo., school district
But ninny traditional psychologials,
he added, consider teachers' work
"not research."

of research and evaluation Ihr the

observed Gerold W. Bracey, director

troika" in the research community,

There appears to be some "peres-

Marry researchers draw the line,
however, at having teachers conduct formal studies themselves.
"Research in the classroom is not
the roost fruitful," said Mr. Porter.

'Soft Data'?

ticeat tire front ead."

both the quality of the research pr o
jeer and its usefulness to practitiott
era, Mr. Porter said.
"They made especially important
contributions at the time of evaltint.
ing and interpreting the data at the
hack end," he said, "and in identifying important research issues-- and
making sure they were tied to prac-

But while such concerns may 111.
valid, they are not unique to teach
er led inquiries, responded Shrum%
Robinson, director of the National

to be objective ((twat d something
you're advocating "

Such collaborations either's-et'

things," said Mr. Stunk. "It's hold

planned. 'Ile teacher brings to the table the wisdom of the practitioner."

search coterie ise "
lhachers also lack the kind id oh
jectivity needed to study classiomia
practicer', said Mr. Smite
"Schools tend to he ad vocal rug

but it's only one land of the re

study begun in 1980 "In a echol,
you can have a few ideas and de
monstrate them That's impot tont,

federally funded longitudinal

research methodologies," he ex.

number of studies.
"The university brings to the table
the knowledge of the discipline mod

ers to join with researchers on a

education nt the university of Wisconsin at Madison.
Mr. Porter recalled that, as to di
rector of the Institute for Research
on Unching at Michigan Slate llni
versity, he frequently risked teach-

One way of aiding dissemination,

ter how greet it if1, if it's inaccessible to
teachers, it will have 110 effect"

search findings, noted Mr. Sroufe of
the American Educational Research
Association.
"You can't do research to improve
education that's independent of the
education system," he said. "No mat-

search by helping dineentinate re.

'Iaclaers can play roles in re

prominent researcher for the RANI,
Corporation-- said it would be unre
elastic to expect all teachers to be
able to conduct research.
"Times not n realistic or necessary
course of action to pursue, any more
than it is to expect all physicians to
do research," he said.

Wise of NC:ATR-- who was for years a

In addition to facing institutional
constraints, teacher-researchers
also face skepticism from much of
the research community.
Reflecting a common view, Mr

Broker. and Collaborators

poor that any strategy to improve it
is worth doing," she said.

ments.
"Tlie economies of teaching are so

not ask
leachers' to
spend the money, bore, and energy
it takes to do this," she said. "It's two
pills."
But Ma Levine said that improvements in teaching that research can
posture more than make up for the
time it takes to conduct the experi-

hem 1.11e A IT alld 111e N

ry School in Ins Angeles, who conducted several attaches with grants

needed to record data and analyze it,
said Char lotte Iliguchi, a language.
aria teacher at Hirmatale Elementa-

('ontinued front !'receding I'age

SECTION 2

CriRISTINE

Reprinted with permission from Educational
Leadership, March 1991.

What Teachers Say
about Reflection
Reflection can help teachers stop deferring to the
-they" who -know better" to develop their own
visions of education.

At

the University of Northern

tive teacher: beliefs and assumptions:
intended and unin-

Iowa i UNI), participants in our

consequences.

student

tended. for self and children: consequences in the social order. global

teaching

program

both students and teachersare always enthusiastic about reflection after

the fact. but they are almost always
resistant at the beginning. There is
always ambivalence and confusion at
First about lust what reflection means.

In the spring of 1989. our interest
piqued by this confusion. selected
teachers of the Waterloo UNI Professional Teaching Associates

Cadre.'
chose teacher reflection as a topic for
collaborative research throughout the

next year. To explore and describe
how reflection felt from the perspectives of those who were doing it. we
engaged in reflecuon: reflected on our
own reflection experiences: and interviewed each other. our student teachers. and colleagues who were enrolled
in graduate courses or workshops in
Waterloo where reflection was taught.
practiced. and studied. Before report.

ing how our teachers and student
teachers experienced reflection. I will
describe how I have come to teach the
concept in our program.

Active Reflection
'ohn Dewey, whose ideas are the basis

for much of the current thought about
reflection, described it as "behavior
which involves active. persistent. and
careful consideration of any belief or

My assumption is
that when each

person is ready, he
or she has access to
the questions as
well as the
"answers" needed
for the challenges of
his or her own life
practice in light of the grounds that
support it and the further consequences to which it leads" (Grant and

Zeichner 1984, p. 4). We have anchored our curriculum in this concept
of "reflective action" (Dewey 1933).

community: knowledge and skills
needed to implement beliefs and values in teaching: how ideas genemterl

by self and/or others filter through
one's own set of priorities: and one's
resulting reasoned choices.
From this agenda. I derive questions
I

can use to push students along

through the initial phase of their lourney. My assumption is that when each
person is ready. he or she has access to

the questions as well as the "answers"
needed for the challenges of his or her

own life, and in reflection these are
internally uncovered and integrated
into the subjective fabric that is that
person's self-concept and worldview.
Several other models influence how I
go about teaching reflection:
Taxonomy of Teacher Reflective
Pedagogical Thinking (Simmons et al.
1989);

In their article "On Becoming a

Bloom's Taxonomy (Bloom 19561:

Reflective Teacher" (required initial
reading for our students and teach-

Louis Raths' model of values development (Raths et al. 1966);

ers), Carl Grant and Kenneth Zeichner
(1984) discuss reflection-enabling attitudes that Dewey identified years ago:
open-mindedness, responsibility, and
wholeheartedness. They also suggest
an agenda or a line of questioning for

anyone who would become a reflec-
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a set of developmental affirmations developed by Jean Illsley Clarke
and others (1986); and
characteristics of helping relation-

ships as discussed by Carl Rogers
(1980).
Drawing on these sources. I give the
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
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wnere. tzucr.

7°-

anc
ncwe. er 7-2

.

ez..zr. .0

a ense .na:
ne

:

not

de /Die :0 onar...ie :ectsions rnade
e district.. ore teacner :oid us. but
I Know wna: rr. tninKinR. and I

:an tr.aKe ciecisior.s :n areas where I
co nave some control. like now I feel
aDou: :he tnin2s Urn :oid to do and
...low I will actually irr.plement :hem in
awn classroom

Rambling and Resolution
The student teacners always nad trou3e::ir'.g their writir.R started. Prot:r:stination was common. and :: was
tyrnc.a: or them :o ramble But we
fcund that zrowin was often a product
af :ne ramblin2s. questions.. and ex-

plorations. One student offered tilts

A

f.

c.c....so:lotion- "lust ramble until all of a

ive

sudden :'xo or :nree words will fit
:cetner and Key sorne:hinR. Then I
7e.:11:ze. :hat s it

That s wnere Urn hav-

ing :ne prooiern And :nen I can go
n :'ca:.

Teacners found
often made
.:cnnections in meir
Often
new ideas would erne:4z... and other

:ney were able to focus on
something after expressing seem-

:r.Q1y unrelated ideas. One student
:oid us I would get into what I
wanted to accomplish as I wrote.
even though I dian : ;now what that
was when I'd started I d get more
focused as I wrote A: :irst. everything

would come out. but at the end it

The teachers and suiiient :eaceers felt vulnerable and uncertain as iber approached unsettling i
questions about their teaching. bappilv. they round a payof in clearer perceptions of theinseluesi
and otners and :n better plans for suiting weir own problems.

lar idea. This is what I need to do

now more often referred to a question to pursue. a first step in a new

direction. a new way of seeing a peri was :milking son or situation, or how they would
wr-uid be one
aocut and c :uid expand Jpon. In the approach a situation in the future.
process. I resolved something. got After reflecting on the concept of colfocused. emptied my :lead onto the laboration for several weeks, for expaper It felt Roca a: that :in:. and I ample. Helen Melichar wrote. "I see
ended up wan a :tired:Ion
things differently now Because I see
The teachers often started out writ- things differently. I guess I'll probably
ing on a topic that was comfortable to act differently. I know I'll be thinking
write about. such as some professional differently from now on."
technique or strategy :ney were workMore often than not. reflection reInR on. and then made a conne_tion to sulted in more questions. One teacher
econd topic that turned out
said. -Sometimes I think it s reflective
real" issue. While :her often 7v-en You don : reach a solution. You
ended a given assignment with a re- explore all the alternatives, and you
.4olve such as "This is what I need to do have ants feeling there is no answer.
now." they seldom ended w ith a spe- But maybe in tnree or four days or
cific decision to implement a panicu- three or four weeks there s an ...Via!'

Dialogue. Questions, and
Prompts
Several teachers reported they learned

to ask the questions for themselves.
with reflection taking the form of an
internal dialogue. Helen Melichar said.

"It is the questioning that I find most
significant to reflection. The questions
force a deeper look and keep me from
being superficial. If the questions are
the right ones. I begin to zrow I feel a
little tug. almost a painful little exposure. when the questions are what I
need them CO be."

For Dede Preston. the questions

iust need to ;lit
never changed.
those key questions," she said. "Om: s
going on here? Is that sicznificant,
What makes you say that? What do
you want? Does that scare loti? Ha: e
you ever thought about such and such
EOLCATIO\ AL :.:..kOES-SiiIP
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Teachers traditionally think of research as beiongirg
to universities and statisticians. However, classroom
teachers are earning that informal types of researcn
cameo on in their classrooms can provide a practical
way to laentify effective ways to improve teaching and
;earning. Classroom research is uses to solve aroo;ems ana to determine if new methocs and tecnues work.
Instructional decisions are best mace by teachers who concoct
relearch in their own classrooms. They analyze the performance
Of their students. The classroom becomes a cbilaborative community of literacy research wnere teacners and their students
rave permission to reflect. anaiyZe and proolemsolve aoout
:nstruCtion.
International Reading Associat;on. 1968

Classroom action
research:
The teacher
as researcher

Action research is carried on daiiy by classroom
teachers. To investigate issues of interest or concern
and to use the results in future practice, teachers are
constantly watching and listening. This type of research helps teachers explore in a focused way what
works with their students or discover if a problem will
be solved by changing something in the classroom
environment. The goal is not to publish the work in
major research journals, but to conduct these experiments to see what can make a difference in students'
learning.
Students, too, can become researcners using a
variety of activities to find which learning strategies
are mcst effective for them and to prove to themselves what helped them learn best. They become
more aware that they are in control of their own learn.
ing and become more independent.
You already do research in your classroom daily as
you make instructional decisions by watching and
listening. You learn by focusing an daily events.
Through careful observation and listening, teachers
and students become a collaborative community of
learners.
Any time you try an experiment with one group in
the classroom and set up another group as a control
for comparison, you have the foundation for research.
When you decide a method worked or didn't work as
judged from the results, you have done some classroom research.
Classroom action research may be as formal or
informal as the teacher chooses. It may be done
alone in the privacy of the classroom, or teachers
may prefer to cpllabora.d with a university educator or
other members of their faculty or district staff. Collaboration provides a support network that helps identify
problems, plan how to implement the experiment,
encourage when spirits lag, discuss snags that arise,
collect data. and objectively analyze results.
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ysell new goals

I

I.S

11

cational oeseao-11, and %%hal I knew was ill:Wirt patticulaily itnelesting not
evant to my con( et Its I 1 ( 1 Ili) 1111k111111111411 1111. seals 111 1111, )4%11 1111111r
lay in those tapes

c, (1

h

1,1

then sometimes expressed in thrit discussions As I saw giou Ili in du in. I
wanted to recoil a At this time, I was 11111e 111141Wille ul 111r g1411V1111; kink 4)1
thetny and tesearch nr !cadet !espouse to litelattite I knew little about 4.411i

pimps, to enctun age the students to express themselves at greater length. to
exploit, !licit literal y expel lenses in g,teater depth, to be inoie spontaneous. to
talk directly to each other. 'Iwo things happened timing that year 4)1 NH /
that were to have tat reaching effects on my pioles'total gtowth as I was 1111111
ing over these conuci its: I began to authotape some of my students' discussions,
1110 I tICCillell to take a few graduate wo'o's
1 sIatte41 the taping because I wanted to captine the fascinating ideas the t lid

leali/ed that I would like to improve the quality of discussion in my litetainte

offered inc the seem ity to consides my situation and to set

cession groups in my schools, mid had leached a piolessional plateau that

It is ten years now since I began to reflect set iously upon my own teaching I had
been working for a number of years as an elemental y school liht ian in a sub
to ban community, had developed well teceived phugtauis mound Ittet :time dis

/thgatet

Mirror! Mir or!

Of view of each of its participants. 1 htoughout, howevet, we have woiked to
gether on all aspects of this article.

the reader, may see our 1111401:K11W! elldrilVOIS IrlIrdell 110111111e distinct 10111114

each of us speak separately alunit out toles as we consider out mutual growth
as reflective piolessionals. We have chosen this style ttl presentation so that }on,

Maigaret's teseinch project. In the reminiscences that follow, you will heat

Mat got, a teacher of teachers and a teseatcher, who acted as menu)r tht ought't

This is a memoir in two voices. ( hie is that of Maw:lief. a traellei ieSC.Ift hef
who has spent the pass sevei al years wowing into that tole. I he tithe' is that of

Margaret Anztil
Margot Ely

the Reflective Mode

Balls of Mirrors: The Introduction of

Reprinted with permission from Language Arts, Volume 65,
Number 7, November 1988.

P1

tend to al101111.1 Mattel Willie the t 1111111ell t 011111111ell 011 111(11 41(551

edging myself almost 0111 01 111e t ucIc, 01 111Velliing reasons 10 Op :Way and at

talk thtough me. 'Talk to each other." Once I had been await, of Mai got physit ally di awmg hetself back out of tilted sight tangy when Iwo of her students
bet ante deeply involved ovet an issue I Iiied the tattle, sometimes gradually

model some of the sit alegies employed by Mat got in het classes. 1 shit ted to say
Michael. Thum don't have to
Things like: "Carla, you don't seem to ;spec

8'

tip us to accept, to be int C. 14) not make essential wnes. 144 ma Ihn11. '

IICCI1V1iy WI1411 IIMV011111 list I,il MO PI ilieS',11)11.11 Ion es [Lo been

14

4, f on all

%dial to do and how to this it and don't unitive me %%Int 1111s 114/11'41'11'4r ,11141111

glaie, Ihr bodies slump, and teed ,e that fort rbi1 message sent in so many 1.01
tons that this is all too mut It, thus is not v.hat I am bete 101, please lied Is 11 lee

11101e SO ',MCC I 11111 t011V111Ct'll 11141 1111s is eSSC1111a1

t011
well is Valid at 1051
tent. Willie I S11011111 know belief, I revel 1.111 Its lie palllt 111;111V IllstIesSell al 11Ie
Slat 01 It l'11111Se 01 static 0111e1 UtIIIIa11011;11 a/ lallre111e111 when I Ste I he Ne,

students to own then wit k, to become incleasingly tesponstble lot then Itses?
I wort y las less that I have an impact as a teaher and lull mote about the quality
of that impact.
.1 bete is a whole vat tety of tesponse to lily stress till tellccitvity, 1106,114

just viewed. It is hard 10 believe now 110W self-conscious I felt sitting in the midst
of my class, but I could see that the discussion was the u)51 open and extended
so far as the teachers considered issues raised by the religious symbolism in Oscar Wilde's The SelfiAli ;urn,.

With my glottis% trl chilthen I began, sometimes only half consciously, Ill

us away flout what testily needs 0111 cost In: what (10 111V decisions Say :1110111
110W people teal n? In %vital set vice sue inv inlet actions? I low can I help people
to become mole power lid and people-centered as pi ofessionals? I low C:111 I help

If my %lance about selling awareness sounds manipulative and minim itat
That may well be, although it is eel tainly made public. I have long since wen up
the idea that teachers must shy away bum influencing. even C011111111111g and
making decisions ;thous what is to met What is mote, this false !militia, takes

I sell :twat eness. I say it every semester

hopefully mid [cannily Several mites.
I sit Mete and say "I sell awateness" and wonder what the students ale thinking, expecting, feeling as they nod seemingly in agtectiwilt, ot %%lite the notes
I'll tell them are not tweessat y. What are we in for I know one 111114; WIlaleSel
will happen, we will have highs and we will have lows, and these mill !we as
much to do with my own snuggles as with !hells.

Margot

When The Reflective Mode Is Introduced

itted assumptions. It was as disconcerting as it was helpful when Margot
questioned why I stated that I had "allowed" my students to do a pat tit ttlat jai)
ject on their own. It was het position, as it was theotetitally my own, that slic
dents own 11161 own leaf 11111g, but in practice it was all too easy to slip into
stereotypically teacheily attitudes.

As I wotked at my field studies, pail ol my task Sias Its %%lite op 1144- results o1
my experiments wills new teaching shategies and :mato( al Si I14111.1 Mt 1111'114
tor's COIiiiiieniS often lowed Me 10 examine lut het 141 untecognuctl or totexant

I had gone beyond my ottginal "few counts" ul gt :situate milk and had ma
theta:tied in 11w doettual plop:mt. My taping sessions had developed Imo hem
studies and then into it dissettation wive!. My dot total It.1.11411 %%as 14) doe
*twit( my attempts to hanslate the It ansactional theory of hies ahoy 441 1 out.(
12osenblatt (19M) into the le:tithes of a filth and sixth glade 1114 atm.- dea
Sion group of which I was the !cadet.

mu, uJ Asstt,. the bawds.. um. of the itelle.11111' Att,dr

What was I seeing as I studied my own teaching. and what difference did it
make? My first conscious step toward applying the new theory to inactive occ ta red not with children but with my adult students at a nearby CI)Ilege. And It
was literally physical step. Having just read about the significance and power
nonvetbal expression, I decided to move out bunt behind my lectern and sit
among my students as we discussed a him version of a children's story we had

research.

said, or did not say, on listening to the tapes. Then I enrolled in Margot's course
entitled "Analytical Study of 'leaching," and she placed some tools for critique
into my hands. I read voraciously that semester. I learned about the research
done by I likla 'Iltha and Deborah llkins (1950); 1 leaned about Bloom's Thxtummy (1954) and Anderson's (1946) vision of dominative-integrative teaching:
I learned about Kist (1970) and about Fisher's (1979) aesthetic (Atheism; I
ned to create my own systems of analysis Iton data I had collected..1 hese
tools or the pieces of them that I accepted aided me in my growing telleclions about teaching and became the introduction to methodology for future

It seemed necessary to know some other stadaids of comparison in my
search fin critical reflection. (Shuts of how othets saw my work in what they

and teat ning. . . . 'I he seatt It was what mattered -only later did SO111E011e tell me
it was research.

-11te tape teconfet, wills its tinteletaing Weill y.4. apitu ed the unheard ol unfinished num lll , the iiiistindelsiotal and Hirai! ying tgattext the distanta silted voices
asking los clalilication and coltiltat It alSOC;1111111et1 the impatience III MV voice as
children snuggled for atteniam. approval, and justice. The tape recordings tie
met! Ins me an ()vet whelitting steed to know mune about Ilse ponces% of teaching

Now, however, although that was not my la mutt y put pose, as I began to wink
with the autliotapes I began really healing myself as a teat het lot the lit st time.
A t.assage from a recent at tide by Vo.tan hiley (1iltn is a t lose echo of my own
experiences as I, too, discoveled the tape t etoi deo

otaped or authotaped. I was deeply ;than' to late What I leafed I might see.

years I had avoided supel visois' awn:mons to petard myself to he vide-

Alligilage it, Is
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It is made up of humoring the nonequal parts of what 1 can accept about my own

energized and vibrant. That is sufficient reason to continue, although I realize
with sinking heart how faithfully this emerging professionalism needs to he
tended within contexts that are often difficult if not antithetical to that idea.
And for me. what about my own personal threshold of dawning awareness?

same bored-seeming people at the beginning of a semester become increasingly

1 hen again, right at the start, usually born a few, comes that instantaneous
flash of recognition, Ihat.acknowledgenient if something felt before, perhaps
verbalized before but pushed out of sight tin whatever reason, only to be given
room to flower now. These are the almost spontaneous mutual celebrators and
as much care needs to he given then tom ney as that ot the nonbelievers.
I have learned a few things in attempting to help students develop their
awareness. The most potent insight, and poNsibly the most hopeful, is that students can do a far better job of support, urging. and feedback than can one pi tilessor. While I am invited at times to attend their sessionsand often I suspect
this is out of distinct politeness rather than need- -the doctoral student support
groups I once instigated are now self-contained learning communities. They see
each other through, often by making greater demands on themselves than I ever
put upon them.
In class. creating a climate of mutual support towards reflectivity is more difficult at first. For one thing, I am there, and my roles are active as well as laden
down with everything these students believe about professors. What works is
more complex to accomplish and certainly idiosyncratic. For me it involves but
is not limited to a potpourri of public student feedback, sharing, planning, small
group work, student input, timing, humor, a shared evaluation system, individualization. And as I write this list I become increasingly uncomfortable. It
sounds trite, uninteresting, obvious. Perhaps the process is better described by
some of its impact.
First, it fails with some students. They may be those who choose not to open
up. those for whom reflection is too painful or too threatening, those who believe either that they are already sufficiently aware or that such awareness is not
particularly useful or those who dislike my style or what I stand for. These failures are hard to take. It helps that I have schooled my ego sternly.
For many, the process evokes deep emotion. 'The very students about whom
this is true say ruefully that more people come to cry in my office than in anyone
else's. I buy boxes of tissues. But there is a certain quality to this crying. Often
it seems like a releasesometimes a sharing of emotion. Whatever its quality,
the result for the great majority of weepers and for me is a renewed bond of
collegiality when the storm has abated. There is much laughter also. The point
is that to invite people to grow in self-reflection and to offer them some tools is
to invite their affective as well as cognitive involvement.
Most students make some progress toward becoming more reflective. It is a
progress in which they find delight, pride, hope, justification. Many of those

Language Arts
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of dignity and worth to their work. As they watched me analyze nut only what
they were doing, but sometimes what I was doing, a new sense ot freedom en
tered the discussions. Students felt free to tell me or ;minket student if they
thought they were not being allowed to express themselves. And some, like Astrid, began to analyze themselves.
Teaching from a transactional perspective, as Rosenblatt desci :hes it, con,
sists in helping students develop the habit of !Meeting upon their 'minim y trs
ponscs. Students become aware of possible alternative !espouses and are
helped to understand their own preoccupations and assumptions bettei. his
process of reflection may lead students to consult.' other points of view and may
ultimately lead to a revision or broadening of individual interptetations. I his
phenomenon of expanding student reflectivity centered both on the subject at
hand and on the dynamic of life in which it was embedded. Indeed, the strength
ening of the students' reflective mode was to me the one prime indicaim that
progress was being made toward actualizing the ti ansactiimal pet specttse
As I and my colleagues in the doctoral priigiam untlettinvk our vat ions is
search projects, we limited a support pimp and began to share the civet lent us

milled together. That other teachers, or graduate students in university y etas
sex, would be interested in what they were doing seemed to give an added sense

I was doing research on how they thought about literature and how we all

The introduction of the reflective mode into a classroom or a school sets of I
ripples and the extent of these cannot always be foreseen. I told my students that

"I'm dominating.''

The use of the tape recorder became standard pniccduie ut am ot my classes.
I made control over it available to the students as well as 'wait and began to
use it to help them listen to and analyze what they had him doing in lost
Two of the students, Astrid and Peter, became fascinated with the ways in which
this tool extended what they could do. Among other things, they began reading
books on their own and meeting over the weekends to discuss theist Then they
would bring the tapes of their discussions in to me after school and the three ot
us would listen to what they had accomplished.
Annette and Cherise joined them. Subtly the discussions changed as Astrid
began to talk more, more rapidly, sometimes becoming a bit silly. They were
halfway through Bridge to Prebithia by Katherine Paterson (1977), and seemed
to he going nowhere in their talk about Jess and Leslie at school. After about
ton minutes, I reached over, switched off the tape and rewound it. We listened
from the beginning, and then I asked the students "What's going on hew?"
There were a few moments of silent fidgeting, and then Astrid piped up with

Margaret

continues.

teaching and what I will notwhat needs work and changing. So, the song

Halls ttl Mirrors the lnrru

61.)

Ir
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I he luttottto tom ol the Relit (tie Mittle

tecoider or Ville() camera k)f a teacher teseinchei in such situations bectnnes
invaluable.
As the project progressed, I eventually found myself alternating the [cachet
and researcher roles as a matter of c nitse. Dining some teaching episodes I
mentally withdrew horn the content of time discussion as a method of analysis ot
process or of levels of thinking occulted to me. ( ht the MIK hand, it ss.ts not
uncommon tot me to lay aside an analysis ot a tiascopt to impale a 1010le
lesson plan as insights lot teaching occut 'ed. And sometimes I diiiipd the ie.
seat cher role entirely as the weds of leaching called.

Assuming these dual toles has become my pet sonal method of chime

once the habit of reflection is introduced into a setting, the setting has alteady
changed, however slightly and subtly. People who have never before articulated
their beliefs and customs now are asked to do so, and what may never before
have been examined has now become vet batty objectified, so that it is at least
present for examination.

In a sense I had bitten off a huge chunk. I was a teacher who had t tinned myself
to also be a researcher, designed an educational program, carried it out, studied
it as it was underway, continually reviewed and reshaped it in prgiess, and analyzed what was occurring with both the students and myself throughout. 1 he

is
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an academic (-met., and the Ira( hung of cleineinat y mathemaitt s. and t orator 1%,
(
t"ealdi .11011111W P01/11 01 view 01 the p,autitwnti And Nam

fin panted. to transition 'givens' into 'ploblems,' tsmuces into topics; to examine the hie we lead, tauter than just enjoy o: sulk! it."

8f;

research. kit a number of yeats Debotah Elkins winked as the teas he: and
I lilda Titbit as the researcher in collaborative projects ( 1950) I stet Ilkilts
(1')76) served as mentor and 1i:se:tidal lot (abet gimps of teak bets In At /ne
mg LitetticY. Malgal el Meek (1')81) desilbes het sell as the semoi tesean het
winking with a gum!) of reading teachets, each hum a dilletnt school, es ho

every classroom. heie site many ways in which this can he at complished, and
accounts of them are appealing increasingly in the literature.
Armstrong ( i980) describes himself as ;est.:m.11cl in a team teat hung shunt
lion who worked closely with his senior colleague on both his teaching and his

taped leaching sessions and met petiudtrally lo shale these tapes and duals R.
then teaching and then students' learning Kladelme I ampet ( NHS) conilimes

requited, and Wither that eve:), educational resealchei needs to spend sub.
stantial amounts of time in school settings, pieletably teaching in them It is
surely dcsit able for the two roles to be pi esent every shoal, and at auras ni

pet ience of teseatch, in rude* to adopt the sell iellective ;minute that

whether I am considering teaching ot the reseal citing of it. Not eve, y teak het is
called to do this; it would be an unreasonable and 1i:011.114y lump' k able ex pet'
union. I do suggest, however, that every !cachet would beneht tram some ex

Much has been written about the social consnuction of reality, and the extent
to which participants in a culture see what they socially construct and maintain
as being a natural reality, and therefore inevitable. Pat ticipants in a social setting generally not only shine in but contribute to this maintenance of the existing
culture. A teacher in a school is certainly part of the structure of that setting.
My assumptions as a teacher that wete part of the cultural construction that I
had (alite, to taken for granted became one perspective. I then winked to be
able to step back and examine my own, perhaps previously unconscious, premises for action from other viewpoints.
his reflectivity, or ability to view whatever data front multiple perspectives,
is termed by the Lollands ( P)84) the "ha nscendent view." The attainment of
this view beings with it the obligation to examine what had hithet to been taken

research project, which was in the natutalistic paradigm, required at the role
that I develop alternative visions of classroom life. I needed to have that ability
to see what is happening from multiple perspectives.

Margaret

Toward Becoming a 'teacher Researcher

late id the students. It is in the vet y moments tit passum ul teat :11,w that an t on
cet ned are most likely to linget themselves in then in 'incision in the expel wilt r
1 hose moments potentially most fertile lot reseal( It wets. also those baldest to
Echlin lo lot analysis. 1 hey may have been the most me:tunable to nu' lions lily
immediate perspective, but because of then tidiness and complexity they %%vie
battler to document and reconsider (tom °Mei peispectives. I lie use of the tape

and nonjudgmental your presence is, it is heightening his own awareness of what
he is doing. I he is probably not ent it ely comfol table with his (iv n teaching, and
when he seems to be trying to argue with you, he is really arguing with himself
over what he is seeing."
It is my experience that once the iellective mode is introduced, this impulse
Iowan' examination and impetus to change is inevitable and inexorable. In fact,

as ohjective -as possible a consider at ion 01 some 51\150, 01 sot h Intel act mil

1ms, even though tension 01 competition between pep.' ins may be avoided
when the two roles ate combined in One person. the vitals Melt ekes may to
y
quite psychological states difficult to fecom ile. When
professional responsibility is as teacher of the clay,. to
%%(.1
(10111illale in school because they involve responsibiln tut ill, imm,

'leaching intltlics an involved intetaction with other prisons Rese:nt It

IhtlIt of lit tt t

of those of us who were doing nattualistic tem.:tic h in clas000ns. One told of
a wad:et friend who had invited her to ohm.' cc in his class lot het held trials.
Although she sat as unobousively as possible In a col net and made no comments on any aspects of what she saw, she It nind that he became increasingly
defensive and even argumentative in explaining to het what he had been doing.
"That is because you have inn odm ed the tette( live mode into that loo," co
mented another member of the support wimp
matter how unobtrusive

Lung MO Arrs

hHt
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teat hen's tole during the process of putting a transactional program into if!, el ,

Because part of the purpose of my study was to analyze and document By

Mar gore:

Working Within the 11211 of Mirrors

the fact that no matter how much help there may be, in the final analysis reflection is done by oneself. At times too, there is a powerful professional loneliness.
especially when there is not at least one other pet son who is on a similar journey
and with whom one can create a support network.

tines. That time, while often gladly given, often also cuts into our relaxation,
our social lives, our dreams. And last, at least in this article, becoming more
relkctive breeds a particular sort of loneliness It is the loneliness of accepting

There arc other professions in which cooperative supervision and self-reflection are taken as a matter of course. Our profession still has a long way to go in
these areas. And our modes of external and often impersonal supervision do not
help. Facing up to one's imperfections, particularly as they impact on the people
we teach, is often difficult. Doing something about it is often not as easy as it
sounds. And then there is the matter of awareness overload. The whole process
is enough to make one pull the blanket over one's head and give up all this reflection, were it not for the fact that it is so gloriously worth it. When it works,
and we are reduced to accepting victories in very small pieces, there is a glow
quite unique. What we have learned, at least in its most rudimentary stage, is
to find as much use and acceptance of our own stumbles and follies as we do
those of our students because they tell us what needs doing.
Becoming more reflective has its other problems as well. One of these is that
it invariably takes time, more time than we usually give to our automatic rou-

will I do about it?

the discussion? flow could ! have
seemed so impatient? Why did my lace show such disregard? Why didn't the
interaction reflect more thoroughly what 1 think I believe? What exactly do I
believe? Do I believe what I say I believe? Why is this student so withdrawn
when the others aren't? Why was my comment received so negatively? What

cum of pain Was that 1 who inlet

We have alluded to some tough spots in the elle( live plot-es... And it seems fair
here to make some til them public as they have ailphed to both of us.
'there is no getting around the fact that becoming more aware has its modi-

'Warp '1

Paying the Price

writes extensively of her expel knees as a tellective teacher of writing and leading at the junior high school level.

Ain

ti

view Ivenhaupetiupthesequestions totgcuet aldmussitiiia.antoatcttanicstilit

children understand enough of the histmical hat Agtound to adequately ilietptet
what we are teading
I think. linwein'i, that this type ill Intel ai bon winks against the It Ansa. tional

derstand why she didn't leave ('dunes bout 11 she was so unhappy' Why didn't she
just stow away on a ship'?" Michael has also tended to go on in this fashion, mime
lilies monopolving the tonveisatton I t csp, aid in a typo al teachedy lasluon. re,
rig answers to all tht se gm-atom I'm asnlhca IllIpelled by my cootVIII th,al the

with
I have become await! that It 'china is using up a lot at out dhl.11.0.1011
his questions: "Why didn't Kit just stay where she was in liarhattos I don't nu

bird Pond" there were many quest HMS from the students abtnit attitudes and
customs in the I'm it an colonies. In my journal notes 101 January 22, 1986, I had
written out some of my reflections on these lessons

The stzreotype of classroom interaction is that students ask the teacher ques
lions iawl the teacher provides the answers. As we discussed -.I he Witch of Black

Kit is herself accused of witchcraft.

with relatives she has never seen. Kit beblends an (Adel ly Quake! woman, I Ian
nah "limper, who is regarded as a witch by the I'mitan colonists, and eventually

to me to find it used by Donald Schott (1981) in the Re/fame i'marfroner )
The poinrof figuratively revising transcripts or literally rewriting lesman plans
is to incorporate new insights into future lessons I have selected hetr three ex
amples from the many available of this process at wink. All Once ale taken
from different discussions of ihr Witch of Blackbird Pond by I:II/abet!' George
Spcare (1958). This is a historical novel for young people that tells of sixteenyear-old Kit 'Tyler who comes from Batbados to the t 'osinecticut colony to live

what worked, avenues of teaching I had not yet explored, in gaps between whit
I intended to do and what was actually being accomplished in my classes
As I analyzed the class sessions, I found myself either ligniatively ut tact ally
rewriting sonic of them. This process at work was continuous and extensive
The practical consequences for me as a teacher were not only that I revised and
reworked my leaching strategies as 1 went along, but also that sometimes much
later, in the light of my successive leaining, there came quite unexpected flesh
insights into what I had done in the past. It was only like standing in a hall til
mirrors, in which each reflection might also play of 1 any of the whets. (Because
I had been working with that analogy bar mune time, it was of pa:tit-ilia, inkiest

doing in the classroom during the previous weeks 111.1(1,11mm. sun e I uses stol1,
ing with a mentor whose style of teaching was to continually quest
of at' ,
even slight and inadvertent comments by her might mescal to We insight, .11)1mt

I was unmet sed in reviews of my teaching strategies limn the beginning. I read
and reread all of Rosenblatt's work, thinking through ways to apply the [tans
actional theory more consistently in my teaching. I also had extensive comet
sations with Rosenblatt, during which we discussed at peak:: length points that
were not clear to me. In the course of this reading and talking, nett I', dist usrt ed
facets of the transactional theory served as nut tots to liar of vdiatctei I hail been

of Mirrors The Moodie( aim of the Reflector Mode
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like vino mottle, mmtil take Sim

She dilesn't men have a Milling

II s hkr an old saving, "Mother I milt."

Alar,elst et

hit in

rely

on with het linen aims and this is like die same dung I he meadow took

Its likes something goes won't'

/sine

AGuk

lowing passage. Beloie the talk stinted, they had been asked to wine about
whatever they thought was most important m the chaplets just completed, and
the discussion started as l'ilward lead aloud his patagiaph about Kit seeking
refuge from het sot rows in I huntah lippet's meadow.

change. I had spent weeks with this wimp of filth grade's teaching. guiding, and
modeling discussion techniques. A sew weeks alit.' the previous (instate all of
our winking and !castling came together as the child' en launched into the lot-

C.111.11W.Iylle11 11 11 W11

o/ Idea Ablt 41 l'utui, who to 111(y had

wily

()

trims aVhell Nialr1 /1 books 111 1%'11I1 "1 111/11.1 1111111, 11.1111 is

.1

1. h.

S

at 111,1

lead I had. asked Ihent VilellIel they thought that Kit's expetiem e ill bring no
fit %11(11' till had beet' a uteatt,e te ache' ( hie of Ihe (halfwit. `111..in
had quickly tespoullcil "No II was so ItolIdile II it had been me. 1 11,11111111
Stand it
In those day, I t%as uninetscil in slinking vii tons stage diet,' lc% "I ,19.11[11%
1111.
and mina' ileelopmein , and I '11111:11 11/ MIA% /1' N11%.111 `. t1 'pun's

t hilthen's talk veiled to the

my Wet Mine groups I he clulthen had been leading novels by Madeleine I 'I
gle, and I had asked then) to talk about the t hatactels in the light of I 'I title's
(1972) statement to one of het autoltiogioplut al %%Inks, A ( its le u/
"pant
can ha' a CiealiVC
thinks tctlntt Olt eat h iithet too, and eventually the

.

the work.
'file !land tellection I would like to ilk-scathe is (II a stone l,it bat Is in the hall
of mit tots It took place in P)81) in a docioi al seminal taught by a lactill% team
that included Nlat got I was presenting my analysts of an expeoetne wtllt one 1)1

one, and they well: becoming mine limittent, that teuttooed me as 11.11111111111'11

ogles oh then own to lustiate then nitetinetaltims It was s lass sessions like this

'I he t hildt sn had analy/ed the episode with tau eat insight . winking with anal

I he answer 11111111e heal 1

She says.
101 it

And she's !rally uls

/tat lit!

.

/..itivinit

.

Not all, but a lot id them, a lid of maim y11.14(111.

ltials.
It would he sad, indeed, if all I lellecled on welt. lessons I WOUIll like to

to make good

understand then giandpaients hater than then Imola,.
When you get older, yowls supposed to gel wisci. and she's liven
thiough all the expel iences
Nut all
blast some

Atm A

for explot lug mote deeply into human statute that I had let slip by. Why, indeed,
do any of us profess is belief but act contiat y to it? Why do we inflict on ulhets
the very millet ings that have caused its anguish? 11 I could rewrite that set ipt
and reteach that class, those ate the questions I would invite my students to exOwe as they enter into the experiences nl innocent women caught in withcialt

the Ithielielly

It het Jose that

'Yeah, and 'elected and (.v(11,116111; And also. she .is gaud, she takes
lie, timid oil what het ploblems ale and she II tits( ass something else
She's just like the meadow She, like
. she \11111110%
Hannah was wally nuts to Kit and I think that she mats a belle' mottle,
to het than anybody
I laimali was wally like hei giainlinothet in something in like a mother
I agtcr 111.11 11.11111:ili is like a gtantlinothet, hecause some people 'an

and eve' yting

wouldn't take het in, so she knows %%hat 1t s like to

JIM( '

and, it may he noted, imparted information but kept the smite teaching segent at the tactual level.
On my later rereading. I saw something quite new a wonder ful °ppm I unit y

s%

No. I don't think so she's been thwart' sit tit it., I. till hit, 111.0 she
111
1 allthlig of a lot ol pit ihlenis c1 ,1, 0,b, I.
1 ike het with het husband when thev hist t. nut lit l1.11 tin% it dies

ci a a

Thing that was always magic to met tone Ike %.s

S01111:IIMCC I always wonder tl Hanna is malt

Mraduw.'1hcoc is always a cute bel W11111 the 111%111 s moubpt 11

She didn't have a mothet or a lathe, of glandlathl she past had !lessen
and het aunt. (lictiding Ittott teat) I lice slid
s hilt!, to 1.4 Mk' 14111IC

temptation to share what knowledge they have. My response was of that nature

Ainanda

Kudos!

lamp.

Atevett.

/.divind

Steven.

Ras hull

.S /sees

AlatA:

/tin h/.

/halls gol Alu,on !lie Ittttotht( tutu .4 the Relies nu Ahhia

city" one. A child asks lot inlimation, and many teachers cannot esst the

tsar y 24, only two days ;diet I mote the above hues Steven asked. 11 the Puritans were so good and they loved God why dud they beat someone else of a
thlfetent religion so pointy, hake I lannal lappet?" My 'espouse was "Altis is
something we'tc not going into light now. Ilut
atid I then went on anyway
to talk about the intolerance of the Pm dans towattl other religious beliefs.
When I lead this passage over at a much latch date, I was distressed by the
absurd contradiction in my own answer in stating that I didn't want to go off
unto a topic that I then poceeded to talk about. What was I thinking of at the
time? Most likely my own neiVttstiess with a topic that touched on religion in
it public school setting was coupled with the fact that I had a pteplatmed destination (or that lesson, and a discussion of the Puritans was not past of it. What,
precisely, was the :mime of the hue that led me oil'? 'Hie response was a "teach-

mouths latex before I 110111.1.'d the 10110Wilig

In spite of the thought that I was go ing to these conceit's, it was many

with and plat thcin 00 the 1)0:0 41 10 Ito tonvdetrJ Pethap% 10 (110%141(1 as nianv
alteonames as possible and then Son,e queui IS below !lying to det. hie N11.11 the
ehaladerS in the novel "s111/11111. he titling

agaimt the ththhen\ doing then own imaginative mai:anon. 1 need new
strategies lot this now pet haps to slit it all of the questions the children come up

1.ititxtrage /1,15
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stagnant moat between what most of us do and what most of us know we slunihl
do

It seems fitting to end here with what I consider to be the most powerful and
energizing fact in this entire business-- and that conies from looking within. We
know far more than we think we know. I am certain that most of us know at
some central level how people best learn, and therefore how people best teach,
because we have lived it all of our livesformally and informally. The trouble
is that so much other static is in the way. Many of us arc as beset by someone
else's goals, curricula, textbooks, routines, vision of education as we are by our
own unexamined assumptions, aututuaticitics, and lethargy. But when it is possible to clear a space, it becomes possible to think about a phenomenon in
purer, perhaps simpler, ways. !low does it feel to be in the lowest reading
group? I low does it feel to be in the highest and to know someone else in the
lowest? What is the impact if being labelled by a test score? What does it mean
to he educationally gifted. I low does it feel to du work you already know how
to do.? What are the consequences of not making important choices about your
own education? And on and on. We all know, because we've been there. Many
of us are there now, in our graduate work.
-I he reflective practitioner makes it space. And while that space gives no
guarantees, it allows us to think again, to do again, and, slowly, (o bleach the

Margot's Coda

they." Completely disconcerted. I earnestly set about "teaching" my "students"
that the novel was structured so that Kit had, in fact, come to know herself and
others better through this event, painful though it may have been. Mai got said
"Oh," and sank back in her clau like a student who is not satisfied but would
not press the point. Someone raised another issue and the discussion flowed on.
A slight incident, but one that stayed with me, because although she had taken
on the rule of student. Margot was really teachet and I sensed that she was seeing something that I could not.
Light years passed, and then one day when I was analyzing another teacher's
interactions with "my" children, that small scene shimmered through my mind
as though. through a dozen intervening mirrors reflecting if off each other. Suddenly I was seeing what Margot had seen, and I began to act out in my imagination a new ending to that exchange.
Again I read aloud the passage by Madeleine L'Engle in which she says that
pain can be a creative teacher. Again our group talks about whether this could
be true for Kit. Susan says that she doesn't think so because Kit's experience in
prison had been so horrible that she, Susan, couldn't stand it. Again Margot
says that she doesn't think that pain is a creative teacher either. This time I lay
my book aside, and I lean forward and I say, "Margot, tell us about that."
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train, but led me towatil new plot esscs ul lily teat lung.

My thscom'ates not only dal flied the pot esses and strategies that I emplil) a% I

used, my thoughts about the learning pi ocess itself, and leclings of doubt, ex
t itemeni I t 11 51 5 at 14)1).
AI the end ol the coin se I telrad both rat is of this at aticinic journal 1.11111 the
daemon'', it'd, nal, as aril) Io sev what I timid Ira t it about myself as a Iris or,

(earning Irocecc dentrinste Med 011 111C 1C11

followed, inhumation gathered, questions asked. (hi the right, I analy/ed the

signments given by Atwell and ( bacobbe, listing ideas and questions, summing
up lecliargs, reviewing past experiences, dirctimenting new knowledge.
In addition. I kin a double-entry academic journal as part ol a course pi o
jet-I, no iginal teseatch on a topic related to Isla:ilia.% Vineyard. In that )ouiliat
were Iwo columns On the left I mole my lield.notes the actual Igocrtlules

insbuctors. I kept Iwo journals. In soy classroom journal, I le%poildcd to

I had gone in July to Not the:twin t Inivetsity's Mar Ilia's Vineyard Summer
Win kshops In study with Natwie Atwell and Mai y Filen ( iiacobbe about WI iting
process and its rchatiorchip to leading and lea l lung. 'I heir, as suggested by the

cats ask questions 4)1 a leacher ' or "I need to take notes in older to remember ").
Inn my dist:rivet ies alunit my teaming ante few and supei
hen one summet I lliSCOVCICII jilt, I Hats.

definitely trendy
and others definitely were not. Vet my discomfott was not that I lit one of the
unfashionable labels, but that I dithet seem to lit any of them. How did 1 learn,
anyway? I vastil really sure.
In the ensuing months and rats, I would sometimes t hat with a colleague
about het !eat ning and mine ("I'd tattle, heat a lecture than read a text; you

heating them. 1 11:11111ell that Otte 4)1 two of the categories were

A trundle, of years ago, I attended a lecture on learning styles 'I hough the
speaker was provocative, at [iodate, and entertaining. I felt uneasy almost dept essed --as I kit the auditorium. Around Inc. people chattered. explaining to
each other which of the six (or was it eight?) -learning styles.' they lit. (he:-

Maigaiet M. Voss

'the Light at the End of the ,Journal:
A Teacher Learns About Learning

Reprinted with permission from Language Arts, Volume 65,
Number 7, November 1988.
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house's history, I found the dates confusing. So I made a time line, adpisting it

I categorized inhumation. As I accumulated information about the light-

places

As I worked, I kept networking in my head, thinking of other possible sources.
Ms Regan, the librarian at the Vineyard Gazette, had said she'd get me related
files if I wanted any, so as I read, I looked for other things I could look up I pictured threads winging together the various Ii pies, (mining chains of names and

thoughts. I drew webs or maps on paper or in my mind, not only to help myself
generate new ideas but to see relationships among them. I spent an afternoon
reading old news articles about my topic and I noted later:

In my research project, I used other graphic strategies to organize my

not realized it before and certainly had never thought to point out to my students
(except as part of a lesson on notetaking) ways that listing might help them.
I do now. I encourage my students to list ideas to write about, questions to
investigate, skills mastered, books read, points to include in answers to essay
questions, anything that will help them learn.

And I listed them. Eventually my brainstorming and listmaking led me to my
topic the history ol West ('hop lighthouse.
I made lists for all occasions. Questions to ask at an interview. Information
gathered. Sources to try. Things to do next. I sometimes even jotted lists of
points to include in the entry I was about to write. Listing settled my thoughts,
put them in order, helped me remember what I planned to say. Frequently I'd
go back and prioritize the items on my list, rearranging, adding or omitting
items. I revised my lists to clarify important points and make plans for myself.
Listing. Such a simple technique yet so significant to me as a learner. I had

I keep expanding, focusing, trying something new. expanding, focusing. etc. I'm
depressed' 'Ibis is like the first couple of drafts when
writing an essay, helm e
I've discovered my topic.... hut notice how many little things I'm learning. . . .

learningmore manageable and orderly. As I hunted for my research topic, I
recorded in my journal:

Hut choosing and shaping my own topic ("plunging in") was harder than I'd antic.pated. From the beginning, I looked for ways to make the subjectand my

While I've tried to teach Ili), students to go beyond encyclitpedia and text. I myself
have seldom used primary sources and interviews I hope to have the chance to
plunge into that kind of research- -that immediacy, depth, experience, lather than
the superficial kind of cutlet wig anti parroting back facts

I like order. Unfortunate (or maybe fortunately). teat ning does not necessarily
proceed in organized, linear fashion. At the beginning of the research project,
could legitimately claim to look lorwaid to immersion in the project, to the
stimulation it would oiler. I wone in my tout

Order from Confusion: Strategies Thai Help
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Not only did I, try to visualite in tittle' to ititegiale new ;idol ['moon. I .11%o
'rephrased and repeated inlunnahon ill my own words tit oitiet to Suit'
tielstOod it. Whenever I talked to sometime, I lound im sell doing that the ot al
version of nolelaking in my own winds It helped me to stake the ittcdimig mine
Actual visual aids helped mote than vrsuahzing tit my mind's (le I hire 4111
letel people had explained to me that the lighthouse's it'd set till %%Ai nets it

book Maybe that'll help. Wish I could see a sketch Maybe I should NW(
(.01C111:1111 laotetn.

I had lit mblc picturing the ketosene light Where was the wick' 11e told me huts
he'd light it and I'd repeat back to Intti what he'd said. but 1 still didn't see u m my
mind and I couldn't scent to ask the right question that would get me the into!
mation I wanted 1inally he said, 'You know on a ( 'idemati Lintel
and I had
something mole to go oil. Still. rill tint kJ!. I need to go hack to that lighthouse

Bringing order to inhumation is riot enough. I found that I use many sit alegies
to pet sonalize information, to connect it to whet things I know, I() make it only
mine.
I visualize as I learn. When someinie (tied to explain to me how he had Iit
the old kerosene lanterns in the lighthouse, I tecooled in my jinn nal:

Further Discoveries: Making the Meaning Mine

some order out tit contusion. As Goetlinan (1982) says, teat nets "must collie to
be able to appreciate their own strengths, to recognize the productive sttategics
they already can use, and to build positively on those."

coiling, special labels); ways to remember infimatiiin ( rereading, telling it to
it friend, relating it to something else); and any number ol sit ategies and techniques, mundane or unusual, that help drill and may help others to make

thereby giving me a better handle on the histm y of the lighthouse. a pointed out
some conflicting information and the need lot mole to viii h.
Atwell and (iiacobbe suggested anodic! strategy so simple that I wonder it
had not already been obvious to me: nutubeting the pages of miss itut nal nut
making a table of contents Now I recommend that to student, all 111, ti ole Mil
only as a timesaving vay to locate information, Inn as a 55.1N ia i, t it tug and
synthesizing material.
Nowadays when I teach, I share with students the sit mega, I use to make
sense of my kit ning, as a way to help theni make sense of diens I desild,e,
demonstrate, and suggest all kinds of strategics for them to ri y token own wilt
notetaking, and journals: listing, pi iorttizing, categotizmg. mapping, stun
mat izing, graphing, drawing charts and diagt anis. making indices and tables of
contents. I ask students to share their strategies with each other, no matte, how
simple or insignificant they may scent. They share ideas on ways to inset t whir minim' (asterisks, cutting and taping. arrows): ways to organize thoughts (co lot

as I gained mote inhumation. Not only did this plot tile me with a sequence,

I hr I iglu at the I ad o/ the Italia,/
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I'm a bit weak on or ganitation and ptepasedness
1 need to plan mote. Inn
not tot, awe lo I tkont want 10 be toed exclusively to my lost ot questions .111%1 a kw

My journal writing not only led me to discoveries about how I learn; it helped
me learn. It offered a way to think things through, to plan, to question. I used
it to analyze an interview I had conducted, writing three pages of comments
ranging from my strengths and weaknesses as an interviewer to my thinking
plocess as I conducted the interview. That led me to improve my interviewing
procedures. One day, I noted: "I'm chatting, not interviewing. I tea lire I need
to focus my main idea so I know the questions to ask." And the next day I
elaborated:

Learning by Writing

studying.

In short, I try to get learners to connect themselves to the things they ate

What do you want to lied out? Why?
What does that remind you of?
What do you picture when you write/read/hear that?
What memories or episodes from your own life come to mind as you wolk
on this unit of study?
I low does this relate to other information you have on the subject'?
What visual aids can we use here?
What is your opinion, reaction, quest urn, prediction?

ferent location and I hadn't understood the angle of the beam. What an exciting
moment of discovery when it all came togethet!
In my Vineyard research, I found that whenever I interviewed someone new,
I was comparing his or her information with the information I'd learned from
other interviews and as ticks, using that Inas: knowledge to confirm facts or to
spark new questions. I called on prior knowledge so continually and instinctively that I seldom even realized I was doing it. Yet it helped me as much as
visualizing did; in fact, visualizing is one form of calling on prior knowledge. As
I read articles, took notes, and conducted research, I connected my new teal nMg to memories of my previous learning and teaching: phrases such as "'I his
reminds me of . . . "or "Just like the time . . . " spring up throughout my journal. When I visited West Chop Lighthouse, I thought of two lighthouses near
my home, comparing them to West ('hop. By personalizing new information in
this way, I internalized it and learned it.
As a result of these realizations about my learning, I teach differently. I have
added a batch of questions to my repertoire and I find myself using them often:

shoals off East flap, but it wasn't until someone showed me his nautical charts
that I understood what he was talking about. I'd been pluming an inanely dif-

Language Arts

pi at to C (le

.

1

1%.1% ..1111(1,

%11111 li.ow quit 1,1} tic .1

netr sli.tolp tcsoult us. t ontutentittr t tit trails. 11.111111.
earl 1)IIWI.% ett tIC1111:111, 11.11.11g 1111TC %WM% the, helps toe, kt ITN Ill )...11111
II

bet 41111e a t ouniumity

I his AC11111011 ;1N to 111:111eil 011 Ihr pillt 11.

over in my journal: a teal lea; 'ling communoty t 'muse participants wile lionised
together, SO tinIC welt' plenty ol ippon tunnies to shale ideas, to y out them
les,
examine questions. My blends and (olleagooes licIpd spin on my lest lung
(lit the second day ill research, I mote:

1 he Mat Ilia's Vineyard cultist: olletd ;writhe' plus which I rrcordcd ()VC! amt

The Learning Community

.

.

Writing in class was valuable, too. In the classroom .11111111;1k (
Se11:11 MC
out
my research joui nal), Atwell and (Iiiteobbe lrcqucntly asked us to do lice
writ
ing. We explored a vat iety of things: our expectations ton the course, our ino
teaching histories, telationships between leading and W11111
1g, [cautions to I cadings and class discussions, and other topics. Many of the
most lively class discussions followed these sessions of bee-writing. Fatly in the
course, alter a
free-writing session on how we (canned to teat li, eveiyone seemed
eager to
share an oservatitm of an influential childhood expel ience
, a memo', in a ti ialand-error expel intent . The loom I evei
ated with comments such as, I 'Ides
just like what happened to me," 01 "1 hadn'i featly ealized until now
Journals have become pat t of my life. I keep a regular joutnal at !tissue
in
which I record anecdotes and information :auntt my young
son. As a result I've
learned about his learning (Voss 1988). I keep an occasional journal
of my
teaching and Worn from that. For example, when most of the first glade's ul one
class suddenly began collaborating with each whet on original sloth's,
I mote
about it in my journal and discovered some of their discovet les - and became
more aware of the kind of help they needed bow one.
In my teaching firm) first glade to giaduate muses, I push juutnaIs In jour
llls. stMents can record personal reactions, confluent on field tops, respond
to
discussants, relate the subject mattes to anot het reading or personal
experience, state an opinion. ask a question, make a prediction. In short, journals offer students the opportunity to connect new knowledge to then own tummies
and understandings
. to find teal meaning.

!hell doing. 'hell redoing) -1111.11 II''. phi
which is really the teaming process 'I hat's why I iced In gnu enough[mug prunes,
tune to kids,
along with more opportunities to ny tithing tiling% lit diticiviii

No problem with the interview today I've pined t uuliJrn, c Ili. up.h

In the journal, I made connections between Woking, lead
ung, and teat lung
Near the end of the course, I wrote:

major questions and practice in good lollosv up might he enough
I lave a supple
mental y list available, pet haps, in case I get stuck.

I he I iglu at the 1. tul al the fiattnal
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connect my learning to the test of my ide. I try to make students
:mate not only
of whirl they kat n, but /tow they learn, alone and together.
And,
of comse, to
help us, we all keep journals.

1 already use to learn and 1'111 open to (Abets. I'm mole
await of the things I do to

I teat ned about teaming thioug my join nal. I still don't know how to label
teat Mug style, but that's line with Inc. 1 know many el the st aiegies that my

When 1 did not have the classroom community, I asked
biends of my busl)and
to respond to my thoughts
ideas helped me develop ideas.
liven before that summer, I had been limning witting
workshops in my (las
ses and ploviding students with
oppoitimities tot .iesponse lioni me and lioni
their peers. But when I saw and felt how positively
my colleagues affected illy
own le:lining, 1 resolved to milk even hatter to build that
sense of community
into iity classioom and into my walk with fellow
teachers.
Itecently, I taught a graduate course in which I tiled
to develop that sense of
camaradetie and collaborative teaming that
I had found so stimulating.
Teachers tcsealched professional topics of interest lo diem.
talked to each other
as their work wog, essed, suggested
resoinces and loaned books, and read and
responded to final projects. Sometimes 1 felt hesitant about
things I routinely ask childien to do, such as interviewing asking adults to (I()
each Mlle! 01 mit it ing
a ten-minute letter to a classmate summing up last week's
class.
Put those types
of activities were uniformly popular. At halevel
age, we need is: poi Itlitilies to
communicate with each Whet in a vat iety of ways, to !emu together.

both 51)1115 me on lionitril competition %edit)! how rin doing t (Init)ated
in oilier.)
and tin otigh snip' it t I" I hat's a great Idea, Peg. it y that -) I alms like
having %1)I Ile thing in once oncwtc It kris plod In help and I MO
I'm leas 'sing about then stsls
jec is and it's mtes(mtn: Ibis is lake a wt snow,
pimp. ti's a t est.:itch cutnnnuntt I
want note tol this feeling "We's e all in this ingethet
in my pitiless. as well
as in my classroom.
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taken for granted; the role of team colleague working alongside others who
are equally interested in the development of language and literacy enables
debate and the formulation of grounded theories; the building of mist in
the schools where one works enables the testing and modification of such
theories by working in collaboration with class teachers.
What follows is an abridged account of one such collaboration. Mafia
Martin, a teacher of a class of 10-11 year olds, shared my enthusiasm for
developing reading within the ; (-rim! (vinculum, In particular, we were
interested in the use of study skills, and widening the teaching of these to
encompass children who had basic literacy problems.
Thgethet we formulated an action-research project. Maria maintained
overall responsibility fur everything which happened in the classroom. She

stand back and question materials and methods that one has previously

In the course of many years as an advisory teacher for reading and language
have witnessed this scene countless times. The role of observer enables one to

'11U1 IMARK WI INTIM IUI IVOR?'

pattern that one traces over it, making the occupant wriggle ...

Replies straggle in; the teacher presses for a more concerted effort.
Gazes begin to wander . to the pictures on the wall . . . out of the
window ... to the jumper in front which has such an interesting

'Huh!' yokes the teacher to a small group of children sitting on
the Mat dutifully gazing at a flash -card with the letter '11' on it.
'1 luh is for hat. What is huh for?'

school:

School Vnit, 1986: Monday 9.30am: Reception ciao in an infant

Background to the Research

Doreen (;region

Why do Pirates have Peg Legs?
A Study of Reading for Information

Chapter two

A Study of Reading fur In formation

10 4,

This chapter reports on aspects of the findings under (a) and (h) Above

learning emerge?

1)o any previously unconsidered issues allecting reading lot

Subsidiary to the Matti question was:

(a) Study /reference /research skills
(b) Comprehension: children's ability to interact with a text.

The specific foc within 'reading' were:

a junior school?

during a term's topic work with a class of 10-11 -year.old c hildren in

ci

City Road, the school in which we worked, has a high propottion of
bilingual children. By the age of 8 or 9, the only easily discernible language
difference between them and the monolingual English speakers is one of
accent. I was uncertain whether the problems which we encountered were
due to the second language factor as they seemed equally represented in all
ethnic groups. I felt it important to test this by repeating some of out work,
but in a totally dissimilar school, before starting the main study. Interest.
ingly, a similar picture did emerge bon) this pilot project.
The research question for the main research was as follows:
What picture of the teaching and learning of reading emerges

also because fortunately we could both sec the funny side of situations which
were fraught.

which was thought necessary. I also kept detailed leseatth diaries, which
included transcripts of taped interviews and discussions with the children,
recorded both during the teaching programme and in the following term
(see Gregson, 1987).
It is important in any kind of team teat bing that there is a «minion
philosophy and shared aims, and that members arc relaxed when working
together. Maria and I were referred to in school as Little and large, in
reference not only to our relative physiques and our joint performances, but

in
not see a reason for this one of us would work as a pupil alongside the c lass
order to share their experiences more fully. I Nock( cd airy teading material

decided on the theme of the topic and we planned the literacy programme
within this framework. The responsibility for teaching varied: sometimes we
worked alongside one another; at times one took the teaching role and the
other observed; when the children seemed totally perplexed and we could

Reprinted with permission from Practitioner Research in the Primary
School, The Falmer Press, 1990.
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I experience a problem ...
I imagine a solution to my problem.

precisely that it it taken for granted, and as such closes off certain
aspects of how a teacher operates or could operate. (Cummings
and Hustler, 1986. p. 47, their emphasis.)
Whitehead (1985) provided the framework to the research project
which Maria and I formulated:

The point about takenfor-granted professional knowledge is

commonsense knowledge of teachers may not be challenged:

focusing only on learning rather than teaching and learning, the

Investigations centred solely on children, where teachers appear as shadowy
figures in an ill-defined background may have undesirable side effects. By

and their practice is most likely to be of use to them in the long run.

crafts of my teaching. Research which helps teachers to question themselves

tension. In particular, action research seemed to be the logical follow
through to the earliest training I was given; the training which I now
recognize has been most beneficial in my attempts to better the arts and

insufficient grounds for dismissing the content. Arming (1986) seems to have
had similar feelings: '. . . I felt frustrated that teachers lacked the language to
argue coherently with the researchers' (p. 54).
Learning about naturalistic research methodology released me from this

no people or situations with which I could identify, but these seemed

devise the tot. I was very uneasy about this; often in the reports I read 1 saw

All I had to do was tell them what I wanted to measure and they would

recognize what went right and why. Thus I was introduced early to the habit
of self-questioning. The people most closely concerned with the second stage
of my career introduced Inc to many ankles on research into the teaching of
reading. The emphasis in these articles was to prove 'x' to be mote effective
than 'y'. From this I gained the impression that real rescatch concerned the
gathering of 'proof' of the measurable kind. I never questioned the need for
variables to be controlled, subjects carefully matched, or the results to have
statistical significance. For me, these were the elements of true research.
Psychologists offered their help in setting up research projects in which I
could measure the effectiveness of my methods against others. I was told that
everything could be reduced to numbers and measured even happiness.

lessons. My firs, Iteadteacher taught me that it was equally important to

As a student teacher I was taught to analyze what went wrong and why in my

Methodology
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This conversation illuminated a number of worries whit II I had had 'Me
principal one was that there was no carry over front what we and the t htldren
engaged in and learned during topic sessions to other areas of the ctioi
column; Maria did not seem to t apitalite on experient es in extend thew I W41
puzzled by this, for I did not realize Maria's position:

every lesson. I didn't realize you were open to suggestion. I was
the follower.

you were after. I didn't realize how much you were ready to
change; willing to modify. Whit:i literally meant at the end of

Maria I didn't know what you were going for . . I was doing a holding
job ... I wasn't involved ... I thought you knew definitely what

It was not just that there was an inctease of noise; that in itself would have
been no problem to us. But neither Maria nor I had ever exprtiented sot 11
widespread minor misbehaviour and disengaged attitudes in a class before,
and the cumulative effect was to undermine my confidence to the extent of
almost abandoning the work at half term. Its continuance was due entirely to
the very great support we were offered from my MA tutor and our wIleagues
in the school and the language centre from which I work.
During the major part of the action-research programme I believed
eve4.. I
Maria and I fully understood each other professionally, and were equal
partners in the venture. It was not until Maria was commenting on my data
analysis that I began to realize that this was not so:

increased amounts of noise . . . pose particular problems in practice
because their implementation potentially jeopardizes the
appearance of control in the classroom. (Denscombe, 1980, p. 79)

... educational innovations which involve the likelihood of

skills:

reactions to the realization of this led to major changes in out appioat It to
the children, but unfortunately we were unaware oldie elle( is of innovation
on pupils (Rudduck, 1984). 1, in particular, felt that 1 had lost my teaching

I

In the event it was not quite so clear cut as this. 'Flie mm1)111(.1111 our at t ions
dredged up more problems of which we were previously Icts .1%.11C 1.1ohlrins
which seemed in need of more urgent solution that' the hitt ones. Ji id were,

evaluations. (p. 98)

I modify my problems, ideas and actions in the light of my

I act in the direction of the solution.
I evaluate the outcomes of my actions.

A Study of Reading for Information
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I should have unit ized you . .. but I've never been asked to
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experience. I felt that I was under her continual, critical scrutiny, and yet the
data tevea'cri no evidence of this. I wondered whether subconscious selfpreservation caused me not to record the unflatteting, but no:

trying to survive to be able to analyze my feelings; it was a salutary

1 0 f;

douse a subject bet:tiing with that letter (Wit and Alcilway,
19

research. They had eat !Welt given a kites of the alphabet and toll to

Apparently many children could 1101 Make lip their months what sullen ft,

.

I !opal restless, bouncing on library steps, talking ...
Girls giggling by card catalogue. Mishashia poking another girl
repeatedly with her pencil
Arshad .starts jumping down steps. Pic-pates to jump over
bookshelves again ...

motivated to persist with a task through to its conclusion. The evidence on
which I based my impressions was of the following kind:

on a specific information finding task in the library, were not only that
children had few reference skills, but that also they were insufficiently

person with higher status is; if the person with less rank perceives herself to
be the follower, then she most likely will be, regardless of what she has to
offer. Unless this danger is recognized and brought out into the open, there
might be less chance of true collaboration under these circumstances.
I feel another important factor was the growth of my overwhelming
insecurity and sensitivity to criticism during the work. Was I too preoccupied
with myself to consider how Maria felt? Was it that I was afraid to be seen to
be failing; not in full command of the situation? At the time I was too busy

My first impressions, gained dining initial observations of (bather' working

the person in the 'superior' position. It might not matter how open the

ResearchiReference Skill Findings

than present a bland record of incidents within it.

I could not claim that my writing is an example of the genre, but I hope that
I manage to convey at least something of the atmosphere of the tam, rather

readers take possession, their own revelations and insights
continue to shape the meaning. (p. 14)

The photographic story by virtue of its immediacy, its attention to
detail, its succinct expression is a powerful touch stone ... as the

educational research:

argues a case for the 'photographic story' as a mode of presenting

regard to help us through; some newly-formed teams, or a pan -tune teat her
newly entering a shared teaching role, may have neither.
Writing an account of the work carried its diffit oh ies too. I wanted other
teachers to be able to relate to our experiences. Groundwater-Smith (1983)

constructive criticism. The advisory teachers with whins I wink have all
learned this skill; I took it for granted when working with M. I led that
consideration should be given to this issue before exetting teat !Kis to wink
closely together in a team. Maria and I had a fund of goodwill and personal

If a team is to work effectively its members must be able to give and take

you were alter. 1 didn't know what I was unitizing on.

criticize before. I didn't really know where you were going or what

.

A Study of Reading hr Information

Perhaps at the time I did not recognize this, because I did not need to, being

... you came back with a re-think, a new strategy if something
hadn't worked out, and I just waited for you to do that . . I didn't
realize that I was contributing to the modifications.

responsibility for the class was hers. I find it very sad that at the time she did
not recognize the parts her comments played in the progress of the work:

Maria still saw me as the !cadet of the partnership, even though the

classroom. 1, and many teachers I have talked with, have often felt that
primary school teachers are at the very bottom of the education heap. I
would suggest that a major consequence of this might be that they devalue
themselves and their work. Although we discussed everything together,

not reward good teachers except by removing them more and more from the

unsure what modifications to our teaching techniques would need to be
made in the light of what we were learning, and Maria did not believe me
when I told her 1 could not predict outcomes, or felt at a loss.
I wondered if perhaps status played a part in this. I am an advisory
teacher, Maria a classteacher. The promotional structure in education does

asked Maria not to take any action in some circumstances. Further, although
1 knew that I was aiming to develop children's ability to read to learn I was

problem. When I had been practising specific research techniques I had

in not recognizing the issue at the time, appeared to have caused the

My own lack of clarity at the outset, coupled with what amounts to blindness

monitor it all.

going to happen. I did think that if I did anything I might be
interfering with your data. I thought you had to be there to

I expected you would have lesson plans and knov.i, exactly what was

Doreen Gregton
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children.
Individual difficulties were brought to the attention of the whole c

s

about bees, could be applied across a full range of [dame books fur

.

Oh, Mr. Wray! It ought to be possible, but it certainly is not easy. On the one
hand, at the outset children present a multitude of problems all at the same
time. On the other hand, there are the books .. As will become apparent, I
feel that the findings of Nice (1984), with regard to the perversity of books

using reference books) ... to spot skill weaknesses and introduce
activities to remedy them activities of which children can see the
point. (p. 141)

... it ought to be possible for the teacher ... (whilst children arc

Wray (1986) writes:

convention that of the author.

child had not realized that the name under the title was by

The question 'What do you do if your book hasn't got an author?'
came to me three times in slightly different ways. In one case there
was an editor and the child did not know the term; in the second
the child had not understood the phrase 'text by'; in the third the

them from one pile to another. Draws out more books from the
shelves and repeats the process
As a result of this type of observation, lessons were planned to teach children
how to locate specific information in books quickly. Such lessons were to
some degree needed, if judged by the difficulties raised by some of the
children:

Roxana sits with a pile of books, looking at the covers, transferring

shelf apparently at random ...

library apparently aimlessly. She looks fed up. Takes a book from a

Shabida returns a book to the shelf and walks slowly around the

Arshad walks slowly across to a bookshelf. Picks out a book
seemingly at random ...

I

felt
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It was not suiprising that there was little evidence of cluldse

.

tug the

or the entries are wrong? I low do you use an index organized to
numerical order of pages rather than alphabetical older of sublet t?
And how, oh how in the world cart you find an indexed page
refrtence in a book with no numbered pages?

woodworm
How can you teach a child to survey the literature when it consists
of one book, and that without a contents page? I low tan you tear II
a child to locate information quickly when the book has no index,

...

couldn't find specific information: nothing on potholes or

Found the limitations of the library even more frustrating ... Children couldn't find specified books ... Children

compelled to skim through it in addition to referring to the index, because
the index was often unsatisfactory:

order. !laving found a book which I thought might be useful

tenth children were
demonstrating their reference skills by usint, them appropriately whenever
they could.
'Whenever they could' is a key phrase. At first I had interpreted my
observations in the light of the work of Loma and Gardner (1919) which
draws attention to children who, although they can describe what to do to
find information quickly, do not use these skills in practice. I began to
wonder if I was beginning to uncover reasons why this might happen. There
had been evidence from the start, but I bad not recognized its significance.
For instance, at the beginning of the initial library sessions all to !niche(' in the
group, regardless of their apparent abilities or subsequent behaviour, had
begun work by immediately going to the card catalogue to find the Dewey
number of their chosen subject. These were the 'unmotivated' who could
not use reference skills. They couldn't, but it was not for want of trying.
It was only when I myself tried to use the library that I began to realize
what the children were having to cope with. I could not find many of the
references I wanted in the card catalogue. When I followed up a reference I
had difficulty in locating the actual books, as they were frequently out of

way:

our attention by the child concerned. By halt

examples of what they/might find themselves as they worked. It was stressed
that as Maria and I did not always anticipate correctly what they were going
to have difficulty with, they should always bring to our attention anything
they did not fully understand. By doing this, I feel that our tea( hing became
more relevant to more children. As the term progressed athl , Killeen could
trust us to make positive teaching points (to their emu% we spent far less
time teaching 'skills'; we knew that any lack of them would be brought to

A Study of Reading lot Informal:an

p. 79), and some children changed subjects several times. I thought that it
was as a consequence of this that several children gained no infQ:mation at all
during their starter session, as measured by notes made by them iii their
jotters.
I had been told that the (harken had been allowed free access to the
library during their previous year, and yet despite this they seemed unable to
locate information quickly, going about the task in a seemingly haphazard

Doreen Galion
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returns to pile of books. Takes one and flicks through it.

9.38: 11arpal talks to others. I las a pile of books, but does not refer to
them. Goss back to catalogue.
9.46: Ilarpal restless, bouncing on library steps. Catches my cyc and

9.17: finical goes back to card catalogue, pushes in front of queue:
remonstrations. Removed by children to back of queue.
9.29: I farpal sits watching others; seems uninvolved, turning pages of
a book idly.

Goes to shelves. Looks at numbers on book spines.

9.15: I larpal walks away from card catalogue muttering a number.

steps, when seen in a wider context:

them of limited value.
After I studied my own behaviour in the library, I looked on that of the
children with new insight. What had seemed like aimless movement was
perhaps simply an intelligent reaction to the realities of the situation, and
the gradual breakdown of behaviour and growth of boredom a natural
reaction to frustration. Take for example I latpal bouncing on the library

attractive appearance and my '0' level qualification.
The school library is one of the best I have come across in my work. It is
organized on the Dewey system, which gives mote potential to the teaching
of reference skills in school. The girls of the photography topic group showed
pleasure and astonishment after their spontaneous evening visit to the City
Library in search of relevant books: 'Eh, Miss, did you know they have the
same numbers on their books as we do?' The school library was also relatively
new at that time, but the original date of publication of many books made

I've found it! (She bounds up the Wm), steps, waving a
Phew! (Site catches my cyc and smiles; shows me a page with

book).

last!' G111.111

reading 'w' entries to Keiron. Keiron goes up to him, exthanges
talk Keiron nuns suddenly, mut tet ing '59S' and lushes to jot let
l'uks it up and ((minutes swiftly to shell.

me everything that begins with "w" from lust to

Kieran shouts to Gillian, who is standing by the catalogue, 'give

Thus there was evidence that if the matetial was theme the children welt (at
front unmotivated. Them was also evidence of great

Gorit! Guth! Guth! (lk looks round smiling.)

a picture of eggs on it.)
Raysnder: (jerks up suddenly from a crow lied position over a book.)

Jameela:

Shims:

did find information they wanted:

of books as a guide, which would explain why they glanced at books as they
transferred them from one pile to another.
I bad been surprised by the reactions of some of the (kitchen when they

to this, the childless explained, that they took piles of books and looked
through them. This was not entirely at random; the cbildrcu Used the titles

each session by checking the shelves for misfits, and tclot at ing them. Sonic
books simply were not there, though, or proved ittelevant. It was response

interviews chilthen said that when they had walked round the shelves they
were looking for books with the requited number whit It weir out of place.
They knew that if there was an rimy in the catalogue their: had to be a book
somewhere. We solved this problem to sonic extent by starting and ending

extreme I found a book on anatomy impossible to understand, despite its

shelves seemed also to be a response u> the situation as they hound it. I/ming

More importantly, what information is the text carrying? At the other

kicking them.
The apparently random way in which chilthen tettirved books hom

behaviour at lust. Yet 1 went backwards and lotwattls front std t .11.11tIgur to
bookshelves, each time with less and less heart, and ISM out the ilhIJIy steps,
gazing into space, wondering what to do next. Unlike Arshatl, I was 1101 agthe
enough to attempt a leap over the bookshelves, but I did frequently lecl like

teachers when I responded to the behaviour Lithrt than the

This picture was typical of many children; pC114.115 I Was I ypti

.

9.48: I larval making silly noises.
9.54: Ovethear I larpal say, 'I don't know what to do ...'. l'ervaz seems
to be giving him advice.
9.57: Overheat: 'I finical, you've only done one line of wlitutg .

A Study of Reading for Inforniarlon

which to make comparisons, this could be said to be factually inaccurate.

pictures themselves were exactly the same size, and there were no details by

contents or index pages; there were few of the former and the latter vale
often inaccurate, as I found myself. Gordon (1983) says that in her opinion
badly indexed books daunt children and make them feel that research skills
are irrelevant. My evidence strongly supports this, and I would echo her plea
for the indexing of cluldten's books to be of the 'highest standard' and
not
just 'farmed out to anyone willing to have a try' (p. 182).
These (imitating elements wctc a widespicad feature of the library
work. I found that even when I located a book which promised to be useful, I
still had to deal with the content. I found texts simplified to the point of
banality, as for example the book about windows. The first picture caption
read 'This is a window', which most children would surely know; the second
caption under a different type of window read 'This is a big window'. As the

Doreen Gregion
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No, that's the author. Do you remember, author hist,
then ...

Salamat and jamecla come to rue, a book open at the index.
Salarnat: It isn't in, Miss. Gully isn't in the index. (I look. It isn't, but
it was when I wrote the worksheet. Realize that the entries
don't conform to what I would have expected for the subject
matter on the sheet. Turn to the front cover; title is 'Days of
the Week'.)
What is this book called?
Me:
Salornat: 'Days of the Week'.
What is the title of the book on your sheet ?
Me:
Salamat: Ellis.

Specific problems were never common to the whole group, but frequently
seemed to be caused by difficulty in relating to written instructions:

child is right; one is a book on pct, and one a book on wild rabbits.

has given them diffetent Dewey numbers'. Investigation shows

which Dewey number they think best for each book. Maria comes
tip and whispers, 'That idiot there has two books on rabbits and

Children have each been given a pile of new books and asked

they were being taught in the context of need.
Although the problems whit h children showed gradually became mote
likely to be child- or teacher - centred ones, and less likely to be due to
inadequate situations, we were still able to misjudge what was happening:

As the term progressed this need for step by step reassurance disappeared. At
the same time specific research skills were used more often as appropriate. I
find it impossible to assess how far the appearance of these skills was due to
the fact that we created situations in which they could be used, or because

I've found the book. Finished Miss!
I've found the word in the index. Finished Miss!
I've found the page. Finished Miss!

teacher:

followed the instructions Olt the sheet, I mold guarantee that they would
find the infatuation. At each stage of the wink the childten turned to the

available library iatetial. 1 he children were told that providing they

.
.

of the Week'.

).61.
sec! It's got to be that book! )ht Now I ',flow!
She grabs Jameela and rushes ofl leaving me holding 'I )ays

(vWlie

expectantly at Inc.) The book you nerd is c II
Wires'. The book you've got is tailed 'I )ays of the

(continues flow before as it I had not nuttoptecl) (
'Pipes and Wires'!
Yes, that's the tide ...Weil? (Now
look

Good

(intent:pis) I)atc.
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tctitunology, gradually finding it inappioptiate or inlevant

mrAk

chapter progresses, to illustrate how I began to question the use ol situ

had to be 'tut through' (Bogdan and Taylor, 19/), p. II ) I hope, a% the

It has been impossible to write this section without free use of value laden
and ill.defined terminology stub as 'less able'. Jilts is her aloe At 111C
beginning of the research Maria and I used these terms in just silt a way;
they were the 'commonsense understandings' of 'with' and 'reality' whit II

Comprehension of and Interaction with Text

teachers talk through written instructions, which makes it unnecessary for
children to work out any interpretation for themselves. In this instant c the
oral instruction was 'follow the insttuction on your sheet'. I was pleased to
note that many children, who were all working in Nits in this ':-.sson, did
discuss together what the instructions implied before they attempted to
follow dill). We praised all signs of initiative. As might be expc, led, some
children needed more support than others to gain enough «mildew c to
trust their own judgments, but as a tat tic it scented to wink well. As more
diddle() asked fewer questions, it meant that we had extra time to devote to
those children who had problems concerned with the work
looking bark over the issue of the teaching of research sk ' I wonder
whether instead of asking myself 'What study skills do the children have?' I
should have asked 'What far tors interfere with children's ability to put study
skills into practiie?'

instructions without verbal ones being given in addition. Frequently

Doting earlier work I had noticed a problem with thildien taking a
book seemingly at landau when the instruction (ailed for a specific one. I
wonder whether it relates to inexperience of having to follow written

Salinnot:

Me:

t irctunstam es was illustrated for us when I made worksheets based On

The novelty of finding that teseatilt skills could wink mulct certain

Jameela:
Me:
Jameela:

My first reaction to this was that it Was typical of Kenai to miler other people
around. But how sensible not to waste time choosing a subject before
id-erring to the catalogue to see d theie arc any reunifies to pursue it
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pictures. It has become something of a cliche to say that 'motivated' children
can read texts far in advance of their 'reading abiliY. Logically this cannot
be so; what the children are demonstrating is that their ability has been
underassessed. In this case I felt that it was her hesitant and strongly accented
English which misguided us. During observation of a personal topic lesson I
noted that Muhashra attempted to initiate conversation with the remedial
teacher who was working with her group. The teacher, new to the situation,
responded by taking the book Muhashra was looking at, and reading aloud
from it, asking her if she understood. The teacher explained that she had
done this to try to simplify a task which she thought too difficult for the
child. During the reading, hiswever, Muhashra exchanged glances with
another girl several times, seemingly totally disengaged, as she waited for the
teacher to finish and give her the book back. She then continued looking
through the book, but only addressed comments on it to other children after
that.
During this period the photography group was also in the room, being
tutored by Maria. These girls often initiated social conversation which I
found very enjoyable; they also showed great insights into their own personal
problems. Because of this, and the fact that they had no overt liffit
with reading and writing, I thought of them as being able. Amina was a
menber of this group, and the following is an observation of her during the

which made me aware that she was not just getting information front

A major concern at the outset was that children should not be fated
with texts they could not read. I intended to produce special worksheets for
the less able, but front the first attempt I began to question the value of this.
The worksheet concerned had two parts, the first of which was lot (kitchen
thought to have basic litetacy problems, and the second for the rest of the
class. None of the children doing part (a) had any difficulty; by contrast, the
children working on part (b) had many problems which seemed mainly to be
caused by an inability to put themselves in the position of someone else.
After watching the 'Icss able', who had quickly finished their own work,
begin helping the 'more able' and 'average' children I felt less committed to
the making of special worksheets. My experiences during the personal topic
periods reinforced this feeling. To illustrate this, I have taken the example of
two strongly contrasting children, Muhashra who had chosen to study
clothes, and Amina who had chosen photography.
Muhashra, considered the least able child in the class because of her
language and literacy difficulties, enjoyed looking at books on clothes,
aimed at the adult matkct. She ftequently initiated comments on these,

Doreen Greg son
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When the choice had been made, gimps were asked to <<iIlrtt
material ftom the library lot background trading

(a) The children were formed into mops of six, and told to de( tile on
a topic within the theme 'holes'. There was wrisidetable Iiredom,
nut only of t. Wit e of subject, but also of organization, as they could
all work together or split into sub gtoups as they wished.

got under way.
The main plan for the personal topic lessons was as follows:

according to 'ability' were abandoned as we realized that there was 110 way of
telling what any child's ability at a given task was going to be until the task

them have gained or lost by using tailored work sheets rather than books? At
this time too we had not recognized subtle complications surrounding the
issue of free choice, and therefore expected that, having chosen their own
topic, children would be motivated to mad.
The term 'less able' became obsolete as we began to qualify it so often:
less able to do what? Through this qualification informal but thorough
diagnosis began to develop for each child. Attempts to group children

The issue of motivation emerges here, but at the time, we simply
questioned why Amina and others like her, who had no obvious learning
problems, did less well at a reading task than Muhashra, who had several.
Which child was the less able in this situation, and what would either of

Lesson begins. Them is a pile of hooks on the table which the
children are reading for background information. Kula spends
time cajoling each member of the group in tutu, trying to get
them to say which aspects of photogtapy they would like to
follow up.
2.13 Amina: 'There's nowt in these books'. She pushes two books
away from her as she leans on her elbow on the desk She looks
boted.
Maria: 'There's one, two, three, foul, five, six black lines thete.
Surely they have something on them!'
2.14: Unexpected visitors enter, unescorted. They explain to Maria
that they have come 'to see multicultural education'. They look
round the room without moving and begin asking her questions
2.15: Amina talks to Kate about playtime. Begins rocking backwauls
and forwards, beating a rhythm on the table top.
2.16: Kate joins in. Rebecca stage whispers 'Sshlir They all giggle and
general chat develops. They begin sliding books across the table
to one another.
Still chatting, resting heads on hands, lounging civet table.
2.29: Visitors leave. Maria returns to group.
1.37
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BEST COPY

covet is sole clue, and certainly looks gruesome.

AVAILABLE

.

front cover only. Sarneena has a book called 'Man the healer'
Picture on front cover is of an 'cighteenth.centuty surgeon
operating. SAMee112 thinks the book is 'about killing'. Does not
understand the word 'I leaks' though she can 'read' it. Picture on

Children have been asked to guess the content of a book I10111 the

meaning:

where either the verbal or other contexts gave little clue to the word's

discernable was the 'reading' of words outside the child's spoken vocabulary,

toad we could not tell what problems they had. When the problems did
begin to appear they varied tremendously in nature. The most easily

A possible reason for the 'middle range' to have managed more successfully
was that they had had less experience of using the library unsupervised to
develop their own topics. Thus they had not developed a pattern of working
which had to be dismantled before another could be introduced.
We have no direct evidence as to the previous educational history of the
class, but it would seem that during their time in school reading in itself had
not acquired any status as an activity. Until we could persuade children to

them copying out ...

who worked their way through the whole lot and actually got on
very well ... (The top range) were resentful when we stopped

range ... they got on and did things ... They were the ones

Maria: (during discussion of our work with a third person) The middle

purpose of background reading, dropping all reference to the questions. As
this seemed so totally alien we thought it might be the cause of the problem.
All the children had difficulties at this point, but it was the 'able' who were
the hardest to help over the hurdle:

to do?'. When the instruction 'Read about your subjcu' was repeated
children countered with 'Yes, but what do we have to du ?'. Sonic of the
'able' attempted to help us out with suggestions: 'Shall we make notes
about it?' 'I lave we to write about it?'. Again and again we explained the

recognize reading as 'work' and we were frequently asked, 'What do we have

Our must fundamental ptoblem oct tuted immediately. Regardless of
their apparent ability-the children would not read. They did not scent to

(4) 'Hwy were asked to note down any questions or rale( lions whit 11
occurred to than as tory read.
Finally a plan of at lion was drawn up specifying what form their
(41)
work would take; how they would get required infOunation (other
than books),what visits they would need to make, and so on.
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hitt )1,

%s

won,

lo du how the ()
was 11131 Ill

...WIC 41111(11(11 studying tilt:
Cr)
works. What they thilit't reali/e

During the 'cent we 111Ill
inure eVItiellte of passive leading Mims-li,
I985, Lower, (iattliter, I )avies and
( ;recite, 1(41.1) Some
t luldtel, Mil nut
tIpt(1 lo have to do mote thari det ode
a text, abet whit all 'wailing' W.IN

'to leave ti with me' in under to give
myself time to think out a way of 'educing the
child multi relate, and liken re building task to a point with Minh the
it to the point of onglitl
misunderstanding. Children's interest
tilt'
not
seem adverse!), alletted by
the delay.

be due to the wide pen eptuallanguage distance (flank, Rose and
Berlin,
19/8) and the difficulty of
leather in helping the child to bridge
the
it. In this t ase the child did not
be able to relate
seem
to
to the picture, and I had neither a tontrete
example not a
useful analogy
to which he could relate inure easily. In tettospe«
I felt that
the explanations
were merely c irt ling around the problem instead
of
(losing
in on it; they were all at the
Sallie perceptual language
distance
With
!met,
similar problems, I asked the third

The inability to grad, an idea might

I spent over half
an hour with I lafiz, discussing his problems. My
fieldnotes
record that two days later I 'checked
Ile has.. I was wrong. Ills finished I Wiz to see if he has grasped the idea.
work relict led lilt error lather 111411 the
leathing.

I lafiz has misunderstood
'self test tier', reading 'a self test tier belt'
rather than 'a self rescuer on his belt'. I le
cannot understand what
I am getting at and perseveres in thinking
is a
belt, despite all my explanations and tefertntthat a self rest
es to the pit itne and
text.

otally_ '1 he t hold
was quite able to relate to the new knowledge.
Greater difficulties arose when
t hilthen were not so easily able
assimilate the information:
no

This example was dealt sv;th by filling
in the missing dead

rs t,ll and
put these mil*. The caption to the pit tine does
not
tifakc
Ica! [hat
wooden legs are incidental rather than
deniable

asstimpt lolls.
Aslant comes up with a book
open at a lilt 'tile 01 A Hiatt
'peg leg' and says: 'Wiry does pirates have
to (

In this case
an explanatidi of the word sufficed In the
following example the
text the child was using had been
so simplified as ru he
therefote although the child could
and
hat kgtound knowledge led to mistakenlead and uudcnr.uttl ills lAt k of
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help

.

Big words. Long words.
.
. those sheets you photocopied for us (the instnictions)
were too small. We couldn't read 'ctn. Neatly all the words
were complicated ..
When we were doing it we muiellined the Trent h words too.

Not all the time, no.
Where did you fall down?

reading?

Did you feel you actually omit-bond what you weir

you at all?
(subdued) Yeh ... yes.

Did the hut that you had to Kati it al insult, mins
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which they were less able trade's, I 'endued them 'vitttully slim:tau

real 111e.

SO

illiterate trader of hooks on nut lean physics, nut only do I tail to net ogmcc
words on sight but I also have insulin lent background knowledge to IRV tile
to use l'OliltAt Ot to relate to what I ICA. DOC) All this make me a 1110(C ur less
able reader? Onc has to ask the question, 'More or less able to mad
The photography group bad shown themselves able to lead books on
photography. In my efforts to 'st ICU II' there, in diet t give diem a task at
.

paratlimcs' of my tutor with the paradigms of the books. I am a !initially
I

demonstrate the abilities they had? I did not analyze closely what I meant by
able, but I have since begun to do so.
I am a very able reader of detective fiction. I tall decode every wont and
follow the story line. eflurticssly. I am able to read textbooks on reading; my
background knowledge enables me to reflect on what I have read. When I
began to learn about qualitirive research methodology I was a less able teadet
of the relevant texts; it took several weeks to link what I thought %vete the

who I thought were capable of far more than they gave, complaining of
having to do 'boring reading' and reverting to silly behaviour. But was I ill
fact placing these 'able' girls in a situation where they were unable to

sensibly, and illustrates how a teacher's preconceptions may totally blind her
to the reality of the situation. In this case the blindness was perhaps a
reactior to previous difficulties in motivating the group and their propensity
to Maniac in mild disruptiveness. At the same time I saw a group of girls

The underlining of the French words caused a major row at the time, as I
interpreted it as yet another example of the gimp's unwillingness to work

Arnim,:

Robeena:

Arnim,:

Me:

Amina:

Me:

Me:

held with the group nearly two months alter the event:

was a complete fiasco, as the girls seemed merely to have underlined words at
random all over the sheet. The following extracts arc from a taped discussion

Despite many attempts at explanation and demonstration, the result
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photocopied the page which had the English version, and incidentally, the
French version too. What I expected the children to produce was a simple
shopping list, followed by a simple list of step-by-step instructions which we
could follow more easily than the rather verbose and minisculely printed
original. I kit the .xercise valuable in that it reflected a reading experience
that they would be likely to encounter many times in different contexts in

The instructions in the booklet were written in several languages;

shopping we knew exactly what we needed to buy, and
(b) the sequence of steps to be followed, written out clearly so that we
could read them in semi-darkness. I also thought that this part of
the exercise would give the group, and me, some idea of what to
expect in the practical sessions as none of us had any experience of
developing and printing photographs.

(a) the required chemicals and quantities, so that when we went

of the photography group the instruction booklet which came with the
equipment for developing films, and asked them to extract in list fottn:

information in a text). This not only uncovered children's misconceptions, it
also acted as a check on the clarity of our didactics; for example in the lesson
in which I was involved no-one knew the word 'niche' and the subsequent
drawings gave us a measure of how effective our explanations had been.
In an attempt to extend the use of this technique further I gave the girls

as they listened, and the activity was developed into one of converting
information from one form to another (for example, drawing a map from

The aim was to sec how accurate a mental picture the children were forming

(b? produce the illustration using the underlinings as quick references.

and

(a) underline details which could be included in an illustration;

currently being read to the class, photocopied it and asked them to:

involve either, doing something or giving an oral response, (not oral
(p. 291). Usually we took a short extract from the book
reading)'

a weekly reading activity similar to that envisaged by Southgate, Arnold and
Johnson (1981): ... 'it seems advisable to concoct goals where the outcomes

As the p101.11011 had been noted with previous classes we had introduced

down with them and discussed each paragraph as they read it.
Usually it told them to do something and I made them do it. They
got interested then and involved, and began understanding.

optical illusions to demonstrate how the eye works .. . I (Maria) sat

Doreen Gregtun

education is about putting students in a position where they will

1.1.9

teat It, but positively tried to eliminate: the skill of coping with bustration
when trying to find information. We no longer 'doctor' work in order to
ensure success; we teach children strategics for coping with sometimes
inevitable failure to find relevant resource material.
The issues arising from studying the children's comprehension were
complex, and have led to a continuation of the research. The immediate
result was the introduction of a deliberate Indic r for raising the status of
reading in the t lacstoom. Of equal importance was the development of
snatep,ies by whit b the tlassteadier could buy time to talk at length with
1 t blithest about their wink and its problems.
gnu

most impottan.. skill of all, we felt, was one which at first we not only did not

With regard to the teaching of research skills, Maria and I realized how
important it was for the teacher to put herself in the place of the child, and
try the work, as this uncovers hidden situational problems (I lilt, 1980). The

Conclusions

from this experience, it was that theoretical knowledge of comprehension
problems is not enough; one needs to be able to recognize all the
manifestations of the problems in practice.

minor misbehaviour in the classroom; once again we appear to have reacted
to the behaviour rather than to the causes of it. If we learned only one thing

Furthermore, both Maria and I were embroiled in a situation of constant

giving of these was not helping to build an understanding of the whole. Tins
was partly due to the fact that there were two teachers involved; as each of us
was approached in turn we only saw half the magnitude of the problem.

single wr,1 each time, and I did not recognize quickly enough that the

replied, 'Sometimes you got mad at us because you told us twenty times and
we kept forgetting'. What they had been asking for was the decoding of a

encounter many problems - and wink towards their solution' (p. 193).
Perhaps the mark of a good teacher is that she recognizes the degree of
difficulty each child requites in order to be stimulated but not overwhelmed.
Recognition is a trot ial skill. I asked the children why they had not felt
able to tell us at the time that they did not understand the work. Amina

.

'Because the other words welt- so °mph( ated ... and we knew they were
English ... but when we c ante to the other (hem h) wools we just thought,
Oh, this is even More harder'', and we carried on Tabbeter (1987) says

had died, why they had U11(111111ed Ike 1:1C11(h words Robecna replied,

When I asked, in the same interview as quoted above, long after the heat
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Now I finally have a few minutes to lead through what my students wrote and
I sit down wills my coffee. ready. I star t with Matthew's paper (I've edited all
student palms lot mechanical emus):

What Students Say

tions subsided. I noticed more than the usual bustle as they settled down to
Inn in a while most were
write (usually a sign that the writing will he
busily poring over their papers.

about what they are noticing, what they have learned, what connections they ale
making. We'd been doing this kind of writing for most of the year in all subject
areas. t reminded them, and I wanted to know how they saw the process of writing reflectively. I continued trying to explain, and gradually my students' ques-

fects their learning. I use the term "reflective writing" for times students write
to make sense of and give shape to what they have learned (or what they have
learned about how they learn). It includes responses to students' personal reading and responses to the work they've done or the material they've encountered
in science, social studies, and math. From time to time, I also ask. students to
write more generally about their writing. their reading, or their learning.
The question I asked this time was a hard one, and as we talked yesterday
before starting to write, students were persistent in asking what I wanted. I ti led
to explain. I was wondeting. I said, about what happens when students write

prise and perhaps even elate me.
This time, students have written about how the reflective wining they do af-

The rush this morning, like many other mornings this year, is because I have
a stack of papers on my desk that I want to read. They arc the impels from a
piece of reflective writing my students did yesterday. I know from past experience that among those papers there will almost certainly be a few that will sur-

then I'll get to work on the "lb Do" list.

It's a 'West's's), nun thug in late April, and we have just finished math. Souse
students arc busy cluing the final problem on a lung - division assignment I have
given; others are returning horn another teacher's class. The students hurt Willy
put their books and papers away and get in line. I move to the front of the line,
just as prompt about getting them to the gym as they arc about going.
I'm in a little bit of a hurry today. I 'mind myself that I have sonic imps: taut
errands to take care ofphotocopying that I will need for later in the day, a telephone call that I really must makebut instead of going to the office I find myself heading hack to my classroom. Ell take just a few minutes, I tell myself, and

"It's time to line up lot I' F..." I announce to my fourth graders.

Betsy &Hilo' d

Writing Reflectively

IV:num 16114% Is tc/c
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As I 'earl, I led my eyes Ingto to near ttp I yone, %silo act (unbolt lo but
mullet "lives lot school," is tun. of the ablest students to the t buss, as %%di
tone t)1 the calmest and happiest, it seems to int. I ant caught sill gum d tit the

Your student,
I ynne

not tole what it was of if 1 tandetstord it and you lake a test and love malting to
show An it. Except for the glade tail it doesn't mallet the grade. I lffiletstanding rs
what counts hn you.
these log entties help Ole a lit
/ none too
As I wide I mutt's and

words ate misspelled tnr when(' I got an answer 10 a question or I something jut
Lash year my teacher gave us so much Innnewoik I would just menaniie rt and

Deal Mrs Santini!.
I see that as I mile log entities I lend to lead them I lint in some plat es where

inade the assignment clearer. I %volute, to myself whether I have asked my stit
dents to take too big a step back from their wink by asking limn ti seilect about
reflection. Then I turn to Lynne's response:

I l'Asittintre leading, 'tinily disti acted by thoughts alum! how I muld lose

Your (tidal,

Dean Mts. Sanfool,
When I wale telledIVely, I begin Its Rohm how much I necti to unlit ove
It also makes me think about how moth I've imploved dui nog the school you
When I look through any old log, it hanks like thitil glade mink, anal I see Ian%
much I've nupetwed. 1 lien I see how much I need to impolve and my won k get,
bend and better.

to myself.
I read a few mole min ies and crmlii m lot myself that this was a haul topic to
write about. I glance through the papers and sec that several students have wt it
ten alunit their personal writing. Others have wiitten mound the subject, not
quite touching on what happens to them as they write reflectively. Caitlin's is
one of these:

thing here that I'm pleased alunit: Matthew has Milked that "idles a while I
know what to write." I le's beginning to notice and lutist his 'espouses. I think

It's a telling entry for Matthew in many ways. .1lionighout the yeas he los
struggled with moving past retelling and toward tespomding in Ins rending tes
ponses. I his anxiety shows flu ough in his coneein about what he is ''supposed
to do" and his apprehension alunn his grade (almost without exception, log di
tties at e ungraded, although I do write respintscs to themi Still, there is stone

When I am toiling a log entry. what happens is I Ice! like wining a !into but
that is nut what I am supposed to do. I feel like I do not know what to Witte, but
after a while I know what to mite.
I always fed nervous :daunt if I am going to get anything illtWit sill paper ill It I
ant going to get a good grade.

Reprinted with permission from Language Arts, Volume 65, Number 7, November 1988.
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pendent pioblem %Omit and the level of potential develuplowni
ilcieunwed
through problem solving under adult guidance on tot conahnhaton with moue ca
sable Peers. (1978, p.
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o Jr

teaol you have to think for yourself what's important." Beyond Shaena's tee-

answering comprehension questions following a selection, they are making their
own meaning rather than relying on another reader's interpretation of the text
at hand. I) pat aphirase what Shama said recently, "It's easier to answer someone else's comprehension questions. When you wine a response to what you

ality" (thanks again to Freire for the phrase). When students write in terms of
their own reactions and responses, they arc teat ning that their ideas ate as potentially powerful as any other expert's. If students wine responses instead of

own ways of making meaning. When "lam vet ites (in a social studies learning log
entry about Virginia life in the 1800s), "Yesterday my class talked about women
being housewives. It's not fair. I thought. They should have ganged up on men
to show women arc as good as men," she is engaging with the material on her
own terms. She is developing her own ideas about her culture as she looks critically at one removed in time. liven when she is influenced by those around her
(a,, she probably was by me in this case), she is extending her awareness of the
values embedded within facts.
I use reflective writing as a way to enable my students to "demythologize re-

one else's right answer doesn't insure that learning has occurred "from the
inside Out."
When my students reflect in their writing, they are paying attention to their

When Lynne wrote her log entry, she was pointing to the same idea. "You take
a test and have nothing to show for it," she said, knowing that giving back some-

is the It

creme Immo' dtabric
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thence fur then iellective witting With flus shift,

At the same linw, I want to help students shill to IWillit (hi:111%111es

because of that I try to minimiie my tole as audience, to put my tole into the
distance. In some respects, the toles ate conflicting- I'm an audience, but one
who can be discounted.
I believe that this dual tole of being both audience and met healer t% t on
aided 10 the shalt hcutnets make huts inteipeisonal to moapeisonal languar
as they intei naive It:inning By being ;in audience lot my slut )ents As iIii trine
reflectively, I provide it setting Ion the deVCIIIIMIlit lit Milli/VIM MAI Lilly odrt

ideas that are occur ring to them, examining with me the meaning they ate mak
ing as they learn. On the other hand, though, I encourage students to wotr 1411
IIICIIINCIVCS and (nun their own ,cars to WI 11C 141 an if y and to qursuou and

thence. I want them to feel that they le talking to me, discussing with me the

dents Can do independently and what they can do with assistance.
toe
I'm often aware that my position as an audience fin my students'
writing is a dual one. ()I the one hand. I urge students to consult?' me an au

stimulus fur students to make the next step in tasonmg, to synthest/e in to
make a connection on their own. I'm aiming lot that in ea between what sou

plished independently, but my real inteiest hes in what they may be able to piece
together with help from me. My goal is to figure tint (Mot ilien pit wide I I he i fight

When I read the reflective wining tit students. I note what they have accom

It is the distance between the actual developmental few) as detcommeol by node

drawn, but only f r

the inside out, by the illiterate himself, with the collaboration
of the educator. (1978, p. 48)

how she must shape her own knowing.
When I ask students to write tflectivly. I usually wick c .1 I eV( /11,C as then
writing. I try each time to acknowledge what seems swum, am
Inc oil die is
spouse. and sometimes I respond by asking a question vt hcu .11,1\ id( aunts
his midbook reading of it !lardy Boys ;Overtone and saNs lie world, is 55 hat 55 ill
happen next, I ask him what he thinks will tumuli 110,1 1,N, hen Vointlik, notes.
"I wonder why Gretel always cites in this book ." I ask hci
site thinks the
author made (iletel cry so much. My responses begin wheievet I can hurl a way
to help students look at the links they ate forging. "lit ask a question. lo twit: a
connection I've seen in the writing, to agree in disagiee with a hunch and give
my own reasons: these are the ways I use the responses I wine hack to my
students.
I made my own connection about my responses to students when I ClICOCIII
tered the work of Lev Vygotsky. Vygotsky wines about the "tone of proximal
development," explaining it this way:

Shaena is recognizing that thew is no "knower 01 icsi who detconnics

ognition of the (III fiddly of engagement, she sees that het own I espouses aIC as
valid as those of the questioner: site knows that she can ulemily v.hars 11111101

11:/ WIN 141111

can teach himself to read and write 'Ibis teaching cannot be done ton the Ii p

Thus the educatoi 's role is fundamentally to enter into dialogue with the illiterate
about CoIWICIC SIM:111ns and simply to offer him the instiuments with which he

At the heart of reflective wining lies the idea of
'heal consciousness," I believe. The term is associated with the milk of Paulo Freire. Like many others,
1reire feels (and I agree with him) that knowledge is generated when one engages with the world by thinking and tellecting about it. Knowledge cannot be
given, it must be constructed, and understanding is an internal process of creating knowledge through the ways one thinks about the world. Referring to his
work with Brazilian peasants, Freire explained the implications his view of
knowledge has for teaching:

My Reflections on Rellectie Writing

intensity of her feelings. My heat t goes out to this ten year old who has already
learned the hard way that paper win k doesn't gnat tudee understanding, and that
"understanding is what counts line you At the same time, I am particularly
shuck that she is articulating the sante cimeeins which (hew me toward reflective writing in the first place In fact, I ytme has hit the nail on the head fin' me;
she has demonstrated, in a nutshell. why I ask students to write reflectively.

language Alit

(.1

ft%
.

MAI led to rethink my tole as a teacher.

litelv

Sot nett'' the 1)1.

Betsy .1.4inford (eat lit'', it 1011'11 I dge

Camln sage , MA. II.st vanl lhintssity

vyg4:5:1;:1;t:1;;;11vAct;n1191 lilt;

of I 11.cher Ptw(111(1(tgli ul 1'10( em.%

.SI hour! III Rettlifl, I Marini
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(pollen(

Ilene. I' hilt( MIMI. the' MICIiti (4 1 tre(lottl l ()Won Wu fief% mid Reatici% l'ubliNhisig

hook
l'tesentinr, Vntitig I )1.(..1,1111,11(.11tv
I :mug. Janet "Non Martcal
In Janet 1.titig I he Mgt al Ahlining. 1 ,%ars un Wwing. 11111114"g, reittnilln mid
11uniting. (Ipper NInuichtit,111: ItopihmA 'ficok .
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mote or ask lot less.

It) lice people or to 11011CSIICUIC them; when students write reflectively, !ink
they ate being kiwi Med, 1114 dominated. And in any teaching. I can't hope loo

Fai(iet I said that I .ymte was able to show, in a (Wising', tfly I ask students
to write reflectively The past few months. I've hied to examine mote closely the
pieces within that shell. I've realized that tittle ate many inlet woven reasons
that I've chosen to teach as I do. Wilting reflectively, students begin to Intelnalize what they teat n, to take action as peat nets, and to develop then ahtlity to
think. They seize opportunities to engage with the wink!, to ',motivate III then
and to make meaning. Education, as 1:teiue tightly noted, can be used

ing has made me ;twat e tltat there ate many possibilities to leant when we teal It
beyond the Inc. dimensionally tight answer to a test ot compobenston gin' NI lin1

mater 1.11. but at
with less time for direct instruction I could still tom the
I
11,11.
a-. 1 I rad my
tits( I worried that I might be shot telt:Urging my student,
to
skimp. mid,
students' witting, I saw the breadth and depth of then dooklor
discussing their work, they are being exposed to fat mow thinking than they
would be it I were teaching at the front of the mom Again and again, then wilt

In my teaching career, I have spent uncounted bouts in 11 ow, 01 giouly, of students explaining ideas, presenting concepts, hammeting away at the things stu
dents need to know. It was hard wink, but my students wade plow ess and I telt
my effoos were woithwhile. 'Ibis year I reduced the tune lin -teat bet to stun
dent" direct instruction in order to clear time lot 1 ellimioic suture I hoped that
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my students used tellectice writing to extend and expand then ideas, and I

signments. Stacey, halfway through a paper, is likely to look up at Susanna and,
with a twinkle of satisfaction in her eye, read what she has written. Just as often,
Susanna will comment, "Oh, that's good," "I don't get it," or "1 low does that
connect to the rest of the book ?" (a question Susanna is known for put suing).
Most other students ate doing the same kind 01 shining to one (tepee or another, too. Writing reflectively is a group ex'pelience, a kind of collaboration
Probably the biggest reason I ask students to mite teflectively has to do with
(1')81)
the idea of "nonmagical thinking" that Janet Emig talks about. As
points out to think magically is to "believe that students Iron bet ante teacheis
teach and only what teachers explicitly teach" ( 3S) lit think nonmagically ms
to accept that students learn developmentally, that they teat n what they t an
Iron and what they are ready to !emit. I Ins year I watched with fascination as

been pleased by the comments students make to the writing they have just
heard, too. Often they say that their response is similar. Sometimes a second
student elaborates on what the first has said; sometimes there are murinuis of
disagreement about a point of view presented. As students evaluate another's
response, they are thinking through their own.
My students like to talk to each other as they work on reflective writing as-

selves when they write reflectively.
I've found that theme is a place in reflective wilting for discussion and exchange among students, too. I've noticed that often at least two or three students ask to share their writing with the class. At litst I was surprised to find
them eager to share writing that could be so risky; now I know to expect it. I've

by its culture. If student writing is to repiesent a negotiation of meaning between writer and reader in a cultural context, it has to be relevant to the student's life, something that originates with the student.
often aware of as I consider content
This lack of relevance is something
at ea assignments, where students have little control over their wi ding. In sonic
respects, reflective wilting represents a compromise between the autonomy of
student-structured learning and the dependency represented in a set curriculum. While the reflective writing my students do is assigned, they ate writing to
give shape to what they know, writing to examine and explore their thoughts.
Students have the opportunity to write with meaning and relevance for them-

I've come to realize that beyond my concern about engagement and exchange
between the learner and the world, there is another teason I feel di awn toward
reflective writing. In the petsonal witting my students do, they determine the
genres and topics for their writing. Alto all, vatting is a "complex cultural activity" (Vygotsky 197H). It is embedded within culture, imbued with meaning

child and persons in her envitonent" ( 197H, p.

. .
and move toward internalizing what they have learned. As Vygotsky says,
Internal speech and tellective thought atise host the interactions between the

Language 'fits

As I

Reprinted with permission from Theory Into Practice, Summer 199::,
issue on "Teacher as Researcher"), Copyright 1990, College of Education,
Ohio State University.

Me

Mary Dicker

Using Action Research to Navigate
an Unfamiliar Teaching Assignment

It was the last week of June, just before the summer

holidays, that I learned about the change in my
teaching assignment for the following year. I was
teaching five mathematics courses and two drama
courses in a secondary school in Burns Lake, British
Columbia. Proud of my achievement in both of these
areas, I assumed that this situation would continue
the following year. A casual check of the next year's
timetable in the principal's office, however, stopped

me in my tracks. My 11th-grade drama course

ing, listening, and speaking and two writing
textbooks, one of which was a reference communications handbook. It was expected that teachers
would rely largely on their own knowledge of and
training in the subject. The difficulties of my situation were compounded by the fact that there were
not enough textbooks for each student in the class.
I expressed my feelings on the matter to the administration and was assured that, although I was not

qualified to teach English as such, my general

(Acting 11), had been cut from the schedule and in
its place I had been assigned an 11th -grade English
course, Communications 11. I was both angry and

professional skills combined with a knowledge base
in drama would enable me to teach the new course.
Many teachers have been placed in similar pre-

apprehensiveangry that my hard won victory establishing drama in our school program was so
short lived and apprehensive that the course I was
being assigned was in an area in which I had no

dicaments, being faced with new courses outside
their teaching area and limited resource materials
with which to teach them. How do teachers cope
in such a situation? How do they utilize their own
knowledge and organize their teaching so that the
learning situation becomes a viable one for their
students in spite of the circumstances? Assuming
the role of teacher researcher, I decided to undertake an action research project to answer these
questions.
Action research is a form of self-reflective inquiry that can be utilized by teachers in order to
improve the rationality and justice of (a) their own

professional expertise or experience.
Communications 11 was a new course devel-

oped by the ministry of education to replace an
11th-grade English course called Minimum Essen-

tials, a course intended for students with weak
English skills. The new course, aimed at the same
audience, was to be implemented for the first time

the following year. I was given the assignment
despite the fact that I had no formal training or
expertise in the teaching of English.
My anxiety increased when I learned that the
only materials available from the ministry prior to

practices. (b) their understanding of these practices,
and (c) the situations in which these practices are
carried out (Carr & Kemmis, 1983, p. 152). It seemed

September were a thin curriculum guide summarizing the learning outcomes expected in reading, writ-

an appropriate choice of inquiry for my situation.
Therefore, applying the tour components of the

Mary Dicker is a secondary school teacher in Bums Lake.
British Columbia, Canada.

action research cycle, planning, acting, monitoring,
and reflecting (Kemmis & Mc Taggart, 1982, p. 7),
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Krc...iecige I used in teacning Corr-

arc how I used this knowledge.'

Examining My Knowledge
The examination of my knowledge base took
place over approximately 3 months from the first
day of classes in September to the beginning of
December. Following the recommendations of Kernmis and McTaggart (1982), the major data collection
device was my own reflective journal or diary, writ-

ten each evening following a class period. The
journal had two purposes: to shed a focused light
on the previous lesson and to clarify plans for the
following lesson. It was in fact a record of my
thinking, revealing my practical knowledge and the

particular way it was held and used. A further
reflection was written each weekend in order to
extend and deepen the reflections on the week's
work and to develop a sufficiently thick description
for the study.
As a second source of data, students wrote
journals during the last 10 minutes of each class

or for homework. Not only did this deepen the
students' thinking about their work but it provided
me with a different perspective on the events that
were happening in the class. Anticipating that students might need some assistance in writing the
journal, I posed several questions for them to answer.2 Using the daily journal as a basis, the students wrote a longer reflection for homework every

2 weeks. Again they were asked to respond to
specific questions.3

The students' journal writing was not only educationally valid as an assignment that encouraged
writing skills as they reflected on their experiences

in the class and organized their thoughts, but it
also provided a basis for my future planning. The
knowledge gained from my reading and reflection
on the student journals became an integral part of
my own journal as I commented on student writings.

A third source of data for the study of my
practical knowledge use was a former teacher of

English who took the role of "critical friend." In
this role she read my journal and asked questions

that helped me reveal the thinking that was not
always fully expressed in the journal. This critical
friend was an important part of the study. As I
developed insights during the progress of the study,

brastorming lessons. and oral wcrk NC: cry
the tapes capture the leacher-ir-act,cr tut liKe
tne student puma's, they also provided a student
perspective. The tape recordings were a valuable
Check on the accuracy of my interpretations as
analyzed my journal.
I

My Teaching Styles
The journal analysis and other monitoring de-

vices made it clear that

I

had used two major

teaching styles while teaching the course. As teach-

ers gain experience in the art of teaching they
inevitably develop a style reflecting a basic philos-

ophy about how a particular subject should be
taught. My two different teaching styles reflect my
philosophy in each of my teaching areas, mathematics and drama. I regard mathematics as a formal

and logical subject that requires a formal, ordered
approach. Although students can work together to
achieve understanding, the test of student mastery
is their ability to solve problems individually. In my
view, the British Columbia mathematics curriculum
is process oriented,s with a correct answer for each
probl0m. The underlying question is, "Which proc-

ess has to be used in order to get the correct
result?" Even if one can take several routes to
solve the problem, the student is still looking for
the "right" answer.
In order to achieve individual mastery of mathematical processes, I use a traditional, teacherdirected approach. I follow the curriculum by adhering to the textbook and supplementing this with

worksheets. The students sit in rows facing the
chalkboard. I explain, the students learn, and I
check their understanding with questions, quizzes,
and tests. The premise in my math teaching is that
I know the correct processes and the correct answers. My job is to show the student these proc-

esses so they can find the correct answers. In
addition to my own evaluation of student progress,
the benchmark of my success in covering the prescribed courses is the evaluation tests the ministry

gives at the end of grade 10 and the provincial
exam at the end of grade 12.
My view of educational drama, on the other
hand, is that it should encourage students' creative
thinking by inviting them to solve problems through
the drama mode. Student learning is a group proc-

the validity of these interpretations were checked
by this independent critic.
A final monitoring technique was the tape recording of the first and final lessons of the period

ess rather than an individual one. In my drama

under study and occasional other discussions,

usually the consensus of the group. Even this so-
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classroom, I encourage students to share ideas and
possible solutions, for the problems are open ended

with no one "correct" answer. Th'a "solution" is

lution is not always '"e fnal one. but is changed
and modified as circurrstances require.
I also encourage stuaents to make their own
improvements to the work in progress. For the initial
brainstorming sessions we are usually seated in a
circle to allow all ideas to be considered equally.
As the work progresses I question the students to
make them think a little deeper about their work.
It is a probing rather than a deliberate attempt to

get at a "right" answer. Presentation is not my
primary goal, although the work is frequently pre-

sented to an audience. Of most concern is the
development of tha work and the learning inherent
in this development. The personal growth of each
student is not easily evaluated. Their input is necessary to judge this, in addition to my own
observations.
Thus, in my two different teaching areas, I have
two different teaching styles. These teaching styles

reflect not only the nature of the subjects being
taught but my philosophy of how each one should
be taught. Both styles were used in implementing

Communications 11 but I was not aware of this
while I was teaching. It was not until I had reflected
on and analyzed my data that I realized that I
possessed two teaching styles and that they both

had had a strong impact on the progress of the
course. The following description of what took place

in my classroom is the result of my reflection on
and analysis of the data collected. It reveals the
knowledge I used when teaching Communications
11 and how I used this knowledge.

Knowledge from Drama
In teaching Communications 11 I was forced
to examine what strategies I had for coping with
my situation. From the outset I had felt that the
only way I could cope with teaching this course
was by ,..sing my background knowledge in drama.
If I could interpret "communication" in its broadest
sense, I could teach a quasi-acting course by disguising it as Communications 11. In this way I could
combat two problems. I would have an acting class
and would also be on familiar ground even though
the subject area itself was unfamiliar.
As the work progressed I discovered I had
chosen an approach that not only could be adapted

to the course but that also allowed the course to
be adapted to it. As in my drama courses. I wanted
the students to be actively involved in their own
learning in the course. I wanted to explore communication with the students instead of trying to

instruct them directly. Note the journal entry made
in preparation for the first lesson:
want to find Out what students think Commurications

11 means. Discussionround the tabledifferent format might help the students to think differentlytheyre

weak studentsI want to encourage their ideas and
let them see-1 listen to them.

I was able to start the course by using a
previous drama lesson plan. I observed in my jour-

nal, "Today's lesson was almost identical to the
first lesson in Actirt,,, 11 last year. I changed 'teenage interests and problems' to 'communication' but
method the same." The ability to adapt materials
and ideas from other sources is an integral part of
the art of teaching. I had embarked on my quasi-

acting course with a familiar strategy that I knew
would be successful.
The first idea that was contributed by the students and which could be used in developing the

course was a list of the different ways people
communicate. They developed the list through their
own discussion. I wrote in my journal,
didn't make nearly enough of their lists which had
good ideasI want to make up for this by using the
I

lists next lesson somehow .

. Interesting to see that

the students are coming up with the wider view of
"communication"more along my conception.

Using the lists was important not only for the ideas.
It was a way of demonstrating my acceptance and
approval of students' suggestions. What they had

to offer was worthwhile, and I wanted them to
know that I thought so. We expanded the lists the
next day and used the dramatic technique of "tableaux" (frozen action pictures created by students)
to depict the means of communication contained
in the lists. Their view of communication was even
broader than mine, including such areas as sign
language, Braille, Morse code, and even smoke
signals. I felt my concept for the course had been
justified, and I believe the "meeting of minds" enhanced students' confidence and developed r ipport.

By continually being aware of and recording
the general reactions of the students, I think I
became more sensitive to their needs. I was ready
to make adjustments if I thought them necessary.
By reading the "pulse" of the class I was brought
closer to them and this, in a subtle way, helped in
further establishing the rapport. A few lessons later
I commented,
A nice atmosphererelaxed. I felt this lesson was an
important one. I was able to talk to all the students
individually or in small groups. There was an atmosphere similar to my drama class last year, I was very
pleased to be able to praise their work.
Volume XXIX, Number 3
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T "e ,s.? 7 ^v knowledge from Crama aopeareC to
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^; well. and as

themselves. however, were not ,inKec as sa:r

confidently developed
themes taken from the initiw corn-

rnui,cat:,-,s lists.

ter was on a different topic My reflect on 'Cr

I

inevitably pushed the drama
mode furtner. As time went on, however, a change
Occurred in my teaching style. I slipped out of the
drama mode and into the formality of my mathematics style of teaching. It was at this time that
my knowledge of class control stood me in good
I

stead.

Twice it happened that my teaching lost focus
and direction and seemed to flounder, but my con-

trol of the class did not. I was able to continue
teaching and I doubt if the students were aware of

the change. In both instances the loss of focus
came after active periods of group work using drama
techniques. There was a need for a change of pace,

a need to "settle down" for a while. It seemed to
me that this was probably a good time to start
using the textbook. The favorable impression I had
formed about the text is recorded in my journal.
I've been looking at the text. Writing Sense [Potter,
1981]. I like the way it's written and presentedpictures. activities, common-sense down-to-earth style.

Emphasis seems to be on writing flow rather than
grammar. The first four chapters contain ideas I have

emphasized with the studentshonesty in writing
reading aloud to improve writing.

Philosophically it seemed the perfect book for
me to use. It also appeared to be suitable for use
by students weak in English as the chapters were
short and easy to read. What I did not realize at
the time was that each short chapter is on a different topic with no real link between chapters. "I his
deficiency may not create difficulties for a qualified

English specialist, but for someone in my position
it created an unforeseen problem that I will say
more about later.

I had the feeling that I ought to use the text
at some point in the course so that I could say I
was following the curriculum. My instincts seemed
justified when I was told that I was to be evaluated
for my teaching report. This knowledge prompted
me to write in my journal, "I'm wondering if I have

enough marks for the class at the present time
! think I'll have to make specific parts of my lessons

markable. The type of work I've been doing is
difficult to mark." Not only was the text the prescribed one for the course but it also had exercises
in it that were markable.

used the text two lessons in a row to en-

courage a feeling of continuity. The actual lessons
206

The reading was fine but they did not really abbiy
themselves to the questionsa few of the girls cid

The reporting back was not successfulstudents didn t
listen so I eventually abandoned this and got them
down to write. .
I did not have them read aloud as
I had planned because of the previous lack of concen.

.

tration. Instead I had them proof-read each other's work
to themselves.

A Loss of Focus

I

lessons ''.ows that the students were

enthusiastic.

The desks went back in rows as this seemed the
appropriate arrangement for students who had to
concentrate on individual writing assignments. I think

perhaps this was one of the subtle ways in which
I was influenced by the textbook. The formality of
using the text demanded the formality that I used
in math class.
Because each lesson was on a different topic,

it meant I was planning one lesson at a time. I
wrote, "I'm beginning to feel the need for a little
longer planningone day at a time is difficult." As
I limped from lesson to lesson a feeling of desperation began to creep into my journal.
I am now beginning to get a "swamped" feeling. I am
not having enough time to plan and organize because
of the work in other classes. I have marking to do all
the time. I also feel I am losing my efficiency which is
compounding the problem. I am needing help from colleagues. I think I have passed the "going it alone"
stage. What are they actually learning at the moment
! am beginning to wonder . . . . I am not sure what to
do about the books they are readingdo I have them
write a report?or does that 'kill the enjoyment of the
book? Could they communicate the ideas in the book
another way? Should I give a deadline by which the
book should be read? Better ask my colleagues these
questions.

By turning to the textbook I inadvertently moved
into a series of short, teacher-directed lessons more

like math teaching than drama teaching. This
teacher-directed style worked well in math, where
I was knowledgeable; in Communications 11, it took
me into an area where my knowledge of the subject
was at its weakest. I lost my original focus and
although my experience as a teacher enabled me

to continue teaching without a loss of control or
rapport, I was not pleased with the work I was
doing.

Back to a Drama Teaching Mode
Toward the end of October a resource book
for the course appeared in my box in the office. I
found that it contained some philosophical ideas

Theory Into Practice
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that supported T.
phasized the vai,e :
tent and the

to the coLrse

e^1-

based literate conc' finding situations in

ea n and can find success.
which students ..eva,
Reading the resource pooK prepared the ground for

the development of a new focus and a return to
my drama teaching style.
I noticed in the Section on short stories a story
about nuclear war. Initially I asked the department
head for advice on reading the story. He suggested
I read it aloud, with the students following in their
own books. In my journal I commented, "I thought

this would be too similar to them listening to the
record, but the fact that they are reading along
silently will be sufficiently different.** The unfamiliarity of the subject was prompting me to assume
I always had to be doing a new activity or slightly
varying the activity. Yet I often repeated activities
when teaching in my own subject areas.
The reading of the story aloud was not only a
natural progression from the silent reading I was
doing with the students each lesson but also encouraged me to abandon desks in rows and place
them in a circle again. I began to feel the pull of
my drama background again and this was evidenced

in the first lesson on the new topic of nuclear war.
Having read the story to them, we did an activity
used by drama teachers called "hot-seat." Several

students volunteered to be characters from the
story and, in role ourselves, we all asked them
questions. This was quite successful and a positive

end to the lesson. I was hack in my drama mode
with a focus that lasted nearly 3 weeks.
Unfortunately. at the end of the 3 weeks, as
I again sensed the need to vary the pace, I repeated
my previous mistake of using the textbook. By the

third lesson I was caught in the one-lesson-at-atime trap and had returned to the traditional teaching style of my math classes, which included arranging the desks in rows. When I tried to conduct
a discussion on phobias without changing the desks,
my journal records.
The discussion tended to be "patchy." Groups would

take part but often the others didn't really listenI had

to do my "policeman act.

Again I felt the need to control students' behavior,
using body language, direct looks, and spoken admonitions. I was aware that part of the trCuble was
because of the struggle to think of what to do each
lesson. I talked to my husband and he suggested
that I follow the example of the head of the English
department and give them a project that would last
2 weeks (survival tactics!).

E..en thougn

I

had done severa cncer ur :s

and K"ew this was the answer. needed this reminder. Teaching an unfamiliar subject seems to
make a person react in a similar way to being ,r
unfamiliar situationsthinking is thrown off balance
and one can miss the obvious. A project had the
advantage that, once the parameters had been
established,- tfie students would work for several
lessons without the teacher having to prepare new
lessons. Each lesson would be spent helping the
students develop their ideas in the project. I had
I

done many a project with eighth-grade drama
students.

Teachers frequently utilize the year's calendar
when planning their work. Seasons and specific
dates become a meaningful focus for a variety of
educational activities. As it was less than 3 weeks
to the Christmas holidays I decided to devise a
project on the Christmas theme that applied specifically to the course. I felt some intellectual satisfaction in arriving at an idea that would tie together
the work done in the term. In groups of about four,
the students would make presentations on the theme

of Christmas utilizing all the means of commurication used in their term's work. In my journal I
described how I started the project:
We then sat in the circle again and I started the discussion on Christmaswhy we have it, themes associated with it etc. We then established a list of the
forms of communication used so far. They made the
major suggestions in both parts of the discussion with
some minor prompting from me. . . They then split
up into their groups and started to discuss the project.
.

They seemed interested and enthusiastic.

All the elements I had hoped for at the beginning
of the course and had partially lost at two stages
during the term combined to make this project a
satisfying one for both me and the class. The students were making a positive contribution of their
own ideas. They were involved in their own learning

and making their own decisions in a relaxed atmosphere under my guidance, not my direction.
A few new developments also occurred during

the project. The students started to search out
suitable poetry to be part of their presentation
an area we had not explored as yet in the course.

Kathy.' who had refused to speak in front of the
class during the oral presentation nn music because
of her shyness, read aloud with Wilma during their

presentation. One group read a poem as a radio
play and Don learned his part by heart. Another
group unified all means of communications into an
effective dramatic presentation.
Volume XXIX, Number 3
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Finding the Value
in Evaluation:
Self-Assessment in a
Middle School
Classroom
Portfolios allow teachers to get to know

their studentsas readers, writers, thinkers,
and as human beings.

must constantly remind ourselves
that the ultimate purpose of evaluation is
to enable students to evaluate themselves.
... 're

A Wealth of Information

wrote for social studies but worked on

Arthur L Costa (1989)

The evidence was in Sarah's portfolio.
In my classroom, portfolios have become each student's story of who they

in a remedial reading class and in
English. Sara and Jennifer each included a children's book they wrote

sarah was aciarrilnt. They don't

are as readers and writers, rich with
the evidence of what they are able to

collaboratively about a little boy inves-

know me a.; a person and a
writer. They don't know how I've

do and how they are able to do it. Each

improved." I watched as Sarah read portfolio is a collection of each stuthe one mark on her writing sample dent's best work.

a "7." On a test mandated by our
school district, Sarah had received a 7
out of 8, certainly a good score. But
it

I impose the external criteria for the

tigating tidal pools along the coast of
Maine. It was written for science.

based on their geld trips, as part of
their study of marine biology. In English class Jen wrote, while 3ara. study-

portfolioseach student's two best ing the work of Trina Schart Hyman
pieces chosen during a six-week pe-

and Jan Brett, drew the illustrations.

didn't matter. "What does this tell riod from his or her working folder,
me?" she continued. "I'm one less trimester self-evaluations of process Teacher as Learner
than an eight and one more than a six. and product, and, at year's end, a My classroom was not always like this.
So what?"
Sarah was right. The writing sample

reading/writing project. The students
determine the internal criteria
which pieces, for their own reasons. I

It has evolved slowly. I used to make
all the decisions about what the stu-

dents read and wrote and what they
learned from that reading and writing.
invite
them
to
work
on
reading
and
or a writer. And the response she
received didn't help her. No one who writing from other disciplines and to Then I would test them on all the
had read her piece knew where she'd include them in their portfolios, if they information.
But times have changed. I've been
been, so how could any one tell how think the efforts are some of their best.
much she had grown? How sad, I Here are some examples. Joel's port- turning the responsibility for learning
thought, especially when all the evi- folio has a piece entitled "The King over to themthey choose what they
dence was right here in the classroom. and His Achievements," a paper he write, what they read, and what they
didn't show who she was as a person

24
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need to work on in order to get better
at both. I invite them to try different
genres of writing, and I share a variety
of literature that I :ove with :hem.
They used to 'keep wasting folders and
were iudged on all :heir writing Now

they select the best pieces to revise
and rework. :The ponfoiio of best
pieces is separate from the working
folder.

Tyco students at Oyster River Middle Scbool in Durham, New Hampsoire. discuss bow to arange
:heir wratng,A-om most to least effective in :Derr ponjohos.

value my students as ?earners, I have to
trust my own possibilities as a learner.

Evaluation, the Last Holdout

For years I was the final decision
maker about how well each student
did. But then I began to wonder what
would happen if I considered my students the best evaluators of their own
writing and reading, both in progress

My students. however. aren't the

and as a final product. I decided to find

only ones who keep portfolios. I also
keep a portfolio My reasoning is that if
I don't value what I ask my students to
do, then they probably won t value it
either. What's in my portfolio? An educatiun article entitled "Seeking Diversity," a poem, a personal narrative
about my mother's sewing, and a letter

out. I not only let them choose their
own topics, but I let them choose the
pieces that were going best. So that

written to the governor nominating
our parent group for a state award for
support of our Arts in Education program. I begin my writing and reading
with the students. I share thy drafts in
progress. If I'm going to trust and
NiApcm 1990

they would have a selection to choose
from, I asked them to write at least five

rough draft pages a week. Further, I
not only let them choose their own
books, but I let them select the ones
they wanted to respond or react to.
Over time. I began to see more
diversity and depth to their writing,
their reading, and their responses to
literature. I discovered that the stu-

dents knew themselves as learners

135

I impose the
external criteria for
the portfolios, and
my students
determine the
internal criteria..

poem you don t need to understand all :he
layers.

The piece that is the least effective
means nothing to me. It was an assignment. That's why the pieces that are my
best are so important. I chose topics mat
were important to me.

Now I know that in order to write

something well. you have to care about it.
The first important thing is that you like a
piece of writing, then you worry if anyone
else likes it ... I've learned to add detail :o
get something across. I've learned to care

about my writing and write in order to

;

audents learn to cntique tbew

their =dines as towers and readers often deepen in

:rte process.

better than anyone else. They set goals

for themselves and judged how well
they had reached chose goals. They
thoughtfully and honestly evaluated
:heir own :earning with far more detau and introspec:ion than I thought
possible. Ultimately, they showed me

wno they were as readers. writers.
thinkers. and human beings.
As ceacher, learners. we have to be-

lteve in the possibilities of our students by trusting :hem to show us
what they know and valuing what they

are able to do with that knowledge.
The process of turrung learning back
:o the students. from choice of topic or
book all the way through to the eval-

uation of their own processes, produc:s, produces students like Nahanni. I

chose Nahanru, no( because she had
the best portfolio. not because she was

Elie Wiesel. Everything that contrib-

uted to the final draftlists, rough
drafts, sketches of ideasis attached
to the final draft of each piece. Nahan-

ni's evaluations of herself as a writer
and reader are also in the portfolio,
just as they are for all my students.
Nahanni ranked the following poem
as her best piece for the year.
Looking across rows of music stands

I see an ordinary face

a quarter note on a sheet of paper.
I know the face has laughed and
cheered.
and laughed some more,
and cried
Violins raise. bows sway, and the ordinary
quarter note frowns and comes alive.
The lone quarter note is gently carried off
the page and lightly danced onto the air.

Hidden behind Beethoven's Fourth, one
little

second plays along.
the most articulate, but because she A royal
theme, issued from the staff
was a little better able to reflect on
fades. then crescendos to a wail.

what she did. Through Nahanni's portfolio I want to show the possibilities in
diversity, depth. growth, and self-eval-

uation. This kind of evidence shows
the value in evaluation.

One Student's Story

Nahanni's portfolio is typical of the
diversity and depth of writing I am
ow seeing in my students. She has 10
nal drafts. 3 poems. a personal narraAve, a character sketch, a letter, a pen
and ink drawing, a play, an essay, and

a picture of her final project for the
year, an acrylic collage representing
her inte7bretation of the book Night by
:5

My loving ear fills up with sounds
of staccato arpeggios, an Allegro,

and a taste.

And so. to my dear littlequote
unimportant second.
I give my ballad of soft support
Bring your laughter and your cheers,
your sorrows, and your fears.
We U laugh together. heal the pains,
use up some tears.
Well share in both.

Nahanni reflected on her poem and
why she chose it:
My best piece is my best

.

. because it

meant the most to me. 1 used music to
a friendship. I think there are
layers of understanding, and to envoy the
layers

BEST COPY AVAILARI F
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resolve things. because even when I read a
piece over, I always learn something.
I think writing is like visiting places; you
see different things each tune. You read a
piece of wasting and you chink you read it
and saw it, but then you go back and read
it again and see new things ...

Writing isn t just a school subject. It's
part of how we think. I write because I
need to figure out what I'm thinking.

Nahanni's final version of the poem.
though, is a far cry from her first draft,
which looked like this:

Letter to my best friendYou are my
very best friend and I think you know I
don't mean that in what you'd call a -superficial" way
It feels like we are always
one person. I want you to know how much
.

I care about you. Never forget me. I will
NEVER forget you. The tunes with you will

never leave me.

How did she get from this early draft

to a quite different final version.' For
some insight, let's look at Nahanru's
second draft, exactly as she wrote it

Two mrlds collided and they could

never ever tear us ap trt.
Two hearts that can beat as one. there
aren't a single thing we can t overcome.
We're indestructable.
The light of a billion stars pales
As we comfort each other
.

.. the universe and a billion starsand
you and me
Crowded there with others or alone.
At tames it seems we will always be
together
So bnng your laughter and your cheers
.

your sorrows. and your fears.
We'll heal the pains, use up some tears,
well share in both.

poem or len&

[She asks herself,[

Nahanni explained that her first
breakthrough on this piece came
when she answered my question,
"Where did you first think of writing

this to your friend?" She said she
lookers up ;(7rP.«. rows of music minds

and saw her friendthis ordinary
EbucAnoma Lmosasmip

face. I asked.

.:.:nary face

look like

She continued. r.ke
like
a
quarter note on a sheet of paper
lust an ordinary note Ano Nahanni
was off. She made lists of musical
terms. Played with them in phrases
.

but Listen to what she consciously

,

does.

.

Literally cut me phrases apart and
made two pilesthe ones that related
best to what sne was tn.ing to say
aoout friendship and the ones that
didn't feel right to her. She read drafts
in progress to her peers and to me for

My students choose
what they write,
what they read, and
what they need to
work on in order to
get better at both.

responses to w hat was working, to
hear the questions we had. and to get
suggestions.

I prompted her to elaborate on the
poem s development.
In my first draft I didn t tie in much about
music to my :nerne of a person or face I
mace a quarter note be :ne face I use a
Piece of music to interpret what the face
fears and wnat I feel aoour that face. I feel
now mat what I have :0 say is more !moor:ant than :ring to snaoe and twist me
words into specific phrases and lines This
:s

one of my best pieces because I've

crxed so hard. making all the words say
exactly wnat I want :0 mean

Al the beginning of the year, Nahanni

had set three goals for herself to try
writing poems (which. as we have seen,

sne has done). to write longer pieces.
and to send a piece off for coniiderution

for publication. To meet her second
goal. she wrote a prose piece entitled
Melted Wax.- At first. she had steered
away from writing long pieces because
she was -afraid of losing peoples focus,

or maybe I'm afraid I'll lose my own
fools

She disc..isse:-. how the piece

came together.

I was brainstorming all me positives and
negatives in my life.
trying to think of a

way to write down what

I

thought of

Linda s death. One of the things that makes

the piece good is tne lx.ers of death that
people can rind. Most people can come un
'.tin tne point of the candles
but if the..
con t. they can still eniov it I changed the
lead all around. Nty First lead was dull and
dun t say much. Now it starts witn a quote
and pulls people in better

Nahanni also accomplished her
third goal to send a piece for publication The poem she selected had gone
through as many changes as her first
20P11
NlAilcx 1990

I like this poem. but it doesn't have that
much meaning to me. I sent it to Mertyns
Pen. and that s what they told me I knew
me, would. I think I'll make it how they d
like it since if it s changed. it s not a
problem for me because I don't think it's
perfect the way it is. Its not for me that I
want co keep it that way Like the poem I
wrote for my friend. "Looking Across Rows

of Music Stands

I wouldn t change that no

matter what anybody thinks. It's for me
and my friend.

This year Nahanni started reading
30 booksand finished 29. Her favorites were: The Little Prince (de Saint
Exupery), One Child (Hayden), The
Chocolate War (Cormier), Beyond the
Chocolate War (Cormier), Night (Wesel), and The Princess Bride (Goldman). She has formed some definite

opinions on the sublect of reading:
In order to be a good reader, I think you
must read a lot and think about what you

are readinghow it relates to you. what
the writer wants you to think versus what
you really get out of it. The responses I got
to my reactions to the books were written
or asked in such a way that I feel my ideas
are important. and chat makes me think
More.

I wanted to read faster
I don't think I
accomplished this. except that now I read
more than I did before. I don t think
;reading fasted was a really important goal.
I wanted to understand more, and I think
I've done that.
.

.

.

Nahanni believes that if a book is
really good. you can learn a lot about
what the author thinks about life. In a
good book. the meaning is made clear
so that "I think I've discovered it on
my own. not so it was told to me."
Nahanni doesn't think she consciously connects reading and writing,

I think I've been looking a lot more for
metapnors and hidden meanings :n my
reading. This is a result of my cnange in
writing--or vice-versa. I :Mink that now. I
look for :ninls mat wren t so obvious. lye
discovered t .t :hose :flings mean so muco
to me The words that are unwritten teach
much stronger :nan words on paper.

SelfEvaluation, Self-Discovery

I don t have to be the sole evaluator of
Nahanni's writing and reading. She's
far better at it than I am. And the better
she knows her own process as a writer
and reader, the better she becomes at
both. But I can evaluate Nahanni's
growth as a writer and reader if I have
to. I have all the evidence in front of

me in her drafts of writing from rough
to final. In her responses and reactions
to what she s reading, and in her selfevaluations of herself as a writer and
reader. As teachers, we must listen first

to the perceptions our students have
of themselvesand address what they
think they can and cannot do. From
what Nahanni showed me. I wrote the
following narrative about her growth
IS a learner:
Nahanni

has become an indebene

learner who reads and writes for her purposes because she wants to become better

at what she does Her reading and writing
show me she is engaged in the excitement
of learning She is a keen observer of life
around her. often finding topics because
she is always looking. She has an acute
sense of detail. able to see. hear. smell,
touch. and feel things that many of us miss,

all with a sensitivity to the human factor
She is a caring, sensitive young woman

who leaves an impact.
As a writer Nahanni knows how to find a
topic. how to play with words until they say
exactly what she means, how to seek help
for revision, how to use a variety of resources. how to ask questions. and how to
answer them. She is not afraid to take asks
with new genres. She has tried poetry this

year. while still attempting a variety of
prose pieces. There is always a meaning to

her wnunga reason to read it. She has a
message for her reader. because the message is always for her. first.
Nahanni has an acute sense of audience
After recemng a resection from one mag-

azine I asked her if she wanted to revise
the piece and resubmit it. "No." she said.
"this wasn t for the magazine anyway
Mother piece she will revise because it
wasn t for her alone
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Her images are fresh and vivid. She
searcnes 'or precise crzs Her iecication
is evident in ner -k.tilthaness :o revise until
pieces say exactly wria: sne means. In the

appropriate format. She grapples with big
Issues friendship. acncroi. :ove. pre:udice.
nate. fear, uniqueness.

She is a thoughtful reader who reads a
vanety of books for a vanery of rea.scris
some to make her think. others tust for n.in.

She knows how to take meaning to and
meaning from a book. She relates her own

life experiences to the experiences she
draws from books. She comprehends, an-

Adapting Portfolios for Large-Scale Use
lay Simmons

Will the portfolio concept work in

Current large-scale
They also yield
of differing ability actually
engagement by teachers or students.
students, fail to describe how writers
especially for weaker
tailored to specific achievement groups.
an
behave, and offer no instructional strategies
Hampshire. has successfully pilot-tested
my research team in Durham, New writing samples that corrects the shorttheir combest
timed
alternative to holistically-scored,
portfolios of
results indicate that self-selected
added
cost.
Our
students'
writing
abilities.
ings without
timed tests in estimating
perception, and
work are significantly better than
used portfolios to measure production,
across
a population of
Oct research team
Gardner (Brandt 19881)'
suggested
by
Howard
three best pieces finished during
reflection (as
rated
selected 5th graders. They chose their
27 randomly
timed-test sample. all of which we
and
then
wrote
a
the school year
mode of
holistically.
recorded such factors as paper length,
assessment,
we
For the portfolio
in the portfolio. Both students and raters
reflections on
discourse. and range of modes included
that
we
might
see how well student
so
listed strengths of the papers,matched
raters.
those of adult
the qualities of their papers
with the median score in the portfolio
the
timed-test
scores
ability,
When we compared
significantly underestimated writing
found
that
timed
tests
the
timed
test
assessment. we
Students who scored 2 or 3 on
4 or 5 on
those
who
scored
especially of the weaker writers.
piece. the same as
averaged 4.7 on the median portfolio
associated with certain performance
die timed test)
identified writing habits
When students
Portfolio assessment
longer, more varied portfolios.
highest
produced
narrative,
a form learned
levels: those scoring
they relied on
narrative
the
writer
chose
limited their range of modes of discourse,
The lower the test score, the more

earlier in school.
makes available
exclusively for the portfolio.
information that the po rtfolio assessment
abilities
to tailor their
can
use
the
Teachers
writers of differing
about the behaviors and attitudes of lowest on the test seem to need vocabulary
instruction. Fore xample. those scoring
en time is limit. The average
shorter tasks whange
g
and depth of their writin
development and practice choosing
need to expand the
this
may
5th
grade
sample
writers in our
overall flavor of the work. In narratives
choices, while emphasizing the motivating plot developments.
Hampshire, a.
and
mean developing characters
New
Educational Services of Somerworth,
portfolios
of
5th, 8th and
Seacoast
In 1989-90,
collect and analyze
school
districts,
will
of the approximately
consortium of 12
randomly selecting a representative subset
and writing folder pitces
11th graders by
Although
both
timed-test
4,000 students in the population. session will interrupt the instructional year
will be included, only one testing papers; the Seacoast project will handle more
and more
Our field test scored just over 100
more accurate and valid scores teachers
will
give
the
12
districts
give
their
writing. It will
than 1,500. This
about their students'
refinfoliosed version
descriptive information
of
the
students and a more
porth
statistical profiles of the writing behavior

red

of a naturalistic

1987/lanuary 19881. "On Assessment
R. Brancit, (December
Educational Leaciefship, 45: 30-34.

Howard Gardner,"

jay Simmons is an English teacher, Oyster
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I believe her writing has changed her
perceptions as a reader. At first sne :us(
wondered why authors did certain things.
now sne reilects on how she would have
done it differently. Nahanni writes and
reads to find out what she is thinking.

What Can Teachers Do?

with little real
methods of assessing writing ability operate
unnaturally low scores,

model for large-scale writing assessment

alrzes. reflects, contrasts. comoares. ss-n:nesizes. wonciers, questions, aria criticizes
literature.

throug.

in the Ms: A Conversation

with

NH 03824.
River High School, Coe Drive, Durham,

3-8

every classroom? Yes, but certain conditions must be present. First, students
must be immersed in reading, writing,
speaking, and listening. Second. they
need to be given time to do so in large

blocks. Third, they must be given
choices about what they are doing.
And, fourth, they must receive positive
response to their ideas.
Once these conditions exist, teachers can introduce the concept of portfolios: as places where students collect

evidence of who they are as readers

and writers. Its also a great idea to
keep and share your own portfolio.
The more I discover what

I

can do. the

higher my expectations are of what
kids can do. They seldom disappoint
me. Second, so that your students have

a quantity of writing and reading from
which to make their selections. it's a
good idea to ask them to produce, say,

five rough draft pages of writing a
week and to read for at least a half
hour each night. Third, each trimester

(ocher teachers might choose other
time periods), ask your students to
arrange their writing from most effective to least effective and to evaluate it

by considering the following questions:
What makes this your best piece?

How did you go about writing it?
What problems did you encounter?

How did you solve them?

What makes your most effective
piece different from your least effective piece?

What goals did you set for yourself?

How well did you accomplish
them?
What are your goals for the next
12 weeks?
Finally, if you have to grade your

students. base the grade on goals set
EDVCATIONAL tumult,

and achieved as evidenced Ir., the portfolio of only their best worn.

The Kind of Evaluation That

Matters

Nahanni is not the exception in my
class. She is becorrar.g the not-m. She

is motivated and persistent, and she
cares about learning. She reads and
writes for real reasons. Through her
portfolio.

I know her as a reader,

writer, thinker, and human being, not
as a "5" or a "7." Through their portfolios, I know all my students. They,
like Nah.2_,Ini, are articulate learners
. because they continually practice dis
cussing what they know and how they
know it: with me. their peers, and with
the community. They do so. for example. by sharing with ocher grade levels,

teaching teachers at writing workshops. and publishing locally and na-

uonally.
Learning to make meaning in writing

and reading is not objective, as our
evaluation systems would seem to indi-

Portfolios give
teachers insights

into their students'
growth not possible
through traditional
assessment
measures.

learning in progress, we will begin to
realize that they know much more than
we allow them to tell us through our se:
curriculums and standardized tests. If
our goals are to keep students reading
and writing, to help them get better at
both, and to help them become independent learners, then we must nurture
self-evaluation of writing and reading in
progress. This is the kind of evaluation
that mattersbecause it is for Nahanni,
for Joel. for Sarah. Who else is evaluation for ?O
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ment." Educational leadersiv 46: 2.

sate. We must become more flexible in
our assessment of students' work. When
kids are given choices in what they read
and what they write, and time to think
about what they are doing. their writing
and reading get better. When we trust
them to set goals and to evaluate their
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Middle level teachers'
perceptions of action
research
Deborah Sardo Brown

ecently many authors have
contended that one important
way to promote the reform of
schools is to involve teachers

in doing research in their own classrooms

Brown

research projects. All six collected quantitative
information as well as qualitative descriptions
during the course of their studies.

Clell was interested in studying the

relationship between television viewing and
(Casanova, 1989; Hovda & Kyle, 1984). Since students' performance on unit tests in social
action research is conducted by the studies. Prior to taking a unit test, he required
practitioner, it provides a way for teachers to sixty of his seventh grade students to keep logs
investigate issues of interest or concern in for three weeks in which they described their
their classroom and to incorporate the results viewing habits. Clell then looked for patterns
into future teaching. This process, which between the number of hours children reported
begins with teachers' questions and aims at watching television per day and unit test scores.
influencing practice, affords the opportunity Clell found that students who viewed two hours
for teachers to have greater responsibility for or less of television per day tended to score much
directing their own professional development. higher on the unit test than those who viewed
Action research, then, is a classroom based television more than five hours per day. As a
study, planned and carried out by the person result of his project, Clell is now developing
most likely to be interested in and affected by strategies that encourage students to participate
the findingsthe teacher. While many authors in alternative activities to television viewing.
promote teachers' involvement in research as
Laura wanted to know how a thematic
a way in which to empower teachers and non-basal reading program she developed would
increase their role in school-wide decision affect middle level students' skill mastery and

making (Maeroff, 1988), few studies have interest in reading. After teaching her newiy
surveyed teachers who conduct research in developed program to 23 students over an eight
their classrooms for their perceptions about week period she compared student scores on a
the outcomes of such research.
teacher-developed skill mastery test to scores
The present investigation describes from the previous semester, compared pre- and
the action research studies of six teachers who
were in the first year of a transitional process

post-test scores on a reading interest inventory,

and read student journal entries. Laura found
from junior highs to middle. schools. The that both skill mastery and student interest in
teachers all worked in the same large, urban reading increased. Laura plans to integrate her

school district and all attended the same thematic reading program with the district's new
graduate degree program that required an whole language basal system during the next
action research project for the master's degree.

school year.

When surveyed, each teacher had just
June wished to know if eighth grade
completed a written report of findings students exposed to a suggestopedic method of
November 1940
30

gathered during the project. The teachers instruction would learn multiplication facts better
responded to an open-ended questionnaire than students taught with a traditional, nonthat asked them to share their perceptions of suggestopedic method. The suggestopedic
the research process.

Description of action research studies

The six middle school teachers
studied a wide variety of issues in their action

method, which facilitates stress free learning and
involves both the right and left brain hemispheres,
involved students breathing slowly to the beat of
baroque music as they listened to a tape recorded
series of multiplication facts. June found that a

treatment group of 29 sr.:der :s
not score any
higher on a multiplication tes: than the control

group of 25 who were

not e posed

to

4. What advice would you zive to another
classroom teacher who :s about to embark on art
action research project?

suggestooedic te:7

She :s continuing to
.:-.:a.-:en-l<phere approach
study the effects
on ocher classes :
Mary
',now if educable
mentally nand:cab :e_: students would increase

5. How do you think your action research project
will affect life in your classroom?

5. Describe any interest you may have in suture

their initiation or both verbal and non-verbal research endeavors.
communication as a result of being invoived to
.lary audio and
cooperative learninz.
The responses of these middle level
videotaped students before. during, and after teachers corroborate the generally held notion
cooperative learning. Both during and after that as a result of doing research in their
cooperative learning students showed an increase
in initiating both verbal and non-verbal behaviors

when compared to before the cooperative
learning treatment. Mary is now studying the
effects of cooperative learning on students' self
esteem.

Louise studied how 47 middle level
teachers perceived the identification and referral
process for student placement in special
education programs. Teachers filled out a Likert
scale questionnaire and wrote answers to openended questions that inquired about the referral

process. A majority of teachers indicated they
had had difficulty with terminology, definitions,
and procedures involved in the referral process.
Teachers reported that although they referred a

number of students

for special education

placement, they only attended staffings on these

students some of the time. As a result of this
study, Louise is now writing a special education
handbook for classroom teachers that is designed

to provide them with the basic information
needed to become skilled participants in the
referral process.
Floyd studied the effects of a cooperative

classrooms. teachers become more keen
observers of classroom life and blossom into
more well-informed instructional decision
makers. An additional benefit noted by each
teacher was that the results of action research
were expected to dramatically change the way
they planned for instruction during the next
school year. A myriad of other benefits reported
by these teachers may be cited when presenting

the case for teachers conducting research.
Among these incentives are that action research
will aid the teacher in evaluating new methods
of instruction or curricula, clarify the teacher's

theories and beliefs, promote collegial
interaction, infuse excitement into teaching, and
result in increased student interest in learning.
These findings indicate that teachers in
middle level teacher education programs should
also be encouraged to incorporate action research
into their instructional planning routine. Such a

step would help student teachers to become

more reflective about practice and revise
instructional plans to reflect new information
gathered from cooperating teachers, college
supervisors, and the research literature.
Despite the benefits teachers derived

learning approach on middle level students'
achievement and interest in science. Although from doing action research, opinions were mixed
there were no clear gains in science achievement
as measured by standardized tests, students did

show an increased interest in science. Floyd is
now refining his cooperati..e approach for next
year's students.

about the usefulness of educational research in
general and the feasibility of teachers conducting
research in their own classrooms. These findings

indicate some possible explanations for why
some teachers view research negatively and resist

involvement in school based research projects.

Teachers' perceptions of research
Among the questions that guided this
study were:
1. How does doing research help a teacher master
the art of teaching?

2. What are 'our opinions of educational research
in general?

3. What are your opinions about classroom
teachers doing action research?

Among the reasons identified in the present
study are the following:

1. Teachers perceive research to be too slow,
citing the fact that it often takes several years
from the time a study is completed until research
findings are available in educational journals.

2. Teachers perceive research studies published
in journals as often written in esoteric language
they cannot understand.

14 1
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Teachers perceive the samples used in
research studies as too dissimilar to their
3

students to warrant generalizabiiitv.
Teachers perceive researchers to treat the
-,fudv of educational issues too much like a
science Instead of an art.

I'erhaps educational researchers and those
who teach classes in research need to become
more sensitive to these teacher-held

perceptions.
As an outgrowth of such frustrations
teachers can be encouraged to do research
themselves. Based on the present study's
findings, however, this suggestion comes with
its own set of caveats. Teachers were divided
as to whether or not they thought the notion
of teachers doing research was feasible. The
major problems teachers listed included the
interference of research-related activities with
contractual obligations such as extracurricular
assignments and nonteaching duties during
the school day, the lack of time to do research,
and the difficulty of finding other classrooms

in teachers' schools to participate in the
research.

contributed to a greater sense o: pr.t
in these teachers. The systerrat:.:
of classroom events enabled them to .1:--pr

parents with increased confidence
facilitated their involvement :n
conferences and related research activitie-:
there is also the suggestion that one %v.v. to mstl.:

teacher ownership of district wide zhanz,2s
eN en facilitate teachers' acceptance or -,ucO
changes, is to involve them in dom.; action
research in their classrooms.
Because of their involvement m action
research, these six teachers were able to contribute

to their newly formed middle schools. Cell
developed a program designed to decrease
students' television viewing time.
Laura
integrated her own thematic reading program

with the district's newly developed whole
language basal system. June continued to teach

students using both right and left hemisphere
approaches. Mary permanently included a
cooperative learning strategy into the teaching of
her EMH classes. Louise developed a special

education handbook that defined terminology
used in the referral process for all middle level
teachers.
Floyd refined his cooperative
instructional approach for the upcoming school

These findings suggest that
administrators need to plan how to allow
teachers adequate time to pursue classroom
research projects. In addition, leadership at
the school level needs to be taken to involve

year.

multiple teachers and classrooms in research
projects. Such a measure would promote

collegial exchange between teachers

of recent research into their teaching, building
collegial relations, and increasing teacher
participation in school-wide decision making,

themselves and between teachers and school

these teachers are promoting educational reform.

administration.
In spite of the numerous difficulties
these teachers felt accompanied action
research, most reported a desire to undertake
another research project in their own
classrooms and several even had specific plans
developed for their next research study. There

Together these efforts represent the best
of middle level education as teachers take steps

to deal with issues relevant to their young
adolescent students. By incorporating the results
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were other outgrowths as well: writing grant
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classroom research findings in parent
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at professional conferences, and the increased

support from teachers for district changes- -

the transition from junior highs to middle
schools and from basal to thematic. whole
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language instruction.

Implications
First, these findings show that middle
level teachers will pursue classroom research

despite a number of perceived barriers.
Second, doing research apparently
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emphasizes discontinuities between pi actice and the development of a sys
tematic knowledge base. Scitiin (1981), for example, described the "inslelciminaic" character of plactice. .1 he disharmony between the tundameittal
natures of academic study and administrative practice is cleat Relief hive

Meaning.
Second, reflection makes possible systematic analyses and inlet ventions

C)

unknown, is characteristic feature of reflection: "I low is teaming (or inquiry)
possible? I or either we know ;dimly what we are after, and then we do not
lot or inquire; of we do not know, and then we cannot inquire, for we do

testales the (becks' vosion of the dilemma raised by inquiry into the

S
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In miler lot Ilicse bend it to at t Die, Mete must be smut Ming In Mink
about, anti tenet Min must expand the tepeiloite of quality at bolt ( Illili VS
available In atlittinistt alms. II slits is the i am., lettes non t an boom e the
list
mgatiiiation aml mattapentent of a hooting by in ov ;dm), a s','111

school" (Sc lam, 1981, p. .1((9, 3111)

practice bolds potential for adding new dimensions to academic study,
combatting the institutionalized dilemma of I igm III televane its the selling
in which arboinisttatots must act, because "it is exttemely (lain-tilt in a
univessily Selling lit achieve focused, limp kern' continuity of attention and
commitment to wink on the institutional and intellectual pmblents of a

development and use of knowledge. 'I lie popular view of administration

schooling, thereby capitalizing on the power of language, symbol, and

that challenge conv".ntional practice and facilitate the search for new perspectives and solutions. Reflection requires that many possible choices for
action be considered; alternative suggestions compete with each other and
the mote alternatives, the better the intetaction. 'I he integration of thought
and action critical to the central arguments of this article affect this outcome.
Reflection also includes open mindedness, wholeheatedness, and lesponsibility. 'I hcsc features open administuttots to learning and using techniques
and faculties of which they were plevions1-; unaware. Dewey (1933, p. 128)

integmlion of theory and pi act ice in administration. By combining retie( lion
on knowledge wills the requirements of a'')11, reflective practice resolves
_ demands of practice and the
some of the apparent disharmony betwer

A final benefit of tellective practice dctives limn its relevance lot the

assumptions and it:twins that guide actions, making change possible. No one
sets out to accomplish goals without a view of tealily that selves as a reason
or justification. *1 he ideas and images in the mind are invisible 'towels that
shape and mganize our choices and understanding. Often unconscious, the
"schema" that selves to make sense of a new experience and new inhumation
can be brought to the conscious level for deliberate inspection.

1 Idol, rellection raises to a conscious level the unconscious thoughts,

grasped as instruments far getting hold of obscure and thmbod meanings.
(Dewey, 1933, p. 140; emphasis in the original)

Out ()owes% its genuine knowledge always consists in part hit the Stu 01.e/).(,/
immeshing 111)1 undermand in who( load previously been taken far granied as
plain, oln ions, matter of cow .se, and in parr in using meanings that are dire, 11 y

ocously discov,!: that they do not know, and yet to shape the mimic ul their
whit 11
inquiry. In pail, this dilemma is addressed by the teilet live
raises new questions and tedelines "perplexities" into pit,bi, ins that \pall,
inquiry. 'I he necessary role of doubt in sellection one does ma I. mg 'clic( I
on an issue about which one is sure makes this eximmace ,11,1,11, ;until of
1C111.111ye and
knowledge possible, because doubt makes all
expetimentai, opening the administrator to the unexpected.

not know wh:d to look for." Reflection allows professionals to simulta

Ilan /1111(-11V1". ADMINISIRAI ION

cats he more conscious of Bic outcomes that their actions promote, and this
awareness is enriched wills meanings and associations that integrate the
behavior of the adults who work in schools wills the purposes and goals of

teristics of managerial work can bury the most ardent and well-meaning
practice, administrators
administrator. By tapping the resource of tel

on the phone." .1 hese are accurate descriptions of people's experience with
administrative toles, and, without skill and intellectual artistry, these charac-

trative work. Administrators desclibe themselves as "putting out fires" or
complain that they "didn't get a thing done" beenase all they did was "talk

action consistent with conscious, long range aims; administrators can spend
less time reacting to the vivid and pressing stimuli common in daily activities.
Much has been made of the continuous press and Itagmentation of adminis-

Brought, and action through tellectim can improve the administration of
schools in a widely of ways. First, reflection enhances the probability of

unconsciously.
The argument which follows illustrates how the integration of knowledge,

ential knowledge on which he or she has previously drawn more or less

action towattl school imptovement. 'Fo do this, I first examine three sources
of knowledge. I then show how administtatms can use them to expand (heir
repertoire of action choices and improve their decision making 1-inally, I
demonstrate that the iellective administrator, now open to multiple sources
and inlet pretations of knowledge, can use tellectitm to integiate knowledge
and action in pursuit of better schools. This final step improves not only the
application of "scholarly knowledge" to the practice of st hool administration, but also an administrator's awareness and understanding of the exit( ti-
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of the commit-toy.
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categoriAng patterns of problems in administration Fin example, role theory
(Diddle, 1979) is widely applied to schools to in order help understand the
dillercul toles
stress, ambiguity, and conflict that people experience (om the
often
fed
the
pressures
that
come hoot
in which they !unction. Principals
instrur
unconditional
supponer
of
teachers,
conflictiug role expectations
visor, student advocate, loyal district !totemic! at, and pillar

'theoretical knowledge can provide iolffieWoiks fur establishing and

which leaders emerge in small, 'cadet less groups of people).

ing a way to explain generally

hem y often is the subject of vigorous criticism from those who work and
struggle in schools, yet it provides a universal way of organizing knowledge
into patterns that are useful for identification and compatison. Theoretical
knowledge encompasses the general or abstract principles of a body of facts,
the search
a science, or an art. It provides a basis on which to both organize
existing
knowledge,
providfor new facts and establish their relationships to
observed phenomena (such as the ways in

1111.0111%1 ICAI WAYS (IF KNOWING

administrators can draw also vary. Knowledge can be theoretical, eolith ical,
knowledge
or experiential (Garrison, 1986). Each way of knowing engages
and action in different ways useful to administrators.

'the forms of knowledge and the ways of knowing on which reflective

thought the exact content of this knowledge base is often the subject of debate
(Campbell, Fleming, Newell, & Ilemtion, 1987).

administrators have acknowledged for years that many academic disci
Alines sociology, social psychology, history, philosophy, political science,
economics, and so on contribute to a knowledge base for the field, even

The fiist condition necessary if reflection is to improve school adminis'onion is the existence of applicable knowledge. This knowledge may conic
Iron many winces and in a variety of forms. For example, educational

THREE WAYS OF KNOWING

AN EXPANDED KNOWLEDGE BASE:

Matt in & Wil lower, 1781; Must/brig, 1971), 1 believe that this is the case.

the "oneminute mattgel anti studies verifying that administrative wink is
fragmented, interactive, and dispel sett in locus (K met/ & Willower, 1932;

allillilliStlatilIS lu e X1111 /ii klIOWICtigt: toss aid desired eittls. Fve ti in the lace ul
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ens e in Wintilivel fsfoniiii.iiiis taught me the map lesson vet y well
purple night above Slioestiing I ake.

appreciation Ili fit, intespietation, and undeistaiiiling of map.. Nly ewe'

dogged invesligat ion, interpretation, anti insight Just because you merely got
get
where you wanted to go with an old map does not mean that you t
Anyone
who,
like
myself,
there more easily and quit kly with in better map
timberline
has ever spent at thunder and lightning tilled night high above the
developed a !dimply defined
the
-svioup,"
siminitain
has
of
on the slope

social world of schools! A map claphot lot theories is useful in several
ways. It allows its users to assess goodness of (it luovitling paths to
be continually improved by
follow and it diminishes thai accinacy e an

from economic and political plessuses, and in iesolving e Utica! dilemmas that
arise from built conflicts of belief among students, teachers, and pateitis, and
conflicts of philosophy among administrators, leachets, and patrons.
Within broad calegot ies, theories, like maps, provide guidelines that assist
administrators in defining problems and illentilying choices lot at lion in the

Oilier examples of the ways in which theloctical knowledge advances the
practice of school administration abound. 'llietaies of ethics, otgalli/alionti,
political science, or economics can illuminate important issues conlionting
adminisliators. With greater understanding at these far reaching issues,
administiators can become more astute in identifying problems that stein

site dynamics critical to the success of lesion-wring reforms can point
educational administr ators ill ',winking ditetions.

assessed to obtain a motivating potential scone. Reseatchris and managris
hope to use these scores to design jobs that ate more motivating ha people
in all walks of life. Dui lug the theory's development, testing, and elaboration,
scholia s and managers added new knowledge about the individual (Wei lects ol job
ences and the work site dynamics that influence and modify the sheets
schools,
this
them
y
and
others
related
on job outcomes. Applied to
reformers
seeking
to
attract
and
retain
to it could provide guidelines ha wink
a larger share of talented young people choosing cancers (hart, in press).
While continually being modified, this "map" of work characteristics and

colleagues (I lackman & Oldham, 19311), the

NI idenid les a It di' ohj< t tier,
mon:tin:a features that motivate workers to petition %sell and that lint lease
their satisfaction with titeit work, and also identities the sin ial and individual
factors that inotletate this effect. Using this model, individual lobs t an be

supervisory behavior and to critically examine ret ellt It01111 11111.16%TC
Calling lot the restructuring of schools. Developed by Ilan k matt and los

another Oleo:clic-al construct that enables atlinintstrattos to assess then own

'l lie Job Characto istics Model (1('11) of work design is an example of

Itaut /Illlr

kr,lowirlo

it al data on standattli7ed tests requites that one understand the nature of the
and the student population to whit h it is adminisieled Otis path( lila(

eI

be wise to "make as few changes as possible" in the school. Additional
analysis, however, showed that a difleent agenda might lie in miler Empit-

"nit an accident"; it was due to the "hard work and devotion of adutinictra(MC
and teachers in the school." lle used this evidence to contend that it would

retiring principal proudly displayed the test scores of the students in "his
school." Eighth glade students wet e averaging well above the Ithli wade
norm on the Califoinia lest of Basic Skills (C MS), .1 hic, he atgued, was

school. Because student achievement is such a sensitive and critical issue in
our assessment of schols, I was interested in the standatdired achievement
lest settles of the students in the schtml to which I had been assigned. 'I he

1 he imixittance of being able to understand empirical knowledge was
brought home to me by my experience as a new principal in a junior high

than useless.

saying that "we discriminate between beliefs that rest upon tested evidence
and those that do not" and that we arc on our guard to establish the "kind and
degree of accent or belief that is justified." I .ikc theoretical knowledge,
empirical knowledge requires that administrators assess the quality of the
evidence, its fit in the given circumstances, and the depth of understanding
provided by the analysis. Detailed but inaccurate features on a map arc worse

studies of highly personal experiences (providing vivid, individual relevance). Dewey (1933, p. 97) elucidated empiricism's essential features

analyses of large actuarial data sets (searching for sweeping patterns), or field

outcomes. This evidence can be accumulated in many ways

highly controlled experiments in laboratories (high reliability, low generalizability),
field experiments in real schools (lower reliability, more generalizability),

a given action is likely to result in a definable and restticted array of

goodness of fit. Empirical evidence makes administrators more confident that

"real" world. Eitsiticis demands evidence confirming or disconfioning

administfator 's reflection details on the map that can be compared with the

Empirical knowledge adds a second dimension of knowing to an
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l'spetience their own and others' is a final source ol knowledge lt.i
is sometimes dist mink
rellective administialms I sitet initial knowledge
by at ademit s and iflied on to the t'xt lesion of ()diet knicwlt ,Ige It) p,.n 1
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native action and social factors in schools.

outcomes

'educed turnover among !cachets in target populations, !edit( I
absenteeism, increased job satisfaction, and improver/ student per Itn
hanpilical knotsI
nuance allected by changes in school wink structures.
about
the
impacts
of aihmins
edge thus adds an important way of knowing

1

structural characteristics in different ways. 'I his impoitain new detail on the
theoretical map points to the ipoance of deliberately paying attention to
talk about new structures from salient and hupottant sources admintsti
lots, fur instance. Empitical data bow schools will provide evidence of the

many details in the job characteristics theory of work described above
Iteseatchers found, for example, that social cues from stun.' visors and
coworkers significantly alter the "objective" features of work that people
describe in standardized instruments (O'onnor & Hallett, 1980) 'talking
about the desirability and usefulness of work makes people interpret its

the richness and accuracy of the them ical mails used to frame problems and
define dilemmas. In work design research, empirical knowledge has tilled ur

iIIIII0VCr fates among teachers, the average income ul palC111% sending then
children to particular schools, and students' scores on standardieed achieve
merit tests. Scholars and administrators can use these data to (haw inlet em es
and conclusions about the schools. Entpit ical data provide details extending

scores. 'I he empirical evidence showed that tIris group 01 students was Hui
excelling, as the principal had implied, but was :newly holding its OW1
A rich :may of empirical data are available in both sf hoots and sk hoot
systems in rich array. 'I ese data include the numbers and kinds of students.

of actual seines with those noon:illy expected how this I. toil of 'Anthill
showed that
scores were only a sew months 111Th I than )ied" I' a

Upl/Cf Aniddle class. 'I he designers of the ( : 1 BS pour t led the pei human( c
'oup.11 im
of eighth glade students in this school on the tenth pti .tdc lc s

1S9

dents 01 j11(11CSSOIS, and the Sifidellt 1101111liat011 w,ts Vird111111111111y whale Mid

IVI AIIA1INIS IltAl ION

school was located neat one of the largest private univeisities nt the United
States; the students' parents were 'minim ty iv:nitrate of undrigtaduate sin

Nan / 1111

useful image, but they are no substitute lot the milky they represent its_
symbol and anew,' y. Other ways ul knowing can add important details.

I MK AI ION AND URBAN So( 11.1Y / 1 elnuaty 199U

Much to by disappointment, them ies, like maps, never approximate the
richness of the world they tepiesem Although they can help us I ind our wayi,
they cannot walk us lo our drslinalioi. 1 nein iCs project an interpretable and
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obviously not the case, since even after re-teaching and further practice, he
had failed the unit test five Ihnes. The mother attacked the mastery program
and the integrity of the !cachets. Feelings ran high, and the entire ti :slet),
program was coming under critical scrutiny flom other parents as well. Nut
being expert in special education or mathematics instruction, I asked the
special education department chairperson to hook at the student's lessons,
practice assignments, test responses, and lest scores to see if she could help
explain the apparent failure. She quickly discovered a simple jOittetii, vet i lied
by a quick look at records of the student's clement:it y school lest evaluations
1 he student had an untiring disorder unrelated to the value of numbers. When
asked to arrange five numbers born greatest to least on the multiple-choii C
tests used to eslablisll 119s,tiry, he would ineseive mile, by assigning "a" to

the relative value of numbers put to him. The teachersa math leacher, a
special education teacher, and a classroom aide insisted Owl this was

undeistood number order and could answer any reasonable question about

failed a simple introductory lesson on the ordering of whole numbers,

accuracy, and no student could progress to the next lesson before seining
811% on the unit test 1 he mother insisted that her son, who had repeatedly

student exams and record their progress. Mastery was defined as at least 8(1%

mastery program. 'Ilse instructional system relied on computers to score

At one time as a principal I became involved in an escalating conflict
between a mother and a team of mathematics leachers in an outcome. based

inattending can be of great importance.

!both the usefulness and the limitations of experiential knowledge in
reflective practice can be illustrated by examples of the phenomenon in
professional practice that Donald Schiin calls "selective in attending." In his
work on reflective practitioners, Scholl (1983, 1987) worried that over
reliance on unexamined or unchallenged experience leads managers and
other professionals to exclude critical information from problem analysis.
lids selective inattending results in naive problem definitions and in imppiopriate or ineffective solutions. As the following example shows, selective

map no adventurer would choose to follow.

and animal alienations limn experience that weie sometimes fatal befell
many of them. So, experieme is not sutlit lent by itself. However, the
exclusion of experience can result in pallid and uninspired knowledge - a

experience must be assessed for its goodness of fit, the accuracy and t icliness
of its detail, and its applicability to vat ious circumstances. 'I he scouts and
guides who rcoaced their footsteps and led Ante' leans West during the last
century depended on experience fin their own and others' safety. Yet human
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of odic's. Peisonal experience provides the most vivid form of experiential
knowledge, and vicarious expeiience provides a sampling of the vivid
expetiences of others. In the discussion of theoretical knowledge, I illustrated
limn the
its application to educational adninistiation with an example drawn
provided
job characteristics theories of wink motivation. Work design also
and the impoiine with another vivid e xpe ie nee with selective inattending
district
in
which
I was a
lance of vications expeliential knowledge.
fur
tea(
fiefs
As
part
ol my
principal was implementing a career laddei
01
Ilitre
(the
Wink
ipal
and
two
responsibilities, I served on a C01;1111;110!
required a
ladder
teachers.
While
selection
leachers) who selected career
of the
ajority vole, no teacher could be appointed without the assent
(iris
insure
a
maim
role
fin
tea,
plincipal. 'I his procedure was an attempt to
pleiligative
ul
in the selection of theii new "leaflets ", while ',toweling the
hers
with
whom
he
the principal to intim-lice the selection of poweifill teal
included an interview In the
III she could wink Par t id the sr lei limn process
candidates
wen. asked essentially the
interviews in which I was involved,
piobed into skills and
same questions, but dillerent follow up questions

attention paid to events and infot mat ion that nitzy be impoi taw to the quality
the
of outcomes in a particular situation. 'I he mine familiar the experience,
inattending
to
details
that
contiadict
it.
glealet the likelihood of selective
Experiential knowledge includes personal ex pet ience and the experience

administrative decision could be ovelkinked. 'I he sentiments and opinions
of faculty embets who choose to slay away (tom the office (for any number
of reasons) might be missed.
filleting ill inhumation that is the
It is not the deliberate or premeditated
critical factor in selective inattending Rather it is the selective lack of

ethical gaps in information. Knowledge that might be vital to a quality

talk mg
to rely on feedback twin those teachers who spend time in the 0llu e
volunteeting
lin
small
admin
with the principal, joking with semi:16es, or
istiative chores as their pt lunar), in only %twice of inhumation about teacher
attitudes. Over reliance on a few close inloimants may Oct in In-cause of
constraints on time. personal IC lailIMSIIIIIS, 01 simple sloth, but it results in

his teachers, and I had not attended to this iesponse pattrol, awl so we
sullered two months of angel, frustration, and acCuSalionS
Selective inattending can take other bums. Administrators may t hints('

down through Ilic munhers unlit he assigned
the largest number- Prrweellillg
"c" to the smallest, he ignored the choice assignments Olt the lesix1115C thee!
the boxes corresponding to his
and filled out neatly and in No. 2 pencil
outlet
of
whole numbed Ibx nu ahem,
logical assessment of the descending
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ate scarcely likely to exhaust them in several lifetimes. Reflective in actitt
t an be the means thossigh which these sinuces of knowledge are mint
I lequently and (ow-jovial). applicil to the solution of administralivr ptobletut

Its them -- comers applicable 10111(.11 work settings, and so extensive that the)

and despite disagreement among scholars and praciitionets over wind)
discteet, theoretical, or empirical knowledge is necessary to good st hoot
administration, administrators do have tit Is sources of knowledge available

cicate a s ich and changing basis on which to imptove school administt minx
Despite protestations that the knowledge base in educational administratioo
is nebulous (National Policy Maid lot Educational Administration, 1989)

experiential knowledge is (Illicit! to sellective practice if tellection is to

of unintended influence.
.1 he foregoing examples suppoll a belief that knowledge in many fount
is available to administrators choosing to enhance the it e f fecliveness tlitougli
reflection. 'Ilse ittlegvation and application of theotetical, eolith ical, and

sole of social cues bum SIlperviSt0S. I also teamed flout the CkpCI1C11CCS
other pincipals how sonic of them had alleviated the negative consequento

atitm) and where the principal had played a minot tole in the discussion Ann
candidates catty in the decision making in ocess, principals escaped the
accusations. II the establishment of the three !seism; selection comitte
was meant to give 'cachets actual council and a perception of count)! ov
the process, it had not succeeded. From this, I learned about the influent

atgumentatiim. In Ilic few schools where committee membets followed
written, Pfeldiumed interview schedule (inch"lig probes and without de vi

throughout the district complained that ptincipals had dominated the seta'
tion committees liming!' (urinal, and chatismatic authority and knee(

doting!' forceful algumentation and the press of formal authority totalll
escaped me. As 1 talked with other principals in the district, I teamed Ihil
similar problems had plagued the selection ptocess for them. Teacher'

process by "asking better quest suns" of lavined candidates and "arguing si
forcefully" fur my apparent favorites that the committee members "did ti
feel free to deviate" by voicing preference (tit whet candidates. While scvcd
tither candidates Windd have been absidistely acceptable to sue, teachers
the committee failed to observe this. My domination of the selection !mice

had happened le:whets talked about the way I "dominated" the selectii

selection of three well respected 'cachet s Hui I soon ICal Hell that much mil

well, and the vote lesulted in the immediate and appmently tnianitno

expetiences that might be televant to the new positions..1 he interviews we
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image in duct. ditliilsimr one tin ca( Is side ul the !tame
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thins, ate mote likely to act approlniatcly and for die good of Ow tvhole Ile
compated administi atm s to a common cat petite' 's tool that has many shot',
ante .1 he
movable, metal roils, which Weick calls "spines", sustxnded in a Matte
flame holds the ittetal spines fit tidy tut leaves them flee to slide pripenthi
Wu to the holding haute. When piessd against a door name, molding. us
spines t teak's a
other PhYsit it °hied. the position of the tie \vlY twanged
negative and positive replica of the physical ohicul, a two din".".."""
!lacing Mote icently, Ilit toy industry has provided a compelling 0.11110a
lion of this tool wilt a toy 111.st suspends a matrix of spines 1V hull
()1111.1 olyct 1, Users' %11111('S (leak a negative and posit'

and
ore complex, and who possess tlic widest possible se let thin of behaviors
1111:
needs
1/I
011!,:1111/
othibutes Irons Mikis to choose when ICSI)011(1111g to

In cutlet lot actions to develop rums tellection, conceptual comple city
may be a necessat y ingredient. Kati Weick ( 19/H) :opted that leaders who

on nitric elegant (Ohms beitig discovet ed.

determines the next as its popes outcome, while each outcome in nun leans
back on, or tercts to, its ptetlecessms. 'I he succtnsive puts of wile( 'ion glow
out of each other, expanding the vat icily of options; they do not come and iv
in a medley (Dewey, 1933, p. 4) he poigtession of thought that links and
expands comply x elements conic dimes to complexity, creativity, and sui pt Re
is ideas ale sometimes followed to unexpected conclusions. 'I he consider
Ilion of alternatives and the mulct stantlittg of ptecedents and consequent Cs
is illusitated in the example of the master v math instiuction piesetned cuts her
In that case, the spec tat education chattpelson was able to lied an almost
terrifyingly simple solution. In other cases, the quality tit mitt miles depends

II "COIF SepICHCe" thal is, a consecutive ()oh:ling in such a way that emit

Reflective thought is a chain involving not met el y a sequence of ideas but

the increasing complexity of school !cadetship, and the need tut t semi
:divergent, and unexpected new solutions to school 'mildews.
1

.sit

osw..tion,
the pursuit of inspitived educational toadies? fu answei
consider the nature of tellet live thought in ellecti.e st hoot admineal anon,

one aspic that telle.ction in action (Schots, 198 I) is possible aril

if,

lest to their bend it exists 111 atm lid sin c,

I turn to the desirability of leflection itself in adininisttatitT

edge till which admistisis mots suss

Ilavisig estahlichett that themetical, cmpitical, and cap, 11.1111.d himk

Itl..1'1..1(1011t1.:
1(1%1.11A -I ION XI'ANDS
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CHOICES
AVAIL
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process and transfer knowledge from one situation to another (Lunen &
Ames, 1980). Psychologists lied that goal relevant deviations from conven

organizing concept ( l'hoolyke & I layes Roth, 1979). St hemala help people

associations that occur together repeatedly It acts as a :tonal y, higher order

merits about new events are shaped. A framework for processing new
information and experiences, a schema is a collection of concepts and

tice. Cognitive psychology elucidates, through the use of a mental advance
organizer or schema, the mechanisms through which perceptions and jurIg

ways in which a thought/action expansion process might work, and this
knowledge further supports this insight into the potential of relict live prac-

unique, or varied the dilemmas that arise, the more dysfunctional the cheers
of these limitations.
Knowledge about human cognition expands our undetsiamling of 111c

Adojoist:aloes lacking a broad knowledge base and the reflective
complexity to put that knowledge together in new ways possess a restricted
and restrictive set of resixinses from which to choose. The more difficult,

of knowing described in Ihe foregoing section, a reflective administrann can
learn to see the world through the elaboration of his or her multiple spines.
1 he more sources and ways of knowing, and the more skilled the reflection
resulting in connections and consequences, the more varied and complex the
responses available, and the greater die likelihood that these choices will be
creative and appropriate.
A commitment to reflective practice thus becomes a lifetime conunitment
to a way of thinking and acting, and the process itself enhances the future
quality of the reflective practice. 1 he repertoire and quality of responses lo
accurate "reflections" of the social world of the school depend on the range
of the knowledge surveyed and the complexity of the administrator

complex "spines" in Ilie adminisOaim, further expanding future choices
available for problem definition and resolution. Building on the three ways

a tier natives can develop. 1 his process itself builds, in 111111, 11111111ple and

it to administrative dilemmas, an increasingly broad repertoire of action

knowledge they accumulate (or to which they have quick access) and to apply

for administrators. As administrators improve their ability to survey the

representative (and complex) the image, the snore Varied the response choices

images are haunting replications of the real object. The more spines in the
matrix, the more accurate the image created in a Once dimensional map of
the actual object.
As conceived by WCick, this krill /toy can serve as an analogue for the
tel
among persons, stwial systems, and clnrices necessary for the
maximum impact of reflection on elbetive school administrant:n.1 he more
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to think
In the pie( cling discussion, I have ;owled that thew is something r Iron es
of
about and that reflection expands the repertoire and quality
is the
available. .1 he integi :ditto of knowledge and action through letter tint
to
more
elle:
tive
necessary final step (or telly( lion to provide the key
multi anon of
to
understand
this
administration in the future One way
It
knovledge and action is as a language based experience Soong reseal:

'VW: IN I LliltAFRIN OF 1 11011(;111' ANI)
I ION
AUl ION Illt()Ul;11

(Bougon, Weick, & Ilinkhotsi, 1911).

hers provide
1978). Exploring he. "mind environment" retain:11%16p, researr
thinkers
leaders
should
be
skilled
and
reflective
still more reasons why school

which factors will be considered salient and which will be ignorcd, per haps
directing attention to a limited pottion of the available. knowledge ( lesser,

disproportionate visibility in the school (the principal) is given disproportionate attributed potency (Nisbett & Boss, 1980). 'I bus, the schemata
ad iii i ii istrators apply to problem definition and resolution otter: determine

of people in the
meaning" shape. critical world views, norms, and perceptions
with
organisation (Ranson, Iliuings, & Greenwood, 1981)). 1 he person

tional members and these men:bets' expressions of these "provinces of

thinking has on the meaning attributed to events by others, and by their impact
for
on people's subsequent actions. Organizational behavior researchers,
example, have found that the "interpretive schemes" of powerful organiza-

'I he importance of administr Mots' thoughts in shaping Sc hoot organizathat then
tions is highlighted by the sometimes disproportionate impact

1981).

I ultimately for the present argument, increased knowledge also improves
inference ability (Pearso, I Jansen, & Gorton, 1979; Nickolson, & Implar k,

will
apply to new situations, the more imaginatively and flexibly they
accurate intact r', thrieby
Junction. .1 hey will be able to draw more
and
diverse
schemata
to Ilie analysis ol pruhtenrs
applying tunic complex

tional or habitual behavior cteate vivid metnories (11r)wer, Black, & lurnet,
sellection and
1919). Vivid memories then become a resource for future
between action and tilenniry in
action, creating a high quality telationship
which thoughts that enter consciousness arc charged in their relation ro prior
and inappro
experiences (Ilead, 192(1) Additionally, learning is facilitated,
discrimination is int" caw,' I he
iate inference is diminished, when thought
[lemma ilicy
more administrators understand their own thinking and the sr

11:111 /1111
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call the "fundamental attlibutional cum," Arlininisnatots,

the social and psycliolligical /tower ol wools as symbols lot human hails If
I say "Surat and spice and ever ything nice," I'll bet you won't think of boys.
When this !elle( live process is conscious, the guiltily of allininislialos'
inlet actions with schools is cobalt( ed, helping them avoid what Nisbet! and

thaw power f loin the labels that (Amity and leirilome diem. I inguists (lest:111w

look back and, thionglr iellection, synthesize what they know for Inoue use
(I Itills Si Gibson. 1988)..l he education and management lite' mutes are tilled
with examples of the impact of language on schools. Vision, mission, and
organizational cutout: are acknowledged means for focusing the convictions
and effints of gioups of people (award the accomplishment of common goals.
A language based view of tellection relates the process closely to the
reseatch literature on knowledge and thought. The language based symbolic
world Oil which adminish alai s te fleet then piovides new knowledge and an
arenas in which lo lest current knowledge. If administrators avoid inappropriate infeiences, new lamination either confirms of requires the modif ication
of an existing schema. Reflection thus begins to operate routinely to prevent
selective itiattending. Mote effective and reflective administrators can use
their expanded knowledge base, their multiple spines, in conscious reference
to their schema as they define and redefine dilemmas and scan their own
repertoires and rile ellvironnicat for action alternatives. 1 his is pat !lentil! ly
impoi taut for intransigent problems and for surprises. As Schiin pointed nut,
"When the phenomenon at hand eludes the ordinary categoi ics of knowledge
in practice, plesenting itself as unique or unstable, the pi actitioner may
surface and CI ii ielie his illirrai Milielstanding of the phenomenon, constluct
a new description of it, and test the new description by an on the -spot
experiment" (1983, pp. 62-63). What Schiiii calls knowing in action may tic
"dilletent kinds of internal teplesentaliens," reflection on the word symbols
and language with which we dc;ine what we know (11ills St Gibson, p. 9).
I miguage becomes a reflection or the inniges one holds, as well as it tool It
also makes possible the deliberate itpokation of leflection doling pie- and
inset vice training foi inquoving school adininistiation.
'this model of ieflection is perhaps best Mush ated by the ',coves of names
in (Milian feLllitniSilipS and history. Racial, ethnic, and sexual sitcrityping

uii knowledge to action. Because (4 the iole of fact and imagination,
language simulates the woi Id it symbolizes. Reflective adinistiathis then

evidence supports the idea that language based, conceptual views of rellec
lion related to siitcesslul piolessional plat liCC are useful in environments of
complexity, uncertainty, and instability, such as schools. Language-based
models of !elle( lion can illuminate the plot esses of a high quality transition
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cunstiaints of an action setting Rellet live pia( titioneis exploie then own
y
leadership, and tellect, often in a selling hostile to odic( lion, on way,
administi
aims
and
(tame their actions 'they absolve and explain how ()dim
leathets behave in school social systems, imagine and exproment 1% all
inteiventions aimed at increasing then 10-editor to use new apploai het, to
training and teat !ling in schools, ad,ipi to 01 cope with the life iii Iho si ho.,1

Mimic% shaping at 11011 C0118Illelli with what the administiattn knows and
seeks to atcomplish. Rellective piaclit Mom s must be attentive to panel its in
then oiganizations, be skilled at desciing what they obseive, be inch( (I to
put toiwind bold and sometimes tadie.rlly simplified models of expellent c,
and be ingenious in devising tests of these nxv models compatible with the

is 611111t/11C in WIRISC 11111111
liti
mein of schools. 1 he iellective pi aC....011e1
multiple sources of knowledge and multiple ways of knowing ate made it)

their choices and the range and scope of knowledge applied to the inquove

the habits of reflective practice, atlininistiatois can itignove the gnality ol

Reflective practice can be a key to of effective administration By developing

CONCLUSION

last step is crucial. Until knowledge and thought become actions and all drive
then arc subjected to continuous examination through repetitions ol this same
process, the administtaloi is not a iellective practitioner.

knowledge, thought, and ad ate integrated. I his is what I believe Si lion
means when lie describes thinking in action. For school administiatins,

influent ing the method of pioblei defining and icsohition In this way,

Ilcclivc practice is a deliberate 011011 lu imptuvc the 1111.1111y

1/ccisive yet inaispiolniate decisions ate sititilauly twill-m.11de Re

rogues that what -goes" Ill this 14'41111111:11Cly leaves tun. 11111.11

Dewey (1913, p. 4) calls this process what's "going thong* int mind" and

1111.1lity
Schemata II, new silualitms poor-guality inleience leading to III
actions. Stieams of consciousness and midis( iplined thought, lead it, iv, he(t:

rations, must avoid the simplistic ovelapplication (II

utile' to define and solve 'nutrients in increasingly complex st hind olgani
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usefulness of reflective practice lies not in its inherent value in the present,
but in its effect on the future. 1 his usefulness depends on an acceptance of
the legitimacy of the unpleasant and uncomfortable as well as the pleasant
and comfortable on face value and without
hose who use reflective
practice in schools may eventually make positive and lasting changes, in
response to a world they envision, rather than the world as it is.

trillion and enhance the welfare of pupils and leachers in schools.

intertwined threads ol the %Ant 1,11n ie. Ity recognizing and using the unity
of thought, [Impose, and :I( iron, reflective administrators call intervene in
their own cy( le of thoughts to shape actions that promote el lective adminis

.1 he dilemmas framed by idle( live practitioners as a result of their
interpretations, the problems they identify, and the actions they take arc

messiness Of the action setting Reflection thus becomes a strategy of Unpin),
as well as action. It provides a mechanism for testing whether a problem can
be solved within actual constraints, and provides an openness to unexpected
back talk that suggests how the problem may need to be renamed.
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Reprinted with permission from ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management.
TvE EVOLUTION OF A REFLECTIVE COACHING PROGRAM:

SCHOOL -

UNIVERSITY COLLABORATION FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

:ntroduction

:n an important, recent article Sparks and Loucks-

Horsley (989) identified the need for increased knowledge
of ways that staff development "contributes to teacher
professionalism and teacher leadership" (p. 55).

The

following article describes the design and implementation of
a reflective coaching.prcgram that was intended to improve
the professional work culture of a district :hat had been
characterized by collective bargaining disputes and strikes.
Participant eva?uations ef the program's initial year are
described, along with recommendations for districts that are
considering the implementation of a peer coaching program.
Program Ntol:u

The original impetus for this program arose from
teacher and administrator concern over pervasive morale
problems that were both cause and effect of a series of
collective bargaining disputes and bitter strikes.

This

semi-rural, county-wide district of 500 teachers formed a
staff development committee of teachers and administrators
which spent a year visiting and studying a variety of
ongoing staff development programs.
Near the end of the year of visitations and study, the
committee issued a request for proposals from regional
universities and staff development consultants for a program
that would incorporate both content workshops focused on
current research and theory on teaching and learning and
follow-up coaching.

Peer coaching programs that the

4
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=7=i:tee had observed and favored utilized some form of
tE:..::nital coaching, a model of coaching whereby the peer

coach provides feedback on the degree of teacher
implementation of prescribed teaching techniques (Carmston,
1987; Williamson Es Russell, 1990).

The initial group of participants in the program were
to include twenty-five teachers and five administrators.
Half of the participants would be drawn from the staff

development comittee, all of vnom wished to participate.
The remaining half of the group would come from volunteers.

All teachers participants were experienced elementary and
secondary teacher veterans whose teaching experience
from six to twenty-seven years.

ranged

Administrator participants

included two principals, two assistant principals, and one
central office supervisor.
In contrast to the technical coaching model in which
the committee was originally interested, the authors

proposed a reflective coaching prograA that was built around
two guiding principles:
1.

An underlying principle of the 'reflective coaching

program emphasized the role of the teacher as the
key instructional decision-maker for his or her
classroom.

The program would promote self-

direction and self-reflection on curriculum and
instructional decisions and behavior, rather than
focus on techniques prescribed by other educators.
Hargreaves and Dave (cited in Fullan, 1990,

5
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pp. 15-15) capture the

distinction between the

reflective and technical models quite
eloquently.

They describe reflective coaching
as a "tool of
teacher empowerment and professional
enhancement,

bringing colleagues and their expertise
together
to generate critical yet also practically-grounded
reflection on what they do as a basis for
wiser,
more skilled action."

In contrast, technical

coaching emphasizes the role of the
teacher as
technician along with "smooth and uncritical
adoption of preferred forms of action (new
teaching styles) introduced and imposed
by experts
from elsewhere."

The guiding principle for the teacher-coach
relationship would be reflective self-analysis

whereby the coach serves as a second pair of
eyes
and ears in the classroom to collect
teacherselected data and engage with the teacher in
ongoing dialogue about the interpretations
and
implications of classroom data.

Rather than

providing positive or negative feedback and
evaluation as in the technical model, the
reflective coach's role would be to support and
foster the teacher's zelf-analysis and
reflection as objectively and non-judgmentally as
possible.

6
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CIrrent theory and research on teaching and learning
..;%;:d be presented in 10 workshops spaced throughout the

acade=ic year.

Five additional workshop days would be used

for training in reflective peer coaching which applies the
principles and strategies of clinical supervision

(Cogan,

1973; Goldhammer, 1969) to peer observation and coaching and
emphasizes teacher self-reflection and direction.
1.

The 10 content workshops would address
a variety of teaching models and
research-based knowledge about teaching

and learning, some of which had been
identified in the request for proposals

while others were suggested by the
authors.

Content workshops were

proposed to include such topics as
information processing theory, teacher
expectations, explicit teaching,
thinking skills instruction, cooperative
learning, and learning styles.

The

purpose of these workshops would be to
provide basic knowledge and skills on
a particular topic; further inquiry and
experimentation with a particular topic
would depend upon the professional
judgment of the individual teacher with
the facilitation and support of the
reflective coach.

7
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The reflective coaching workshops were
to be utilized to provide knowledge and
practice in not only data collection but

also in active listening, non - judgmental
ways of discussing observation data, and
pre- and post-conference skills.

Data

collection techniques to be studied
would include such techniques as verbal
flow, seating chart techniques,

selective verbatim, scripting, formal
instruments such as Flandera Interzction
Analysis System, as well as ways of
developing data collection techniques
that were responsive to specific
teacher concerns.

Ten doctoral students, all of whom were experienced

classroom teachers, would serve as peer coaches during the
program's first year.

The doctoral students were preparing

for careers in public and higher education in curriculum

and supervision and had all been previously grounded in
systematic observation and clinical supervision.

As the

initial group of district participants would include 25
teachers and five administrators, each doctoral student

would coach three participants.

At least 10 classroom

observations, including pre- and post-confertnces, would
be completed for each district participant.

8

8

.___caving lengthy review of the reflective coaching
przp:sal, ,:,l.. -g with consideration of numerous other

technical coaching models that were proposed, the committee

was attracted to reflective coaching's emphasis on the
classroom teacher as the key instructional decision-maker in
the classroom.

Members recognized the pc,tential for

reflective coaching to affect positively professional esteem
and efficacy.
A three-month-long period of negotiations and dialogue

ensued during which the committee and authors
collaboratively planned the first year.

It was agreed upon

that approximately two content workshop days would be
devoted to cooperative planning of the program's second year
when first-year participants would serve as peer coaches
themselves.
Implementation

The first workshop was held in September and was
followed by the initial day of classroom observations which
provided opportunity for teachers and coaches to become
acquainted and to introduce students to a visitor who would
return repeatedly to their classroom.

Initial pre- and

post-conferences focused upon the teacher's espoused
teaching platform as the teacher and coach explored the
beliefs, understandings, and commitments which framed the
teacher's work.

As the program unfolded, some teachers experienced
frustration with their coaches' unwillingness to provide

S
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eval.;a:ie feedback during post-conferences.

Familiar with

the :e:-.nizal model of peer coaching, these teachers

preferred specific feedback focused on their implementation
of desired reaching behaviors.

As per the previously-stated

principle of non-evaluative and reflective coaching,
however, the doctoral students consistently sought out the
teachers' perceptions and reactions based upon data
collected during observations.

Those data included such

teacher-selected foci as wait time one and two, student-

teacher verbal interactions, teacher use of higher- and
lower-level questions, and other low - inference classroom
data.

In January, a mid-year evaluation was completed which

indicated that early teacher frustration with the emphasis
on reflective rather than technical coaching had begun to
wane.

Participants also expressed their desire for more

information on the reflective coaching process as they
looked ahead to the second year of the program when they
would assume responsibility for coaching colleagues who
would be entering the program for the first time.
During the second half of the year, workshops focused
on the coaching process itself and provided both knowledge
and practice in effective ways for gathering classroom data.
Additionally, with the support of the authors, first-year
participants designed the program's second year which would
introduce 50 of their colleagues to the program under the
leadership of the district's first Coordinator of Staff

10
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The coordinator was selected from a po:1 of
first-year teacher-participants who applied for

the position in April.
First-year Outcomes

Evaluation of the program's first year was based upon

participant self-reports as well as classroom data collected
by peer coaches.

Outcomes are described in relation to five

areas.
1.

Charoaes in thinkin2 about teaching

One of the major purposes of this reflective coaching
program was to encourage teachers to become more inquiring

and thoughtful about what they do in the classroom and why.
The most commonly reported change in teacher thinkinz was
that teachers were thinking more about their teaching
behavior and their students' learning:

The greatest change in my thinking about teaching is
just that.
teach.

I think about how and why and what

I

I reflect on each lesson I teach and make

mental and physical notes on it.

I think about what

I did well, what wasn't so good, and how I can improve
on it.

(Teacher H)

Dare I use the word reflective!

I shall.

' definitely

have become a more "consciously aware" teacher.

The

day-to-day decisions that I make in the classroom are
more deliberate and thoughtful.

(Teacher 0)

My thinking has shifted from concerns of content--to

which is the best model to use to teach a given concept

11

to :ne particular group of children I have.

(Teacher T)

'eat=ers also stated that trey more carefully planned

and evaluated the outcomes of their teaching both durin; and
following a lesson.

As these teachers' locus of control

became increasingly internalized, their sense of efficacy in
focusing on their intentions in the classroom blossomed.
Repeatedly, teachers described themselves as more reflective
and more intentional in their planning and self-analysis.
In other cases, teachers reported no change of focus in

their thinking about teaching, yet did indicate improvement:
My thinking about teaching has not really changed.

I

still feel my task is to teach students how to question
and how to organize their thoughts.

If anything, W.

approach to how I accomplish this task has changed.
I've gained new insights as to how to develop questions
and how to be more attuned to student thought processes
in order to get them to think and queszlon.
2.

(Teacher C)

Chances in teaching behavior
Teachers reported numerous examples of changes in their

teaching behavior which were also supported by classroom
data collected during observations.

As explained abo "e, the

following examples reflect teacher-selected emphases for
observation and improvement:
I have increased my wait time, and my movement within
the classroom.

I have actually structured some

cooperative learning situations, which have proven very
worthwhile.

My lessons are beginning to show more

12
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concern for thinking skills.

(Teacher A)

have spent more time in walking around the room to
check students when they are doinc written work, and
I am constantly using the various techniques we have
discussed to provide feedback very often.

(Teacher D)

I am not tied so tightly to the lesson plans--if I
discover a "hole" in their understanding.

I try to

fill it even if it means my "Wednesday lesson" is put
off until Friday.

I also am doing more of what I

regard as experimentation:

I'll alter sequences of

activities and lessons to try to discover a way to
teach a concept with more clarity for the students.
(Teacher E)

Not only did Teacher E experiment with new ideas and
approaches in her classroom, she also re;"orted that she

learned about her teaching from her students:
I have learned many, many things fro= my students by
asking them to write about artwork, the art concepts.
the art processes, and their feelinss as they work on
their projects.

My behavior has changed because I

took the time to try a different way and step back to
observe the results.

(Teacher E)

Other teachers reported similar parallels between
changes in their own behavior and thinking and their
students'.

Not only did teachers think more often and more

deeply themselves, they expected the sa=e of their students.

IL
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I try to include several higher level questions in my

discussions with my studentsasking them to compare
and contrast or analyze a situationto get them used
to using thinking skills not just memory.

(Teacher L)

Additionally, teachers reported that as they gained

conffdende in their ability to learn and apply new knowledge
and skills, their professional esteem blossomed.
I notice things such as whether I have called on
everyone every period.

I try to sample all the

children's knowledge instead of just plodding through
and hoping that everyone understood it the way I
presented it.

I an also more aware than ever of the

mistakes I make but now instead of kicking myself over
them, I realize my mistake and take definite steps to
change that behavior or practice.
3.

(Teacher N)

Benefits to students

As explained above, the major initial purpose of this
program was to improve the professional culture of this
faculty by modeling and encouraging inquiry into teaching
and stimulating more disciplined reflection on the teacher's
behavior in the classroom.

As the program continues now in

its second year, one test of its effectiveness will be the
commitment and willingness of participants to observe and
evaluate carefully and systematically student cognitive and
affective learning.

At the end of the first year.

participant self-reports of benefits to students included
such observations as the following:

14

students have a more energetic and enthusiastic
teacher who is doing the best teaching job he has
ever done.

The enthusiasm I got from the program has

spilled over into my classroom. (Teacher K)

Several other teachers echoed the benefits of their
enthusiasm for their students:

They're getting a better teacher.

Somebody who is

willing to learn and 'ill'ng to make changes.

A person

who has their education as a number cne priority.
Students don't need a dull. stagnant teacher who is
counting the years until he can rccir....

(Teacher P)

I decided early in the year to include them by telling
them what I had learned after each meeting or coaching
experience.

I felt that I provided a role model for

encouraging them to learn how to be a better student
and that all people need to continue their education.
(Teacher S)
4.

Benefits to district

Many participants cited benefits identified above as
positive outcomes for the district.

Others referred to the

low professional morale that had characterized the district
for soze time and identified this program as an important
step in improving the teaching and learning culture.
I see an opportunity for them to finally provide

meaningful inservice training and thereby gain the
support of the staff in this project.

I think it

will raise teachers' self-esteem and that perhaps will

i5
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go a long 1.ay toward changing the pervasive negativism

that we have experienced in [district name] for many
y-2ars.

(Teacher L)

The district has benelitted by helping to provide an
excellent environment in which its teachers are able to
grow.

(Teacher H)

Others were more personally focused in the benefits they saw
for the district:

The district now has an older teacher that has a
renewed interest and drive to improve himself and the
district as a whole.

I will be able to pass this

renewal on to other professionals within the district.
(Teacher A)

One of the more memorable observations of the year came
from a participant who viewed the experience with mixed
feelings:

I find that this year has totally exhausted me, and
each day when I go home, I am more tired than I have
ever been before in teaching.

However, the difference

is that I know I'm doing the best job I can and that
is largely due to the reflective process which we
underwent in this program.
5.

(Teacher D)

Comoariscn with other inservice programs

Partici?ants cited continuity and followup, emphasis
on practice, teacher involvement and control, and mutual
respect as significant qualities which highlighted their
experiences in the reflective coaching program:

16

This program has been like no other inservice I have
attended.

I was an active participant instead of

head that was talked at.

a

This program confir= my

belief that successful inservice requires the active
participation of the professional staff.

(Teacher A)

Other programs bombard us with theory, but offer no
opportunity for practice or for feedback. All
inservice programs should be geared to teacher needs.
(Teacher 3)

I have never participated in a valuable inservice
before.

Our programs have always lacked any thread

of continuity.

(Teacher F)

This program hcs had teacher input from the start
which I feel good about.

Our thoughts and concerns

have always been listened to in all the decisions that
had to be made.

(Teacher I)

I felt a freedom to express feelings, questions,
concerns, ideas, and a mutual comradeship.

(Teacher R)

As these teachers' comments attest, participants felt a
shared ownership Li the reflective coaching process that
they had not previously experienced.

As their sense of

ownership grew, motivation and excitement about teaching
correspondingly increased.

The following teacher's

evaluation of the experience eloquently speaks to new-found
enthusiasm for professional learning. Comparing the
reflective coaching program to previous inservice, this
participant wrote:

7""
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They were one-day experiences.
information.

We were given some

There was never any way to question how

it could be adapted K-I2.

We coulc! =ever try it and

then discuss it with soneone as we have with our peer
coach.

Progra=s did not provide fcr the different

personality styles of teachers.

Proi..rams did not

provide for the fact that everyone cannot adapt a
concept to their teaching style, or to their classroom
of children, or to their subject ratter just because it
works well for the speaker.

We were usually treated as

people without knowledge, or without common sense..

We

were just a room full of people to spend their
appointed time with.

The (reflective coaching] program

provided information, stacegies, practice,

companionship in the classroom, reflection and personal
choices of what suited =e, my personality, my
philosophy of education, and most L=17.ortant, the little

ones in my classroom.

(Teacher T)

Not only did this teacher express enthusiasm for the
reflective coaching process, she described a new level of
professional confidence and esteem:

As a result of this program, I would help to try to
change inservice days into programs chere teachers have
an opportunity to talk and learn frm= each other.

I'd

urge others to reflect enough to separate what they
think is correct in education from v'-.at textbook

writers, government departments, sch:ol boards, parents
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lna administrators have forced them to think is right.
(Teacher T)

Recommendations

As the above self-evaluations attest, first-year

partf:ipants in this program discovered new levels of
professional commitment to teaching and ongoing learning.

All of them willingly volunteered to continue their
participation in their new role of peer coach durinz-g, the

program's second :ear.

Based upon their evaluations, we

offer the following recommendations to districts that wish
to develop a peer coaching program that is focused on
improving the professional teaching culture.
I.

Invite teacher input and ownership from the very

beginning of a new program.

These teachers indicated that

teacher involvement from the "ground up" in program design
and implementation was crucial to their commitment and sense
of ownership of the program.
2.

While commitment to collaboratively-developed

program goals is important, it is also essential to respond
to areas of conflict and confusion openly and immediately.
The mid-year evaluations ..ndicated a need for focused

attention to reflective coaching knowledge and skills.

This

need was addressed earlier than had been originally planned.

When early tensions over technical versus reflective
coaching surfaced, they were also dealt with openly by the
entire group.

We believe this openness contributed to

teacher perceptions of an atmosphere of honesty and trust.

9
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Additionally, when one is attempting to introduce a
complex innovation into a school, one should expe..^-

hope for, early problems in implementation.

,

indeed

When complex

innovations experience smooth implementation in the early
stages, it is generally not a sign that things are going
well.

Rather, it is likely a sign that the innovation has

been "watered down" for smooth implementation.

This

"watering down" actually will tend to reduce the potential
benefits of the innovation (Fullan, 1990).
3.

The reflective coaching model emphasizes teacher

latitude in determining the focus of observations.

The need

for teacher latitude and ownership cannot be overstressed.

Teachers repeatedly noted the sense of professional esteem
they derived from this emphasis.

As noted above, they

relished the opportunity to inquire into, and experiment

with, their teaching.
4.

While teachers valued the emphasis on reflection,

they also stressed the need for ongoing attention to
practical skill development.

They found their reflective

ccach invaluable in supporting their selfselected foci for
expanding their teaching reper' .ire.
5.

If a district is considering including

administrators in the peer coaching program, it is essential
to recognize the special challenges building prircipals face
in attempting to teach regularly.

The four principals

included in this group found it nearly impossible to teach
regularly because of administrative responsibilities.
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=---',. attention needs to be given to ways of freeing up
orincipais so they can actively participate.
Conclusion

As Duke (1990) has noted, staff and professional
development may be distinguished from one another by
professional development's emphasis on individual freedom,

uniqueness, judgment, and virtuosity.

In contrast staff

development is oriented to group goals which spur collective
growth towards the achievement of those goals.

In keeping

with the norms of development programs that are successful
in fostering collegiality along with personal selfactualization (Shroyer, 1990), the reflective coaching
process described above sought to Integrate the best of both
models of :,ngoing learning by improving the professional

culture of a faculty by fostering increased levels of
inquiry, experimentation, and reflection.

As the teachers'

own words attest, the program's first year was successful in
enhancing the professional esteem and motivation of a group
of veteran teachers. We suggest that districts with similar
concerrs about professional morale give serious
consideration of reflective coaching.
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Collaborative Action Research and
Staff Development in the Middle School
GERALD PINE
Over the past fifteen years a great deal
of research about teaching. learning, and
educational change has been conducted.

At the same time the concern that
research is seldom used by teachers has
been expressed. The results of research
seem not to find their way into practice

for several reasons (Graham.

1979);

Good lad, 1970: McKenna. 1978):

1. Teachers judee much of

the
research to be lacking in practicality
and to be inconsistent with
classroom realities. Research topics

are traditionally identified by
members of the research establish-

always been the case. Fifty years ago
educational researchers and teachers frequently collaborated at all levels of the
research enterprise. Many of the educa-

tional researchers of the 20's and 30's
were classroom teachers working with
school administrators (Chall, 1975).
Studies in that progressive era were conducted on practical concerns of teachers
and schools. The collaboration between
researchers and practitioners went even

further with joint authorship of journal
articles. research monographs, and
books. Furthermore, they were meant to

the formulation and collection of data. the
interpretation of information, and the application of findings. It answers the ques-

tion of who has the right to create pro-

fessional knowledge by arguing that
teachers, the expected beneficiaries of
research, should design and carry out
their own research in collaboration with
peers, supervisors, or university faculty.
Three assumptions underlie this approach: 1) parity in decision-making
among university faculty. trainers/
developers, and teachers; 2) respect for
the unique perspective of each constituen-

be and were read by practicing classroom

ment and not by classroom

cy: and 3) equal assumption of respon-

teachers. Goodlad and his associates

sibility among each participant in the col-

teachers.
2. In the quest to imitate the physical

(1970) suggest that innovations in schools

sciences questions and problems

usual dissemination of re ',,:arch findings

laborative research and theory development process (Mergendoller. 1979).
The collaborative action research pro-

have been designed to

fit the

but come only when teachers and ad-

cess can be of immediate and direct

research design rather than asking
the right questions and then
deciding on methodologies. As a
result of the research design driving the questions the research pro-

ministrators seek to find solutions to their

benefit to a school. The school can gain
not only from the results of research but
from the process itself. This means, for
example, that as a result of participating
in the research process educators will be
more able to articulate problems
themselves and to initiate processes to
find solutions. The fundamental principle of collaborative action research and
its point of most radical departure from

do not generally come about from the

own problems. They recommend that
research should start with the teachers
and administrators in a school and not
with university based researchers.

duct has been too narrow and

The school is the best laboratory for

limited in application.
3. Teacher education programs have
not prepared teachers to function as
inquirers about their own
classrooms. While pre-service
teachers may have been exposed to
some study of research it is often
an isolated event. And no matter
how much knowledge is generated
by researchers. the practices and
expectations of teacher educators

research. Jackson (1968) says that the

filled with important questions, rich data.

McKenna (1978) observes that

largely determine the degree to
which prospective teachers come to

and numbers of potential researchers.
Research conducted by teachers con-

value and apply research. What

stitutes effective staff development. Staff

teachers learn or don't learn about

development, currently in a heyday,
should include research in addition to

teaching becomes most meaningful and
productive when teachers regularly and
systematically ask themselves why they
do what they do and extend that inquiry
to assessing the outcomes of the "what."

research is far more a product of the
scholarly ethos in their preparation

program than the result of formal
instruction.
4. Teachers have not been involved as
partners in designing and implementing research studies.
However, this last condition has not

classroom teacher typically engages in as

many as 1,000 interpersonal exchanges
during the course of a six-hour day, frequently averaging 200-300 interpersonal
transactions per hour. This observation

orthodox research is that the research
process is based on a system of discus-

in itself testifies to the complexity and im-

sion, investigation, and analysis in which

mediacy of the daily situation in which

teachers are as much a part of the process as university researchers.

every teacher is forced to make decisions.

A single school is a research goldmine

credit courses, workshops. and institutes.

The activities that occur when teachers
initiate research to solve real problems
in their schools and classrooms resul' in
real learning and growth.
Collaborative action research involves
Iteachers in the identification of problems.
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All too often, if and when teachers do
these things, they do them solo .behind
closed doors with a classroom full of
students to be concerned about at the
same time they ask and attempt to answer

the profound questions of "Why?",
"What?", and "To what ends?" There
NOVEMBER 1986

pr :-.:,ierns and

bring about a renaissance of school based research which cnaractenzed the Pro gressive Era in education and contributed
major ideas and practices to the educa-

)f .nstracto the evaluation of
researchers
cional practice
and university facult.. The .cea of such

tion of children.
Collaborative action research is
substantial professional inquiry and

:s beat promise in the pursuit of Incuiry
with the collaboration and support of
others who have .much :o c..)r.tr ibu te :o

the solution of

collaborative efforts was discussed
Schaefer i 1967) in The School as a
Center of Inquiry, and was demonstrated

in the 1940's by Stephen Corey

tionai, and learning problems 'Pine.
1979. 1980i. For example, a great deal
of attention has focused on student competency testing throughout the county..
What is competency testing? Who determines what competencies students must
master? How are they measured? Who

scholarship in its scope. its epistemology,
and its outcome. Teachers with this skill

middle school mathematics teachers.

professional progress. The teacher's own
professional growth and competence is
enhanced. Not only i..re teachers likely to

translated their concerns into a com-

others at Teachers College. Columbia
C."niversity in action research projects
with brought together teachers and professors primarily for curriculum development purposes.
Teacher oriented inquiry and the view
or the school and the classroom as places
where research action is found will come

were concerned about these questions and

feel professionally alive, they may also
in that they can do
feel effective
something about their profession.

about when researchers and teachers
change their attitudes and perceptions
about inquiry and research.
Certain conditions need to be built into the working environment if :eachers

are going to function in researcher partnerships. These are:

1) Time needs to be made available as
part of the regular teaching load for
discussion. reflection. investiga-

tion, and speculation.
2) an atmosphere is required in which
teachers have the freedom to identie.; and initiate their own problems

for inquiry, to express their ideas
and develop hypotheses. and to
share and defend their ideas with
colleagues.

3) Technical assistance and support
services to help teachers learn field
based research processes need to be

prodded.
4) Reasonable material support for
carrying out research and adapting

research findings should be
available.

5) Universir credit or inservice credit
should be available to teachers who
conduct research.

6) Alternative methodologies for conducting school-based research need
to be encouraeed and taught.

(Mohan and Wood, 1975: Carini,
1975. Wise. 1977).

students. Both of these teachers, while

school improvement. It deserves
wider use.
The intellectual and professional process of producing new knowledge about
problems in teaching. curriculum, and
school change is the raison d'etre of collaborative action research. The issue here

is that of tension between means (cur-

riculum development, or educational
change) and an end i.e., knowledge from
and for practice and the training of people able to inquire professionally in this

way about a wide ranee of issues in

education. Producing knowledge from
practice results from an alternating cycle of reflection and action, hard thinking. careful practice and evaluation
designed to generate a more comprehen-

sive understanding of educational problems and their possible solutions.
The integration of research and service
through collabortive action research can
help our schools become centers of inquiry where such fundamental issues of

The straight jacket of experimental

ACTION RESEARCH LN ACTION

the use of audio, video taping systems.
personal journals. record keeping, and
documentation techniques. teachers in
partnership with university faculty can

volving the use of computers and a
humanistic approach to working with

Action research is a powerful
form of staff development and

design needs to be cast off and the view
that good research can be conducted in
many different ways established. Good
tional techniques. case study approaches,

prehensive. ongoing research study in-

4

what is to be taught, how, by whom.
where and with what outcomes for

research requires common sense. With
some training in participatory, observa-

I

designs competency tests? How are they
used to help children? John and Marian.

are no longer dependent on others for

and

!

students can be pursued systematically.

The effectiveness of collaborative action research in improving education and
as a staff development process has been

demonstrated by a number of middle
school teachers who, in collaboration
with university faculty, have conducted
studies to address

irriculum. instruc-

taking a graduate course on tests
measurements, decided to do somethin
about competency testing so that each individual student would be the beneficiary

of testing. Their study generated data
which will help individual students in the
mathematics program and improve tests
so that they can be used as tools to help
students rather than just label them.

Inappropriate student behavior is a
concern for many classroom teachers but
especially for Lorna who was responsi-

ble for providing instruction for special
needs students. Lorna was interested in
studying ways to help students develop
more positive classroom behavior. With

her colleagues. she developed an approach using a combination of learning
reinforcements and indi idualized instruction to change the inappropriate
behavior of one of her students. She
wrote a case study which provides rich
detail identifying the various factors that
influence behavior and indicates how
these factors can be dealt with in changing behavior. Her case study yields useful

observations for all those interested
helping special needs youngsters tea

their potential.

Bob, an eighth grade mathematics
teacher. studied the question of how
teaching and learning styles can be appropriately matched to improve instruction. Through computerized library-

searches and extensive reading, he conducted a comprehensive review of all the
literature dealing with teaching and tearing styles. He then generated a process
hich enables teachers to analyze Ce..1Cing and learning sty les ar,,: :o match the
teaching style most appr.or:.ve !..1r each

dividualized Instruction. How these instruments were used and the process of
evaluation is described in Peter's study
which should be of great interest to principals and teachers concerned about alternative approaches to teacher evaluation.
Jean, an English teacher, has been in-

individual student's 'ea: -., ,cy :e. His
rev iew of the literature prcved to be a
great practical value and demonstrates

to improve learning for students. The

troducing a number of changes in her
classroom. She studied how effective
these changes were in improving the

that sy nthesiztng and adapting prev toils
research can be very useful for the

classroom teacher who wants to reach
each student.

classroom learning climate and the effectiveness of instruction. She introduced a
system of peer observation and feedback
to improve classroom climate, small

Sandra. an English teacher, is very
much interested in improving instruction
in writing. She studied the professional

group and individualized learning ap-

literature to determine the most valid approach for assessing a student's writing
and the most effective ways of teaching

writing. She conducted a study on
students' perceptions of what constitutes
good writing. Her study focused on student interests and perceptions and how
these could be best assessed and used in

proaches, the use of student journals to
record personal reactions about learning.
and moral dilemmas to generate moral
sensitivity and ideas for group discussion
and student writing. Jean also redesigned her classroom to facilitate structured
and non-structured approaches to
teaching. Her study documents the implementation of these approaches and

generating writing skills.

0

dent the value of action research in addressing instructional and learning problems. The process of adapting research
and conducting school problem-centered
research constitute one of the best ways

Lois has long been interested in an individualized and independent learning approach to home economics. She
developed a large number of independent
learning packages which she is using and

revising in the home economics curriculum. Her study focused on what she

learned in developing her unique approach and how her findings could be used by other home economics teachers.
She conducted a study on reading levels

of home economics instructional

materials. developed a collection of
recipes w h .: appeal to junior high
school age students. and designed a
thorough sy stematic. and carefully
thought out approach for promoting independent learning in home economics.
How do you evaluate the teaching performance of an instri.ictor who has tinplemented an individualized and open approach to education! Concerned about
this question. Peter destined an evaluation sy stem w nich incorporated student
evaluation. self - evaluation. and supervisor evaluation of the teacher using an

individualized approach to instruction.
He tested this system and evaluated it collecting data from students, colleagues.

and the principal. His study included a
number of instruments which can be used by other teachers who are individualizing instruction and who wish to have their
performance evaluated within the context

of a philosophy of individualization.

Among the instruments included in this
study were Student Assessment of Instruction. Instructor Self-Evaluation, and
an Observation Form for Assessing In-

middle school teachers who conducted
the studies described here give evidence
of the commitment and involvement of
professionals who are continually learning. innovating. and evaluation to
enhance the learning of their students.

Finally, they demonstrate that action

research is a powerful form of staff
development and school improvement.
Dr. Gerald Pine is a Professor of Education in the School of Human and Educa-

tional Services of Oakland University.
Rochester, Michigan.

their impact on student learning and
growth.
Peer teaching has generated many
research findings which appear in the
professional literature. Bernie. a
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School Renewal
as Cultural Change
When teachers in Richmond County, Georgia,
were organized into study groups to help them
learn new teaching strategies, their students'
achievement and behavior improved markedly.

During the past two years we
and our colleagues have de-

cause the effects have not been uniform. we have begun to learn what

veloped a school improve-

factors explain the varying degrees of

derived from research on:
the culture of the school and the
process of innovation.
the ways teachers learn new
teaching strategies.

rose more rapidly in social studies and
scic.nce than in the language arts. This

ment program based on principles success. For example. achievement

finding prompted us to inquire into

j

the reasons and to try to reorient
future work for more rapid acrossthe-board result,
In addition, while virtually all the

teachers learned to use the teaching

strategies to a mechanical level of
competence, some reached much

the ways teachers transfer new
skills into the classroom. and
models of :eacning Ind teaching
skills.

Our design restructured the workplaceorganizing teachers into collegial study groups. providing regular
:

training on teacning. and inducing faculties to se: goals for school improvemerit and strive to achieve them.

4-141,.`

We can now begin to report the
degree of change that occurred and
the lessons we learned in tne process.

Some of the effects have been dramatic. For example. in one middle
school only 30 percent of the students
reached promotion standards the near
before the program began. That number rose to -2 percent during the first

year of the program and 94 percent
during the second year. However. be-0

Jk

1

Under the guidance of their teacher Lisa Annu, 4th grade studenu work cooperatitielv on an
inductive thinking lessor:

lSii
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tnces Wert.
men: .)f :nelr

:ne Iowa Tests
median students

-7.ee differ.

.n :ne
-:.r. ::,:rtions of
3as:c
the

::,f teachers who
reached :he higher levels of skill fell
between :he 35th and 90th percentiles
of :he students whose teachers
reached only mechanical levels of use.
This finding led us to search for ways
to improve :raining to ensure that all
:eacners reach :ne level of skill that
will provide their students with expert

instruction.
In this :first report of our work. we

cescribe the shape of the proiect.

its

results in the three 3C;10015 involved
::rf;rn me beginning, and :he first steps

Our training
paradigm brought
teachers and
administrators
together in study
groups committed
to implementing
instructional
changes.

:n our search to refine and improve
Our procedures.

An Organic Approach
re auop,ted an organic approach to
school renewal. restructuring the
workplace and introducing :raining to
bring the study of research-based
:eacnir.g straceg,ies into the regular
workday of teachers
We subscribe to Fui Ian's (1982) thesis that it is the bond of shared understandings and commo.1 language that

sustains innovations and reduces the
stress of change. Also. we designed
our training around :he theory-demonscration-practice-caching paradigm

iscracors together in study groups com-

mitted to implementing instructional
changes and achieving goals for
school improvement. Another effect of
the study groups was to contribute to
faculty cohesiveness and. thus, to reduce isolation.
The models of teaching we selected

had a research history indicating that

they could bring about fairly rapid
improvement in student learning. The

:hat has been found to bring about initial models included cooperative
iign levels of skill and implementa- learning, mnemonics, concept attaintion ,Joyce and Showers 19871. We ment. inductive reasoning, and synecused a peer-.,:acning process: the tics. The teachers studied how to orga:e:Ich.ers were rzanized into study nize classrooms into study teams. how

groups and -re 7.aolcief.: into problem:

solving groups The content of our
training has focused on teaching strat-

egies that increase students learning

by affecting their aptitude to learn
Joyce and Weil 1986).

!

We intended that the development
of shared understandings would develop vertical and horizontal social
cohesiveness.
thereby
reducing
administrator-teacher divisions while
increasing cooperation between class-

and hi to bring teachers and admin.

thinking.

In

negotiating

:nese

changes. we have learned much
about problems mat must be solved
during the period of change.

Context and Planning

We implemented our program :n

Richmond County. Georgia. where :40
schools and 1.300 teachers serve
33.000 students. The school distric,
serves the city of Augusta and the
surrounding county, with a combined
population of about 200.000 people.
The principal industries of the region
are chemical processing, pulp processing, textile manufacturing, me:
working, brick and clay manufa
curing, and food processing. The
maior employers 're Fort Gordon. the
Medical College of Georgia. and the
Savannah River Plant located in neighboring South Carolina. Many of the
students in the district are economically disadvantaged. In the three par-

ticipating schools. over two-thirds of
the students received subsidized
meals.

Low student achievement had long
frustrated many of the schools in the
district. Despite Chapter One and special education programs. a variety of
programs for at-risk students. regular
revision and upgrading of curriculum

and instructional materials. and

1'

to use link words to assist memorization. how to classify information into
categories, learn concepts. build and
test hypotheses. and use analogies to
reconceptua:..e problems and gener-

years of staff development. many students remained in academic difficulty.
In the middle school mentioned

problems characteristic of the schools

set by the state and district for promotion on merit.

ate solutions tc them. All of these
models addressed student learning

involved in the initial phases of the
protect.

These planned changes

the
workplace are easy to describe and,
in

rooms and teams of teachers Our on the surface. easy to implement.
:raining paradigm was intended tar to
enable teachers to develop high levels
of ,kill in the content of the program,

,:nances :hat hardly call :birhetoric. For many of the -e
and administrators. however
changes required di5.cuit adaptations
in patterns of behavior and ways of

Organizing staffs into study groups.
providing regular training in models
of teaching, and making concerted
efforts to achieve specific goats are

above. half of the students were receiving attention from special pro.
grams. yet '"0 percent of the student
body was achieving below the levels

We began our planning in Januar.
1987 with intensive seminars for cabinet level staff. By March. district ad-

ministrators had decided on the general dimensions of the protect. During

the first two years. the consultants
(Joyce and Showers) would provide
most of the training, but a cadre of

the First three phases. We asked principals to poll their staffs to determine

interest in summer :raining and a

The development of
the district cadre
symbolized the
intent to make
permanent changes
in the workplace.

closely monitored implementation effort throughout the academic year We

asked principals to submit letters of
application if faculty interest was high.

The first year. 12 of the 13 schools
invited to participate submitted applications. The superintendent's cabinet
and the department directors selected
one middle school and two elementary schools for phase one and one
high school and three middle schools
for phase two. Each faculty member in

Initiation and Initial Response
The training. practice. organi2aticn
study groups. development Di s :::run school goals. and initial classroom
use of the teaching strategies occurred
more or less as planned.

Learning to work together Participants planned lessons they would
teach. then shared :heir pi,ansand
their skepticism about whether the
plans were practical. The models of
teaching were new to almost all :rte

these schools had made a written com-

mitment to:
attend summer training,
practice the new teaching strategies with peers regularly throughout
the summer and share plans for implementation during the fall.
employ the new strategies regu-

larly throughout the 198-4988 acateachers and administrators would be
:rained to offer service to rimer teachers and administratorsto bring omer

schools into the protect on a regular
basis in the future.
Tne development of the district cadre

was critical to the protect and to the
relauonship between the district and the

consultants. it symbolized the intent to
make permanent changes in the work-

place. It made concrete the need for
'

district personnel to possess the experuse of the consultants and to take over
the functions of the consultants.
Our effors during me first year
( pnase one) concentrated on three

schools and the initial preparation of

the cadre. During the second year
t phase two). we added four more
schools and prepared the cadre to add

other schools during the following
year. During the third year. two more
entire faculties will be added; and
teams from 10 other schools will begin training to become leaders of the
process in their schools. The cadre
provides follow-up training throughout the school year. for study teams
cannot be left to maintain themselves.
Regular training will become embedded in the workplace.
Schools competed to participate in

demic year.
work with peer study groups dur-

teachers and their students. they re-

quired substantial amounts of new
learning.

Administrators

scneduied

time for study groups to met:. :hey
also practiced the strategies in classrooms. as did counselors and supers.:-

sors. Some study groups were comfortable planning and sharing. while
others were anxious. New teachers

hired at the last minute had to be
integrated into the process.

The success of the scuds. groups
depended on the leadership of teachers. Because leadership was %.:r.ever.

ing the academic year in planning
lessons and visiting one another in
classrooms,

participate in regular training activities during the school year.
make videotapes of their teaching
on a regular basis.
participate in a similar program
in the summer of 1988 and during the
1988-89 school year.

The summer programs included
two weeks of intensive training, followed by six weeks of practice and
design of lessons for the fall. and the

organization of study groups. We
asked all participants to practice the
teaching strategies no less than 30
times apiece during September and
October and to strive to incorporate
them into their active repertoires by
the end of October. The study groups
were to meet weekly; between meetings, members were to visit one another in their classrooms to study the
children's responses to the teaching
strategies and plan to teach the students to respond more powerfully.
Our intent was to involve the faculties
immediately in collective action that
would have rapid effects on student

We asked all
participants to
practice the teaching
strategies no less
than 30 times apiece
during September
and October.

learning.
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schools. At the end of :he second year.
:ne study groups still depended on the

leacersnio of a relatively small number of :eachers and the stimulation of

:he cadre to help them learn new
:eaching techniques.
We asKed me study groups :o con-

centrate on teaching :heir students

how :o respond to the models of
:eaching they were learning. Thev had

been told mat. although the students
rhignc respond immediately to the
new cognitive and social tasks presented by those models. it would take
about ".'9 practices before students
would become really proficient. The
initial goal for student skill would be
at:ained when a trainer could enter
me classroom. announce the model to
be used in a lesson. and students

Changing the
workplace climate to
one of cooperative
study and decision
making was a
complex process
marked by uneven
progress.

:aped den-ions:rations of teacning. and
studied researcri on :raining inc.
teaching.

Formative Evaluation
Througnout the protect. we have collected information about changes :r,
the workplace. the implementation of
the models of teaching, and effects or.
students. Our analysis of :his information guides the reshaping of the training and the orientation of new schools
and provides estimates of the extent to
which the goals are being achieved
Now we will discuss the general piture for :he phase one schools.

place climate to one of cooperative

ably The goal for teachers was to

scuds and decision making was a complex process marked by uneven prog-

bring students to :hat level of proficiency as rapidly as possible. The study

zroups gradually learned to track stu- dress the needs we saw. With the
dent progress and design ways of ac- supportive relationship among the
celerz:ing !earning.
staff development director. consultAs we had hoped. Mere were imme- ants. and the principals of the schools.
diate and positive effects on students. problems could be identified and apEspecially visible was the reduction in proached.
disciplinarY referrals. Many teachers
Progress. By stages. the new teachreported
:ne :r students liked the ing strategies became familiar and the
new :eacnir.g strategies and that class- study groups learned to function toroom M, dr. a e e ra was easier. Some gether. By the beginning of the second
of me :earners became very excited year. the operation in the phase one
about :he increase in cooperative ac- schools was relatively smooth. Each
:wiry and me positive responses of faculty had a few members who still
their students Some were anxious as hoped the project would go away. but
:hey altered :ne :r familiar classroom teacher leadership within the faculties
routines. tne.- worried because they was dominant in maintaining and excould not predict how their students tending the study groups and practice.
would respond until born they and
The cadre. During the winter and
:ne:r students had experience with the spring of 1988. we selected candidates
new procedures.
for the cadre. The candidates. who
Academic year training At six-week were teachers and administrators from
Intervals during the first and second throughout the district. submitted ap..ears we provided regular assistance plications and videotapes of classroom
to the faculties. derived from our ob- teaching to demonstrate their compeservations of the staff. Through direct tence with the models of teaching they

demonstrations and praLticums to ad-

one and 7wo study :earns. prepared
:raining rr,ateriais. cevelotxr.: video-

The workplace. Changing the .1:

could respond efficiently and comfort-

observation and the examination of
videotapes we gathered information
about implementation and devised

nac designed courses an:.

work.sho;:,.s :o oe .:ffered at :he ais:::._:
:evei during me :948-i9 school vear
They also provided assistance :o Phase

had practiced.

ress tas described by Sudderth 1989.
Black 1989) All three schools showed
the individualistic organization that
Lorne considered typical of American
schools (Lorne 1975). and two of them

had histories of very high staff turnover (about one-third annually). typi-

cal of schools with reputations for
being troubled. Few teachers sought

the leadership of ocher teachers
most were oriented toward their own

classrooms. For these

Faculties,

creasing collegial interaction
quite an innovation.

in-

was

After a few weeks. some teachers
emerged as the leaders in the transfer
process. They developed "executive
control" over the models and applied
them appropriately in their teaching
and 'earned to share lessons and demonstrate for their peers. They also instigated concerted efforts to teach the

students to respond to the m
Some who developed executive t_

trol eschewed leadership. however
wishing to avoid conflict with resistant
colleagues. ZI'y the end of two years

Cadre training included assisting the number of teacherleaders wn()
with the introductory workshops for have emerged is lust enough to keep
the phase two schools By the end of the study groups going: and the .eai.h

er leaders need ::h.:::-....il .:ssistance
from the cadre.
Schoolwide ob:e......es 7'2: :eaching
:he students :o respor.: :c :he models
of teac:ting were very important. For
example. administrators led the teachers in establishing "cooperative learn-

Implementation of the
Teaching Models

settings.

The extent of change in the work-

place has affected the degree of imple-

The administrators observed their
teachers on a regular basis and col-

mentation by individuals. The con- lected records of their use of the
certed implementations that occurred teaching strategies. Predictably. use of
when building administrators gener- the models of teaching varied widely.
ing days." "writing days." "number ated "whole-school" goals became en- from tentative and minimal use to
facts days." and other schooiwide ef- thusiasuc collaborations as faculties regular and appropriate use Adminisforts. Although administrators' teach- generated mnemonics to be employed trators reported extensive use by
ing skill and experience played an throughout the school. or gave con- about three-fourths of the faculty
important role. more important was centrated energy to "metrics." or oth- members, with moderate use by most
their "cheerleading" function and erwise worked together. Concerted ef- of the others. From each school six
their willingness to "carry the flag' forts helped teachers learn that they teachers were selected randomly and
can be effective as a faculty. However. observed and interviewed regularly
prominently.
Schoolwide objectives for improv- unified efforts continue to be a func- throughout the year to determine
ing the social climate of the schools tion of the active leadership of the quality of use (see Showers 19891. The
were established only with difficuln., building administrators and lead 18 teachers were also videotaped near
although two schools have made great teachers. Only by being yen active can the end of the school year. and we
analyzed those tapes to determine the
progress. In both cases the schools they maintain collective activity.

;

;

0

capitalize more fully on the collegial

level of skill they had achieved.

had relied heavily on quasi-legal methods of control. chiefly suspensions. In

The training and use of the study
group format were designed to ensure

one elementary school. there were
,

nearly 200 incidents of suspension per
Year ; in a student population of about
5;01. When disciplinary referrals began to drop. apparently as a result of
students increased involvement in

learning, the building administrators
seized the opportunity to induce the
staff to reelect on the dynamics of
management and the relationship between instruction and classroom control. Consequently, the staff worked
hard to use instruction as the major
mechanism of control anti. during the
second year of the project. only six
students were suspended. The school
had moved from massive reliance on
suspension to minimal use. in extreme

cases only Nearly 1.000 days of lost
instructional time were thus recov-

that 75-90 percent of the teachers
would reach a mechanical level of use
of at least two of the teaching strate-

gies by the end of the first year This

Although
administrators'
teaching skill and
experience played
an important role,
more important was
their willingness to
"carry the flag"
prominently.

;

goal was achieved during the first year
About one-third of the teachers developed a high level of skill in using three

or four models of teaching. Another

third learned to use at least two of
them with a satisfactory level of competence. About half of the remainder
were able to use one or more of them
to a mechanical but not fluid level.
During the second year. the phase
one teachers have continued to develop and consolidate skills. They are
much more comfortable with the addition of new models but continue to
struggle with new skills until they have

practiced them about 20 times. The

ered. and management became a
much less obtrusive feature of the

study groups and the use of peer
coaching continue to be important as

school. The middle school had a similar problem and. although it still :.'ses
an in-house suspension program. outof-school suspensions have dropped
from about 150 per semester (again in
a population of about 550 students) to
about 35.
The faculties are still individualistic
in many ways but show their increasing willingness to attack common

problems. The services of processoriented consultants would perhaps
be timely. to enabl the faculties to

:

new models are introduced. More
than 50 videotapes have been made to

demonstrate aspects of the teaching
strategies where the teachers have had
difficulty. These, together with dozens
of "live" demonsuauons. have helped
greatly, but the road to execuuve con-

trol is a rocky one for many of the
teachers. Because the reading and lan-

1S9

guage curriculums of the district are
tightly prescribed, most "legiumate"
use of the models of teaching has been
EbucAnoria
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administered to the 5th grade students

111111111111111111.1111 at the end of the second year. The
achievement of the classes whose

Disciplinary
referrals began to
drop, apparently as
a result of students'
increased
involvement in
learning.

:eachers had reached executive control was compared with the classes
whose teachers used them mechanically (and. thus. generally less than
:he could be used appropnately).

When the two distributions are

of the extreme :lasses barely Dver:ac
Figure 1 depic:s :ne comparison ze-

tween :ne
anc.
-mechanical use' classes in grade.
equivalent :errns.
The message :s clear Skillful :molementation of :r,ese research-based
teaching strategies can have a substan-

tial impact on student achievement.

compared. the median student in the
-executive control" classes is between
the 35th and 90th percentiles of the
"mechanical use classes. Compared
to national norms. the median student
of the -executive control" classes was
at the -6th percentile. compared to the
-i-ith percentile for the "mechanical

However. :o reach their
potential.
these models must be used witr, considerable skill and frequency The
"mechanical use classes are not
achieving badly in normative terms

use" classes. At the time the tests were

learned much more. Thus. we need to
find ways of increasing the impact of
training. We have many clues about

given. the median grade-equivalent

score for the national sample was 5.8.
The median grade-equivalent scores

in

fact they are above average for

schools equivalent in socioeconomic

statusbut :heir students could have

for the "executive control" classes

how to achieve this. particularly for
providing more explicit training for

range from 6.5 to -.9. or from 0.- to 2.1

those teachers who require it: some,

in :he middle school. the sciences. In
these curriculum areas the opportu-

above the national median. For the
-mechanical use" classes. the range

our previous research on :he rein
ship between conceptual level of

nit for use has been greatest: therefore. we understand the impact on
student acnievernent that we have

was from 5.0 to 6.1. The distributions

teachers and need for structure in

in the social studies. mathematics. and.

Fig. 1. Comparison of "Executive Control" and "Mechanical Use"

found :here.

Sth Grade Classes in the Social Studies

Student Learning
Our study of student learning has had

:o obiecaes:

i 11

70

to learn whether

differences in teacher skill in using the
new strategies is associated with student
learning: and 2\ :o learn whether our

60

escr narrowed :he gap between students from poor families and their
wealthier ,:ounterpars.
The ::learest :es: of the first question
was in the elernentar: schools where.
in self-contained classrooms, individual teachers have instructional responsibility for zrricuium areas ocher than

reading. To determine whether any

differences in achievement were a
function of developed ability to learn.

we used reading level as an indicator
of general competence. We compared

the classes of the teachers who had
reached executive control with chose
of the teachers who performed at the
mechanical level, with respect to reading level. We found them to be about
equal in both mean and range.

The social studies tests from the
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills battery was
_

ta

411
Mechanical

=11I Use

Executive

=1111 Control

50

40
71

0
'8 30-tt
20

10

0_

3 - 4.9
(

5 - 6.9

7 -10

Grade-Level Equivalents
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.

Now most of these
students will not
be wiped out in
the economic
marketplace, as
appeared to be
their destiny.

dents. who had been exposed to the

mean was

program for two years. had gamed on
their wealthier counterparts.
The analysis. which compared 6th
and 8th grade students. dealt with our

below the national average but

question about whether the students
had nonetheless continued to fall behind "middle class" students. It confirms our impression that the :Tutor-ay

of the students are now making -normal" progress.
The social studies scores of the 6th
grade students indicate that. through
the first six years of their schooling,
the average student had been achiev-

ing the equivalent of about seven
months of growth for each year in
school (10 months of growth being, by
definition. the average for the national
sample). The mean score on the social
studies test for the 6th grade was 1.5
grade equivalents below the national
mean (5.3 compared with 6.8 for the
national sample). If the students continued at that rate of growth. we would
expect that in the 8th grade the mean
would be 6.- However. the 8th grade

3 for social studies. sti:!
six

months higher than .tr past :-a:e o:*
growth had been :.see fig 2
Their probable rate of arowth was
about average for the national sample.
The mean grade equivalent was 5 for
science and -.- for mathematics. In the
6th grade. only five 5th grade students
scored as high as 0. By contrast. 13

8th grade students scored 10 0 or
higher. indicating that the school had
become an environment that would
support above-average achievement.
Given the educational history of the
school. it is quite an accomplishment
for it to become a place where average
achievement is now normal. Much remains to be done. of course. especially
to increase the executive level use of

the teaching models and to drive
toward equality in overall achievement. However. if the current levels of
achievement can be sustained. most of
these students will not be wiped out in

the economic marketplace. as appeared to be their destiny before the

training will be useful here (Joyce et
al. 1981)

The best answer to °:c second

questionwhether we narrowed the
achievement gap between the chi!.
dren of the poor and their economically advantaged counterpartslay in
the study of the middle school. The
promouon rate for the school rose
from 30 percent before the project
began to -0 percent at the end of the
first year and 0-I percent at the end of
the second year. using the same standards for promotion The magnitude
of :he increase cet.ainl indicates that
student learnir, is on the rise.
Because the scnooi district administrative staff and. reportedly. members
of the board of education place more

credence in "standard tests" than on
local tests and teacher ludgment of
achievement. the district s staff devel-

opment unit administered the ITBS
battery in science, social studies. math-

emaucs. and one language test at the
end of the second year to attempt to
confirm the standards used for promotion in normative terms. This testing
also provided us with the opportunity
to explore whether the 8th grade stu-

Fig. 2. Predicted and Actual Achievement in Middle School Social Studies
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program
:r
:ne studen:s :an :n crease :nett- learn-

:r. g rates Is ma.:n as tne appear to
have acne. :here :5 no 3coc reason
wriv zhev cannot be helped to increase
thern still :',1r..ner

From Anxiety to Pleasure
This prolect relies on staff development to reorganize the workplace and
help teachers learn teaching strategies.
Hence. :t is different from a curriculum
or technological innovation where a
new program of study or learning de-

Collective action
does have effect,
albeit gradual,
provided the
workplace is
changed to make
cooperative behavior

the norm.

vice :s -put into place' and its effects are

colleagues.e7

studied. In our protect. as appropriate
implementation is achieved, effects are
expected :o be gradual but eventually

References

large. The district has been able to bring

Black. J. (1989) 'Building the School as a

about large changes in the workplace.
and the cadre development has been
splendid. The phase one teachers have
prac:iced unfamiliar strategies until

many of the teachers have reached a
good level of skill with them. The study
groups are functioning. and the school

faculties as a wnoie are making con.

certed efforts to advance student
achievement :n specuic areas. The saldents are learning more. and social con:rol is more a function of instruction

than of coercion.

The phase two schools are in about
the same developmental stage as were
the phase one scncois a year ago, with

uneven implementation and a great
deal of skeotictsm on the part of many
teachers. The pessimistic attitudes of
many teachers accuc the possibility of

improving student learning are not
:ntractable. but success by peers has
little apparent effect on it. The practice

of collective action does have effect.
albeit gradual. provided the workplace
is changed to make cooperative behav-

ior the norm.
We do not believe that success in
improving student learning will sustain the collaborative activity. Success

makes it easier to reiterate the pur-

19 2

pose for changing the workplace. but
the schools will surely return to their
previous states fairly rapidly unless
they are well tended. Also. success in
some schools does not inspire most

teachers in other schools. The most
Ni)VP,111FR i'3"03

quite r.apiciv--:'ar more so
.:::.vent:onal wisdom would preu:c:
In the few schools we have peen
discussing. hundreds of students : :e
daily experiencing success and can
expect promotion rather than fai:ur:e
and. ;ust as important. know they have
earned :hat promotion. Social
is becoming an effect of instrazt:on
rather than "management. Teachers
are learning from one another and are
welcoming the fruits of researcn :nto
their repertoires. It is a pieasure to
watch their transition from airier : :o
pleasure in the company of the::

active resistors fight the cadre as actively as they fight consultants from

outside the districtand the cadre
have less experience in dealing with
resistance.

However. the changed organism

offers many satisfactionsand the
concerted schoolwide efforts are rewarding to those teachers who experience the power of working together
and the real and immediate effects on
the students. Better-planned lessons
are more satisfying to teach. and bor-

rowing the ideas and materials of
others becomes a pleasurable source
of success.
The collegial setting is least satisfy-

ing to the least-prepared teachers.
whose shaky hold on subject matter
and uninspired teaching is unmasked
in the collegial environment. This is
necessary but sad: and it takes a long
time to remedy, for the least competent teachers learn both subject matter

and teaching practices more slowly
than do the others. It is natural that
they would want to hide in their classrooms. Nevertheless, the charisma of

the most inspired teachers should
dominate the environment. Where it
does. the learning climate can change
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The view of instructional supervision described in this statement :ism inleS

of prescription, inspection, and evaluation'

haul fairly recently, there was an exclusive preoccupation with the bureaucratic
use of instrunkinal supervision as a form of social control over teat hers, allies' ur the
guise of enhancing efficiency There was a citine clehlterate alien ipt it h « '111,1111 «inn ()I
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CONTRASTING VIEWS OF TEACHING AND St IPERVISION

questions for future study and inquiry.

practice in teaching.
The first section of the paper contrasts the view of teaching as technical
rationality with the view of teaching as reflective practice and examines tire
put 'Rises of supervision inherent in each of the two perspectives The second
section examines our current understanding of the nature of reflective teaching by giving an overview of the literature on reflection in teaching. Finally,
the last section reviews the empirical research on the use of instructional
supervision to promote reflective teaching practice and outlines a series of

known about processes that might encourage reflective practice. lire purpose
of this paper is to draw together the professional literature on reflective
practice is applied to teaching and the literature on instructional supervision
to begin to identify supervisory practices effective in encouraging reflective

become more reflective about their teaching. Although many would agree
that helping teachers to become more reflective is an imp onant goal, little is
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During the last five years, much literature in the fields of teacher educa
s' :with( ,t11, cn
Supervision,
then,
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a
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eSS
of nu tiro fling Ica(
lion and instructional supervision has focused on the need to help teachers
of theory and research to practice and finding ways to help them use test..11( It
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A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
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In defining reflective ptactice in teaching, Sykes posits duce identifying

1 hl untun

in teaching

What is the nature of reflection in teaching? I low can it Ie t t t wept wilted?
What is the relationship between supervision and reflection? Can supervision
influence teachers to engage in reflective teaching? These and related questions will be addressed within a review of the literature on reflective practice

REFLECTION ON TEACHING: WHAT IS IT?

standing of teaching practice and (t) broadening and deepening ig the repertoire
of images and metaphors the teacher can call on to deal with problems.

process of reflective behavior while (2) fostering critical inquiry into the
ptocess of teaching and learning, thereby (3) increasing the teacher's under-

that form the basis for reflective practice and help teachers use this repertoire
to enhance their understanding of teaching.
Thus, the aims of supervision become (1) engaging the teacher in the

ing teacher behavior is not the most important goal of the supervisor who
sees teaching as reflective practice. The critical task of the supervisor from
the perspective of reflective practice is to help teachers engage in reflective
behavior more successfully. Supervision from this perspective requires that
the supervisor help teachers enrich the repertoire of images and exemplars

the supervisor who sees teaching as simply the application of research Chang-

supervisor of the reflective practitioner faces a task far different from that of

from the view of teaching as a form of technical rationality. So, too, the

experimenting, acting, and t caw' aising in the midst of the problem situation
"tellection in actual "
Accra ding to Sr bon, cat h practitioner has built up through past experience a repertoire of examples, images, and understandings that can be useful
when new problems are encountered Tills repertoire piovides multiple sets
of metaphorical lenses that can be used to frame a particular problem as
analogous to past problems fly viewing the new problem in terms of familiar
metaphors and analogies drawn from past experiences, the reflective practi
tioner can often find a particular perspective on the new problem that leads
to a successful resolution Thus, the practitioner's skill in successfully using
reflection in action hinges on the range and variety of the metaphorical lenses
that can be brought to bear on new inoblents.
From this perspective, then, classroom teaching looks vastly different
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main outcomes is a greater understanding of the teaching learning act liy

In slim, the reflective practitioner consistently approa hes the pt ()News
of teat hing in a thoughtful, curious manner and believes that one of tem hing's

through examination of the sources of one's mythic and craft knowledge as well as
one's emotional reactions and dispositions Both forms of reflection are processes of
inquiry which include written interpret:mons and confirmation host oilier sources "

recollection" is used when one does not have available the stable WC( ads of immediate
events .. Reflection through recollection can also be a formal way of introspection

Reflection is done carefully, using stable versions (often written) of the experience
with more than one round of written interpretations. "Re:lemon on action refers to
a formal procedure for studying immediate, at-hand events in order to understand
them and to develop a co nstrual (or comma's) for useful practice "Reflection through

have been donea way of replaying the scenario with a slightly different script.

Reflection is not a mental reexamination of past events aimed at justifying actions
or defending the consequences. Neither is reflection a way of determining what sliould
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Zimpher and I lowey identify four domains of tear her (1,1111)(1(1kt, t any
ing in complexity from technical, to clink-al, to personal, to (inis '' et 11111,
competence involves learning and using spec iln skills or ter ',napes, sus 11.1
improving use of wait time " This &imam of o nmwteike exhilnis for h its c-.,
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educational ends. At the third level of reflectivity, mina/ elle( non, tile pi .1,
Witmer incorporates moral and ethical criteria into the discourse about in ai
tical action. 11w focus of critical reflection is to deafen mine wIncl edits anima!
goals, experiences, and activities lead to fur ins of fif mediated by (1/III
(mien'
for justice, equity, and concrete fulfillment and to detrnmie
arrangements serve important human needs and satisfy impottam buinat
purposes. The ends and means of teaching and the surrounding crintsis,
this level of retie( tivity, are viewed as value gum tied selet nuns h um a lail;r
universe of possibilities."

Finally, reflection in action involves a reflexive interchange between the

practitioner and the situation because the situation may have changed during
the experiment. 'the situation talks back, and die listening practitioner refram,s
the situation again.
In Garman's framework, the people involved are primary, and the concepts of action and reflection become critical as reflective practitioners, faced
with many minute-by-minute changes, issues, and questions of the classroom
setting, decide courses of ar tion:

aird IRAses
as.sumixioils and predisixisit k His undo lying practical
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understanding practical problems.

questioning continually the origins, purposes, and «insequein es of teas titan.
behavior, the reflective pi act itit mer develops ail over (legit-11111g relit-tit nit
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After reframing the problem, the practitioner experiments and analyzes
the consequences and implications of both hypothetical and real actions.

unique, he cannot deal with it by applying standard theories or techniques. Ile must
construct an understanding of the situation as he finds it. And because he finds the
situation problematic, he must rename it

.

In real world practice, problems do not present themselves to the practitioner as
givens They must be constructed fauna the materials rat problematic situations that ate
. Because each practitioner treats his case as
puzzlIng, troubling and uncertain

tic liOn, too, in The Reflet rive Practitioner, discredits the traditional "tried,
taught, tested" approach.

to fixed laws is no lot igee tenable It Is implicit in present landings that "action" father
than mattet Is basic: action bring undersu x id as something essentially undefinable and
non obiecnve, analogous, I would add, to human decision'

The older concept a to universe made up of physical panic les inlet acting according

The application approach to kin iwItAge is based on a conception of life that
Young discredits in The Reflective (Whose:
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conceptual) form for future use: an insight, concept, principle, significant
incident, portrait, or conceptual framework are examples of a (omit nal lbe
essence of reality is 'construed' front one form to another ""

tinued pattern analysis. The use of educational theory and literature becomes
important at this stage.
"The events and meanings are put in an abbreviated, manageable (often

interpreted, and evaluated for patterns and insights. Findings should be
recordedin narrative, notes, or journals for reference and to enable con

The meaning of the data then needs to be discovered, verified, explained,

supervisor, peers, students. Verbatim data provided by an observer, audio
tapes, or videoupes all afford such data."

teacher can return to the data and analyze and interpret it with others

supervision:
Initially, a specific event (or events) from the classroom is selected for
die purpose of study.
Garman stresses the importance of recording "stable data" so that the

reflection on action and reflection through recollection The formal structure of reflection on action follows a procedure similar to Cogan's cycle of

Garman also provides a procedural representation for the processes of

Procedures for Enbanang Reflection

raising about school pi acmes to collaborative or critical inquiry to reconstruct
and transform school and society. Critical competence is also evidenced by
teachers who examine the hidden dimensions of sdnxiling, disclose misconceptions, and generate plans to benefit the school and community. The level
of reflectivity increases with each domain of competence According to Zimpher and b lowey, reflection can be enhanced by using appropriate supervisory
practices within each domain of competence.

authority, and responsibility, and facing moral dilemmas in teaching and
evaluating ethical consequences. Ac Ineving critical competence, the foutth
domain of professional competence, requires tuning from consciousness-

development to info' in teacher prat
... fostering an understanding of self
in the context of lea( limp and dealing with survival concerns "le In interpersonal activities, personal comiwtence is achieved through feeling a sense of
community and colleagueslup with other teachers; resolving issues of power,

on the pan of teachers to using knowledge of adult moral and cognitive

comtwten«-, mini' es "a movement fn lt: self awareness and survival concerns
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Goldsberry and Nolan's definition of the !CHIA liye runlctence lai
late Lit t
the supervisor's role in nurturing the tellctiv prat 111101it's
meeting between supervisor and teacher in which the supeivisot guides an
teacher through a process of analyzing teaching behaviors and then impat
on learners.'" 'Ibe reflective conference is char octet i.cd by (,111)1,:iisliciiii:1.?.tit.1211;.11.,
built on the teacher's ''platform of assns "" or "CIS 'used pl

the knowledge obtained, thus, the possibility of sell nutlet standing and po des
sional competence increases.

Although Garman believes the practitiones must be familiar voth thc:
procedures of reflection on action acting, recut ding, wilting, Mid pi Ig
construing, and confirming--the procedures put uflcetunt through sec title,
lion are not as dear-cut. In both cases, the sequence is not as imp,: tant .e.

can reveal or clarify about the constr nal.

critical issue here that it is in collecting stable data lot tenet tun on ,noun
Rather, the practitioner recognizes that significant drunk ate :mite Iikt-ly to
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Empirical evidence on developing reflective teaching has focused on five
inter 'elated questions:

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON DEVELOPING
REFLECTIVE TEACIIING BEI IAMB

Can Smyth's prediction about the power of instructional supervision
become a reality? Can we overcome the impediments to reflective practice
identified by Sykes? To answer these perplexing questions, we must shih our
attention from theoretical prescriptions for empowering teachers through
instructional supervision to empirical evidence of the efficacy of instructional
supervision for promoting reflective teaching.

Teaching need no longer remain an impulsive, routine or technical activity... ,
Once teachers see the utility of data collected about their teaching, they become mole
deliberately refleca...e about their own and each other's teaching 11 wy move from an
analysis of their own teaching based on impressions, to a situation whale reflection
becomes a much more Integral pan of teaching itself."

practice:

1)espite these formidable barriers to reflective practice, Smyth remains
optimistic about the potential of clinical supervision to transform teaching

I Facing complex tasks and making der IS11 /11S under uncertainty, the ptess to act
in the (bassi
setting typically precludes the opponunity to reflect. ... Teachers,
hke most people, frequently reson to anion rather than analysis to solve problems
2 leachers regularly confront the unique and idiosyncratic in their students,
exercise imperfect control over the contingencies of learning and sense the ambiguities
surrounding competence.... Teachers do not regard their interactions a ith students
as exhibiting stable patterns which warrant systematic inquiry.
i. Teaching Is one of the few professions which people have already experienced
in their life time. Teachers have already spent more than a dozen years of their lives
"In" education. Teachers tend to teach as they were taught, and little in their experience
suggests what might be problematic in their approach.
4 Teachers work in isolation; trial and error and learning by doing are the most
prevalent forms of learning on the lob, with the imperative for control of behavior
dominating instruction."

reflective practice faces a formidable task Sykes identifies four impediments
to achieving the reality of the reflective practitioner:

The supervisor who wishes to employ these procedut es to enhance

bied:me. en to
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chooses the variables of interest before entry into the setting ate ma a"tu
prime. The variables of interest cannot be speedier! before entry into the
research situation, they are specified by the teacher and suprvisot during the
clinical supervision pr(cess. Therefore, accumulating evident. e ft OM 111111111
1131 case studies is the appropriate method for aggregating lesearch lindnigs
On the effects of clinical supervision on (cachets and 11111WEVS1/15

therefore, experimental or quasi expel imental studies in whit I i the r eseat c bet

directed supervision process that focuses on xplssed teacher COMMIS,

A11110S1 all the studies reviewed here ate case illslt n le1 of the S131/VIVIsttl y
process, specifically the clinical supervision pt of ess he case study is tl
most appropriate method for inquiry Mir) the them al stye:vision 'Him (*NS
The philosophical underpinnings of clinical supivisk m pr ovule fur a ith Iles
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and Judgmental statements lacking oblective evidence. The teachers' talk also
Indicated that their understanding of the classroom was more utilitarian than
analytical. Wildman and Niles credit this finding to the lack of time for reflection, as well as to the biased and truncated data collection when teachers were
not trained in collecting and examining evidence. The researchers conclude
that at least 20 to 30 hours of instruction is needed to trails teachers in the
skills required of the reflective practitioner. As the teachets experienced the
empowerment of reflexive practice, they assumed even mos e cot ittol of the
areas of reflection as the reflective skills generated new skills
Wildman and Niles also (teens on the difference between tea( her conned
and supervisor control of the reflective process Traditional models of edu
caismal reform and supervision have foisted change on the teacher, most

of classroom events from narratives, tapes, and personal recollection and
found that teachers encountered some difficulties in trying to be reflective.
Initially, the teachers could not distinguish between descriptive statements

Wildman and Niles asked teachers to provide a reconstructed description

Can Teachers Become More Reflective?

inservice teachers. Also, we need to develop methods for identifying reflective
teaching that occurs outsidelbe supervisory conference.

The systematic techniques developed by MacKinnon and by 7xichner
and Liston for identifying reflective behavior seem useful and appropriate
Further research should determine their applicability to conferences with

planned to occur during the lesson
2 Prualenria/statements evaluating the effectiveness of actions that occurred
Of provkle suggestions for alternative actions
3 Justificatorystatements focusing on the reasons that panicular actionsoccurred
or why alternative actions would be suitable
4 critical statements referring to the values, beliefs, and assumptions underlying the reasons given to support a course of action or potential course of action"

formulated is effective in detecting reflection in action.
7xidiner and Liston developed the Reflective Teaching Index, a fourcategory system to identify pi eservice teachers, reflective behavior during
conferences with their supervisors The observer classifies teacher statements
into one of four categot ins to determine the percentage of discourse at each
level of reflection. 11w four categories constitute a hietao by of reflective
behavior, with categories 3 and 4 representing the highest levels of reflection.
Factual statements *Tiering to events that occurred during the lesson or are

clinically supervised pi ()Less

MacKinnon concludes (I) than piservice teachers can reflect if placed in a
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11111e.

11
that :Wowed on tiaditional "(eat lush
"nonteaclung" duties of e..ection

professit la% development progi ams het .IliNt- 1 Pi ihru s tins 11 II Ins studs 1111,
teachers in the Wildman and Ntls plow( las ed .1 , t mill( 1 in
the

si

the teacher controls die process and (It leonine-. Mr at CAN Is
S111111.111
the reflective practitioner asking "II, tw Is lk I Lit t his tltnng Alt% I ig
dents?" contrasts sharply with the intxlus11ru11I.d is .Is !WI %II t'SSillg the
"what" and "how" of teaching, typi, ally the gs,a1 of itaittlitg ins gtallis and

often resulting in only 10111101aq (ballet., if ally, ittiellexive pi at tit e, lit )octet
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hAr.sii, "A lase Study In Clink at Sultrivision' (unpublished nunusulpt,

Stspottmtts, ed
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t supennoon from the Inside," In tine Studies in I lit It, 41/

Hit) Smyth (litY11111K, Ausualu DeAkIll I itoweisin i'teas, 1980, p 49

"Mutt ay 114clAM141111e, 1.11111(

%vivant.' State linwersIty, 1987). p 3

11.21

Ellit tit has provided empit ical evidence on specific activities that pt ()mote
reflective teaching Ills account of the Ford Teaching Project provides key
findings about teachers' reflection, even 'though the project itself was not
directed at reflection. The project was an attempt to involve teat het!, in a

Besides the studies by Wildman and Niles and by Potash t eviewed earlier,

What Specific Tigicher Activities Promote Reflection)

McGoombe reaches similar findings from his reflective journal on the
clinical supervision process he experienced. lie notes that he became more
aware of his teaching when being observed and realized "what could be
achieved with a little extra thought and effort."'
These four studies indicate that with the appropriate conditions veteran
teachers can indeed become more reflective about their teaching Funl.ermore, teachers' personal accounts indicate that increased reflectivity powerfully affects their beliefs about teaching.

The process was stimulating and helpful It was a pleasant change to have an
administrator initiate and take an active and constructive role in helping to improve
instruction This program demonstrated that a supervisor need not he an expert in a
particular subject area to be able to facili,ate positive change and professional growth.
it clearly demonstrated to me that my te..ching behaviors are balder to change than I
had thought they were and reminded me of the complexity of the teaching role. It has
stimulated me to ask even more questions about my teaching and to continue to
struggle with what h means to become an effective teacher."
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lassroom events, and case study teitorts by the wad s An inuiguulg
feature of this project was the inclusion of students in the tellectiv l >ttx ess
But even the implementation of this innovation ran into tilnIbl as tea, it
ers reported they did not have time for teflecnve teat lung Elliott notes "Su,
skepticism is often well founded Schools have not on the win tfe InNtitunon
aimed support for reflective teaching Teachers embat k tin innus euun, w i
the time and opponunity required fur resolving the t lass; tk1111
pose.""
The focus of the study moved to facilitating ieflctive or self nu Him II nig
teachers. The method of triangulation -wattling accounts of a lassux nit events
[tom teachers', students', and participant obseivers' pet IR.( fives %%.1.,
employed To develop self monitoring potential. Elliott suggested that teat It
ers work through the following sequence of at Unities

implicit in inquiry-discovery approaches by reflecting :Atom the values impho
in the problems identilied."" Data collection fur the pi ojet t included teat he, s'
t el lective field notes, pupil diaries, teacher student discussion, tape te(ot du Ig'

The project thus aimed at win king collahoranvtly with teat hems to (Its
cover practical, not theoretical, theories in action teseao It Specifically, Me
tasks were to identify and diagnose problems with carrying out the intim!)
discovery approaches; to explore how far these approaches were genet ahta
ble, to test practical hyptheses, and "to clarify the aims values, and pi

souSly. III tilt
between the them ies of the reformers and those unpht H. altli
practice of teachers Reformers fatl to ralue that tutiolantentil t hat ige, 10 t 1.1,S%1001
practice can be brought about only if teachers Infoome o tam ions tit dic WWI thou w,
and are able to reflect critically Atoka them "

guide practice The fundamental problem ol cm to Mum l('toon Ile, no tilt

The theories one consciously subset tbes to at e

tat ion level:

meat, the inquiry.discovery innovation seemed to W 1.11111Ig at the w

super-vim,' were able to project sevet al hypotheses and several CAI HA 11 MILS

to discover eflective methods for involving students more in the class and for
improving the quality of student learmi tg. The teacher recorded: "It has been
my experience that the teat hinwlearneng transaction is so complicated that
attempts to describe and analyze it often become mired in vague generalities
or meaningless details Our conferences were most helpful in clarifying our
goals, defining terms, and agreeing on specific objectives. "'" Over a five.week
cycle, both supervisor and teacher recognized an increase in student partici.
pation supported by the data collected by the supervisor.
In analyzing the process, the teacher noted that at one point he felt they
had focused prematurely and, therefore, perhaps incorrectly on the technique
employed to reach the intended goal. The observation indicates the need for
constant reflection and reframng in the collegial relationship. In a summary
assessment of the process, the teacher wrote:

fatties F Nolan and Toonvi Huber

program of action research on the prt )Ieins oft at I ) ii , 1111 ulyuu y Its( t wr
1110VC
approaches in the classroom Devi( ilied (HA 0111W /11111i

Nurnit mg the Mlle( Inc Praatitoner 7bnurrgb Instructuntal Supereutun

ness and presumed inhibition. Discussing the problem, the teacher and Isis
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In an Interpersonal activity such as supervision, in which the data for discussion
are obtained by one party observing the other, it is only too easy for the supervisoi,
trying to refratne and resolve a puzzle, to connect items in a causal sequence and be
wrong Sequences of observations and conferences, coupled with reflection by both
panics, seem to be one good way to approach some kind of "uutliful reality Can we

orientation was very different from my own style."'
Concerned that her teacher was not demonstrating reflection or reflection
in action and was not maintaining a reflective Journal, the supervisor decided
to reassess the collaborative clinical supervision arrangement. The supervisor
cited this as the turning point in the collegial relationship. The student teacher's reactions and writings on the assessment indicated she had reached a
stage of "inner personal concern and reflection on her progress as a teacher.""
The supervisor herself cited the value of reflection in action as an important
check on her development as a supervisor:

student teacher's supervisor noted, "I realized that her 'teacher-directed'

teaching. The student teacher received the first verbatim transcripts with few
comments and no signs of self-inquiry. This finding substantiates earlier conceptions of teacher concerns, which held that beginning teachers rely on
personal experiences as students themselves and find it difficult to move
beyond a self-centered perspective to a pupil-centered perspective. As the

Deakin Ilnweisul l'et's. 19841. pp S 42
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neater attempts at encouraging reflection and critical thinking by snit

It

Increased reflection by teachers also has tither lienehts gir ant Intel est ill
hit lot .111.1
self improvement, greater interest in data on their teat

teaching (Mt Coombe and Potash), as well as theft self esteem ( It( ibtilm In I

Increased reflection by teachers losttively affects Own beliefs about

What Are the Effi.cts of increased Refk tivity?

control of the classroom. Noting that it was an impressionistic [Awl 111.111
iced professional self linage
quantifiable evaluation, Robinson cites this enhanced
as one of the major benefits of reflective practice.°
In sum, five supervisory behaviors are most important in encouraging
reflective behavior: (1) reflecting in action by the supervisor, (L) eta (mr aging
teacher autonomy, (3) using data as evidence for salient tea( lung pattet its, ('11
observing and conferring over time, and (5) helping teachers develop die'
skills to interpret the data collected on their teaching and allowing them II I
play a major role in interpreting the data

menther feeling of progress increased, encouraging her to take nil

longer wait time, more student involvement, increased volunteer involve

measurable. As the data collected pointed to an approximation of her goals

or findings in the data of things she wanted to change, the difleience was

nor did the student teacher seem to share the supervisor's philosophy of

working at developing a collegial relationship in collecting and analyzing data,

because of the supervisor's inability to focus on the data instead of evaluating
and judging the teacher. Robinson found that when the supervisoi itliliated
suggestions for change, the teacher changed or modified th.r behavior only
when the supervisor was in the room. But when the leacher noted panel ns

views the failure of much of clinical and traditional supervision ironically

Robinson, in his case study of clinical supervision with a thud year to -ac her,

my technique. I was thinking they, the students, wore incapable, and hele
was holding them back myself. It's really ironic.'

After analyzing patterns in het teaching through the clinical Supcmsion eye It -,
the teacher made a vital discovery: "So I guess it's my fault all along, really

Kilbourn cites the importance of autonomy, evidence, and «mtinuity in the
clinical supervision process. Ile attests to the unpin tam c. 01 the teacher's
selecting patterns for observation and iellection, mating that "Improvement"
occurred only when the teacher took an active rule in the patient analysts

t
tit with III Sl year tea( hci
In his report of a case study off c.anca. MIIIVIVSIt

afford this kind of investment in our training pitess) ( an we' Annd the results cil
lesser kind of investment?"

James 1' Nolan and Tonga Huber

supervisor's reflection in action was as important as the reflection being
encouraged for the teacher.
Initially, the supervisor did not perceive that the student teacher was

and Bowyer built on Schon's foundation but focuses on a supervisor's reflection on her own professional behavior supervising a student teacher den ing
two months of conferences. An outcome of the study was the premise that the

A case study of the clinical supervision process by Turner-Muecke, Russell,

What Specific Supervisory Behaviors Encourage Refraitte Teaching?

observer in each other's class; ooms
By incorporating students' reflections with their own reflections and
considering the stable data provided by the participant observer, teachers
were able to better understand classroom events. As one teacher responded,
"Indeed the value of this research to us may lie in the analysis the tea. hers
make of their methods and their whole approach to teaching."'

At the end of this process, teachers should be able to act as participant.
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to three main conclusions. (I) several important requirements must be in

This review of empirical research on nurturing reflective teaching leads

CONCLUSION

about" what was going on in the classroom.
Examining the barrage of recent literary reports, Greene applies fnquiry
knowledge to understanding student achievement. She argues that the knowledge many of today's students possess may he of the nonretlective, noncritical,
consumerist sort instead of being selreflective and critic-al. Greene contends
that students' knowledge, like measured knowledge, may be either "reflectively gained" or "passively absorbed."' Students, like their teachers, learn
more when knowledge develops through reflection.

was their disclosure of the ramifications of systematic teacher reflection:
"Teachers may be more able or willing to lead their students in systematic
reflection."" One teacher panicipating in the training shared a taping of her
classroom with her students in a group problemsolving process. She was
spurred on by her own reflection: "I had no idea.... We had never stopped
to think about it."" She used the tape with her students to "stop and think

A subsidiary benefit of the Wildman and Niles study of teacher reflection

teach

and in their discussions were based solely on their own recollections. A
positive outcome of the program, as Holly notes, was that teachers began to
ask for her data to provide themselves with different perspectives of their

collected during her observations. The teachers' reflections in their writings

to reflection, Holly did not supply the teachers with the stable data she

Holly developed a reflection through
program with public
school teachers using diaries and forum sessions. Because of this approach

teaching behaviors and opportunity to view other experienced professionals in at lion
Teachers find themselves engaged in a meaningful pmcess of inquiry which leads
them toward renewed self esteem and interest in teaching As Asa result, teachers become
more reflective about teaching arid more interested in sell improvement. "Reflective
Teaching" is an opportunity for meaningful teacher growth."

Cruickshank and Applegate report several findings from their "Reflective
Teachnig" firogi ant developed at ()1tio State University:
"Reflective Teat hung' gives teat lays time to think fatefully about their own
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These requirements convincingly affirm the potential of clinical snort
vision that Cogan and Goklhammer envisioned for nurturing tellective prat
lice. Numerous texts and ankles have emerged since the inaugural flarvaid
Newton Summer Program of 1962-63 and Coldhattuner 's landmark 1969
edition of Cliniad Supervision Still, although many ethic alias involved in
supervision can recite Goldhammer's five stage sequence or Igan mid
phase cycle, or some variation on the theme, equally as many have yet to
disc-over the vital component of clinical supervision that separates it how
other forms of supervision." Sergiovanni states: "I believe that c Lineal supel
Tice intllt teal
vision at present is too closely associated with a win know.
capital inherent in clinical supervision is in my view mote unix)! tam than its
imellanal
workflow as articulated steps, strategies anti procedines.""
capital overlooked is teachers' nut turing of reflective practice..
Reflection is the driving force behind successful clinical sup eivasil
programsthe programs that make a difference in the lives and rosiest 1n,11
of the teachers who panicipate in them, as well as in the lives of the snidenis
they teach.
In reality, the task of the supervisor is to make ,ern of messy sit ith ins It

visor as the heart of the supervisory process
time and support for collegial interaction
time to develop the skills needed for reflection
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range time frames. Nine specific questions should be adds essed:

programs are needed that delve more deeply into the process of nurturing
reflective teaching through instructional supervision So far, case studies of
the supervision process have generally attempted to link supervision to spe
cific changes in teacher behavior, but that focus must change Case studies
ate needed that link supervision to teacher rellectii in hi In Ail Shur I and Imig

from the reflective practitioner's perspective is great. Case studies and rescind'

for empirical inquiry that looks at the process of supervision mote dueoly

The literature review leads to one final undeniable conclusion: The need

As they begin to experience the process of reflection, teaches s tend to
become even more and more tefiective.
When they seek to encourage reflective teaching, supet %Isms tend to
become more reflective about their supervisory behavior.
As teachers become more reflective, they seek to promote greater
refection by their students.
As teachers become more reflective, they begin to believe that they do
have the power to influence student learning significantly.

Teachers see themselves as having greater control over their own
practicethey are empowered.

Teachers become more aware of and better observers of their own
classroom behavior.

-
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Only by inquiry into questions such as these can we adequately mulct strut
and appraise the power of instructional supervision tot pttnuuung teat het s'
reflective practice..

retorting outside the 5111>ervisoty conference?

tiler's) result in mot e reflective tea( Ilk% pi au ef
What procedures can be used to identify 'elle( nye tea( her belovi, is

dent behavior?
Do other models of supervision (i e., (abet than Cogan's and (iuldli.un

The review of the literature on reflection also leads to the conclusion
that when the reoulrements identified above are put in place, important

benefits result:

What supervisory behaviois help engen,li tHie,non at she duce
different levels identified by Van Malln?
I low can the impediments to teller inn, kklutilled by Sykes mid by
Wildman and Niles be overcome?
Mot is the relationship between tellective tea, het beli.o.icit and slit

analyzing and them izig about their own teaching, its social antecedents, and
possible consequences.
Smyth posits that only through this reflexive pro
cess will teachers transform their teaching and will supervision achieve any
significatu effect.

behavior?

What ate the shot t and long trim diet is id wile( non on at non and
reflection through ecollection?
What is the relationship between teat lit idle( tutu and te.i, 11,

pink

super isk in is a mote rams( concepinaltratit sit of what it might
mean for teachers to become actively involved in the reflexive pox -ess of

bewnjs net essaty to fill in between the gips of what CelIl be specified as known. Since
{Mid% eti In the [us WeSS of
reality In pi ac the dries MK exist sepmate In /111 pet
leashing and supervising, knowing t aunt it be seism 'lied how what is to be known."
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Reflection and reflective practice arc defined variously
in this journal and
elsewhere. I lewson, Ilewson and Jensen, working
in medical education,
accent " 'replaying' performances
... for the purpose of articulating what is
or was happening . .
. making knowledge which is normally tacit mote
explicit" (1989, p. 4). MacKinnon, in a
mine restrictive view from teacher
education, sees reflection as "a conceptual move,"
a shift from intespieting
classroom events from a teacher or student teacher
perspective
to a pupil perspective, a "tecousituction of experience through
winch the teacher .. begins to attend to features .
.. previously ignored" (1989, p. 3). Ilan emphasizes the "integration of knowledge with action
though thought" (this issue),
ScImin's image is that of a "dialogue of thinking and
doing through which I
become more skillful" (1987, p. 31). Osterman
describes a "challenging,

11N111ONS

things change, the more they stay the same.

stages of professional 'smoke.
Application oriented
though it may be, the presentation is conceptually
grounded.
My worst fear
is that "reflection" and "reflective practice"
may
become
only
the latest in
the casualty list of ideas with great potential that
have been reduced to the
level of tinkling jargon through uninformed
use, primarily as symbolic smoke
screens to convince our critics that we are working
to snake things better. If
used in faddish or inundated ways without
understanding and appreciation
of the huger perspectives found in other articles
in
suggested here become mere gimmicks whose only this issue, the means
potential is the blither,
unnecessary validation of Seymour Samson's (1971) axiom
that the more

to illustrate the use of
%/Junius means for sharking,
king, facilitating, and sustaining reflection at various
levels and preparatory

this article is frankly is "how lo" piece, intended

Ilojyta thone,%1

RomIt l It Kull KAMP

/A CILTIATING REFLECTION

MEANS WI?

Reprinted with permission from Education and Urban Society,
Vol. 22 No. 2, February 1990.
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'wing siNd to
songlit I he
specilic means and applit anions may be categoi ilea on
a musibei is We I lap
ping sets of chat acter ism 5
.1 he temporal dimension 151 incselit Scnus past
lours has alleady beers dist ussed I he medium thinetisimi
ditteienttates
among the modalities used lot
t oiler ling and presenting data ha Ili sells

facilitate reflection, and includes 'detentes to specific
printed 501101:s,
programs, and individuals born winch greater detail may be

'I his mode presents a soft 01 1. atalogne ()I means cmiesuly
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assumption has yet to be tested

froin reflection on to reflection in action llos

Reflection-on-action is accomplished "offline" al a tissue when
lull attention can be givers to analysis and planning
list the future without the imperative for immediate action. I:m thei, though reflection
is always self analytical,
when the focus is on a past event the actor
may be aided by milers who piovide
a facilitative structure, including the collection and inesentation
(II data on
the event under scs misty. The great majority
of attempts to leach and La slttate
fellection come in 0:11CC11011 ott action. 110WCVCI, optimal
poileSS1011111 Pet
formance assumes reflection its action. 'I hose who wink
to facilitate teller
(ion seem to assume that,
with enough practice and consciousness, actin s tt ill
be able to move themselves

and analyze his or her action, as if 1(001 an external
perspective. Further, in reflection in action the
aunt ss the sole collector of
data on the event.

.11:11015
(reflection on a past event) and reflection in action
(tellection in the midst
of an ongoing autism). 'I he latter type is the
more difficult to achieve, but the
more pow t ful for improvement
of practice because it results in "online"
experiments to adjust and improve one's professional
anions. It is mole
difficult to achieve because the actor in
simultaneously attend to pet hum
ing the action and obscsvc

the distinction in the Loa phrase between
(mute and present at kinuw1
edges Schon's ( 1()83) important differentiatii
in between se I let non 4515

III one -1 I., II at runs III
- as it 1
an e xlc nal (disci
lot llic
purpose of c %Infiniti% one's oinions
and tttaltutg do t,ton. aL.nr unproved
ways 01 acting 01 the (+note,
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focused, and critical assessment of one's own betia%
lot as a 110a Its 10W:101
the development of one's own cialtstrianship" Wm.
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I of the purpose of this discussion,
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available for immediate review and re- evaluation, and, because of its shover

it from listening, talking, and reading. Writing is both process and 'maim!
As a learning activity it is simultaneously enactive (ha rid), iconic (eye), and
symbolic (Main) in nature 1 hus, both right and left sides of the brain are
engaged in integrative reinforcement. Wining is self produced feedback,

writing both as a language process and as a learning mode, by differentiating

Writing is a powerful medium for learning, and a powerful means of
facilitating rePectionon action. Emig (1977) described the uniqueness of

Witt I ING

A CATAI.Mall.: U NUL:ANS

Osterman (this issue) has more fully described the relationship between
reflection and Kolb's (1984) four sequential stages of experiential learning:
concrete experience, observation and reflection, formation of abstract concepts or generalintions, and active experimentation. The means described
here key in at different stages of the sequence. Some begin with reflection
on prior experience, others begin with the generation of experience itself.
Finally, though not a dimension like the others, the examples 1 use arc
drawn from numerous fields and from van ions levels tit I. It ssional practice:
teacher preparation, supervision and staff development, adinistralor preparation, medical and higher education.

live proem. Media in hide wining, rcailing, observing and listening, talking,
and electronic reproduction The number dimension differentiates between
reflective activities undertaken by individuals and groups. 'I bough the majority of means arc used with individuals, corporate reflection is both a
possible and a potentially powerful means of improving professional practice. Locus of mulatto:* is another dimension on which means and their uses
vary Sonic means arc completely self-initiated, while Others ate suggested,
structured and lin-Muted by external agents. 'the reality dimension differen
bates between means which focus on events in actual professional practice
that have real outcomes for both the practitioner and clients, and those which
focus on contrived events such as simulations and role plays. Contrived
settings are "safer" teaming situations because they buffer both professionals
and clients from real consequences, while the professional is in the awkward
posit ism of unlearning old and learning new ways of acting Hut means that
use contrived situations lack the complexity and importance of tea/ professional events.

I8.1
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loosely stinct.ised joisinal for lot using thoughts dhow plat lit e She reads the

(1) mu Inlet stun:lusty demi jinni'', (2) important questions gent:hued by the
event, (3) a list of new jargon or concepts, (.1) stilurctive tearooms to the
incident, (5) a description of what they learned and luny it might abet Men
future [espouses (1989, p 10) I he le Ilet live maite of ibis luau ul )mural
needs no clabmation.
Patricia Schmuck (1988) uses another valuation t. ailed the "teaming
Hits is .1
joultial" in a prelim:Mu y piograin

flowing daily variety. Doe, selected importnt ylielICCS are documented
in detail. Bartlett and Brill provide their sOndenk with h a common format.

conjunction with the clinical elements of student teaching and admintstiative
internship. Data in these met:olds ate available lot tellection in a wide vainly
of ways, "I he journalist may search fur panel ns and meaning alone, in may
be aided by outside [cartels such as fellow Mien ins, mentors, or pitiless' s.
A "critical incident" joutnal is more focused and sotactitied than the bee

used extensively in teacher and athninistiatot ptc parNion, espet laity in

running account of important events and interactions of concern to people
administrators, (cachets, students, and patents in internship settings I his
journal is used, in part, to help aspiring ptirt;:ipals to acquire an administrative
and leadership perspective on everts as they seek to shift rules inn teacher
to principal. Interns chronicle what they "see" or attend to (and, by ;dimmer,
what they don't sec) as they go about learning activities 'I lie daily journal is

(1 ttlwilcr, 1987). Darnell and Drill (1989), for example, use two kinds of
journals in their principal preparation piogiam. .1 he "daily" journal is a

tellection have both a long histm y and a sluing set ilIcollieituporauy advot ales

Adaptable in limn and 'impose, journals as a means of (coming and

JOURNALS
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thought processes in a produc t to which we can later feint
(or options, and plan tor the future. When writing us done by the one relit t
ing, it also provides a durable self perspective on events 111,11 can then lie tom
pared with perspectives, generated in other ways on the saute events

we ale in the process of toomilaiing and hist61)1,1g We also l'aVinl orn

often pause, cycle back, reread and rethink the vet y dem-Hollins and tress

Put in diffetent terms, writing is often a relict live pmcess nl u,t It 1,-

pi MT SS.

and self iegulating pace, it allows for a moving back and forth among past,
esent, and futurC. Writing, as a product, leaves a tiarl of the cvolouon td
ideas as a loon of longteim feedback. It is an active, engaging, and p ra mat
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Building on earlier work by Silver (1986), Osteran, at The Silver Center
tar Reflective Principals, I lofstra University, uses case records as a means
princifor in:proving the reflective capacity of elementary and secondary
support
reflection-onpals.' Writing a case record is a structured activity to
situations, either resolved or still in
action. Principals choose problematic
process, and describe them on case record forms. The record includes
problem? What
responses to basic questions: What is the nature of the
did
you
hope
to
accompl
is? What action
alter natives did you consider? What
of
your
actions?
I
low
would
you evaluate
did you take? What were the results
insights or
actions,
what
are
your
reflettions,
the process? In reviewing your
conclusions?
he basic tenet:live value of writing is incorporated in producing the case
that
record. Once the record is completed, there are a number of further uses
discussed
with
other
may spur reflection. Records may be shared and
internships
principals or used as a vehicles for reflection in administrative
the
with
others
who
arc
encountering
with mentors or professors. Sharing
!nther,
as
the
Silver
same general types of problems is especially powetful.
it will be
('enter collects and files case records from a national constituency,
issue.
packages
of
teem&
on
the
same
possible for individuals to teccive
approaches
number
of
available
alternative
Multiple cases should expand the
to
for art individual to consickt. 'I he Silver ('enter has also received a want
interconnect selected Long Island pm incipals and
pilot a computer network to
communicathe university. I lie written nature, of both the cases and other
nature which ate
results
in
products
of
a
lasting
tions in tesponse to them,

CASE 511.,( ORDS

simulations, and students are asked to reflect on what has just transpired, and
record
to write notes to themselves. Prior to a role play, for example, they
accomplish
and
by
what
means.
their intentions for action, what they wish to
kind,
Often, at the conclusion of the sole play and before discussion of any
Sometimes the
behavior
in
relation
to
intention.
we stop to lot iellections on
reflection time is after discussion; sometimes it is both before and after discussion. 'I he "stop action" form of journal "models" and legitimates lime for
reflection, making it as important as traditional sharing through discussion.

action." Action is literally stopped at various points durinh role plays or

8

of others. I make broad use of contrived situations when win ktng with
students to test their educ ational and administrative trial lot ins What Irmo(
ipants actually do in the simulations or role plays contains elements o1 then
theory in use 1 hey can then l'0011110.! %%lint they did to the espoused them
contained in the plationti As an instructot, I (mail most important to ptio. irk

which the 4001 may theft 1110(TS1/2 1:11/1e1 110111: 01 with the suppu,t .111t1 help

'I his group of means includes case studies, sole plays, simulations, and
such specialized applications as micro-teaching. All of these arc connived in
the sense that they lack the major dimensions of real professional practice,
typically real outcomes for the client, or teal professional tesponsibility for
the practitioner. They also vary along a dimension of thinking !though doing.
Case studies generally provide a basis for examining multiple options fat
behavior and stating what one "would do" or "wants to do" in the situat km.
Simulations, role plays, and microteaching require one to put the "want to
dos" to some form of action test. All forms of contrived situations lack the
complexity of actual practice situations, however, they do have the advati
tagcs of being flexible, adaptable to classroom and laboratory settings, and
able to generate public data available to a whole group.
Case studies and simulations are available from a number of sources Ian
administrative preparation, the University Council for Educational Admit'
istiation has sets of materials for various toles in seven at kinds ul school
districts. The Kennedy School of Management at f larvard has also (level, riled
a number of cases applicable to administrative preparation. Role Inlays tinny
be run off these or similar materials by having them acted out in class. l he
actual experiences of students also provide a midi and motivating bash lot
developing rule plays."' he case records 'Hey iously destaibed, lot exalt:pie,
may be converted into role plays by simply using the statement of the 'Hoidens
and a hit of extended background material.
Contrived situations are trot of themselves reflective vehicles. Some us.
them to demonstrate a one "tight answer," umbers as oppot tunnies to teller
For reflective purposes these situations allow for generation of

( ON I RIVI D Sit 1.1AI IONS

administratots.
1 hough Osterman is concenttating on the 11/1111 /VA s note and its awn
atcd problems, it is easy to adapt the case retina 10 any tole, tar example,
teacher, chairperson, college administrator. .1 he case retard approach might
be thought of as a structured form of (litre:II incident journal

Ili /

available for a wider audience then typical phone comselcations among

Ktmkamp / I ACII 11AI IN(i RI I i 11:110N

diceussians Schmuck views these journals as "a particularly valuable reflective tool for students 'hinting their voices*" (p I I).
termed "stop
Another hum al joninal that I use in the classioinn migh
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contents pct iadicaIty, and she ex peels them to poivide the locus of some class

110.
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The two-person contrived
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of ;ellective teaching takes from 601(1 75 minutes.

questions include: What does the group
by .shuctured questions. Sample
achievement
and satisfaction? What does the
believe contributed most to
of
achievement
and satisfaction? What dad you
group believe got in the way
leaching
and
learning? After 15 minutes of
learn or recall about effective
brought
together,
and the instructor leads
discussion, the small groups arc all
descriptions,
for example:
a cross-group discussion with questions eliciting
play the
learning
and
satisfaction?
Students
What happened that facilitated
One
cycle
role of teacher at least once, and play that of leather several times.

learner/feedback agent. The designated teachers prepare and leach a 10- to
lesson," knowing that the learner 's
15-minute "common reflective-teaching
levels
will be assessed on standard
achievement outcomes and satisfaction
of
the
lesson.
Achievement outcomes
feedback instruments at the conclusion
slurred
in
a
small
group
discussion guided
and satisfaction feedback are then

and
six with each individual playing, in rotation, the roles of teacher

situations run from only thirty seconds to a minute, but provide powerful data
for reflection by the participant and observers.
Donald Cruickshank at Ohio Slate University has, over the past ten or
'nese:vice
more years, developed a system of simulated teaching for the
"reflective
teaching,"
his
goal
is
to
prepare
education of teachers. Termed
divides classes into groups of four to
teachers who arc "students" (1987).11c

Want to I tear," videotapes short role

eticipants to the central
a structure that facilitates feedbat k form other pa
reflection
is
deserrptive
repents of how his or
actor. What the ado( needs Inc
in others, and
others,
the
outcomes
produced
her actions were experienced by
experienced them. These are grist for
his or her intentions as the others
possibility
reflection. 'telling the actor how to behave differently destroys the
important
role
in
guiding
the use of
fur reflection. "the instructor has a very
out"
a
case
or
sole
play
for
students
contrived activities Simply "throwing
the typical
"to kick around" is counterproductive to reflection, because
response is to tell the actor how to do it better.
Bruce Barnett, in an Indiana University principal preparation program,
makes similar use of contrived situations (Barnett & Drill, 1989). in addition,
their behaviors relative to a set of skills
he has students reflect upon and chart
Association
of Secondary School Prin
that were advanced by the National
administrative candidates. 'I Iris reflection
cipals as criteria fur identifying
provides aspirants with a comparison of their actions with the expectations
Discrepancies indicate areas for
advanced by their professional association.
wink. Barry knit', in workshops on "I low to Tell People Things They Don't

18$
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and administrator meetings with parems

I 1,1111A( K
(.1
tape anti vitico iccittilci% ptuside uoilliticie and itplayalltt. nrmrh,
totaled
In
alidio
events for tellection on a( twit Although tape tectudets are

I t It I 1111/NIt

Development us Schools (1972) is an e seeItem source of such Ills1111/11/1s

for group reflection. Schmid. and

(Simon & Buyer,
suggests using variov, classroom observation instruments
aids
for
ellection
for
students
in teacher
1967, 1969, 1970; : ganders, 1970) as
of
instruments
that
arc
useful to
preparation. These arc but a few examples
corporate level, many of the cm vey
lacilitate individual reflection. At the
be used
leedback methods associated with olganir ational &Mr parent may
Hunk e Is' llandbooA for Dsgantranonal

and Brill (1989) use Kolb's (1985)
principal-preparation students information about the particular stages of
(1981)
expeietial learning they arc most likely to employ. Cruickshank

enhancing work groups in corporate, university, and Siial service agencies
teed Since administrators work in ambiguous circumstances, I also use
back from a tolerance /intolerance of ambiguity scale (Itudnee, 1962) to pro
vide aspirants, or practicing administrators or supervisors, with data useful
Bar nett
Inc reflecting on their actions a:ideogramu levels in various situations.
Learning Style Inventory to give their

school, liberal arts, theological,

students engaged in the plat( orm writing and testing process. This instrument,
information on how the individual tends
based on Jungian concepts, provides
attention,
and come to decisions. I-wilier, it
to process information, focus
It
is
used wi."..; in counseling high
focuses on an individual's strengths.
business, and musing students, and for

in -use. I have found that the
McCaulle y, 1985) provides broad, meaningful, and helpful feedback to

Standard diagnostic, counseling, :lad evert '('stud' instruments may he
of tremendous value in spanking the "surprises" which lead to sig,niticant
meflection,ot in ploy iding analytical categor ies for seflection on one's them yMyers Briggs ype Indicator (Myers &

INSIltilAlt NI t

as supervisory conferences

of Cruickshank 'SS111111111ell activity

has transfer potential to other ;liras. Nu, h

159

in research on this structure for devehping reflection on tear hing. stn
dents who were engaged in the process produced proirortioriali ly inure
analytical staterwars about teaching and teaming than did a r mood to fly
1 he basic .star talc
(Cruickshank, Kennedy, Willhuns, Ilollo, & 1-ay, 1981 )
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Reflection was facilitated, and with the help of the stye ry istit in the tole of

or "pmvocative dissonance" with his or her clinical teaching behavior

v km and physician then viewed the videotape together .111e tape review was
the process through which the physician was able to indicate dissatisfaction

behaviors. limn these data, the educational supery ism negotiated with the
physician to concentrate on selected clinical teaching behaviors. The super.

clinical teaching of residents. Staffing sessions in which the physician
worked with residents were tegulatly taped. 1 he physician also received
resident feedback from a paper and pencil inventory on clinical teaching

student-teacher perspective to a student perspective. The video data provided
both the completeness and the replay capability that enabled the leachers to
"apprecZ me the 'reasonableness' of the pupils' ideas" (p. 3).
Marina I lewson et al. (1989) used videotape as a major source of behavim al data to assist medical educators - attending physicians - reflect on their

a "conceptual move" in the interpretation of classroom events, (join a

be played while commuting to wink.
leachers at all levels may tape their classes, supervisors may tape their
me- and postconferences, ptincipals may tape their opening day speeches,
and leaders may tape then meetings. In organizational development work, I
have used tapes of meeting interctions both for my own reflection, and for
that of individuals and groups. Others have used taped "sell-talk" as "electronic journals," in ways similar to those outlined in a previous section.
1 hough not as inherently reflective a means as writing, talking to yourself
on tape makes explicit what might otherwise remain tacit.
Videotape is the most complete means available for capturing events for
later reflection on-action. The potential power of video as a reflective medium was illustrated by a conversation with a new graduate dean who bad
the familiar problem of a tenured, highly reputed faculty, many of whom
taught miserably. Ile was able to convince a number of faculty members to
be videotaped in the classroom, and promised that the tapes were for their
eyes only, Ile kept his word. '1 he simple act of observing their own teaching
apparently raised sufficient dissonance between the way they thought of
themselves as professors and what they saw, that it motivated some of them
to improve. Student evaluations also indicated (his improvement.
Allan MacKinnon (1989) described the use of videotapes of student
groups engaged in science labs as a basis for student-teacher supervision in
a teflective teaching practicum. In this case, his reflective goal was to make

data or try others. Audio tapes ate easy to reproduce, take home, and can even

data, they produce complete recotds that are inc Tees: e, readily available,
relatively unobtrusive, and dim can be Operated by the individual seeking the
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half a t olleague v.1111 neat Iles as though he's tut the Delta ()wen la ',Addle

42

sum tophone tit Ins hand. and Ite%lalksitg about IIVCI tine I% this mid
iliei e
is that. and evetybotly 's just silting these looking bat k and l ill l Whin I think
of totycell. and 1 hope you know 1 don't always do thus my kids Ale III Ihr

wheel overtioatj and we're all sitting bete on the Delt.t Otireti Ile 's pot a

1

I arty Wells, social studies teacher at Hillsboro High School, Missout
developed the following extended metaphor in idlecting upon Ills lea( hint;
style and contrasting it with that oh a sulk:ague:

to name, categorize, and give meaning to time events of life (Bowels, 1980)
For teachers and administiators working in complex, pint alistic, and ambig
uous work environments, metaphor is one means of creating and t lar if y mg
personal meaning amidst multiple values, claims, and pressures ( ove
).
McCloskey, Mgt
& Cohn, 1989). As such, metaphor is a mtwet ful suit
flexible means for reflection.

Meta pilot is a human constt uctitm deified as path of the fundamental (111%

111-111A1'1101(

Though it produces rich and completely objective (or "non( mitered ") data,
videotaping has drawbacks. Although the equipment is vowing increasingly
light and compact, it is still cumbersome compared to a seriall audio rape
recorder. Its presence is more obutisive, at least originally, and may Act I
behavior mote than a tape recorder. And if any focal movements are required,
another pet son is needed to opetate the equipment.

of videotape for moving a collaborative group forward with individual and
corporate reflection, is a graphic and concrete example of the immn tance ()I
moving this older tradition of learning and problem solving into education

of the practitioner. The description in the last article in this issue, of the powcr

viewed by a group, the emphasis is on refiaming ut leconceptualiting the
problematic situation being observed, rather than on diticiting the at tuns

therapy sessions for reflection and improvement of practice. When tapes ate

1 he field of clinical psychology has traditionally used videotapes 01

"coach,- the physician could re haute One leaching event and wake plans lot
improved practice. The three toles in the medu edit alum dlusuation are
parallel to standard supervisor, teachet, and student titles uu K 12 educatum
Videotape is also frequently used in mictineaclung lahormot les One map.'
difference between this and the medical example is that, to the former the
tape is a "real" situation, whereas in mictoteaching the situation contains both
teal and (AMU iVell elements.
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gh a little obstacle here, but slung the way, they're
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elerson, 1977).

1piently char actetized in terms of brevity, variety, and Itagmentation

ttclii)0 in the daily fray of adtinistration, the activities of whit It ate

ission in a balanced way.
this principal, the Captain Kirk metaphor was a highly its kelt, shot
.11d set of meanings about his work. I lis metaphor was a basis for Oleo hm.
was a readily available image, useful in maintaining balance and purpitsclul

!tn all working within the larger picture and design of the Lutetium.. Ile
me was responsible for communicating tire vision of that mission to the
tilts and students, and for seeing that the school was moving toward the

1

'uncle's, and motivated teachers, administrators, and non certified personall specialists in one work area or another on whom he could rely for
: spe cities of task accomplishment, but it was Ins responsibility to keep

i

taplan. I.ike the Captain, he was ultimately and completely responsible
the overall safety, welfare, and achievements of his organization. I .ikc
ik with his crew of Scotty, Mr Spock and others, he too had a number of

irk. "Yes," he responded enthusiastically, "I am Captain Kirk of
nship Enterprise'!" Ile went on to unpack Iris meanings taken from the

the

it general metaphors of teaching or administration, of etaphors for
iticulat lessons or administrative acts.
Several years ago, I asked a doctoral student whom I believed to be an
cctivc high school principal whether he used any metaphors to guide his

taphor was self -initiated. Supervisors of student teachers, insetvice teach., or administrative interns might also ask their supervisces to develop their

lance of reflection-in action. When he stated, "you know I don't always
this," he is showing awareness of the discrepancies between some of his
cluing and his intentions. Though elicited through an interview, Wells'

ocular style and inwnt in (eaching, and to contrast it with the other styles
I intentions which some of iris colleagues pursue. It also provides him with
asis to reflect on whether his teaching behavior has been congoient with
intention in a particular lesson. In describing his metaphor we also see an

Wells' mciaphot helps him to categorize and attack meaning to his

Queen, who's just listening (('ohn, Konkamp & hovels/1r, 1981, p 135)

going to ex pet ienee that river summit mute than somebody who's on the Delta

sometimes, go back tl

You've gut to lel them tutu IIVCI and get wet and paddle back upsneani

canoe. and the y'te coming down the sheath', and we go along the routes %here
somewhat wavy. and sse gu along the minds, and they Mtn met sometimes.
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lu 1

11 is

lust lunch with then talent mill

4.0 4.0

rl

f

411,

inch and multiple images lit tlic same sr brio', juovide both a pins (11111 awl

she does not describe them, Regan bad each id ale set of seven /Cm hots 1%1111
ileet11111/;1111ell the pi incipals produce Oleo msai metapluns tor the st hold
('onsitleied privately, ear 111110.11)1mi r ontain tieuteurlinis potential nispaik
and continue tellectuni, but slimed pulihi ly the valions metaphor., is ilk het

'I he Captain Kirk, hot ail balloon, and marching band intapliriis are all
from high school principals, but they 'night just as easily have r trine horn
elcinentaty tern bets oi university depaitment t haiiprosons In Its I. tlioupli

19811. pp S by

enthusiasts' Maybe I could be mine elle( his t ((undulating things hum the tip
tit the lull, but I Iti nut site how to gel my message at tie...limn that spot Megan,

lien Lin in bout, and I %int), that

hunt and %el the tempo ail the duet twit lit the wait It Hut 1 t an't see thcin

anti 1 haul decide %%hat to th) 11 rni thr band leader maybe I should get mot in

?(I school is an exiihelain ntunitiug band It's ',Living etithusListit
and
slim( lung till up a hill I ttt t t ine has nu a t1114)11111 within,' lint the undo, ins
ale a Mile askew and the pLi eft ale mil all tugethei llnuponthehtllus Ittlung

ittil the
struggling
Inn Its I v( ant the haihnin in take till so evet sone can appirt Luc 111t 11e,1111} ul
11% (141111,11111111C bits ks are very lieasl
going in have a hand time tluut+tng
them our mycelf

I see 111\ 411 11:11.111g juts! St fill111411 1111 1/Itattl an/1

at Wall% quite toloilul, but no one t an see that because ()I the lour I he halloos'
is nut tethered, but tt does trot take oil because the basket is tilled (r. MI bin ks

My school is a but air balloon t on( rated to a large bit with an oleo 1011

hi join a year long teacher principal collaborative leadei ship poe( I She
asked each participant to (lest ibe a mtaphor for his or her school. I he
metaphors of two principals were offered as examples:

ptoject in which she was attempting to gain commitment boos sese t al so Muds

create metaphors as a means it) initiate and continue relict lion !bleu It
Regan (1984) repotts using metaphor dining a hull building sessoin tin a

Reflecting on the tnetaphot helped him to "keep Ills 1111(1111,1011" is hen
he was deciding whether to delegate a task tit do it himself, when %%eighing
mg:mit:Atonal versus individual interest or wellaie, and when di s ulrng what
the "big issues" worthy of greater rellection are, among the my nut issues
presenting themselves to him in the course of the day. The metapluit %% as has,
not something imposed eater nally Its cication and elabotation nil doubt mow
Iron a series of tellective acts, and it provided hint with a basis tot t tunintling
acts of reflection on action and tel
in action.
Several other cxangrlcs suggest how external agents may help at lots Ito

Kinikang) / I At II 1 1 AI INt, RI lilt "I It 0.4
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of working together.
metaphor to spark
Gray and Deal (1982) recorded yet another use of
the initiation of
reflection in a corporate setting. In this case, the goal was
elementary schools. As
in
several
South
Bronx
school improvement projects
development agents, Gray and Deal wanted to move
external organizational
self-developing organizathe schools to a position of being self-critical and
for
the
development
process
was metaphor, in
tions. -their primary means
the
perspectives
of many
this instance, the telling of multiple stories from
paraprofessionals, parents, and students. Through
roles pr incipal, teachers,
the specific metaphors in
a structured process of telling and listening to
that of a tribe of
various stories (e.g. "our collective experience is like
survival
skills and many
wanderers lost in a deep jungle where a few have
reminds me of an orchestra
arc near panic" and "our collective experience
destroy the conductor"
with no string section and Iwo trumpeters platting to
in the two schools began
7),
the
various
role
groups
(Gray and Deal, 1982, p.
is the analog of the "I" in
to forge a "functional we." The functional we
of
meanings
shared
by all groups, in a
personality structure; it is a set
that in isolated tole
developing community of perspective and interest, tallier
stories.
The functional
groups with their own dissimilar and conflict-laden
multiple
nretaphors,
and it
we is forged throughithe process of reflecting on
is contemplated and
place
from
which
action
becomes "a self-conscious
functional we emerged
initiated" (Gray & Deal, 1982,p. 5). In one school the
the group struggle
easily; in the other it was a struggle. In the second case,
In reflecting on
finally produced a metaphor of the school as "centerless."
finally blurted out: "'l he principal doesn't lead!" The
the metaphor, someone
principal indicated a reluctance to dominate, and had
taboo was broken. The
leadership vacuum; he expressed
no idea that they perceived this as a
leadership style. Silence turned to energy, and
willingness to reexamine his
began in earnest.
the process of developing common meaning
that metaphor enables an individPhilosopher Paul Iticoeut (1977) argues
between the cyclic need and the expected, to
ual to desctibe discrepancies
meanings and values in a situation, and io create
make explicit the pluralistic
three attributes of metaphor make
new understandings in that situation. All

as a spark for reflection about goals, or new directions, or

investigating and
motivating basis for cororate reflection, and a potential for
Consider
the possiinitiatiug collaborative leadetship and decision making.
each member of an elementary, secondary,
bilities, hit instance, of requesting
of the group to its next meeting
or university department to bring a metaphor
improved processes
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process of tr./It-cling upon and tecintliog the assumptions and heitt1.

!native, have eve: put themselves though the disciplined and dill it tilt

A platform is one's espouser? theory, oe's stated beliefs and assirtin
for guiding piofessional practice, in more colloquially, one's philosoph y mil
klatk amp, 1982; Sr tgiovanni & Stain alt.
Calicallote
1981). Writing a platform engages the author in a reflective print ess In ins,
experience, few tt-at hers or administratins, even those with many year s td

possible to move the theory in action from the tacit to the explicit realm
Only when that which actually guides art actor's behavior is made explicitly
available to Mtn or het is there potential lot behavioral change.

what an individual espouses and what he or she does is one of the stem/gest
motivations for personal change (Zahman, Plot in, & Sikotski, 1977). In ruder
to release the potential for change inherent in the ;can/anon of a discrepant y
between one's intent and result, the tacit aspects of the therm y-in-use must be
made explicit. It is here that reflection enters Through reflection in suit It
discrepancies, amid with the help of others supplying data and feedback, It is

It is a public statement of intention. The theory-inuse, on the other hand, is
a set of beliefs, values, and assumptions that actually guides trbservable
action. It is often tacit; that is, the actor is often unable to state explicitly the
beliefs, values, and assumptions underlying his or her actual behavior, even
though this underlying theory-in-use results in relatively consistent behavior
The relationship between espoused theory and theory-in-use is the telatum
ship between a stated intention and an action's result. Intention and actitar
may be either congruous or inconginous. Awareness of incongruity betwecit

ot y" and an actor 's "theory -in. use." The espoused theory contains the belie's,
values, arid assumptions concerning action that he or she can make. explicit.

Writing and testing an educational or administrative platform is a process
drawn directly from Argyris and ScliOn's Theory in Prat lice (1974) Some
conceptual background is needed before describing a platloim development
process. Argyris and Scliiin differentiate between at; actor's "espoused the.

PIA I I OHMS

it a powerful, flexible, and useful means for reflection among professional
practitioners. I:dm:anus seem to use a profusion 01 inetaphos (see lot
example, Provenzo, ct al., 1989). 'I hey arc ready grist fur reflection, when
we consciously attend to our own creations. And in the tole of facilitator of
reflection fur others, metaphor is a means readily available

Kookamp / 1.ACII I I Al ING Rut Hi ION

.kodified. As instructor, I do not grade them, but I respond to all plat fin ins
ccording to exactly the same criteria. The point of the feedback is to provide
ash individual with information that is useful for and likely to help trigger
ellection about the platform All responses MC to be de ;criptie rasher than
udgmental - a point discussed at length at the end of this :uncle. When
rodents want to praise, argue with, or give advice to a colleague, they itIC
SIO1 to stifle the urge to do so. Rather, I ask them to use their desire to

ndethe the platform, or its parts, which the author has not explicitly

credible power of emotions unleashed during the analytic examination of
se's professional activity is vividly described by Teresa Curtis and Kathryn
ietlow in the last article of this issue.) Once their platforms are written, I
diem to respond to the work of the others in their group, according to a
inconsisght structure. First, they look for internal logical consistency and
which seem to
Second,
they
state
any
assumptions
lcy among the parts.

eluding both the major issues focused upon and those ignored.
Platform writing is facilitated by structuring time for students to discuss
small groups their feelings states, as well as the content of their work. (1 he

d and honest
as rat l's in the initial attempt, but produce m.
dements in the revision. If the platform is to be tested for discrepancies
itlt actual performance, it is important that it truly represent the individual,

()elute, but also to encourage students to develop platforms that authentithan having them adhere to a particular
lly represent themselves, rather
have
students
write both a preliminary platfor
:toy or authority. 1 usually
': r, itivLnisi and
tl then a revised version. Many stay close to a model 10'

t. My own preference is to suggest possible issues as a provisional

c, 1982): personal, district, and external characteristics, principal manage .nt behavior, school climate, instructional organization, and student learn-

le their professional intentions. If taken seriously, wining a platform is
!It, but rewarding, work.
:xpesienced professionals, in my experience, often feel a great sense of
lequacy, embarrassment, confusion, to other negative emotional states.
think and write.
y often request a structure to facilitate their struggles to
ten
educational
issues to be
giovanni and Statratt (1983) suggested
!tested in a platform, (or example: the aims of education, the image of the
Ina, tire value of the curriculum, the image of the teacher, and the
kited teacher student relationship. For supervisors, they suggested two
In' at issues: the purpose of supervision, and the preferred process of
iervisior Barnett and Mill (1989) in their work with aspiring principals
tgested that adminisoative platforms be written in relationship to seven
ments of an instructional leadership model (flossed, Dwyer, Rowan, &
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adapted these ideas as a basis for supervising new teachers Mien es wr tie
platforms, which are then tested through II equent and «rip/ere (-yc les ot
clinical supervision °diets, as chairposons, encouraged depattment menu
bets to write and to share plailoons as a means of working toward Ilene!
alinition of the depaitment's goals and vision lu all sue Incases, collabola
e at lion was a goal and the loonier student imitated work with sub( itilinates
or colleagues by openly chat ing Ins on, lien platform lust

imaginative ways. Several of my homer administrative students have

"I he platform writing and testing sentience may be used broadly, and in

vice. Advice, judgment, socalled constito five criticism, and infuse all
iohihil iellection, as will be explained below.

inn

whin the actor needs to make a self assessment about whthei the
intent of the action was accomplished, and if not, why What ;icons (lo riot
need loin, others - role play participants or omniscient instructors - is ad

their emotional stales dining and after the events. 1 his is the kind of

of ways. I hey can come floor actual daily practice, events in an introiship,
behavior in a small group doling class, or contrived situations like role plays.
Reflection oil intention/action Or
relationships may be
greatly facilitated by descriptive, data from external sources Such %ounces
include electronically reproduced pia ybacks of events, structured leedback
in the loon of instiuments, and the many varieties of feedback limit other
persons who witness or feel the ellects of the action, such as rule play
panic ipants, mentors, internship supervisors, arid reflective interviewers.
When the source of feedback is another 'Inman being, it is thflicult, but
important, to remain descriptive. Adler a role play, for example, the inniontant
information needed by the centeist actor to spark reflection olio, includes
descriptions of what others perceived the outcome to be and descriptions of

compared with the plai lot in. 1 hew tests may be generated in a wink: van iety

"what I say and what I do." What is required fon this stage of tilled:lin is a
number of "tests," that is, segments of podessional action which can he

esimmsed theory and theory-iii -rise' between intention, and actton, in between

Once the platform is formulated, even in a preliminary stage, it may
become a vehicle for reflection on the congruity or incongruity between

when they have managed to do it.

stilled judgments in their own journals as grist lot then ms it idle( lion
Students lintt that remaining descriptive is very difficult, they gain insight

their own beliefs, values and assumptions. .1 hey are ieniteste I to lei un il these

criticize and advise as information to reflect about themselves Judgments
they make about others- if viewed as minors- are really statements about

Konkany / IA(
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adapted the process to pairs of mentors and principal-preparation students
(Barnett & Brill, 1989). Shadowing consists of one of the members following
the other through at least four hours of typical administrative practice. The
shadower takes accurate, specific, and descriptive notes. later, the shadower
conducts a reflective interview of at least one hour by asking questions based
on the data recorded during tire shadowing. The purpose of the interview is
to help clarify the intent, meaning, and outcomes of the partner's actions. The
partners then switch roles; the shadower is shadowed, and then interviewed.
The process sounds easy, but the skills, orientations, beliefs, and level of
trust necessary for the process to yield worthwhile results takes considerable
lime and concentrated effort. In the original format, the principal pairs went
through six full-day workshops spaced at six-week intervals. llowever, the
process is reported to facilitate reflection in both roles. The one being
shadowed receives release from isolation, descriptive data on his or her
a;tions, and non-threatening questions designed to spark reflection. The
shadowing partner receives release from isolation, and the opportunity to
observe a peer in action over a prolonged period:Die recording and reviewing of data to develop interview questions, as well as the interview process
itself, also sparks reflection for the shadower (Barnett, 1987).
In the original ['Al. program, the partners went on to additional stages of
work. Bach learned to cluster shadowing data by themes, and from these they
constructed a model of observed professional practice for the partner. 'Though
Monett's original work did not include platform writing and testing, it is easy
to sec the parallel between the models of practice presented to partners airt

ticing principals. But, when Barnett moved to a university position, lie

Shadowing and reflective interviewing arc a pair of means for encouraging reflection among practicing administrators developed by Bruce Barnett
and his colleagues at die Far West l.aboratoty..1 hese processes emerged from
research that was conducted on the instructional management of principals,
(Dwyer, I ze, Rowan, & Bossed, 1983) in which the subjects of the research
mauled that they liked being followed around and later interviewed Ly the
researchers, because it reduced their sense of isolation, gave them someone
with whom to discuss their daily work, and helped them to think about their
own actions. Shadowing and reflective interviewing were then developed as
central components of the Lab's peer-assisted leadership (PAL) Program
(Windt, 1985, 1987).
Shadowing and reflective interviewing were developed for pairs of prac-
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practice arc based on a typically unstated assumption: lire practitioner is in
total control of deciding whether to reflect, and, as a result, whether and how
to change his or her practice. We cannot reflect for anyone else. We cannot
force anyone else to change behavior through reflection. 'thus, although
reflection r.s a powerful means fin improving the practice of those who desire
to do so, it is not a panacea. We cannot use it to change the ter-air:loam, the
malicious, the unmotivated, or those who have given up all lupe.
I laving made clear the assumption about locus of control over Wile( tin III
itself, it is still true that, in many of the applications discussed in this situ le,
atwitter 'WIWI helps the one who reflects by setting conditions of stow hire
and by providing data necessary fon reflection-On action to occur I Ills

All approaches to reflection as a vehicle for improving professional

A CAUTION ON HELPING OTIIERS1D REFLECT

entire preparation program. 1 he possibilities of combining and interweaving
means of facilitating reflection are limited only by imagination.

videotape may be used because the subject is relatively stationary. Hut
videotape is not well suited to gathering data on the "on the go" practice of
principals, hence the utility of shadowing.
My work with platforms incorporates journals, contrived situations, case
records, and instrument feedback. Barnett and Brill (1989), in a recently
developed principal preparation program at Indiana University, combined
I'M. shadowing and reflective interviewing processes with simulations,
journal writing, a framework of instructional leadership, and platform development in the context of a cohort of students who remain together for their

similar to reflective interviewing Videotaping, rather than 1111111311 ohscrving
and describing, is used as a means of data. In the medical education situation,

reflect upon their clinical teaching, combined feedback from a standard
instrument on clinical teaching, videotape of the teaching, and a process

Although presented as relatively distinct, the various means for set lector
may be, and have been, combined to increase and reinforce their individual
values. I le wson and colleagues (1989), in helping attending physicians to

8tliati AND 81A1 ('111.5

the depictions of them y in-use as constructed over consider able observation
time by a trusted and helpful outside agent.
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In transactional analysis terms, these are "critical parent messages" (Verne,
1964). Prescriptions can also be evaluative messages containing untested
assumptions about the motivation of another person, for example, "You were
making excuses to the student about. . . ." In all cases the sender of the
prescription is deciding something for or about the receiver. The prescriber
is in one form or another takinga superior stance, telling the other what to
do, taking the responsibility for creating meaning, and deciding on behavior
change for the actor.
Prescriptions result in "defensive communication" (Gibb, 1961), and a
reduction in trust and openness. They arc heard as: "Defend yourself!" On
receiving a prescription, the listener stops listening, stops attending to da
such as a videotape, and prepares a retort of defense. For example, "You
ought In ..." typically elicits the response, "Hut you dim 't understand. If you
were in this situation. ..." "You were making excuses ..." may elicit result,
"I wasn't making excuses. . ," When in fact, Ile person may have been
making excuses. Rut, in reflection a self made conclusion to that eflect is
required If the external "helper" makes the conclusion and presents it

oblique evaluations, in the form of "you should... ," or " you ought to . .."

messages for reflection arc video or audio tape recordings. These are objective records of actions in replayable form. 1 hey are not filtered by human
beings I lowever, once we begin to talk about the tape with the one attempting
to reflect, we can either communicate descriptively or lapse into prescriptive
communication.
Prescriptions are communications that carry messages of evaluation. They
can be straightforward evaluations in the form of judgments of good or bad,
beautiful or ugly, excellent or poor, right or wrong. They can be slightly more

are "adult messages" (Berne. 1964). the ultimate in useful, descriptive

descriptive communication contains a message that most reasonable people
could come to consensus about. In transactional analysis terms, descriptions

about what "is" or "was." Though not always completely "scientific," a

external helping relationship is, for example, almost universally the case in
teacher and administrator preparation programs. As helpers and data providers we can never guarantee ;hat reflection will occur, but it is almost certain
that we can prevent it from occurring. Now we "help" conditions whether or
not we really do help.
Communication is the central issue in helping. The principle is simple.
We must communicate using descriptions and refrain from using prescriptions. But actually doing this is very difficult, ar:d, for most of us it requires
a great deal of reflection-on- and reflection-in--dim
Descriptions arc communication:. that carry messages of fact. 'they are

200
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pcoviding these( irlivc lecithin k than any other single issue It is lough to team
to be a :Moot for someone else, when we are so used to being the auilionty

work with students in the pladoim sequence, we spend more lime ou

prescription, and, even where description is included, prescriptions must be
delivered in the end, because of state or district mandates. Fvaluatiem, which
is what "clinical" has become, almost completely precludes the probability
of real reflection on practice. 1 he teacher simply doesn't listen, much less
reflect.
The dominant and persistent use of prescriptive language by supervisors
has been documented. It has also been shown that supervisors can leant to
become more descriptive, but it is a process that requires months of concentrated work not a one day shot (Johnston, I985). 'lire problem appears to
be at least Iwo fold. First, we arc so practiced in delivering prescriptions un
OM toles as teachers, adnumstratots, professors, and parents, and sir supported in our belief that this is what we arc supposed to do, that we Incially
lack another image of how we might behave Second, to suspend prescribing
is to give up the assumption that others will change because we bell them to,
and lo adopt the assumption dial teal change is controlled by the 1/111'
I his description "Mull- is tough lo at upl and ioughet Iii act on When I

to examine. Further, the post conference frequently consists entirely of

plays little or 110 role in the process. As practiced, "clinical skillet vision" beaus
little resemblance to the or iginal ideas. "I he r,..
tenet: is ofien not held,
instead, the supervisor makes a unilateral evaitration about what is important

io conclusions about what happened and what io do about it Prescription

that is, he describes to the !cachet what was seen, so that he mu sire may come

Prescription of any kind, even the positive sort, stops reflection and absolves
the actor of responsibility.
1 he descriptive versus prescriptive issue is well illustrated in the history
of clinical supervision. As originally conceptualized, clinical super vision is
a premier oppentunity for reflection. In the me-conleience the teacher and
supervisor decide on the (twos; that is, they decide what kind of data the
supervisor is to collect. In the post-corderence the supervisor presents data;

and to make decisions. It had to come from within" (emhasis added)

is "positive," as is forcefully illustrated by Teresa Curtis in the last :uncle 01
this issue. In explaining why she was able to change her attitudes, !whets.
and behaviors through a collaborative reflection project, she t ices the min
critical, non-judgmental climate established. She concludes: "But we were
alto not praised. We really had to draw on what we believed in individually

herself all but evaporates. 1 he result is the same even when Ore preset gait in

prescriptively, the possibility of the actor reaching that conclusion him or
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School of Edwina" lintversty of toonsusik.

University of Louisville, Louisville. kentiacky 'their fowl with teachers as astion researsliers has
been supporter! in pen by the Center for the CnitahvratsPe Ashiencenwrit of the Mathias Profession,

thANF W Krs F and Mt- A flovnA are asuman, professors in the School of l notation at the

I low can my students be motivated to want to learn?")

ment or supervisionor university-level teaching be improved?

Corey in the early 1950s advocated action research as a way practitioners could solve problems and improve instruction within their own
classroom and school settings. As illustrated by many of the preceding
articles, this view prevails as one important purpose for action research.
Although the contexts and initiating influence to become involved have
differed, many of the authors describe action research projects which
ultimately have had the sante aim as Corey's. Practitioners have "discovered" action research through university coursework or through sonic
type of sponsored project, and in most instances their projects have
focused on soh ing some type of problem ("flow can the writing process
be implemented in a kindergarten?" "Ilow can curriculum develop-

Differing Purposes and Uses

comment on these broad issues, drawing as needed from the work and
thoughts of the preceding authors.

tional reform efforts. Our purpose in this concluding article is to

ately, action research holds promises as an important facet of educa-

cluded that they convey three key messages about action research: (1) its
purposes and applications differ widely; (2) despite these differences,
certain trends echo across the writings; and (3) if developed appropri-

In synthesizing the contributions to this theme issue, we have con-

Diane W. Kyle and Ric A. Hovda

Action Research:
Comments on Current Trends
and Future Possibilities

Reprinted with permission from the Peabody Journal
of Education, Volume 64, Number 3.
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Thus, activities labeled as "action research" may take many forms and
may reflect a variety of stated and unstated purposes. We could argue
that these varying perceptions diminish the potential of action resean h,
that activities associated with action research should be easily Menhir
able, and that we should strive for consensus about the fundamental
purpose of this work. Such arguments may make sense, but they alsi
may miss a significant point.
Action research is intentionally idiosyncratic, personalized, and ton
textual. Questions for study emerge from needs which are unique
individuals in particular settings. Consequently, the various ratittate
for this work and types of projects are not only not surprising but also
art' likely to continue to characterize the literature.
Furthermore, the interpretations of purpose may depend nil whether
one is an involved actor in the process or an interested observer I ul
instance, the writings suggest that teachers and administrators, fated
with the opportunity to answer questions or resolve problems, see the
utilitarian purpose of action research as the most compelling and indi
cate less interest in the theoretical, philosophical, or political goal,
espoused by others.
Consequently, we will, in all probability, «minute to bail examples III
action research studies which disclose the particular, written by prat Ir
Boners for practitioners And, we will continue to lind writings about
action research analyses of individual or toilet led studies, insights 'in

order.

Kemmis and DiChiro address the nmst global (and perhaps most
ambitious) purpose for action research. From their socio-political per
spective, they see action research as a means of empowering teachers
and, therefore, as a contributing force in the effort to change the social

her view, the processes of action research can fat MLitt. the development
of practitioners able to make such connections
Action research as discussed by I folly, by Whitton!, Schlechty, and
Shelor, and, to some extent, by us has an important rule and purpose in
the growth-oriented environment of "learning" and "professional devel
opment" schools. It is through the opportunity to engage in activities
such as action research, these authors argue, that teachers are acknowl
too, views action it
.
edged and nurtured as decision-makers. Nixon,
search as a process to address the critical interfaces in the emerge!'
agenda for educational change.

Since Corey's time, however, other purposes for action research have
emerged, and these, too, are reflected in the preceding contributions.
Ross, for instance, argues for more reflective pia( titioners, ones able to
see the connection between educational aims and immediate practice. In
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Kemmis and I lit Imo propose an even ',wade, ,111,1 ,000
pervasive view 01 ihe at bun roseate Ii ptig ess anti its V16'101.11 11OI),I1 t iii
the Indio 011.11
4
educational e. hinge I heir',trod ul view 111OV1.(1 beyond
roc Io.ltolitu,ii
to
the
gle..itel
e'.4.11)11%limeed
school, and edile

.

being a developmental e inure In such a culture, instead of attoolotr
innovations, tie hools adopt the capability to beemite min ivan\ e as
of
means of sell renewal Ilully c lima( ten/es flus as a

conception is similar in that he discusses a S1114.1111's 111,11` cunt lion .v.

research plays a vital tole in the development 01 knowledge

temic response to !dot III. W1111111 such .1 context, they maintant, .cc hew

collaborative perspective of the action research process but rather the
way in which collaboration functions and therefore impacts on the work
of role groups, the degree and type of institutional support, and the
topics addressed. The types o; collaboration suggested by Whitford,
Scidechty, and Shelor (cooperative, symbiotic, organic) are helpful in
thinking about the nature of different types of collaboration.
While action research has clearly developed a more collabotative per
spective in recent years, that perspective is most often characteristic of
either the cooperative or symbiotic types. This is evident in the reported
wink of contributors llam, Ilovda and Kyle, Smulyan, Oia and Pine,

part of the action research process. The change, then, is not in the

appears to be quite similar. W111001(1, Se like lily and Shelor, talk or
schools as developmental oigainiations and the importance of a

tative of these "deep strut lure's" of schooling What is called tot he
many, then, is fundamental e hinge in se hauls. Although the laitgoap
used to discuss the labels fur sun It change varies, the overall totem

I homely, Nixon, Sitilyan, and I lovela and Kyle can be seen as lepiesit

Marty of the constraints mentioned by tontobutois Nle Keenan

change is not probable when the "tesponsible par ties" in making c hange
are not an integral part 01 the restart li process As Kernmis and I >It lhut'
point out, educational pia( tice is not an individualists endeavor
practice occurs in a context with many "responsible patties," theidelie.
including these patties in the action research pro( ess makes it innovattee
..o..y points ()tit, ac non tesean It c an
and potentially revoltMonary. As I lolly
be at odds with, and undermining of, a school's "true fun( bun " In 1.1(
he argues, action research is a complex innovation whit 1i has the ',oleo
tia1 of disturbing the deep structure's of se hooting.

focus of ac lion research, the broader contextual dimensions ate now
being taken into account. Most probably this has occurred because

attention was given to the socto politic al nature ot those tone ei [is I low
ever, it appears that even though individual t of It CIO!, e 011tOttle to be .t

A companion trend is .111 1114:11`.1S111?; cccccgI1111tter 111,11 Ili.' 1(). us 4,1
anion research work is rawly ate isolated event, but tattle' is a sot 1.11
process that is socially distributed. Lally willing about anion reseatell
concentrated on problematic (once' ns ul individual tea( hers, and little

large part determines the extent of not truly the le I.,
but the pervasiveness of that change

change, the very ILIUM' (01 1111' 4..111A...1.111%r 1,ti'lct tier it,
p°'' 1'1e

What is suggested here is that while' all tullahmatRe itott, only I',

Shelor and implied in the pallets by I lolly .11111 be 1\c1111111, Mid 111( Init.

collaborative action isearc suggested by 1V lottold , `4Inlet lit v and

Oberg and McCutcheem, and Chisni, Sanders, and lit low Quite distort t
hoot thus work is the mote ..111g.11111.11%' on the Unit turn
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purposeful endeavor. Collaboration, viewed in these ways, is an integral

orative one, as. practice is studied within a framework of a shared,

Collaboration in some cases is seen as role groups, i e., university
faculty and teachers, working together on a research topic of common
interest. In other cases, these same role groups are together as a means
of facilitating the work of one primary role group, i.e., university faculty
working with teachers. And yet in other cases, collaboration is seen as
an important feature within a single role group to sustain and motivate
the work, i.e., practitioner-researcher support groups. While collabora
lion in whatever form is not new to action research, it is taking on a
changed perspective.
Nixon points out that even Lewin in the 1940s viewed action research
as an activity aimed at realizing the "common good" rather than the
individualistic conception of "the good." In addition, he suggests that
the 'self-evaluative element of action research is essentially a collab-

concept of collaboration.

Several trends are noticeable in the recent resurgence of interest in
educational action research. Among these trends are using action re
search for curriculum evaluation, establishing practitioner-researcher
networks, and institutionalizing action research. While these are significant developments, one other trend deserves special attention because
of the way it influences any discussion of action research. Although a
precise label is difficult to assign, the trend is intimately tied to the

Trends

ways to improve this wink, or challenges about needed (hanger, or new
directions. The dear message, though, is that, although purposes and
uses may differ, action research has captured the interest and involve
nient of many. Also, despite these differences. several common trends
are apparent and should be noted.
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unanswered, and our knowledge of teaching and learning will remain
incomplete. We have also realized the necessity of focusing on teat hint;
as a profession and of exploring ways in which teachers might lind the
challenge and stimulation needed for them to grow and stay involved
I lOWC VC r, this raises a critical question II we advocate such at hities Ion

timers involvement and contributions, many questions will

As we have grappled with these challenges, we have sought new
approaches and new paradigms. Witness, for example, the increased
number of qualitative or interpretive research studies. These have provided a way to explore troublesome questions about Gee contingent and
contextual nature of classroom and school settings.
Inherent in these efforts has been the realization that, without prat ti

profession of teaching.

what schools are, of how students learn, and of what constitutes the

change has been critically needed, that we have needed new visions of

compelling explanation resides in the recognition that educational

Why has action research captured such interest in the educational
community? What is its appeal? What is the hope? Perhaps the most

instructional supervision. We have heard how action research can facilitate teachers' reflection and can become a significant facet of educational
and political reform efforts.

researchers elaborate on the merits of working collaboratively with
teachers on shared research problems. We have heard of how action
research can help us learn more about curriculum development and

As we have learned, action research is a powerful idea. The recognition of its potential provides a connecting link among these contributions. We have heard teachers share how their insights have deepened
as a result of their intense study of practice. We have heard university

Educational Change

process in educational change appears to be a necessary condition in the
effectiveness of action research.

political dimensions on the potential influence of the action research

continuation, and establishment of action research as a critical process in
educational change. Serious consideration of the importance of socio-

concerns are embedded in the suggestions fur the implementation,

organization of schools is clear.
While the descriptive accounts of action research work presented do
not directly address these socio-political concerns, it is clear that these

socio-political force that threatens and is threatened by the existing

arena. But in all three discussions, the recognition of action research as a
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growth. Flw contributers to this theme issue have helped us iet ()gni/.
the possibilities of action research, and have challenged us to find way-.
of accomplishing them.

the opportunity to learn from the findings and uvaghts ptovidcd by
practitioners. And, through the opportunity to engage in at bon le
search, many practitioners may find new opportunities to, podessiuni

research has the potential of increasing the knowledge haw it we have

and an accompanying commitment to sustaining this work At non

It is not surprising that we find an emerging interest tit ae tion iesealt It

action research? Do we need to reconsider .polit Iv, tot publishing III
established journals? Questions such as these nitro i addiessed

demic" journals? Do we [Wed new j011111.111 Whit h vrppott teat he's'

to engage in inquiry and to communicate their findings and insights
But would their work be considered win thy by "`Il htaarly" and "at a

teachers, what forums can we provide for them to share their work? Flie
two examples in this issue offer corvine Mg evident e of teat het s'
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Goswami, Dixie; Stillman, Peter. (eds.) (1987). Reclaiming the
Classroom: Teacher Research as an Agency for Change. Boynton/Cook
Publishers, Inc., P.O. Box 860, 53 Upper Montclair Plaza, Upper
Montclair, NJ 07043 ($10.75) 242pp.
This book of essays addresses how and why to do research in the
classroom as a teacher. Each of its four sections is prefaced with
interviews with Cindy Myers, Ken Jones, Patricia Reed and Betty
Bailey respectively. The entire book, written by teachers, for
teachers, contains first person accounts of classroom teachers'
experiences with action research.

Kiefer, Barbara,(1990), Toward
Whole Language, Classroom.
Articles
from "Language Arts," 1986-89. National Council of Teachers of
English, 1111 Kenyon Rd., Urbana, IL 61801 (Stock No. 54964-3020;
$5.95 members, $7.95 nonmembers).
79pp.
This book is a collection of articles originally printed in
"Language Arts," the membership journal of the elementary section of
the National Council of Teachers of English. The book responds to
the thousands of teachers looking for ways to incorporate studentcentered, collaborative learning strategies into their classrooms.
the articles draw heavily upon the experiences of reflective teacherresearchers who have adapted approaches based on the whole language
philosophy to meet the unique learning styles of their students.
Livingston, Carol; Castle, Shari (1989). Teachers itia Research
Action. NEA School Restructuring Series, National Education
Association, Professional Library, Box 509, West Haven, CT 06516
($10.95) 106pp.
This book highlights the use of research and other forms of
knowledge for meaningful school reform by faculties engaged in the
National Education Association's "Mastery in Learning Project". This
project is an school-based education reform initiative designed to
help school faculties restructure their schools to ensure that
students achieve "mastery." The focus of the book is the use and
creation of the knowledge base by project faculties.
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Sir:-.n:k, Kenneth A. (1989) "The Schools as the Center of Change."
Sor Tomorrow: Directing Reforms to Issues That Count.
& Moore (eds.). Allyn and Bacon, Needham, MA 02191,
The following is an excerpt from Sirotnik's chapter in
Sti..rgiovani and Moore's book. The entire chapter, as well as the
entire book, are well worth reading.
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school reform suggests otherwise: these attempts have, by and large,
been top-down exercises, intervention strategies fashioned the :tad:-

There are over 2.5 million of them in our nation's public elementary
and secondary schools. Together, they constitute over o7 % of the 3.9 mil :ion stall of ad types employed by the local education agencies across the
nation. They make up 96% of the total educational staff serving and supporting districts and schools.
Who are they? They are the educatorsteachers, principals and other

administrators. specai educators. counselors, librarians, and aides
wno staff the public school system at the building level. They are the
;..eciate who spend their work days behind the wails of schools and
doors of classrooms, educating the nation's children. Cassroom teachers
alonenearly Z.: million of themaccount for over 26 billion teacher st-udent contact hours each academic year in public elementary and
secondary schools across the nation.' Clearly, what goes on in those
classrooms is much the same as what went on a generation ago, and a
generation berore that, regardless of national commission reports, state
igiorm movements, or even directives from local educational agencies.'
That the centers for educational change and school improvement are
anywhere else than in the nation's schools would be a difficult proposition to defend in light if these statistics. In my experience. I have encountered very tew educators who were willing to argue that change
was centered
departments :n :omrnittee rooms in the District of Columbia. in state

or educanon. ;n school districts. or departments of educanon in anr.erstties ar.d colleges. Yet the history of attempts to effect

don of Frederick Winslow Taylor's principles of scientific management.'
The "time and motion" studies of the turn of the century have become
the research. development, diffusion, adoption. impiementation, and
evaluation studies of modern times.
It has only been recentlythe last several years, reallythat an alternanve paradigm for improving schools has been taken senously in
the reform proposals and actions of educational agencies. Alter a long
history of advocacy in the literature on educational change.' the idea that
educators in schools must become empowered agents in their own
school improvement processes is finally coming into favor. The trend toward building-based decisionmaking in many districts and schools, although a bit short of the liberating experience some have advocated. is
certainly a step in this direction.
The purpose of this chapter is to celebrate the coming out of a g
ideathat the power to effect significant educational change ts. indeet.
in the hands of educators in schools. Yet, although I will constrict an
argument for schools as the centers of educational change, they certainly
are not alone in their efforts. I have deliberately avoided terminology like
"the school as the unit of change" or "the school as the Oasis of change."
in order to avoid the impression that all our eggs for educational change
and school improvement are in the baskets of school buildings. To say

that something is at the center implies a good deal around it. Ignoring
the impact (for better or worse) of district, county, and state educational
agencies, educational consultants and change facilitators, colleges of
education, and parent and other community groups would be professing ignorance of the ecological dynamics surrounding the public schooling of children and youth and the problems of accountability and responsibility that go with it.° However, if schools and what goes on inside
them are not at the center of the educational ecology, then current efforts
toward change and improvement are horribly misguided. My choice of

terminologythe school as the center of changeshould theretore be
obvious and the implications clear.

Watkins, John M.: Lusi, Susan-Follett (1989). Egging the Essential
Tensions: Restructuring from Where You Are.
Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the American Education Research Association, 1989.
Contact, John Watkins, The Regional Laboratory for Educational
Improvement of the Northeast and Islands, 300 Brickstone Square,
Suite 900, Andover, MA 01810 (1-800-347-4202) 56p
This paper examines a project involving teams of teachers,
school administrators, and district-level people from Coalition of
Essential Schools (CBS) member schools. The CES is a high school
reform movement devoted to strengthening the learning of students by
reforming each school's priorities and simplifying its structure.
The paper discusses the common principles of CES as well as the
methodological issues raised by the CES project.
Included is a
discussion of a framework for collaborative action research in
restructuring schools.
Conclusions indicate that action research and
collaboration are important strands of effective reform.
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